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PREFACE.

I was appointed Wilson Philological Lecturer in 1877 and

was thus the first lecturer under the Endowment. My subject

was the Sanskrit and the Prakrit Languages derived from it. I

understood the word Prakrit in a comprehensive sense, so as

to include modern Vernaculars of Northern India also ;
and

thus delivered a course of seven lectures on Sanskrit in its

several forms, the Pali and the Dialects of the period, the Prakrits

and the Apabhrams'a, Phonology of the Vernaculars, Remnants

of the older Grammatical Forms in the Vernaculars, New Gram-

matical Formations to supply the place of the forms that had dis-

appeared and General Questions as to the relation between these

several languages. The method I followed is strictly historical,

tracing the modern vernaculars from the original Sanskrit

through all the different stages of development of which we
have evidence and assigning the different transformations to

their causes, natural or physical, racial, and historical. These

lectures, with the exception of the fifth and the sixth, were

thoroughly revised afterwards and the first two and the seventh

were published in Vol. XVI of the Journal, B. B. R. A. S., bet-

ween the years 1883 and 1885; while the third and the fourth were

published between 1887 and 1889. The other two lectures re-

mained in manuscript for a long time, until I finished in 1911

my book on "
Vaisnavism, Saivism etc." which was written for

the series of Encyclopedia of Indo-Aryan Research, which is

being published at Strassburg by Karl J. Triibner. These have

now been revised and I publish them for the first time along
with a reprint of the other five lectures in the present volume.

The delay in the publication has been due to my having had

to attend to more urgent work, such as the preparation of a

translation of the Vayu Purana for the " Sacred Books of the

East," which had afterwards to be given up, the preparation
of my Early History of the Dekkan and the search for Sanskrit

Manuscripts and writing my several reports on them.

As, since 1908, my eye-sight has been greatly impaired and

I am unable to read matter printed in ordinary type or an orcli-



nary manuscript, I have had to depend on Readers and

Amanuenses. The work on "Vaisnavism, Saivism, etc." was
written under these conditions, but the publication of the

present volume was undertaken by my eldest son, Professor

Shridhar Ramkrishna Bhandarkar, who has been associated with

me in a good deal of my literary work. The lectures were all

carried through the press by him at the sacrifice of a good deal

of time and trouble.

I regret to find some misprints in the present volume, but

one-half of them occur in the fifth and the sixth lectures, which

had to be set up from manuscript, There are comparatively
few instances in the reprints of the other five lectures.

Sangam, Poona, R
22nd June 1914.
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LECTURE I.

General Laics guiding the Development of Language; the

different Stages in the Development of Sanskrit.

THE occasion that brings us here together to-day is the first of its

kind in the history of this University. Hitherto the University of

Bombay has been merely an Examining Board. But this day wit-

nesses the beginning of an attempt to discharge another and a more

important function of such an institution. The main idea of a

University is that it is a body of men devoted to learning, and engaged
in acquiring knowledge and disseminating it. A country that has no

such bodies of men occupies but a low position in the intellectual

scale of the world, and contributes little to the general advancement

of mankind in knowledge. But a devotion to learning implies
sacrifice of worldly interests, and the poverty of learned men has

become proverbial. To enable persons, therefore, to apply themselves

to the pursuit of knowledge with undivided attention, there exist in

connection with such institutions certain appointments tenable for

life called professorships or fellowships, endowed by the enlightened

liberality of private individuals or of the goverment of the country.

India and the Bombay University ai'e no exception to the general
rule. In other times learning flourished in the country under" the

fostering care of its innumerable princes and chiefs, as well as rich

merchants. Though in the words of the poet, Sri and Sarasvati are, in

a sense, constantly hostile to each other, it is Sri alone at all times and

in all countries that can support Sarasvati, and enable her to live and

grow. Hence it is impossible that the Bombay University should rise

to the dignity of a seat of learning without such a provision as is

found necessary in more advanced countries. India cannot take her

place among the intellectual nations of the West, and compete with

them in the advancement of knowledge unless her Universities discharge

their proper function, unless we have professorships in connection with

them for the cultivation of science, philosophy, history and philology <

But we may be told that an Indian does not care for knowledge for

its own sake, and it is only as a means of worldly advancement that he

enters the University at all, and, as soon as he takes his degree, flings

away his books, and no more troubles himself with the several branches
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of knowledge to which he was introduced while within the walls of his

college. The reproach is true, as well as untrue. It is true if it is

meant that since the first school or college was opened by our Govern-

ment we have had very few or none among us who have devoted

themselves to the pursuit of knowledge. But if what it is intended to

assert is that a love of knowledge or learning and an unselfish devotion

to it are foreign to the nature of a Hindu, it is altogether untrue.

Those ponderous tomes which adorn the library of the Sanskrit student

and those innumerable pustakas in the Sarasvati Bhandaras scattered

throughout the country tell a different tale. But in this, as in other

matters, the circumstances in which our virtues have grown up and are

exercised are not the circumstances in which we are expected to display

them, and fail to do so. Love of learning is ingrained in the very

nature of the Hindu, but the legitimate object of this feeling is Sanskrit

literature. A knowledge of English and of English literature and

philosophy is, in the first instance, sought for only for its practical

benefits. A Hindu would not send his son to an English School if he

could help it. A very powerful motive for the pursuit of learning, the

respect of the society in which one lives, is also wanting in the case of

the so-called educated Indian. A Shastri or Pandit is esteemed and

treated with respect and consideration by his countrymen; the English-

knowing Indian may be feared if he holds some Government appoint-

ment, but if none, he enjoys no consideration. The very word vidvdn

or 'learned
1

is grudged him by the orthodox Hindu. In one branch of

learning, however, viz. Sanskrit, an English-knowing Indian may
meet with appreciation and esteem at the hands of the learned in

Europe. That is a subject in which he may successfully compete with

his European brother, and in which he has peculiar advantages which

the latter does not possess. Among his own countrymen he will find

sympathy only if he has studied Sanskrit exactly in the old way, but

even in this case his heterodoxy, which is the result of his English
education, would stand in the way. But there are indications

that a more sympathising and appreciating body of men is growing
about us, and the circle will go on widening as education advances.

In this, as in other matters, there are hopes that our countrymen
will, in the course of time, chiefly through the agency of Government

education, adapt themselves to their altered circumstances; and the

Hindu's inherent love of learning will gradually extend and engraft
itself on the branches of knowledge to which he has been newly
introduced by the European.
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But encouragement and support are essentially needed; and, taught

by our ancient tradition, we naturally look up for these, in the first

instance, to our Government. Hitherto it has confined its endeavours

to the education of its subjects, a thing which was never before done

by any Indian prince, and for which it has the strongest claims on the

gratitude of the Indians. But what Indian princes have all along done,

viz., the extension of support and patronage to men of learning, and

thus enabling them to prosecute their studies, has not yet attracted the

attention of our Government, probably because they thought the time

had not come for it. Next, it is the duty of those of our countrymen,
who enjoy princely fortunes, to encourage the growth and advancement

of learning among their countrymen. Now the best and most effectual

way, in which learning can thus be encouraged and patronized by all

who have the means, is by founding University professorships to be

held for life. A beginning, however, has been made, and for it we are

indebted to the friends of the late Rev. Dr. "Wilson, and to the good
old Doctor himself. For, when his friends raised up the sum and

expressed to him their intention to present it to him, he declined to

receive it unconditionally, and, contenting himself with only a life

interest in it, proposed that they should hand it over to the University,
and found a philological lectureship. It is in virtue of the advice he

thus gave that we meet here to-day. I only regret that the Syndicate

was not able to secure the services of an abler man, and that the

duty of inaugurating the Wilson Lectureship, and, I may say, the new

phase on which the University is entering, has devolved on me.

The subject on which the lectures are to be delivered this year

is the Sanskrit, and the Prakrit languages derived from it. Sanskrit

is the language of the religion, law, philosophy, and poetry of the

Hindus; and all their ancient and most revered books on these subjects

are written in that language. Even at the pi-esent day the language

we use in our daily prayers and in the performance of our various

religious rites is Sanskrit; learned men carry on their disputations in

Sanskrit, and now and then we meet with new poems written in that

language. Prakrit is a general name given to certain dialects in which

we find some old books written; and in ordinary Hindu usage the term

is extended to the vernaculars we speak. Marathi, Gujarati, and the

various other idioms spoken in Northern India are Prakrits. The

wording of the subject as laid down in the calendar implies that

Sanskrit is the more primitive of these, and that the Prakrits are

derived from it. Our business, therefore, is to trace the history of



Sanskrit, to observe how from the very earliest form in which it is

presented to us in the existing literature of the language, it gradually

developed or was corrupted into the modern vernaculars. The Sanskrit

which we know of as such is not now the spoken language of any

part of India or of the world. It is simply preserved in books, and is

used by the learned. But if the Marathi, Grujarati, and the rest

show unmistakable signs of having been derived from this
tlanguage,

it must have been at one time spoken generally by our ancestors; and in

being handed down from generation to generation it has undergone

various modifications and changes, until we have now come to speak

it as we do. But of this more hereafter.

India may justly claim to be the original home of scientific

philology. In one of the most ancient Sanskrit books, the Samhita

of the Black Yajurveda, there are distinct indications of the dawn of

linguistic study.
1 The Brahmanas of the Vedas, which rank next to

the Samhitas, and even the Taittiriya Samhita itself, the composition

of which differs in no particular from its Brahmana, are full of

etymological explanations of words, though often they are fanciful.
2

One Acharya followed another, and they all carefully observed the

facts of their language, and laid down the laws they could discover.

They studied and compared the significations and forms of words,

observed what was common to them, separated the constant element

from that which was variable, noticed the several changes that words

undergo in different circumstances, and by such a process of philological

analysis completed a system of grammar and etymology. In the

Nirukta, Yaska, whose exact date we do not know, but who must have

nourished several centuries before Christ, lays down correct principles

of the derivation of words. The last of the"
1

grammarian Acharyas
were Panini, Katyayana, and Patanjali. The Prakrit dialects which

Speech was once inarticulate

and undistinguished ( into its parts ). Then the gods said to Indra, 'Distinguish
our speech into parts.' He said, 'I will ask a gift of you, let Sorna be poured into

One cup for me and Vayu together.' Hence Soma is poured into one cup for Indra
and Vayu together. Then Indra going into its Amidst distinguished it. Hence
distinct speech is now spoken. Tait. Samh., VI. 4, 7.

2. The Ait. Brahm. gives the etymology of SN ( HI. 9 ), of m&l (III. 23 ),

of 5TRT ( VII. 13 ); the Tait. Samh., of^ (I. 5. I), of f^T ( II. 4, 1, and II. 5, 2);

the Tait. Brahm., of 3T^ (1.1,5 ), of 5RJT5T ( II. 7, 18 ), &c., &c.
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sprang from Sanskrit were next made the subject of observation and

analysis. The laws of phonetic change or decay in accordance with

which Sanskrit words become Prakrit were discovered and laid down.

The Sanskrit and non-Sanskrit elements in those languages were

distinguished from each other. This branch of philology also was

worked up by a number of men, though the writings of one or two only

have come down to us.

In this condition Sanskrit philology passed into the hands of

Europeans. The discovery of Sanskrit and the Indian grammatical

system at the close of the last* century led to a total revolution in the

philological ideas of Europeans. Before this time there was hardly a

scientific treatment of linguistic facts, etymological analysis was

scarcely known, and philological speculation had not emancipated
itself from the trammels of religion. The Jews were the chosen people
of God, and hence their language, the Hebrew, was the most original

of all languages, and all others were derived from it. This was the

belief of European scholars, as that of the orthodox Pandit at the

present day is that Sanskrit is the primitive language, and all others

are corruptions of it; though, however, the Pandit has an excuse in

the fact that the languages he generally hears spoken about him have

really sprung from Sanskrit. But several circumstances had about

this time prepared Europe for independent thought in philology, and

Sanskrit supplied the principles upon which it should be conducted

and determined the current in which it should run. The languages
of Europe, ancient and modern, were compared with Sanskrit and

with each other. This led to comparative philology and the

classification of languages, and a comparison of the words and forms

in the different languages led scholars into the secrets of the growth
of human speech, and the science of language was added to the list

of existing branches of knowledge. The progress made within about

fifty years is marvellous, and affords a striking instance of- the

intellectual activity of the Europeans. In the cultivation of philology

and the elaboration of this new science the Germans, of all other

nations, have been most prominent, and have done by far the greater

portion of the work. The more limited field of Prakrit philology with

which we are here concerned has not been left uncultivated, Pali,

the earliest of the Prakrit dialects, is almost as much studied in

Europe as Sanskrit. We have editions of Pali texts by Tumour, a

*18th.



Ceylon Civilian, and a Danish scholar, Fausboll; and of a Native

Grammar by Kachchayana, by M. Senart, a Frenchman; an original

treatise on this subject by Clough, and a very useful Dictionary by
the late lamented Professor Childers.

8 The derivation of the language
from Sanskrit forms the subject of an essay by the great French

scholar, M. Burnouf, and the equally great German scholar, Professor

Lassen. There are notices of the Prakrit dialects in one of Colebrooke's

essays and in the preface to Professor Wilson's Hindu Theatre.

Lassen also wrote a book entitled Institutiones Lingu Pracraticse,

based upon the grammatical works of native writers, and upon the

Prakrit passages occurring in the Sanskrit dramatic plays. Professor

"Weber, whose industry and comprehensive grasp are admirable, has

published an elaborate analysis of the language and contents of a

Jaina religious work in Prakrit entitled the Bhagavati, and of the

language of a collection of Prakrit songs by Hala, together with an

edition and translation of the work. Dr. Cowell has brought out a

nice edition of the Prakrita-Prakas'a by Vararuchi; and Dr. Muir,
whose works are so valuable to the student, devotes a large portion of

his second volume of the "Sanskrit Texts" to Prakrit philology, in

which he gives his own views and a summary of those of other

scholars. In Ceylon, Mr. D'Alwis has published a work on the Pali,

and in India an edition of the Prakrit Grammar of Kramadis'vara has

been published in the Bibliotheca Indica, and of that of Hemachandra
in Bombay by a Jaina priest with the assistance of a Sastri *. The
modern vernaculars have not yet succeeded in attracting the attention

of the learned in Europe. Essays on some points of vernacular

philology by Professor Hoernle, of Jayanarayan's College, Benares
have appeared in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society. But
the most important work on this subject that has yet appeared is Mr.
Beames's Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages. Two
volumes have been published, and the third and last is expected.

5

Mr. Beames has brought his subject down to the pronoun- and the

forthcoming volume will treat of the verb. Dr. Trump in his valuable
Grammar of the Sindhi language compares the grammatical forms

3. This lecture was written in 1877 and revised in 1878. It will be necessary
for the reader to remember this in going over this short sketeh. Many and
valuable additions to Pah publications have been made since then especially hv
the Pali Text Society.

4. Since this was written Dr. Pischel's edition of Hemachandra's Prakrit
Grammar and his elaborate contribution to the Grundriss der Arischen Philolocie
have been published, besides several other minor works.

5 Since published.
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existing in the several vernaculars, and recent grammarians of Gujarati
and Marathi have made attempts in some cases to trace the grammar
of these languages from the Sanskrit through the Prakrit. A Gujarati

Sastri, named Vrajalal, has written a useful little tract on the history
of his vernaculai1

.

8 But upon the whole, it must be acknowledged that

vernacular philology is still in a state of infancy, and a great deal of

what has been written is unsatisfactory.

Before I proceed to the subject in hand, it is necessary that I

should trace some of the laws of the development and growth of

language, as I shall have occasion to refer to them frequently in the

course of these lectures. Suppose a person wishes to express the idea in

a village, and the only means at his command are the roots and inde-

pendent words in a language such as the Sanskrit. Now the word
which expresses a village is Km, and another which signifies the in-

terior is JT^T- By joining the two together in such an expression as

CTW^T he conveys the idea the interior of, or in, a village. Now this

word Ifisq is pronounced *{*$( or If?; by persons who have either not been

taught to pronounce it properly or are not sufficiently careful to do so.

This again is reduced to JfRT or JTN and thence to iflf or iff, and ultimate-

ly to in or If. In this manner unmvaj becomes JTTTTT or JTWr, which, as I

you know, are the forms of the Gujarati, Sindhi, and Hindi locative. '

In this condition its origin is forgotten by the speakers, and becomes

simply a termination signifying in the interior. Again, if a man wants
to speak of one who makes a pot and has not got a word to express the

idea, he naturally puts together the words f^*f pot and ^[^maJcer, and
uses the compound f^^Mf- After a time, by faulty pronunciation,
the ^ goes out and the word is reduced to $i*TT*- In the same way, as

before, the persons who use the word ^sn^have no consciousness that

they are putting together two words, one of which means a pot and

the other maker; but the syllable 3TTT becomes with them a simple 1

termination which signifies the doer of the thing expressed by the

base. We thus see that these two very general terminations were

originally independent words, and that in the course of time they lost

that character. If you examine those forms which constitute the

declensions and conjugations of any language you may happen to know

you will find that these also have originated in the same way. When,
our remote ancestors wished to say I now do, they put together $ do, g

6. Hoernle's Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages, Kellogg's
Hindi Grammar, Grierson's Linguistic Survey of India have, among others, been

published since then,
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now, and ft 7, and said $$ft, afterwards changed for the sake of euphony

to^nfH^. In the same way $<JTff?T means donoiche^gffi^do noiv he (and)

thou, ^T being a corruption of% a pronoun signifying thou, and fwftf% do

now thou. Or they expressed present time by using a pronoun equivalent
tohere or this and said SH^ft Tt-tiow here he, the 3? being the same as that

we find in the forms S^pf , 3TW, SWJI& &C- and signifying something
that is near. In this manner we are able to trace the original significa-

tion of a good many of these forms, but since after their invention, they
are more or less corrupted, it becomes a difficult matter to do so in all

cases. Still, we know enough to be able to lay it down as certain that

this is the mode in which all our grammatical forms have originated.

When a language is in that condition in which grammatical relation

is expressed by such compounds consciously formed, and both parts of

the compound can be used independently, it is said to be in the analytic

stage. The change of JfWf to in or if, or of qpfj to 3TTT, or of flf^r to ?TW or

?T: is what is called phonetic decay. Though this is usually spoken of in

censure as corruption, it is the means by which a language leaves the

analytic stage and develops. The words forming the compound grow

together, both being altered in the process, and the original sense of

the latter is forgotten. It is this circumstance that renders phonetic

change possible, for, if those who speak the language always used the

two words in the compound with a conscious desire to express their

joint sense, such a corruption would not take place. Phonetic decay
reduces the latter portion to a mere termination, and thus a language
arrives at what is called the synthetic stage. All the dead Aryan

languages, and most of the living ones also, are 'in the synthetic

condition, while the Chinese is said to be in the analytic stage.

Phonetic decay or conniption is a process that is constantly going
on in a living language. At some stages of its history it is very rapid
and at others slow. It sometimes wholly transforms words. Its

causes are deeply ingrained inhuman nature itself. Language is not the

end and aim of human life; it is simply an instrument of communicat-

ing thought, and the matter of thought is always more important
than the expression. The utterance of a word implies an effort. We
have to force the breath through the windpipe, check or compress it

at different points in its passage through the mouth, and then let it

off. The glottis or the opening of the windpipe, and the tongue and

the various parts of the mouth are our organs of speech, and an in-

numerable variety of sounds may be produced by their means. In

pronouncing certain letters the glottis must be stretched or expanded,
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while in the case of others it is contracted, which is its more
natural condition. The breath -which comes out when it is expanded
is called s'vCisa or simple unintonated breath by the old Indian

Philologists, but when the glottis is contracted and the breath is

intonated by the vibration of the vocal chords, it becomes what is

called ndda, i. <?., tone or intonated breath. Simple breath is the

material cause of the hard consonants, and the intonated breath

of the soft, and of the vowels. When nilda is forced out and allowed

to pass away without being obstructed we pronounce vowels, and
when both s'vdsa and ndda are obstructed at different parts of the

mouth, the sounds that are formed are consonantal. Hence a con-

sonant cannot be pronounced by itself ;
it is only when the touching

organs are separated and the air allowed to pass through any one

of the vowel positions, that the sound is produced. When the

intonated breath is let off through the rounded lips, it forms 3 ,
and

with the lower lip a little further off, aft; while if the lips completely
touch each other, and the breath is thus obstructed in its passage, .

we have ^r which, with a greater force of respiration becomes w, and
when it is partly sent into the nose, it assumes the form of

Jj.
If the

sMvxa is in the same condition as ndda when it forms ^ and w we have

t^
and <*:. When these two kinds of breath are shut up by the tip of

the tongue forming a complete contact with the root of the upper
teeth, we have ^, r, ^, XT, and ^. When the contact is effected higher

up and the forepart of the tongue is made into a curve, we have

7, 5, ^T, , and
o^.

If the middle of the tongue is brought near the palate,

ndda passing through the intervening space forms the vowel 5; and

when the tongue is a little further off and the mouth more open,
we have ty while if there is complete contact, the two kinds of breath

give us =3, ^, sr,
3^,

and ^ as before. When the root of the tongue
touches the lower skirt of the palate, we have similarly ^:, us, TT, CT, and

^. If the intonated breath is allowed to pass away when the mouth
is in its natural position with the lips open we have the vowel a?,

and with greater force of breath, the aspirate f. The vowel portion
of 5% and 5 differs from 3T in the whole lower part of the mouth being

brought closer to the upper in pronouncing it, while in pro-

nouncing 3TC the two parts of the mouth are more widely

apart; so that the vowel sound involved in 55 is the closest,

3TT, the most open. The diphthongs ^ and 3^ are 3T+ f and

3?+ 3T pronounced hastily . In pronouncing the semi-vowels the organs

are brought very close to each other, but do not form a complete
2
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contact
;
so that the breath is compressed and not shut up. Still,

like the mutes, they cannot be pronounced without separating the

organs. We pronounce 5 when we bring the two lips and the ends

of the upper teeth into close proximity, and it thus corresponds to

the vowel 3; for ^ the position is the same as that for f,
the proxi-

mity only being greater; while ^ is formed a little above the dental

position by emitting the breath by the sides of the tip of the tongue,

and ^ a little below the cerebral. The sibilants sr, sr, and ^ are con-

tinuous sounds made by letting off the s'vdsa or simple breath with the

same force as in the case of the hard aspirates and through the space

between the middle of the tongue and the palatal, cerebral, and dental

or dento-palatal positions brought as near to each other as in pro-

nouncing vowels.

You will thus see how minute and laborious these operations are.

The difficulty is increased when we have to pronounce two or more

consonants together. We have first to put the organs of speech into one

position, and immediately afterwards into another, without leaving the

first. Accurate pronunciation therefore requires great effort, and since,

according to an observation of Locke, labour for labour's sake is against

nature, the tendency always exists of making as little effort as is consistent

with the necessity of making oneself understood. Hence gtjf is trans-

formed to g^ i. e. only the quantity of breath necessary to pronounce ^
islet off, and the effort of forming a complete and close contact is saved;

cfc^tf^n become 3J3T<?3Tflt, &n^- thence %^ and %o5, where also you will

see that the contact is avoided; 3T7 becomes 3p^f, in which case we find

that the effort involved in the change from one position of the vocal

organs to another is economized, though the pressure which the organs

exert upon each other in the pronunciation of a conjunct continues the

same, i. e. we have a conjunct as before, but the two members are assimi-

lated. This is further changed to 3TTT in which the pressure is avoided,

but the shortening of the time which this would involve is obviated by

lengthening the preceding vowel. This tendency to phonetic decay is

so powerful that if not counteracted it would in the short space of a

few generations render a language entirely unintelligible to its former

speakers. Children, in their first essays at speech, often mispro-
nounce words, and if they were left to themselves, the language of a

country would undergo very great transformation in a short time.

But at home and in schools they are taught to speak the language of

their parents correctly, and this result is averted. Education, there-

fore, is an agency which arrests the progress of decay. Another
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check is afforded by the necessity of making oneself intelligible. If a

man is careless about his language he will not be understood. He has

therefore necessarily to endeavour to speak as other people do. The

feeling of society is also arrayed against the corruption of a language.
The speech which does not approach the received standard is branded

as vulgar. The tendency to corruption is greatly diminished when a

language comes to have a literature. Some races are very careful

about their speech, and preserve it in a comparatively pure condition;

there are others which corrupt it greatly. But even in the case of

the former, accidents in its history may transform the idiom consider*

ably. If one race comes in contact with another, and gives it its

language, it is sure to be greatly corrupted. The alien race cannot

catch the pronunciation properly, or its vocal organs may be naturally
so constituted or its previous vocal habits may be of such a nature as

to render the sounds of the language difficult or impossible to be imi-

tated. If there were no schools and colleges for teaching English to

us, we should corrupt the language of our rulers so greatly as to

render ourselves perfectly unintelligible to them. The native sentry's

challenge fffjn g^ for "who comes there" would be a puzzle to the

scientific philologist.

The grammatical terminations which are oftener used than any
particular words suffer the most by this process of decay, and after a

time they are confused with each other or dropped away. When a

language is reduced to this condition, it has to fall back upon the

expedient with which it started, and tack on certain words or particles

to its nouns and verbs to express the relations which the old termi*

nations denoted, and thus the analytic state returns. But the old

process goes on again, and these words in their turn assume the

character of terminations. Sometimes along with a case-form there

exists in the language another expression conveying the same sense.

When the former goes out of use the latter takes its place, or some-

times the latter drives out the former. The modern vernaculars have

had to resort to this process of reconstruction in a great measure, and,

as in the older languages, it has already become difficult in several

cases to trace the origin of the forms. For instance, in Sanskrit the

termination which expresses future time is ^J, and when it is applied

to the root ^j to give, we have ^R^frf he will give. This %q is very

likely a compound of the root 3T^ to be and q\ to go, so that the con-

trivance the early Aryans had recourse to to express futurity, was to

attach to a root two others expressive of going to be; <|<^ft therefore
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originally meant he goes to be giving,, i. e. he does not give, but will

give since he goes to do it. Now this ^R?j[?I iQ the derived dialects

becomes first <iwfl, then ^T^rfo ^Tf, ^RTf, 51$?, 5T? and ^ in order.

Phonetic corruption has thus reduced this form to %\\ or ^, and that

for the present tense I give has also assumed the same appearance.
There is thus no distinction between them; wherefore to express

future time our languages have had recourse to a variety of expedients

which I shall endeavour to explain in their proper place. The Hindi,

however, has hit upon the same that was used by our early ancestors,

and distinguished futurity by adding to this shrunken form the past

participle of JTH to go, which is lj$fl, changed to jj[ by combining the

vowels, and thus ^TTT the form of the future, signifies literally, gone

that lie (may) give.

Another phenomenon constantly observable in the history of the

growth of a language is the use of false analogies. Thus in Sanskrit

the root w to hear takes the augment g in the Present and three other

tenses or moods, and the Sanskrit of he hears is srofff^. Now in

the course of time people forgot that this termination was used in

these tenses alone, and extended it to the Future, the past participle,

and other derivatives, so that in the Pali and the Prakrits the root

itself became ^ni=^TJt instead of ^. This root has descended to

most of the modern dialects in this same form. In the same way
^t to buy became f^I, jfl to know, ;

3flOT, ^ to knoiv, 533? and so

on. All these exist in the vernaculars so augmented. In the same way,

though f> is conjugated in Sanskrit by adding 3 to the base according to

the rule of the eighth conjugation, and forms qvciffl, =j>4'P?f &c -j ^n

Prakrit it is conjugated according to the rule of the first or the tenth

which are generalised, and has ^5 or %&$. This arises from the same

sort of mistake that children commit, when, for instance, from the ana-

logy of vj^ from VTC, i|^35 from iRf &c., they use zfR3$ from ^, though
the correct Marathi form is %s? and.you may remember such expressions

as "I knowed" and "you was" that Dickens puts into the mouth of

his lower characters. The Pali and the Prakrits are full of such forma-

tions. This law may be called the law of false analogies or of the

generalisation of grammatical forms, or formal generalisation, and the

effect of it is to do away with anomalies and introduce simplicity in

a language. It springs from the same causes as phonetic decay, viz.

the economization of effort, and its operation is restricted also by the

same causes as those which arrest the progress of phonetic corruption.
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Hitherto we have been considering the growth or decay of the

grammar of a language. But the names of objects constitute a very

important part of human speech. These are not arbitrary or simply
conventional. The possibility of mere conventional names can exist

only under a supposition of men meeting and agreeing that they should

call such a thing by such a name. But this implies a condition of

high social and political development, which in an early state of society

does not exist, and, in the absence of language, cannot exist. The pro-

cess is very artificial, and would hardly be worthy of the intellectual

nature of man; and though even in a high state of civilisation a lan-

guage grows, and new names spring up, this is not the way in which

they do so. The names of objects are always expressive of some

attribute possessed by those objects. ^^t the earth is that which is

broad, Vflft the stm, that which shines, S^tf, the sea, that which has

water, fq?T father, one who protects, jff? daaigliter, one who milks cows.

But you will see that these names are not logical definitions, for they
have the defect of ath-ydpti, i. e. are too wide. It is not the earth alone

that is broad, nor the sun alone that shines, nor the sea alone that

has water. But still these things possess these attributes pre-eminently,
and hence the terms become restricted to them. What is general is

thus rendered particular, and the sense of words is, so to say,

specialized. This process goes on continually in a living language, not

only in the invention of new names, but often it works in a manner to

narrow the sense of existing words. Thus, If^ff etymologically signifies

'a feeling,' 'a sensation,' thence it is restricted in Sanskrit to a parti-

cular sensation, that of severe pain; but the pre-eminent pain is that

experienced in child birth, hence 5f<JT the Prakritised form of the word

signifies in Marathi that special pain. So, Jfl^ift in Sanskrit denotes 'a

female that is pregnant,' but JHHU I the Marathi form of the word is re-

stricted to lower enimals; fifT in Sanskrit means 'heat' generally, but
in Marathi, and in Gujarat! in the form of ^flof ,

it signifies a particular kind
of heat, viz. 'fever

1

though the word has not lost its general sense;

denotes originally 'the heart,' in modern Marathi in the form of

it signifies 'courage,' which is a quality of the heart, though in old

Marathi it preserves its original sense; fa*% in Sanskrit means 'a

ball' generally, but in Panjabi and Gujarati in the form of qn^r it ig

restricted to this ball of flesh and bones, 'the body'; %j^ in Sanskrit

signifies 'an attendant', but in the form of S

5ter it denotes in the

Hindi 'a pupil or disciple', who, according to Indian custom, is his

master's close attendant, and in Bangali and the Goanese Marathi in
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the forms of ^% and xRJf 'a boy' or sow, who is constantly about his

parents. Opposed to this is a process which may be called generalisa-

tion of the sense. Thus the root
irfj^ originally signified 'looking

or searching for a cow'; it was then extended to any kind of 'search-

ing', and lastly in the form of JlcRT^f it signifies in Marathi 'to find';

a^ originally 'the lord of the gods,
'

is in Sanskrit used to signify

'the lord' of any class of beings, such expressions as *J|*H?sr, ?T%?3[

&c. being every common; and a notable example of this process is

afforded by the word ^f3TT which in Sanskrit means 'a king', but, in

the forms of ^pj or ^, is in the modern languages used as a title of

distinction, and in Marathi, any respectable gentleman not following
the priestly occupation, and not a man of learning may be called a

rdv. Sometimes, when by means of phonetic corruption a word is

reduced to two forms, each of the two acquires a distinct sense. Thus,

Sanskrit &% is in the modern languages corrupted to g^f H.,^ S.,

51
1

B., and in this form it means 'an old man.' It is also corrupted
to ^ir H., 3(3\ S., 5f^ B., ^tr GL, and s^f Groan. M. in which form it

signifies 'great,' 'large,' or 'more advanced in age'. In this last sense,

the termination 55 or ^is appended to it (M. 3^5 , S. 3%ft)-

The Sanskrit word 8jnr becomes ^OT in the sense of 'a festival,' in Pali

and the Prakrits, but ^W in the sense of 'a moment.' In Marathi \$u[

is further transformed to tfOT, and nw in the form of f^n also occurs

in the old literature and in one of its dialects. The Sanskrit ^^3
in the form of 3*Io5 M ., 33T^ H., 35^5 S., 33f3 G., 33^ P.

means bright, clear, pure, but in the form of y>H|3 M., H., G., P., S.,

B., it means desolate or waste. This sense it acquired by the first

process explained above, since a desolate land is cleared, purified of its

tenants or appurtenances. |M( means in Marathi a dwarf and $>3\

Immpbacked. This last word exists in the other languages also, and

both are derived from the Sanskrit

The last phenomenon in the growth of a language which I shall

notice is the gradual disappearance of words. As men advance in

knowledge and civilisation new ideas and modes of thinking arise,

and the old ones fall into disuse. And since words are the representatives
of ideas, new words always come in, and the old go out. The changes
that the Marathi language, for instance, has undergone in this respect

since the time of Jnanes'vara, or the Hindi since the time of Chanda,
render the older books unintelligible to modern readers. There are

also various other causes. Sometimes, when another language rises

into importance on account of political circumstances, or when it is
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admired and esteemed by a nation, as Sanskrit is by Hindus, a great

many words are borrowed from it, and necessarily the older ones go
out to make room for them, or disappear because they are regarded
as vulgar. The opening of an intercourse with a foreign nation

brings about the same result. These causes account in a great

measure for the fact that so many words in our languages have

become obsolete. Jnanes'vara's Prakrit 'TOTT bad to make room for

the Sanskrit STCTK, T(|^ for jfvfft and Jfff for ;n*j; and the word srtffa

has well-nigh supplanted the old *jf ,
as ppJf has done 3TRTT which itself

must once have driven out such a word as &(Fm or 3TTW) the Prakrit

forms of 3TT9I and

The languages of the civilised nations of the world have been

divided into three families, the Aryan or Indo-European, the Semitic,
and the Turanian. The first comprises the Indian branch, consisting
of Sanskrit, Pali and the Prakrits, and the modern Vernaculars of

Northern India and of Ceylon; the Iranic branch consisting of Zend,
the sacred language of the Parsis, the Pehlevi and the other cognate
dialects

; the Hellenic or the Greek branch, comprising the languages
of Ancient Greece and its modern representatives ;

the Italic branch,

consisting of the Latin and the cognate ancient languages of Italy

and the dialects derived from Latin, the Italian, the French and the

old Provensal, the Spanish, the Portuguese, and the Wallachian
;

the Keltic or the language of those Kelts or Gauls that so often figure

in Roman history, and distinguished into two varieties, the Kymric,
now spoken in "Wales and in the Province of Brittany in France, and

the Gaelic, spoken in the Isle of Man, the Highlands of Scotland, and

Ireland
;

the Lithuanian and Slavonic, comprising the languages of

Lithuania, Russia, Bulgaria, and of the Slavonic races generally ; and
the Teutonic branch, consisting of the Scandinavian group, i.e. the

languages of Sweden, Norway, Iceland, and Denmark, of the High
German i. e. the old and the present lauguage of Germany, and of the

Low German, which comprised the old Anglo-Saxon and the other

languages spoken on the coasts of Germany, the modern representatives

of which are the English, and the dialects spoken in Holland, Fries-

land, and the North of Germany. The second family comprises the

Hebrew, the Arabic, the Chaldee, the Syriac, the Carthaginian, and

the cognate and derived languages ;
and the third, the Turkish and

the languages of the Mongolian tribes. To this last family the

dialects spoken in Southern India are also to be referred. The Zend

approaches Sanskrit the most, but the affinities of this latter with
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Greek and Latin are also very striking, and such as to convince even
a determined sceptic. Sanskrit has preserved a greater number of

ancient forms than any of these languages, hence it is indispensable
for purposes of comparative philology.

The literature of Sanskrit presents, as ordinarily considered, two
varieties of the language ;

but a third may also, as I shall presently
endeavour to show, be clearly distinguished. Of these the most

ancient is that found in the hymns of the Rigveda Samhita. These

were composed at different times and by different Rishis, and were

transmitted from father to son in certain families. Thus the third

of the ten collections, which make up the Samhita, bears the name of

Vis'vamitra, and the hymns contained in it were composed by the

great patriarch and his descendants. The seventh is ascribed to

Vasishtha and his family. The composition of these hymns there-

fore, extended over a long period, the language is not the same

throughout, and while some of them present a variety so close to the

later Sanskrit that there is little difficulty in understanding them,

the style of others is so antiquated that they defy all efforts at

interpretation, and their sense was not understood even by the Risliis

who flourished in the very next literary period, that of the Brahmanas.

Still for our purposes we may neglect these differences and consider

the Vedic variety of Sanskrit as one.

The chief characteristics of the Vedic language are these: It con-

tains a large number of words that have become obsolete or changed
their sense in the later or classical Sanskrit. There is a greater

variety of verbal derivatives, such as ^&f in the sense of ^jffa
'

worthy to be seen, or handsome ', ^t^RT, 3^*^ &c. abstract nouns

from the roots ^JRT, 3?^ &c., 5T3^
'

something that is produced
1

, <rfo,

^f, 3rf?T &c., nouns of agency having a past sense (Pan. III. 2,171), which

govern an accusative, ^tffaj signifying 'handsome' or Ja|ti 'favour,'

&c. The nominative plural termination of nouns ending in

(Pan. VII. 1, 50), as i%%^W:, as well as
3T^,

as *n

and the instrumental plural is ^fif: or ^a[: (Pan. VII. 1, 10). The

vowel cases of nouns in 3 are often formed by joining the vowels by
the usual Samdhi rules

;
as H^fH or ftjj^ accusative singular of ?!$;

Tf&(: and ^^: genitive singulars of IJQ and ^. The instrumental

singular is made up by affixing 3TT, *TT> r 5*TTj instead of .fl, as ITE^T,

3tMI3fsfcn ^.^JT) &c - (Pan. VII. 1, 39); sometimes of other nouns also,

as 'E^nilj TI^Tf &c - The nominative and vocative dual of masculine

and the plm*al of neuter nouns in 3f often end in 3TT5
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rTTft Rv. II. 12, 4, 3Tf^TT 3^T*TT JTTT Rv. I. 3, 2; and the in-

strumental singular of feminine nouns in f is optionally formed by

simply lengthening the vowel (Pan. VII. 1, 39), as sn^g^T *T^t RV-

82, 2. The locative singular termination is often dropped, as in

4j7*H; or its 3TT changed to 3H, as in sfnTT for ^T^ (Pan. VII. 1, 39).

The Parasmaipada first person plural termination of verbs is jf%

(Pan. VII. 1, 46), as ^ff WrT ^T% Rv. I. 1, 7, and that of the third

person plural is often ^ or?^, as ^=f or f=^. Other forms also admit
of this 5, as ST^snTW- The <T of the Atmanepada terminations is often

dropped (Pan. VII. 1, 41), as e^f f^r Rv. I. 71, 9. There are eight
different forms of mood called ^by Panini, which has a conditional

or subjunctive sense; ^PT[ ^C^l V *T 3TFtft mf^, Rv. I. 25, 12, tf

$U^$ WSjTnr Rv. I. 1, 2. This is lost in classical Sanskrit. The several

conjugations or ways of forming the special tenses do -exist, but

the roots are not restricted to any particular way, being conjugated
sometimes according to one mode and sometimes according to another;

as $$ f^t- There are some instances in which some other than

the special tenses also admit of the conjugational sign, as ^^F^
perfect. Sometimes guna is substituted before the <f of the second

person plural imperative, though it is a weak termination, as

The infinitive is formed by adding to roots the terminations

s^, STE^, rf| and at (Pan. III. 4, 9), as ^%, sftaRT, fqsp^, ^nr

These are etymologically the forms of the dative singular of such

nouns as ^ST, sffew, f^fafa &c. A few other datives are similarly

used, as ^t, ^tff^ &c. (Pan. III. 4, 10, 11). The accusatives of some

nouns are also used as infinitives when governed by 5T^i (Pan. III. 4,

12), as sf ^ $l$4uHi sfNHIt.^H Rv. X. 44, 6
;
also in other places, Ri&^tft

f^^^H. Rv- VII. 86, 3. The infinitive in classical Sanskrit ends in guf,

as spgJ^, which is the accusative form of such a noun as SR^, the dative

of which, ^Hf, is one of the forms of the Vedic infinitive. The poten-

tial participles are often formed by adding a=r, **
5 *F3 and ^T (Pan. III.

4, 14), as^n JT^.l%Tq^T 3 Rv. X. 14, 2, * ^T^ 3TTft$ Rv. VI. 56, 1,

f^Nl:, =b'^H.. The first two, however, ought properly to be consider-

ed as infinitives. The absolutive is sometimes formed by the addition

of ^pl ;
as JT^FJ- There is such a form as ^iH'lH. for $&\ ;

and such

Others as f^ and fa^T for f^j and cffcafT occur often. These last,

as also the usual or classical absolutives, are forms of the instrumental

singular of the same nouns, the dative and accusative of which are used

as infinitives; ^pj appears also to be an instrumental. There are a

3
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great many other peculiarities which are noticed by Panini, and -which

you will find collected in the Siddhanta-Kaumudi. One thing, how-

ever, should be borne in mind, that notwithstanding there is in these

respects a very great difference between the Vedic and the classical

Sanskrit, they are in the same phonetic stage, i. e. the vocal elements

of words and letters remain the same. There are a few such

instances, as ^T for ^Tf,
and ^pr for

^jff,
in which the mute has disap-

peared, leaving only the aspirate element, and to these may be added

the terminations Ifl% and 3JHW for inland 3T*T; but both the original

and corrupt forms exist in the Vedas, and no general conclusion can

be based on these few instances. You will hereafter see that the other

dialects I shall speak of differ greatly from the classical Sanskrit in

these respects. The following specimen will give you an idea of Vedic

Sanskrit:

*rn sr ^TCFT ^nj; i -l^ ^^ n

^ o . wr^ ^^raRTT ^^T: T^rr^r i ^rraTj^TT ^*rj: n

11. Rft f^'gr^rym i^%^T srf^r q^rf% i ^nf^ ?n ^ i&fi n
o

1^. W ft f^WfT ^^Tn^cT: ^TTT 3X3^ I ST <JT STI^f^ dlf^Nr^ II

1

These eight verses contain 72 different padas or grammatical
forms, not counting the prepositions as separate padas. Of these

19 have become altogether obsolete in classical Sanskrit, and 12 have

changed their significations. This, however, is a specimen of one of the

more intelligible hymns, but there are a great many which contain a

much larger proportion of words that have gone out of use. It is these

obsolete words that constitute the chief difficulty of understanding the

Vedic hymns.

1. The use of fxtfj after^ is unknown to the later dialect that

particle being found joined only to the pronoun f%j^. The preposition

K though connected with ft4^1% is separated from it by three words.

Though the root of this verb is given in the Dhatupatha or Panini's

list of roots, it has gone out of use. In modern Sanskrit we should

use STT^RITfJT: instead. 33 is not now used in the sense in which it

occurs here; though it is connected with it. We should use
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instead, srfshrfsf means here '

day by day '; in classical Sanskrit

the word sft means 'heaven' only. The verse may be translated :

"
Though we who are like subjects break thy law, day after day,

divine Varuna !" Varuna is spoken of frequently as a rdjan, or king,
and men are his subjects, with reference to that attribute of his.

2. ^ means 'killing', or 'execution', in classical Sanskrit, but,

since 5^3 'killing' qualifies it here, it must mean some such thing as a

weapon or a blow.

jjrcj is obsolete. pl|fo6R is a participle of the Perfect of f^ or j^f .

The form is obsolete
;
and a verbal form of the root is not ordinarily

met with, though a word derived from it does occur. SOTR also is

obsolete.

" Do not subject us to the killing blow of the spiteful, nor to the

wrath of the angry,
"

i.e., do not kill us out of spite or wrath.

5. qsi signifies in later Sanskrit the order of the Kshatriyas or

the warrior caste. Here it is used in the primitive sense of '
valour ',

'prowess'. ^ does not mean 'man 'here, but is used in its original

sense of manly. 3TT &nd ^W^ are separated by a word. Jjoifax

'favour' is obsolete. ^T*^ 'the reach of sight ',

'

visual power', has

also gone out of use.

"When shall we call the brave, manly, and far-seeing Varuna
hither to favour us ?"

7- fnjfstf: This form of the derived adjective is unknown to later

Sanskrit. The genitive singular is formed by changing f to
537.

""Who knows the path of the birds flying in the air and of the boat

on the waters."

10. "Enforcing his laws, the powerful Varuna sits down in his

abode to exercise universal sovereignty."

11. 3T31H The termination of the accusative plural is here

dropped ; 5Rcf is Vedic for <$tfsq ;
here also ft is dropped.

"From this place the knowing one sees all secret deeds done or

to be done."

12. 3^ and rffftq^ are forms of^or the Vedic subjunctive.

"May the powerful God make things easy for us all our days
and prolong our lives."

19. $g$\. Conjugated as a root of the second class, with.fsf as the

termination of the imperative singular, lengthened for phonetic

purposes.
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" O Varuna, liear this ray invocation, and now be propitious. I

call on thee, desirous of protection."

The next-form of the language is presented to us in the Brahmanas
of the Vedas, such as the Aitareya of the Rigveda and the Satapatha
of the White Yajush. A great many of those peculiar words which

we meet with in the hymns, and which are so unintelligible have dis-

appeared, the declensions have approached the standard of classical

Sanskrit, the nominative plural in a^w for instance, and the instru-

mental plural in f^f: having gone out of use. The roots have arranged
themselves definitely under certain conjugations. The subjunctive has

mostly become obsolete, though such forms as ftsTSjfn ( Sat. I. 4,

1, 10), and STOi^ (Ait. II. 11.) are sometimes met with. The

roots take those forms of the Aorist that Pariini assigns to them,
'and this tense is scrupulously used in the sense mentioned by that

grammarian. Such terminations as Jf% and the various modes of

forming the infinitive have disappeared, the ordinary one in fj^

being mostly used (Ait. IV. 8, VIII. 23). The language is in

most respects the same as that usually called classical Sanskrit.

It is rich in verbal forms of all tenses and moods. There are

however a few peculiarities and archaisms. There are some antiquat-
ed words such as ^f ' an extremity '( Ait. II. 2), 3Tffo

{ a shaft,'

jp*Jiq35'a bat' (Ait. III. 26); frgR
'

ultimate referee', Sf^j^j
' one who pronounces a decree ', *T*ra*^

'

prosperous ', <fif for flTrf

( Ait. V. 14 ) , 5?j 'food' ( Ait. VIII. 7 ), gfaur 'powerful' ( Ait.

VIII. 8, 23), flH'a destructive instrument, flame' (Ait. VIII.

24), &c. The dative of feminine nouns is often used for the

genitive, as ^l%q TT^T ^IT: ( Ait. VIII. 23 ); ^rt^f 31*!:

gf^TJlf^; the ft of the third person singular of the Atmanepada
is sometimes dropped as in the old dialect, as ^|ffl| ef XT^TWHnff^t

( Ait. VII. 16 ); a few roots form their Aorist in another manner
than that mentioned by Panini, as 3TIHT 3T ^T^T 5^ ( Ait. VII.

14 ), where 3T5B stands for3f5n%^T, T^ft^ *T sffiT f? ( Ait. VIII. 23)
where

QTspJ:
is for 3Tgf :; the form of the infinitive governed by the

word f^ is that which ends in ^; as f^ f g 3*nT?: tNt: (Ait.

VIII. 7); and
tf| appears in the form of u^ (Ait. III. 26). In the

seventh and eighth Panchikas of the Aitareya Brahmana some

Gathas or songs are quoted, the. language of which is more antiquat-

ed than that of the body of the work. Notwithstanding these

irregularities, these Brahmanas are the best representatives extant of

the verbal portion of that language of which Panini writes the gram*
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mar, though he did not mean these when he spoke of the Bhasha. But

nearly the whole of that literature which Panini drew from, if he did

so at all, has perished, or to speak more correctly there is no portion

of the extant Sanskrit literature that accurately represents Panini's

Sanskrit as regards the verb and the Taddhitas or nominal derivatives.

Probably the spoken language of his time formed the basis of his

grammar.

The next stage of Sanskrit is presented to us by the work of

Yaska, whose language appears to be more ancient than that of the rest

of the non-Vedic literatui-e. We find a good many archaic words and

expressions in the Nirukta, such as 3tnR 'proximity,' 3^f%fl5*I in the

sense of 'finding' or 'observing', ^4^ 'signification,' qsft in the sense

of 'as to', fa*{ 'variety,' 3H<3IT3 "*W-<f: 'unable to teach', f?lf$[$r ?I^T
' invested with sovereignty', 5Tt}*^J

'

subordinate', 3TH3Tf 'celibacy',

&c. There are also some technical terms which we do not meet with

in later works, such as RlfrT^Jf 'weak terminations', 3^1 or

3m-^ 'augment', Jfnr^or 'a nominal termination', &c. After the

time of Yaska, Sanskrit underwent a peculiar change, for the

proper understanding of which it is necessary for a time to .consider

the styles in which a man may speak or write. There is what may be

considered as the fluent or flowing style of speech, in which the speaker
looks at the actions of men in progress, actions in the course of being
done or suffered. A man speaking or writing in this style will use a

verb on every occasion. But a verb may always be analysed into an

attribute of the subject and the connecting link or copula. When
one's attention is directed more to the attribute than to the progress
or course of an action, he will use verbal nouns or adjectives. Thus
instead of 3P*JTTW?l. a man may say 3T*t*U^<J:, of

of 3*4 jritf wri^, *rtawfinre, of jn^i*njTTco TT^T

In the same way a verb may be divided into a noun or adjective

denoting the special action it involves, and a verb signifying action

generally, as T^I%5 may be analysed into <n% ^ft or cf^j cfj^fif and

MT>^ into tRff *rai% The later Sanskrit and the modern Ver-

naculars are full of such formations. The case forms may also be

similarly analysed into attributive expressions; as ^RT: 5^; into

TfJW^ff <JW or ^T^T =RrT: ^: into ^1^3^: q^T:. The mode of

thought which gives birth to such forms of expression leads also to

a freer use of compound nouns by means of which a whole sentence may
be compressed into a small attribute. In argumentation the ablative

of an abstract noun saves a long periphrasis. This may be considered
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a petrified form of speech, and as distinguished from the verbal style

it may be called the nominal style. In the earliest literature of

Sanskrit the fluent or verbal style prevailed. Since this rarely admits

of attributive or nominal expressions, the sentences are short, and the

construction easy. Thus, in such books as the Aitareya and Satapatha

Brahmanas, we find short sentences, and abundance of verbal forms.

Even in the time of Yaska this style prevailed to a large extent, and

notwithstanding that his book is on a scientific subject, his language
often reminds one of that of the earlier works, though he must have

written several centuries afterwards. In the time of Panini also

verbal forms were in general use, as I shall presently attempt to show.

Some time after, however, the petrified or nominal style began to

supplant the other. Somehow it commended itself to the genius of

the Indian Aryas of the times, and the very richness and flexibility of

Sanskrit which allows of a root or noun being twisted in a variety of

ways to suit any sort of construction greatly facilitated the change-
The Itihasas, the Puranas, and the metrical Smritis are written in

this style. But here it is not carried to such an extravagant extent

as is done in later writings, in some of which verbal forms are rare

and in others long and bewildering compounds are frequently met

with, and the construction is complicated and involved. This is the

general character of the Sanskrit in which the subsequent poetic and

dramatic literature is written
;
and if the language of a certain author

is graceful and easy, and not dull and involved, if he does not use

long compounds, and writes in a more natural style, it is either

because his taste is superior to that of his contemporaries, or because

he belongs to an earlier period.

But it was in the field of philosophy, dialectics, and exegesis,

scriptural or grammatical, that this nominal style was greatly

cultivated and developed. The earliest work of the kind we know
of is Patanjali's Mahabhashya on Katyayana's Vartikas or notes on

Panini's Sutras. Nearly the whole of the philosophical literature of

the Sanskrit is written more or less in the style of disputation. An
Indian author does not lead his readers into the processes his own mind
has gone through in arriving at the doctrines he lays down

;
in other

words, he does not tell us how he has come by the opinions he holds, but

lays down these doctrines and sets forth those opinions and conceives

objections that may be raised and answers them. Or before actually stating

the true doctrine or siddhdnta, certain others, more or less opposed are

stated, and reasons given in support of them (purvapaJcsha) which
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are, of course, refuted. The Mahabhashya is written in this manner,

but it differs in a good many respects from later works of the kind.

Unlike the latter, it gives the very words that an opponent, speaking

in his own person, may be expected to use. It therefore really

consists of a series of dialogues, often smart, between one who main-

tains the purvapakslia, and another who lays down the siddhdnta.

Hence, the language is plain and simple, and the sentences are short,

and such as a man may naturally use in ordinary conversation or oral

disputation. The nominal style, however, as I have ventured to call

it, in contradistinction to that of the Brahmanas and also of Yaska, is

observable ; but it has of course not yet degenerated into the long com-

pounds and algebraic expressions of modern times, and is perfectly

natural. In this respect it keeps pace with the language of the

Itihasas and Smritis. Vatsyayana's Bhashya on Gotama's Nyaya
Sutra, and Sabarasvamin's on that of Jaimini, as well as the

Bhashyas on some of the sacrificial Sutras, are written in the same

sort of simple and lively style, though however they present a further

stage in the downward pi'Ogress. But gradually this manner of writ-

ing ceased to be used, and the philosophical style went on progressing
until it has come to be what it is now. Samkaracharya's Bhashya

presents it in a middle stage. The sentences are much longer than

those of the earlier writers, the construction is more involved, there is

a freer use of attributive adjuncts, and the form is that of an essay or

a lecture, instead of an oral dispixtation. But the great Acharya's

style is perspicuous throughout, fluent and charming, and not solidified

or petrified, as that of later writers is. These latter hardly ever use a

verb, and of the cases only a few are to be met with in their works.

The nominative and ablative singular prevail, and long^compounds
are constantly employed. All our ideas are thrown into the form of

nouns, mostly abstract, and even the participles have become rare.

This style is the style of formulas rather than of discourse. It has

reached its climax in the works of recent NaiydyiJcas, but it has been

more or less used by modern writers in all the Sastras. The move-

ment which began with a less frequent use of verbal forms and the

employment of attributive expressions has thus ended in making
Sanskrit a language of abstract nouns and compound words.

I have used the word style in describing this movement, to show

what important changes in the structure of a language may originate

from what is in the beginning but a style or mode of speaking or

writing. If everybody thought and spoke about all matters as the
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Naiy&yika does in his own subject our language would be just like his.

It would almost have no verbs, no participles, and no cases except
one or two. But it is not so. The movement could not be carried

so far in other subjects. Hence the real classical Sanskrit is the

Sanskrit of the Epics, the Puranas, the metrical law-books, the better

or earlier specimens of Kavyas or poems and dramatic plays, and of

the early philosophical or exegetical works. And if we examine this

literature we shall find that the greater use of attributive or nominal

forms of expression gradually drove out a large portion of the Sanskrit

verb, and gave a new character to the language, -which may be thus

described : Very few verbal forms are used besides those of such

tenses as the Present and Future
; participles are frequently met with;

the verbal forms of some roots, especially of those belonging to the

less comprehensive classes, have gone out of use, . and in their place we
often have a noun expressive of the special action and a verb expressive
of action generally ; compound words are somewhat freely employed ;

and a good many of the Taddhita forms or nominal derivatives have

disappeared, and in their stead we have periphrastic expressions. If

the treatises of Panini and others had perished, and we had to construct

a grammar of the Sanskrit from the classical literature I have above

indicated, our Verb and the Taddhita portion would be very meagre.
Professor Benfey attributes the condition which the language thus

assumed to the influence of the Prakrits or the spoken vernaculars.

But the process appears to me perfectly natural, and no such influence

need be supposed. The change may in some respects be likened to

that which rendered the Vedic subjunctive and other grammatical
forms obsolete in the later stage of the language. The Prakrits

may have given some words to the Sanskrit, but that they should

in this manner have influenced its grammatical structure is very

unlikely. It is more natural to suppose that it was the Sanskrit from

which the Prakrits evidently sprang which gave to these latter their

peculiar character. I shall endeavour to determine the exact

relation between the Sanskrit and these dialects in the concluding
lecture.

We have thus observed and determined the change that came
over Sanskrit after the period that elapsed between the Brahmanas
and Taska from an examination of the literature itself. But the
fact is borne witness to by Katyayana, who observed it in his time
and made it the subject of a few vdrtikas. Patanjali discusses the

points raised in the following manner. An objector or Purvapakslwn
is introduced, who says :
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PURV. sr^JHS^R : I There exist ( some ) words which are not

used
;

for instance, s;^, rft, *33i, *fa. ( These are forms of the second

person plural of the Perfect. )

The Siddhdntin, or the principal teacher, who advocates the

doctrine that is finally laid down asks :

SID. What if they are not used?

PURV. You determine the grammatical correctness of words
from their being used. Those then that are not now used are not

grammatically correct.

SID. What you say is, in the first place, inconsistent, viz.,

that words exist which are not used. If they exist they cannot be

not used
;
if not used, they cannot exist. To say that they exist and

are not used is inconsistent. You yourself use them ( utter them )

and say ( in the very breath ) there are words which are not used.

What other worthy like yourself would you have to use them in

order that they might be considered correct (lit. What other

person like yourself is correct or is an authority in the use of words ) ?

PURV. This is not inconsistent. I say they exist, since those

who know the Sastra teach their formation by [ laying down ] rules,

and I say they are not used, because they are not used by people.
Now with regard to [your remark] "What other worthy, &c. "

[ when I say they are not used ] I do not mean that they are not

used by me.

SID. What then ?

PURV. Not used by people.

SID. Verily, you also are one amongst the people.

PURV. Yes, I am one, but am not the people.

SID. (Vart. ST^sn^fi flrf %*H*t ^lUfl'MtO- If you object that

they are not used, it will not do (the objection is not valid).

PURV. Why not ?

SID. Because words are used to designate things. The things do

exist which these words are used to designate. (Therefore the words

must be used by somebody. If the things exist, the words that denote

them must exist).

PUKV. ( Vart. 3TJFI^T: JHflj|Mr=U^ ) (It does not follow.) Their

non-use is what one can reasonably infer,

SID. Why?
4
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PURV. Because they (people) use other words to designate the

things expressed by these words; for instance, fj ^ggfttU: in the

sense of 3^; ^ * tftal: in the sense of ^T ; fi ^ f<T^rf: in the sense

of ^; ifl IS n^ejf^; in the sense of tfa. (We here see that participles

had come to be used for verbs of the Perfect Tense.)

SID. (Vart. 3TST3% fl^Nw^) Even if these words are not used,

they should be essentially taught by rules just as long sacrificial

sessions are. It is in this way. Long saci-ificial sessions are such as

last for a hundred years and for a thousand years. In modern times

none whatever holds them, but the writers on sacrifices teach them by

rules, simply because [to learn] what has been ^handed down by tradi-

tion from the Rishis is religiously meritorious. And moreover (Vart.

tfsf ^||r^\) all these words are used in other places.

PUEV. They are not found used.

SID. An endeavour should be made to find them. Wide indeed

is the range over which words are used
;
the earth with its seven

continents, the three worlds, the four Vedas with their angas or de-

pendent treatises and the mystic portions, in their various recensions,

the one hundred branches of the Adhvaryu (Yajur-Veda), the Sama-

Veda with its thousand modes, the Bahvrichya with its twenty-one

varieties, and the Atharvana Veda with nine, Vakovakya, the Epics,

the Puranas and Medicine. This is the extent over which words are

used. Without searching this extent of the use of words, to say that

words are not used is simple rashness. In this wide extent of the use

of words, certain words appear restricted to certain senses in certain

places. Thus, ^lejfa is used in the sense of motion among the Kambojas;

the Aryas use it in the derived form of jffi; fwrfaf is used among the

Surashtras, ^f\% among the eastern and central people, but the Aryas
use only JfJ^- ^nft is used in the sense of 'cutting' among the easterns,

5Pf among the northerners. And those words which you think are

not used are also seen used.

PUEV. Where ?

SID. In the Veda. Thus, *Hi<3 fcffl^ I q

We here see that the objector says that certain words or forms

are not used by people, and therefore they should not be taught or

learnt. The instances that he gives are forms of the perfect of some

roots aud he observes that the sense of these forms is expressed by using
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other words which are perfect participles of these roots. These state-

ments are not denied by the Siddhantin, but he does not allow that the

forms should not be taught on that account. Though not used, they

should be taught and learnt for the sake of the religious merit

consequent thereon, just as the ceremonial of long sacrificial sessions,

which are never held, is. Then the objector is told that though not

used by people, the words may be current in some other country,

continent, or world, or they must have been used somewhere in the

vast literature of the language. As regards the particular instances,

two of them are shown to be used in the Vedas.

It thus follows that in the time of Katyayana and Patanjali, such

verbal forms had become obsolete, and participles were used in their

place. But it must have been far otherwise in the time of Panini.

He gives minute rules for constructing the innumerable forms of the

Sanskrit verb. Oar grammarians proceeded upon a strictly scientific

basis. Nothing is more clear from several observations scattered

throughout the work of Patanjali, besides those contained in the above

passage, than this, that the Indian Grammarians do not give us the

inventions of their own brains as they are supposed by some scholars

to do. The very perfection of their observation and analysis has

rendered them liable to this reproach. But notwithstanding all that,

there can be no doubt whatever that they scrupulously adhered to usage.

If so, the verbal forms taught by Panini must have been current in

the language at some time. We do meet with them in the Brahmanas,
but our grammarian does not include these forms among the peculiari-

ties he has given of the Vedic or Chhandas and Brahmana dialect,

and thus does not restrict them to those works. They must therefore

be understood as having been in use in the Bhasha or current lang-

uage, the grammar of which he teaches in his Sutras. 'And the Bhash
that he means must be that which was current in his time. In Panini's

time, therefore, the fluent or verbal style of speech was in use, as I

have observed before. But it may be argued that though he refers

these forms to the Bhasha, the Bhasha he means may not be that

which prevailed when he lived, but another current before his time

and preserved in its literature, on which Panini based his rules. It

matters very little even if we make this supposition. The only effect

is that the period when the non-Vedic Sanskrit was rich in verbal

forms is placed before Panini ;
but the fact itself that there was

such a period is undeniable. The supposition, however, is unreason-

able. For it is not at all likely that he should neglect the language
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prevalent in his time and teach that which was current before him,

and speak of it as the Bhasha, which word literally signifies the

"
spoken language" or vernacular. And the occurrence in the Sutras

of words that became obsolete in later Sanskrit confirms this view.

The following are such words : Sf^^TJT 'allowing one his own way,
1

'excommunicated,' M<^<=mH 'eating
1

, arfafrfa 'including
1

,

'marrying
1

, SrtfSfT 'throwing up
1

, 3T^r 'equitableness
1

.

You will have seen that the Vartika of Katyayana which starts the

discussion I have translated, and Patanjali's comment on it speak of

words generally as having ceased to be used though the examples

given consist of certain verbal forms only. It is, therefore, to be

understood that the observation is applicable to other forms and

expressions also taught by Panini which we do not meet with in the

later literature. Among such may be noticed 3Tf^$ and spm^R
' to strengthen

1

, f%^^$
'

to be silent,
1

<^u)^, and *H*U*i
'

to

fulfil one's longing
7

,
&c. 3J<if^ occurs in Yaska also. Most of the

verbal derivatives ending in the technical termination 015^ must also

be so considered, such as ^TCJpJltt sn^rcrfft
'

feeds every Brahmana

that he finds', 't^n'TfE:
'

rained till the clothes were wet 1

, ^fH ^m%
'

supports by his own means,
1

3E^n<? Q&jfo
' withers standing',

&c. A good many Taddhita forms taught in Panini's Sutras must

also, I think, be put in the same category.

And there is another circumstance which shows that Panini's

Sanskrit was more ancient than Katyayana's. Katyayana's Vartikas

on Panini, which I have already spoken to you of, touch on various

points concerning grammar and the system of Panini. The purpose of a

great many of them is the proper interpretation of the Sutras, and

there are some which supply the links that are wanting in the system,

also a good many which teach forms not taught by Panini, or give the

correct forms, when by the strict application of Panini's rules we

arrive at such as are incorrect. Now, this strict application of Pani-

i
ni's rules is often in the manner of a quibbling logician, and conse-

quently it was probably never meant by Panini himself. Again, it

may also be allowed that some forms existing in the language may
have escaped Panini's notice. But even after making allowance for

all these considerations, a good many forms taught by Katyayana are

7. Professor Goldstucker has used the argument based on the occurrence of

obsolete words in the Sutras and that set forth in the next paragraph, to prove
the archaic character of the language as it existed in Panini's time, and some of

the instances quoted in the text are the same as his.
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left which it is impossible to believe Panini did not observe or know,
if they existed in the language in his time. Though not infallible,

Panini was not an indifferent grammarian. He justly deserves the

reputation he has all along enjoyed of being the pre-eminent teacher

of grammar. He has noticed even stray facts about the language. If

so, the only reasonable supposition is that these forms did not exist

in the language at the period when he lived. For instance, according
to Panini's rules the vocative singular of neuter nouns ending in aw
such as 45IHI and sffJp^is j^T^ and JTW^., but Katyayana in a Vartika on

VIII. 2, 8 tells us it is sR5R^ or ^f and <TnT^ or ;fl*T- Panini teaches that

the forms of the dative, ablative, genitive, and locative singular
of the feminine of fgftq and rgfiiq are optionally like those of the corres-

ponding pronouns, i.e. we have either Qirfl^I'4 or Qirfiq^, H^NRT : or

f^rfr^sn': &c
-j but Katyayana in a Vartika on I. 1, 36 extends this

option to the masculine also, and according to him we have f^nO^I^I or

fitrfrWT, fl[cffafiT or flrtfrwrfil &c -> while Panini gives us only the first.

Panini's rule IV. 1, 49 allows of Hlrj^l^f only as the feminine of
JTTjpS,

but Katyayana gives Jn<p*t also
; STTESfnTl'ft is not noticed by Panini

while Katyayana lays down that as well as yqi4j|*ft in the sense of

'wife of the 3TTE*Tni'- So also SfPH and Sjf^n are according to Panini,

'a female Arya' and ' a female Kshatriya', but Katyayana gives arpH^ft

and 8jf^nft as well as BTPH and Sjrfwqi- A good many more instances

of a similar nature may be given from other parts of Sanskrit

Grammar. Are we then to suppose that the forms sRT, ^TT> ^J*? &<?.

of the vocative singular, l<fiJLJ^4 of the dative of Qrfftq' &c. iTMqfo

and many more such, escaped the observa-

tion of such a grammarian as Panini, or that he did not know them ? Is

the supposition that they did not exist in the language in his time not

more reasonable ? It therefore appears clear to me that the language
in Panini's time was in a different condition from that in which it

was in Katyayana's. The chief differences, to point out which has been

the object of this discussion, may be thus stated : In Panini's time

a good many words and expressions were current which afterwards

became obsolete; verbal forms were commonly used which ceased

to be used in Katyayana's time, and some grammatical forms were

developed in the time of the latter which did not exist in Panini's.

Panini's Sanskrit must, therefore, be identified with that which

preceded the Epics, and he must be referred to the literary period

between the Brahmanas and Yaska. Hence it is that the Brahmajnas,
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as observed before, are the best existing representatives of the language
of which Panini writes the grammar. Katyayana, on the other hand,

wrote when the language arrived at that stage which we have called

cassical. Thus then, we have been able to trace three distinct periods

in the development of Sanskrit. First, we have the Vedic period, to

which the Rigveda Samhita, the Mantra portion of the Yajurveda, and

the more antiquated part of the Atharva-Samhita are to be referred.

Then commences another period, at the threshold of which we find

the Brahmanas, which, so to say, look backwards to the preceding,

that is, present the Vedic language in the last stage of its progress
towards Panini's Bhasha ;

and later on, we have Yaska and Panini. This

may be called the period of Middle Sanskrit. And last of all, there is

the classical period to which belong the Epics, the earliest specimens
of Kavyas and dramatic plays, the metrical Smritis, and the gramma-
tical work of Katyayana. Panini's work contains the grammar of

Middle Sanskrit, while Katyayana's that of classical Sanskrit, though he

gives his sanction to the archaic forms of the former on the principle,

as he himself has stated, on which the authors of the sacrificial Sutras

teach the ritual of long sacrificial sessions, though they had ceased to

be held in their time. Patanjali gives but few forms which differ from

Katyayana's, and in no way do they indicate a different stage in the

growth of the language ; hence his work is to be referred to the same

period. The form which the language assumed at this time became

the standard for later writers to follow, and Katyayana and Patanjali
are now the generally acknowledged authorities on all points concern-

ing the correctnesss of Sanskrit speech. We shall hereafter see that

the last two stages have left distinct traces on the Prakrits or the

derived languages.



LECTURE II.

li and the Dialects of the Period.

IN the last lecture we traced the development of the Sanskrit lan-

guage until it assumed the form in which it is usually called classical

Sanskrit. This form it acquired several centuries before Christ, as I

shall hereafter endeavour to show, but it has since preserved it un-

altered. The reason is that the number of people using it has been

growing smaller and smaller, and now for a considerable period it has re-

mained confined to a few learned men who devote long time to its

study and use it only for religious and philosophical purposes. But
in so far as it has been used for these purposes it has not been free

from change, as was pointed out on the last occasion. The style and

modes of expression used by Gadadhara Bhattacharya, the great

Naiyayika of modern times, are not the same as those of Kanada,

Gotama, and Vatsyayana, nor those used by Nagojibhatta, the same as

those of Katyayana and Patanjali. Bnt all these changes have follow-

ed one direction. The efforts of our modern writers have been mostly,
if not altogether, directed to systematizing and reducing to an accurate

and definite shape the conceptions of those ancient sages, and no new
ideas or methods of thought have arisen. They have thus elaborated a

highly artificial style, abounding in abstract terms. In other branches

of the literature also, we may discover some peculiarities and corrup-
tions of diction and manner. But still, making due allowance for all this

the generally received standard of good and correct Sanskrit is the same
as it was many centuries ago. There are certain models which

modern writers and speakers have to conform to. When, however, a

language is living, that is, is used by people generally and in matters

of every-day life, it must undergo very great changes. Men will not

waste time and trouble in accurately ascertaining and imitating the

pronunciation of their fathers, or reproducing exactly the several

grammatical forms used by their predecessors. All that is necessary
is that they should make themselves understood. Old modes of

thinking give place to new ones, and new ideas spring up ;
and both

must be represented in the language that is used. Sometimes accidents

in the history of a race, such as its coming in contact or being incorpo-

rated with another race, serve to transform its language within a

short time. But the alterations that occur from these and other causes
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obey certain laws
;
and hence the possibility of a Science of Language.

Now, by the opei-ation of influences such as these, Sanskrit was, in

very remote times, corrupted, and new dialects arose from it. We
should have known nothing of these if they had not been preserved
in their literatures. Of these dialects that which approaches Sanskrit

the most is the Pali. This is the sacred language of the Buddhists of

Ceylon, Siam, and Burmah, and possesses an extensive literature. I

will introduce my remarks on this dialect by placing before you a

specimen:

I JTTrTT

^fafr

^T 3T

I rf ^JxTi'dt

This is from the Atthakatha or commentary by Buddhaghosha on

the Dhammapada. It was written in the fifth century after Christ,

long after Pali had ceased to be a vernacular. The following is from

the Dhammapada itself, which we have reason to believe is much

more ancient:

129.

131.

133. 5RT

gf

134. 53%

^5T

The Sanskrit of these passages is as follows :

aw
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1 29.

131.

I 33 >

1 34*

" In Sr^vasti there was a Brahman of the name of Adattapurvaka

(
' who had not given away anything before' ) . He never gave

anything to anybody, whence they called him Adattapurvaka. A son

was born to him, pleasing and delightful. When he was sixteen years

old, he got jaundice. Seeing the son thus, the mother said,
" O

Brahman, your son has got a disease, put him under medical treat-

ment. "
"Lady, if I get a physician, food and salary will have to be

given to him. You do not see that this will entail expense
"

(lit. lessen

my money).
" What then will you do, Brahman ?" "I will do what

will not involve expanse
"

(lessen my money). He then went to

physicians and asked,
" What medicine do you use against such and

such a disease?
"

They spoke to him at random of the bark of some

tree. He brought it and gave it as a medicine to his son. As he went

on doing so, the disease was aggravated.
"

129. " All are afraid of being hurt, all fear death. Taking
one's own self as a model, one should not kill and cause to be killed.

"

131. "He, who looking to his own happiness, inflicts injury

upon creatures that equally desire their happiness, does not obtain

felicity after death. "

133. "Do not speak harshly to anybody; they may speak to

you in return. For angry altercation is painful, and revenge will

overtake you.
"

5
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134. "If then, like a bottom of a shattered Matallic vessel, you
will not stir yourself (utter), then you have reached Nirvana,

and you will have no angry altercation."

Here you will see a great many instances of the laws we laid

down in the last lecture. And first, as regards phonetic corruption,
we have in these passages rT for 51 as in

jjrf for <j^, for rff as in *ftT for

*Pfi, and for g as in qrf for Sflff, and cq
1 for ?T as in d"-M3 for y^vt .

This change is usually called assimilation of consonants. In pro-

nouncing a conjunct, one has to pass from one position of the vocal

organs to another without letting off the breath checked or compressed
in the first, an operation of great difficulty. The sound of the first

member is indistinct, but when the second is a weak consonant

such as a nasal or a semi-vowel, it glides into the first almost as

a vowel does, and thus the sound of the first acquires greater

prominence. In the first position,. the vocal organs strike and press

against each other strongly, and the momentum necessary for this

effort is acquired by uttering forcibly and with a jerk the vowel

that precedes the conjunct, i. e. 3T for instance in the word v^f, just

as a man previous to striking and pressing anything with his fist

moves the hand with force through some distance. The previous
forcible vowel breath and the subsequent strong contact and pressure
form the characteristic of a conjunct consonantal sound. This is

the only way of rendering the two members at all distinct, for the

first is thus uttered with the preceding vowel and the second

with the following. Thus, ^?R if pronounced in the manner I have

described becomes
*T^-?T> but, if the previous vowel sound is weak,

it becomes *T-xR, in which case, in consequence of the absence of

momentum, the pressure cannot be strong, and the conjunct character

is not fully brought out. What we find in the Pali, therefore, is

that the passage from one vocal position to another is avoided,

and the more distinct sound only, whether of the first member or

the second, is pronounced with this forcible previous vowel breath

and the succeeding strong contact and pressure ;
that is we have

a conjunct as before, but it is made up not of two different letterg

but of two of the same kind. Hence the instances noted above

and also i^T for ^R. <3n*T for 5FIT, IJB^T for qy, ^ for tfs^, <g% for

for &, gnr for 55, 9T^f for
3T^<T, <s% for ssvr, 3*T for

or 3JFT, fl^M for <n% spsj for arrf &c. But an attempt

is made to pronounce the other sound also, and such of its elements as

can go in with that which is uttered without involving change
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of position are transferred to it, that is, in effect the P&H speaker

treated a conjunct consonant as one sonnd possessing the characteristics

of both. Thus the heavy s'vdsa or simple breath of IT, ?r, and * in the

conjuncts ^, ssr, %, ^, ^jfc ^ and ox is combined with the distinct

sounds
^, ^r, ar, 5, and ^ and -we have w, ^, 5, w, and ^ for those con-

juncts ;
but when preceded by a vowel and pronounced with the usual

conjunctal characteristic, they become ^CT, =5^, , ?**, and c^; as in

WHfept for ^fN^lH and^^ for ^T^: in the above, and in fp*
for &w, M>HU for 35^, <fET for 7^, ^T^faf for SfT^, ft|

for

f&> 2|
for 3*> T?*W for JT*?W, SR*J for ^J> 'fi'^T for FP^T, and 30^

for jjwf. In sf, *r, TOT, W, 5JT, and q the consonantal portion of the

distinct sounds, being made up of nada or intonated breath, the

heavy s'vdsa or simple breath of the sibilant is first made heavy ndda,

that is, the sibilant is changed to the aspirate f and we have ?ff, o^ or

*5 for these conjuncts ; as in q^f for snT, 3"5 for 3^T, Sff^fc for a^T,
aT^ for 3T3*T, and fitrf for ift5*?- These correspond to the

?^, s^ &c.,

in the above instances, and must like them be considered as simple

sounds, and in our modern languages they are pronounced as such in

certain places ; but when preceded by a vowel they must have, as in

other cases, the characteristic of conjunctal sounds, and be pronounced
as ??$, 105 or Wf though they are not so written.

I have already observed that when a following semi-vowel or nasal

glides into the sound of the first consonant, this latter acquires pro-
minence. But there are cases in which the semi-vowel ^ does not so

merge into the preceding ;
and this takes place when it is preceded by a

dental mute. The palatal q and the labial ? have since remote times

been often pronounced in two ways, one in which the organs approach
each other so closely that it is difficult to distinguish them from <sr and
ar

;
and another in which they are kept more distant. Hence the

confusion between ^ and ^ and
a^
and

3^
that we find so often in

modern pronunciation and in the modern languages. The Bengali in-

variably makes ^ of the Sanskrit ^ and in most cases
3^

of ^ and the

people of Northern India follow him to a great extent. In the Hindi
we have many such forms as 5fg^T for 353T, ^fa for efer, ^W for 3?&qT.

The heavy or close pronunciation of tf, is favoured by a preceding
dental. In pronouncing letters of this class the tongue is nearly hori-

zontal. Consequently, when after the formation of the dental mute it is

moved upwards to form
^,

the force with which it separates from the

teeth carries it nearer to the palate than it should be, In the cerebral
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position, in which the tongue forms a curve with the concave side

inwards, the force with which its tip separates acts downwards
;
hence

if a ^ has to be pronounced afterwards, the effort is in no way aided,

but, if possible, hindered. In this case, therefore, the a is always light ;

and for a similar reason it is so when preceded by a guttural. It is

also light when preceded by the dental % since a large portion of the

obstructed breath passes through the nose, and the tongue is not sepa-

rated from the teeth with any force. Thus in the word^ in the

passage I have placed before you, and in 3f3I, T*I> &c-
5
the ^being heavy

does not glide or merge into
<^, and, being the latter of two successive

consonantal sounds, acquires greater distinctness
;
and the preceding

sound must in virtue of the laws we have heen examining communicate

all its elements to it, except of course the organic position. The

element that is communicated in this case is the complete contact,

wherefore the heavy ^ becomes a complete <H, and this, when pro-

nounced like a conjunct, becomes ^^. In such words as Jf^, 3&j,

yqjW||^ &c., the preceding has got its heaviness of ndda or tone to com-

municate besides the complete contact, and thus the IT becomes 5f and

thence ^ ;
and so we have Tj^f, 35%, ^<J*$4W &c. In Jj^j, %Rq, ^*J

&c., to the ^ formed as above must be added the hardness or s'vdsa of

g^ i. e. the letter ^ must be pronounced not with the glottis contracted

but stretched, wherefore we have ^ and, with the. conjunctal charac-

teristic, 5f. Those words therefore become ipf, ^if, and ^r^". If r

s. >a

precedes instead of ^r, the heavy s'vdsa required for its pronunciation

is transferred to ^, and so it becomes ?J, and thence ?? ;
as in T^S\

for ^wn, slM-e*$ for %Tf &c. The semi-vowel ^ is also heavily pro-

nounced when it forms a conjunct with another semi-vowel, and thus

we have js^ for
ij5[, ^fs^ for tfdf, &c. There are also instances of this

pronunciation when ^ is preceded by a dental mute as in 3%>T for

5^T> tffs*? for ^n;g: &c. In 3TC^ the preceding vr, as in JfE?f, trans-

fers its heavy ndda or tone to
^, and makes it *T, and so we have

3%T ;
but 3ft^ is changed to 35 also.

The conjunct 8^
or^ must in some cases have been pronounced in

ancient times like ^5^ ,
as it is invariably so pronounced by the lower

classes of the Marathi people at the present day. This latter sound

is easier to be made than ^^, first because the passage from the guttural

position of 317 to the palatal which is nearest to it is more natural than

that to the more distant cerebral position of % and also because in the

latter case, after the guttural contact the tongue has to be rounded

and the tip brought near the cerebral position. Thus, the whole weight
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of that organ has to be supported ;
while in the case of ^3^ when its

middle approaches the palatal position in pronouncing ?r, the

forepart falls into a natural position, and no effort is required to

hold it there. Now in this ^5T, the sound of 5F, being the latter of the

two, is by the general rule more distinct than the other; and the

complete contact of ZR being transferred to it, it becomes ?5, because

sibilants are produced by heavy s'vdsa as the hard aspirates are, and

thence^ ; as in tf^gsfi for <TSJ% 3T for SJT in the sense of
' a festival ',

ff for $5, &c. In such words as ZRQ and 3<mi, the prevailing

sound is that of r which, with the complete contact of the preceding

5^ and ^, ought to become ^, as
sr^

becomes ^ in the above case, on the

theory that IT is a dental. But it is not properly a dental, since it is

formed not at the root of the upper teeth as { *
^,

&c. are, but con-

siderably above, and not by the tip of the tongue but by a part of it

further inwards, which is made into a curve, having its convex side

upwards, and brought near to that position. In this last respect it

resembles the palatals, though the part of the tongue employed in

their case is still further inwards, i. e. the middle. The sibilant ^r

therefore, has no mute corresponding to it in the sounds of the

Sanskrit and Pali languages. The Marathi dento-palatals 'TT, ?&, '3T, *5T

answer to it completely, being formed in the same position as itself;

so that w, when the organic contact is complete, should become the

Marathi
*^.

But these sounds are unknown to the Pah"
;
the speakers

of that language could not pronounce the Marathi dento-palatals, as

the Gujaratis and other northern nations cannot at the present day
and just as these turn them into pure palatals, so did their ancestors.

Hence, that sound which should properly be the dento-palatal '&

become the palatal ?j, and we have 5[^y for 5[^f, 3Tx?$?j for

and q^ij< for

The dentals following a 5 in a Sanskrit word are in Pali often

changed to cerebrals
;
as in e|i'fg| for ^^, 3$fa for ^^, 55%f^ for *$<$J|%

3T? for sro &c. Here, as in the cases we have examined, the dis-
o

tinct sound is by the general rule the second, as we may observe even

from the optional form ^rTRT for ^f%, and 3Tc*J for 3T*|. But, as

before remarked, in all these Pali transformations of Sanskrit con-

juncts we see an attempt to pronounce both the members. When
the speaker, being about to put the vocal organs into the position

necessary for the utterance of the first letter, which he has first heard

though indistinctly, sees that the second which he has distinctly heard
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cannot be produced there, he gives it up, and then passes immediately
to the next position. But if, at the first, he thinks he can produce

something like the second sound, which he has distinctly heard, he

pronounces the letter there, and does not give up that position.

Thus in pronouncing <TTT, he feels that nothing like the sound <r can

be produced at the position of 5, and hence gives it up and passing
on to the lips forms rf^ ;

but in ^ the that he pronounces at the

cerebral point sounds a great deal more like ^ than
q^
and therefore he

does not pass on to the dental position. But such of the Pali speakers

as could distinguish between ^ and ^ did not stop at the cerebral

position to pronounce their, conjunct, but passed on to the dental
; hence

the optional forms we have noticed. Such words as fifa, m, H?, &->
differ from 3$, cf^ &c., in having the ^ after the distinct sound, so that

the speaker resorts first to the dental position, and uttering the distinct

sound there, is not carried away by the following f to the cerebral

position, the sound of f being weaker. But if in the same word a

dental follows such a conjunct, that dental is changed to the corres-

ponding cerebral
;

as in Tf for SffrT and q^f for SWT- The cerebral

element of these words has made a distinct impression on the speaker's

ear, and he is conscious that his transformation of jf into T, which

was necessitated by his inherent inability to pronounce the two

consonants together, has not brought it out. He therefore realizes

it by changing the following fo and ^ to f? and Z. But if a consonant

of another species follows, or if the conjunct ends the word, he cannot

give effect to this impression.

The conjuncts in which the second sound is weak and consequently

gives way to the first are ^r, ^r, ra, OT, vo, ^, ?5, ^, ar, sr, 5, ^, si,

> sr,
5[, %(> ^. sar. ^ ^, 1-3, $ar, &c., which have a semi-vowel for

their latter member, and
q^, ^ 3, ^, &c., which have a nasal. Thus,

we have *TO for WR or 5TPFI, 3JWFT f r sn^TFT, $l"I f r ^t% 1PT

for $OJ, 3T5*F<re for 3TV4|<><H, M^ft for MA^fl, tfW for cR*T> TOR for

5HE, 3TTTT for 3HJ, for! for ffo, 3T^I for 3TTsN>, fa for igx, fevq for f^,

for 3p*, 3TWIT for 3TTSNT, 3RH^ for STRTf, S^? for |p?, *&R for qfj,

for y^<ifd, 4forf for j\<3<3, fl^ET for ftf*, ^T^T for ^T^
for 3pr, &c., and srfhr for atfJfr, 3T?TT for 3TTcJTT, 3J for OR, ^pr for

&c. The semi-vowel ^ after ^ in going out turns the ^ into the palatal

sr, this latter representing the combined effect of both
;
as in ST^sf for

3p?j, ^T3f^ for HMI^{, &c.

We have noticed above the change of ^ to ^?, but more frequently

it is transformed into ?p^ This change is due to the latter
q^ being
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pronounced not incorrectly like sr but correctly as a cerebral sound,

which being hollow and undistinguishable is lost in the sound of

s. This last is distinctly heard, and the effect of ^ is only to add

heavy s'vdsa to it and render it ^; and thus the whole becomes ^3
as in ^^ for g^jT, <AtK4U| for 59% qep^ f r W> &- Upon the

principles we have laid down, it does not matter whether the Sanskrit

conjunct is composed of two or three consonants, since what is done

in the Pali is to reproduce only the distinct consonantal sound with

the other attendant characteristics; and thus we have <i% for ?fOj or TOT

as in w% for i^?fOr and qfb^ for <nf&r, and ff for^ as in qTf for TW
in which words the last is the distinct sound, and ^^ for %R as in

<4+<<ft for SRftft where the n must have been pronounced -so as to

merge into the preceding ^.

A Sanskrit conjunct at the beginning of a word is reduced to

a single letter; and the reason is obvious. For as I have already
observed the distinctive characteristic of a conjunct consists in the

previous vowel being pronounced with rapidity and force, and in the

subsequent strong pressure of the vocal organs which is rendered

possible by the momentum acquired by that forcible utterance. It

is the reproduction of this characteristic, that makes a single con-

sonant that is pronounced at any one of the vocal positions look

like a double. When a previous vowel does not exist, that is, when
a conjunct begins a word, this characteristic cannot be reproduced;

hence there is no double consonant. Thus, we have <cj[^^ for

for Sfft% *TO?; for SfJTT, tfj^T for- ^T, Ac.

Yon will have seen that in all the changes of conjunct consonants

which we have examined, no element of the two sounds is omitted

by the Pali speakers. They had not the patience to hear and re*

produce the two consonants immediately after each other, by putting
their vocal organs into two different positions, or laboured under a

physical inaptitude for doing so, their tongue not being sufficiently
trained for the successive movements. But short of this, all the con*

stituents of the sound, the s'vdsa, light and heavy, the completeness
of contact, and the force of utterance, are represented in their pro-

nunciation, and the amount of muscular exertion involved is the
same as in the case of the original. This may be called the energetic
mode of pronouncing conjuncts. There are, however, a few instances

in which the components are separated by inserting a vowel between

them. Thus Sanskrit f^ is changed to g^, afjfij^ to
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to fc^jW, **Hft to ii*ufd, sift and f\ to faft and f|fl, |^ to

and aTrT"^f^ to af^TRT^W^. The separating vowel is generally such

as can be easily pronounced along with the previous or the following

consonant, that is, belongs to the same organic position as either.

Thus in the first four instances we have the labial 5 in the syllables

^ and owing ^ to the influence of the following n. The conjuncts q?

and I are almost invariably dissolved into f^or and ?^ as in

3TR*T) 3fa> fafcr &c. and 3R?> TOT> *ft* & - for wl ^ or

tjj|, cffcf &c. and a?^, iffi, 3ff &c.; and in one or two instances

we have the first change when the ^ is preceded by a consonant other

than ^, as in ^u?fa for xfaf. This change is to some extent due to the

^ being pronounced weak, i. e. almost like 5. In the same way, we
have 1*1 ^*)<*, fcota, rcte'im> f%%

fFT or (*HM &c - for

IT, R^F^j ^R &C- This mode of utterance wants the

force of the one we have examined, but both the sounds of a con-

junct are clearly reproduced in it. You will have observed that the

second member of the conjunct dissolved in this way is what may
be called an imperfect consonant, i. e. a semi-vowel, aspirate, or nasal,

in pronouncing which the breath is not completely stopped. They
therefore act like a vowel, and render the sound of the first consonant

comparatively distinct and audible, but are not so weak themselves

as to melt away into that sound. Hence both the sounds are audible

but the Pali speaker not being able to put his vocal organs into two

consonantal positions successively, as we have seen, reproduced the

two sounds by interposing a vowel between them. But when in some

cases the second member was weakly pronounced it melted away into

the first, and so we have the optional forms f^f^f^ for f^*Kfft, $Sf

for %*JT, JEncq for ^IT &c. When, however, its pronunciation became

stronger than that of the first, it prevailed, and so we have ^m for

qjpf and 3TRJ for 3?!$.

Some conjuncts appear also unchanged in this dialect; as 3 in the

words srer, 3f^tl%, and
^ftT, *$ in s^Tlfa, ztpq, s^T &c., 3 in 53^,

&jfa, and <J3, & in ^%f &c. Such as have a nasal for their first mem-
ber and a mute for the second are also unchanged, since the nasal, even

according to the rules of Sanskrit, belongs to the same organic

position as the mute.

We will now proceed to notice the changes of single consonants.

An unaspirate is changed to an aspirate when it is followed in the

same word by a sibilant; as in <ra^[ for tftg, tf^f for q^r, $T for
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for ^fiTTT, *J*r> for ^ &c. The heavy s'vdsa that forms a

constituent of the sibilant sound has made such a strong impression

on the ear of the hearer, that he immediately prepares himself to let

it out, and thus uses it even in pronouncing the letters which precede

the sibilant and do not require it. The pronunciation of a word ia

rendered easier by transferring one of the elements of a sound to

another or others, that is, by assimilating them to each other as much
as possible. In a few instances the simple breath or s'vdsa of a pre-

vious surd is transferred to the following, originally a sonant, as in

T%f^ for ^jJFTfit The cerebral unaspirated sonant ^ between two

vowels is softened into the corresponding semi-vowel 55, as in fliotfl for

rTT^T, <TT555T for tftf^, <T35nR for <f?nP &c. This peculiarity distin-

guished the old Vedic Sanskrit also; and the sound exists in the

modern Marathi and G-ujarati, though it is unknown to the other ver-

naculars.

I have already given instances in which the cerebral ^ of a previous

syllable in going out changes the dental of the following to a cerebral,

and to these I may now add ftif*S for ftq?*7, ^<r for %?$, apz for $?f

&c. In some instances, this change takes place without such an influ*

encing cause, as in ST-Tffi and ^^r for ^SEFT^ and ^, and STff for ^5.
The same phenomenon is observable in some conjuncts, as in fift? for
rv &
ra^T, ^?r for 3T>^fnH> an<^ T or fl ^or ^*N *n *^e several derivatives

from that root as 3ff^ 3nft ^R &c- The dental nasal^ is also similarly

changed to
oj^in

a few cases, as in qtor, sftonf, afpifirf, f-IFtfj for |TR,

^T^frf , 3T3faT, 5R%: &c. The operation of this process is very limited

but still it exists and cannot be accounted for in any other way than

by supposing that the vocal organs or the vocal habits of the Pali

speakers were more adapted for the production of cerebral sounds, or,

in other words, the people had a natural aptitude for them.

Sanskrit n and ^ are changed to *T, which is the only sibilant

in the language. This change involves an economy of effort.

The tongue in its several movements becomes a lever with the

fulcrum at the inner end where it is fixed in the mouth, and the weight
in its centre of gravity. The advantage increases with the distance

from the fulcrum of the point which is moved, that is, the point where

power is applied. Hence gutturals are the most disadvantageous, pala-

tals next, and dentals, the least. The cerebrals being pronounced by

rounding the tongue and raising it very high, it is a question whether
6
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this additional effort does not neutralise the advantage they possess

over the palatals by their position being more distant. Thus *^ is the

weakest of the sibilants. But in the Pali the change is so universal

that we must suppose a special inaptitude in the speakers of that lang-

uage for pronouncing 5^ and ^, as we had to suppose in the case of the

conjuncts. When, however, in a few cases the peculiarity of the palatal

^ was distinctly preceived, and it was felt that the substituted *^did not

bring it out, that sibilant was changed to the corresponding mute of its

psoition, i. e. to &
,
which resembles s^ in the heaviness of the simple

breath required for pronouncing it. We have thus 55^ for ^, g^ for

STfan, and 55iT for Kff. The change of ^ '

six
'

to $ is also to be

similarly accounted for. I have already remarked that sometimes ^

must at an early period have been pronounced very much like
sj.

Besides these changes there are solitary instances of others, such

as the softening or toning of surds as in JJTT for q<?j, or the dropping
of the mute element of the sonant aspirates as in 5^ and ^Tf for

Sf^frf and STM^flltt- But these will be more fully discussed in connection

with the Prakrits and the vernaculars, in which these processes have

a much wider range.

The vowel 55 is changed to 3f as in ^r for $f%, <F*5f for ?jwn,

JT? for q$, SRT for|Rf, Jf^
for ^3 &C -J to f as in

f^|
for

$g, fifrr for <j%

ftflT fcr JJJT, f?rfTT for ijfn, f5f5 for igx &c.; and to 1 as in *j^r for J?T,

gij,
for ^5, 5^T for ij% ftf for ^q, ff for gf& &c. The last change

generally takes place when the vowel is preceded by a labial
;

so that

the vocal position of the consonant influences thab of the vowel. When
there is no such influence, it is changed to 37 and 5. Now, the vowel

5R is composed of a consonantal and a vowel element, the former of

which is subordinated to the latter. On this account it does not give
to the consonant to which it is added the character of a conjunct, and
the preceding vowel is not rendered heavy

3
. In Pali this consonantal

element disappears in virtue of the inherent inability, which we
have considered at such length, of passing from one vocal position to

another without letting off the breath
;
but the previous consonant is

not doubled because the usual character of a conjunct is absent. Or
the disappearance may be accounted for by the fact that the conso-

nantal element is so subordinated to the vowel element as to escape
8. This fact is accounted for by the authors and the commentators of the

Pratis'akhyas by supposing that the vowel element envelopes the | on all sides
i.e. precedes it and follows it. (See Vaj. Pr., Ind. St. V. 145 and Ath. Pr.

Whitney, I. 37.)
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notice, and that the letter, as a whole, is difficult to pronounce. The

vowel element of 5^ is pronounced by bringing the root of the tongue in

contact with the root of the palate, i. e. in the position of the gutturals;

and is unrepresented independently in the Sanskrit or Pali Alphabet.

Hence it is pronounced either lower down, in the position of TI or higher

up in that of f,
while it is sometimes carried so far to the outside as

the position of 5, especially when a labial precedes. That the cerebral

or 5 element did exist, and was occasionally preceived by the Pali

speakers is proved by such examples as ft^f for zffa and 1&G for g^r, and

also by the circumstance that in some cases, though it disappears, it

changes the following dental to a cerebral, as in ^" for %fe, {33? for

n<J<T) 3& for ffif &c. From these observations it would appear that

the vowel we have been considering must have been in those days

pronounced just in the manner in which Marathi Pandits of the

present day pronounce it, and not like 3^, R, * or ft as is supposed by
several European scholars. If

spf
were really *nf, or ipr, f*T*f> the Pali

corruptions would be q^T or ftflf; and if 1^3 were ^JT?T, or
{flfST, <TTfJ^r

we should have 33iW or <rf^T instead of ^flj and fln^l-t, and there is no

reason why sffg and sj^ff should have lost their ^ and become 55 and

ffa if they were really pronounced like ftg or
?[fj

and ftp? or ?rf%.
9

The sounds of the Sanskrit diphthongs ^r and 3fl are like those of

3flf and ar? uttered rapidly, i. e. without allowing any appreciable time

to elapse between the two elements. In forming 3T, the tongue and the

lips are in a natural position, the lips, however, not being closed

but a little opened; while $ requires that the middle of the tongue
should be brought close to the palate, and 3, that the lips should be

completely rounded. Hence, in pronouncing ^ and sft it is necessary

to pass from one vocal position immediately to another, a process of

which, as we have seen, the Pali speakers were incapable. These

diphthongs are therefore changed to q and aft which partake of the

character of both the components. In the formation of ij the tongue
is not horizontal as in the case of Sf; its middle is raised up but not

brought so close to the palate as in the case of
|. Similarly, in pro-

nouncing aft the lips are not so completely rounded as in the formation

of 3; neither are they in a natural position as in the case of ar- These

sounds, therefore, being produced in a position between those of

9. The explanation of this vowel souud and the others that follow is based

upon the mode in which we Marathas pronounce them at the present day, and

which is sanctioned by the Pratis'akhyas,
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Sf and f, and sr and 3, combine the characteristics of both, but are

simple, i. e., formed in one position only. Thus we have $35 for

fte, $R5 for gR5, Jfag for %^, ^fa for sjrfrf, ^t*21 for ^fa, jfrf??

for q\f& &c. Similarly nf and s^ frequently become q and aft; as

in ^^ for ^FJ^T, <jitffl
for <>Ulft, %ffi for ^j^, aftfa for Sfgrfa,

3?tonrcr for ST^fTRT, Hl^rf for H^;ft<T &c. The sounds of these

dissyllables differ from those of ^ and aft in this respect. that the Sf of

the former is not rapidly pronounced as is that involved in these

diphthongs; or, in the words of the grammarians, the value of the first

Sf is one mcUrd and of the other one-half. In the same way the f of

the two dissyllables is followed by the semi-vowel ^ and sr, while that

of $ and aft has the corresponding vowels 5 and 5 after it. When s^I

and ra are hastily pronounced, this distinction disappears, and these

dissyllables assume the form of the diphthongs ^ and sft, which by the

rule just discussed become 3 and aft.

A long vowel is shortened when it is followed by a double con-

sonant; as in JTHT for Iff!, TW for snfl
1

, J'HW for fau[, fofrr for
sfftpfr, f^i

for ?ffr, TOSr forW 9^" f r ^ &c - The strong pressure that is

necessary for the pronunciation of a conjunct cannot be properly

exerted, as formerly observed, without momentum, for the acquisi-

tion of which the previous vowel has to be uttered with force and

with a jerk. For this purpose a short vowel alone is fitted, but if

a long one precedes, its utterance being by its nature slow and

weak, the organs for want of momentum do not strike against each

other with force, and hence the pressure they exert is weak. But

the P&li speaker, catching from his Sanskrit teacher only the

generally strong nature of the pressure involved in the utterance of

conjuncts, realized it to the fullest possible extent, without stopping to

observe how much it was impaired by the length of the previous

vowel, by pronouncing the previous vowel with force and rapidity, and

thus rendering it short. And in this way the real quantity of the

syllable is not diminished. Though the vowel is short the vocal

organs take some time to emerge from the close contact and the strong

pressure resulting from its forcible utterance, and hence the whole

syllable ra, for instance, in fi^ui, has the metrical value of a long

vowel, i. e.'is equal to two mdtrds or syllabic instants. In the original

fsjpJT,
on the contrary, the pressure in the pronunciation of ^r being

weaker in consequence of the slowness of the previous vowel utterance

occupies less time; so that in the one case the shortness of the vowel
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is accompanied by a longer duration of the contact, and in the other

the length of the vowel is attended by a shorter duration of the contact.

The change, then, we have been considering, is due to the pressure

necessary for the formation of the conjunctal sounds in these words

having made a strong impression on the ear of the Pali speaker. Wheni

however, the length of the vowel prevailed, and neutralized the pressure

to such an extent as to render it incapable of attracting attention,

the conjunct came to be in the condition of one standing at the

beginning of a word; and like it preserved only the more distinct

sound and dropped the other, leaving the long vowel unchanged.

We have thus tffer for tfre, ^fa for ^, ^TOT for ufo, &c. It is,

however, clear that a long vowel followed by a double consonant is an

impossibility in Pali. A Sanskrit conjunct, whenever it made a

distinct impression, was pronounced with the usual characteristics

of that sound, viz., the previous rapid and forcible vowel utterance

and the subsequent strong contact and strong pressure, the per-

ceptible effect of which was the shortening of the previous vowel

and the doubling of the following consonant.

Without the momentum acquired from the force and rapidity
of the previous vowel utterance, the Pali speaker could not form a

strong contact and exert strong pressure, that is, without a short

preceding vowel they could not pronounce a double consonant. If

then the Pali has such words as MrTfT (^T^RF^), $fe (Srft'O, ^
(%sr), tftf^FT (srtftq), $faTT (^falO, ^^ &o., it follows that the vowels

lj and sft were in such cases pronounced short. Similarly, when
before doubles ^ and 3 are changed to them, as they often are, they
must be short. This change of f and t to ^ and 3ft arises from the

fact that the force and rapidity of the jerk with which the current of

breath is sent up to pronounce the former vowels is apt to prevent
the tongue from rising as close to the palate or the lower lip to the

upper, as is necessary for the formation of f or 3, or they are apt to be

forced down by the current. And ^ and aft differ from j and s simply
in the distance between the pronouncing organs being greater. This

change, therefore, really involves an economy, since the effort to raise

up the tongue and the lower lip across the strong current of

breath blowing above is saved. We have thus, sffc for 3E. Tl^HH for

for 5^nr, ffpjf for 303-, q-^ for f^Kf>, %frW for

for f^^J &c. In some cases both vowels are in use, as in the

word %^^ which has another form ft<HT Sometimes, especially
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before a, ij was invariably pronounced short, though no conjunct follow-

ed, and to make up for the loss of quantity thus occasioned the

consonant was doubled; as in sfcaj for ^$fa, JfT for jflj ^^^ for ^\V^
&c. The vowel sft was also similarly treated in a few cases, as in

STtorsrfrt for ST^wsrf^. Thus then not only has the Pali a short ^ and

art, but the speakers of the language seem to have possessed a pre-

dilection for those sounds. Besides the changes we have examined,

there are stray examples of others, such as 55 and 3^ for 55 and 535,

in which the 3 of the following syllable influences the utterance of the

first vowel, WFJ for ^n, in which the semi-vowel gr is dissolved into

the corresponding vowel 3, and thence transformed to short aft, qft

for lf*jj;, in which the ^ being lightly pronounced loses its consonantal

character and the vowel $ with the preceding ar forms sft, and others.

You will thus have observed that the phonetic changes which

Sanskrit words undergo in passing into the Pali may be brought
under a few general rules. There are not such various and extensive

corruptions both of vowels and consonants as we find in the later

dialects and in the modern vernaculars. It has been estimated that

two-fifths of the Pali vocabulary are composed of pure Sanskrit words,

and the remaining three-fifths, of words altered in one or other of the

modes explained above. The conclusion to be drawn from these facts

is, that when the Pali was in use, the tradition of the original Sanskrit

was not distant; the words, so to say, did not stray away long from the

mother-language, so as to undergo extensive alterations. If so, how is

it that some of the changes such as the transformation of ^ and Sff into

q and aft and the assimilation of consonants are so universal, the first

being without any exception, and the second with but a few unimport-

ant ones ? The principle which guides phonetic change is the economy
of effort, understanding the word in its widest sense. This economy
is observable in the two kinds of changes, as well as in the transforma-

tion of surds into sonants, the elision of consonants or of some of their

elements, the assimilation of the vowels or the single consonants that

make up a word, and in several other processes. But in the Pali there

are very few instances of some of these, and none at all of others.

The language had not a sufficiently long duration of independent
existence to bring them into extensive operation. If, then, the two

processes we have noticed are found in full play in that dialect, the

reason must be sought for in the vocal peculiarities of the people who

spoke it. Though they heard conjunct consonants and the diphthongs
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| and s^ pronounced by the speakers of Sanskrit, as correctly as the

other letters which they did not corrupt, their organs were not fitted

to utter them. These peculiarities may have been natural or acquired.

If natural, the people who first corrupted Sanskrit into the Pali must

have belonged to an alien race which came into close contact with the

Aryas and learnt their language. If they were acquired, a branch of

the same Aryan race must be supposed to have been isolated in some

part of the country, and to have developed them, in consequence of be-

ing cut off from the main body. But this supposition must be rejected

for the reasons that have been already given. Such complete isolation

as could give rise to new vocal peculiarities must be expected to have

occasioned greater phonetic decay in other respects than is observable

in the Pali. And our analysis of the Sanskrit conjunctal and the Pali

double sounds favours the first view. For, we have seen that these

latter represent all the elements of the former, but they are combined

in a sound produced in one vocal position only. The Pali speakers

endeavoured to reproduce the sound of a conjuct faithfully, their pro-

nunciation was not weak, as is that prevailing in modern times, but

energetic and correct in every other respect; but they could not combine

energy of utterance with two successive movements of the vocal

organs. This could only be because their organs were not sufficiently

trained for the purpose; in other words, because the sounds were foreign

to them. The condition of men who have to learn the language of

others is similar to that of children, whose organs of speech are being
exercised for the first time. Healthy children, whose utterance is

energetic, pronounce the conjuncts almost in the same way as the Pali

speakers did. And there is another instance in History of an alien race

having treated the sounds of the language of a civilized community in

just the same way. The Barbarians who overran Italy and developed

the Italian from the Latin, showed the same inability to pronounce
the Latin conjuncts, and assimilated them as our Pali ancestors did.

If this supposition is correct, we must find other traces of the

peculiarities of this alien race. And such we do find. The existence

of the short f; and aft *n the Pali, and the predilection the people

showed for them, as well as the change of dentals to cerebrals with-

out any influencing cause, are similarly to be attributed to the natural

vocal tendencies of the people. These sounds must have existed and

played an important part in the original language of this people, so

that they were unable to shake them off entirely, even when they left
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their own tongue and learned that of the more civilized Aryas with

whom they came to be closely incorporated. If the original Pali

. . speakers belonged to the same race as the Dravidians of Southern

^|'India of the present day, we hare a reason to believe that their native

f tongue contained them; for they exist in the Dravidian languages and

are very characteristic of them.

We shall also find in the Pali, and even in the passage placed be-

fore you, examples of another phenomenon presented by a growing

language. Several new words, unknown to Sanskrit, but formed from

Sanskrit roots, have come into use. Such is JRTTf, derived very likely

from *HH 'mind' or 'heart', and 3TTI 'to obtain' 'to meet,' so that the

word^signifies 'something that comes up to the wishes of the heart',

'pleasing'. The word ^r% is from %^ with *=r prefixed, which ^f seems

to be the same as the nominative singular of the masculine of ^. For,

it is so used in Sanskrit before %^, though it has there an independent

sense; as in ^ ^^H^n^^^S^ni'T'T: (Sakuntala). Often used together

in this way, the two words formed a compound expression, and, the

independent character of m being forgotten, it came to be looked upon
as one word. In the same way, ypa=h must have come into existence

from the frequent use of such expressions as <TC^rf?rJ%, ^l^ glwPd* &c.

made up of the genitive singular of a nouu or pronoun ending in 3f

and 3fP<jq. The portion ypfl<t> then came to be regarded as an in-

dependent word, and was used as such. Another new word is <jjni or

'agreeable', 'pleasant', corresponding to such a Sanskrit word as

or ^TS^J formed from the analogy of such verbal derivatives as

> f^i or ffl^fr, <TT3^> &c., and meaning 'that which is or deserves to

be touched',"or 'pleasant to the touch'. Other instances are fq^5?^T 'an

ornament', ^tq|<ft 'plentiful' &c.

We will now proceed to the examination of Pali grammar. When
after years of successive creative efforts, the language of our Aryan
ancestors came to be so rich in all kinds of grammatical forms, as the

Vedic or middle Sanskrit is, it became cumbrous, and the tendency

set in, as we have seen, of dropping away some of them and rendering
the grammar simpler. The duals of both nouns and verbs are un-

necessary; the occasions for using them do not often present them-

selves. Hence, even in Sanskrit, their use must have been rare, and

the Pali, which, in its original form at least,'must be taken to represent

the current usage, has dropped them away altogether. But the manner

in which the process of simplification is principally carried on is by the
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use of false analogies. Thus in Sanskrit, nouns ending in f and 5 of

the neuter gender prefix ^ to the terminations of the vowel cases. But
in Pali it is added to those of the corresponding cases of masculine

nouns also, as in q^\ for Jr*ff: in the passage before us. Similarly,

from the analogy of neuter nouns in 3f which form their nominative ',

and accusative singular by adding n, the pronouns^ and ?nr come

to have q and $ for the corresponding cases, instead of the

Sanskrit
5f^

and <f3. In Sanskrit, the conjugation that is very often

used is the first in which 3T is tacked on to the root in the special

tenses, and it embraces a large number of the most ordinary roots.

Here, in our passage, we find the analogy extended to the root f^R" the

present tense of which is in the mother dialect ordinarily formed by in-

serting ^ between the two letters, and adding the termination to the final

(nM^T 3rd person singular), and we have ff^rf^. The root j{n takes

the form of 5TI in the present and other special tenses, and to it is

added the conjugational sign .ft, so that it becomes 5fRT. Now, this

special form is generalized, and used in other tenses also, such as the

Aorist and the Future. Thus, we have here y^lH^J, the Aorist 3rd

person plural of ^TT, and in other places we find 5T|ftwfrT as one of

the forms of the Future. The special forms 5^55, q^f , |jur, fWj, and

qsj are similarly generalized, the last four being phonetically changed
to T^T, W*f> l^ST, and <J3J. In the same way in forming the causative

of a root tf or sn<f is added in Sanskrit to roots ending in 3TT and to

a few others. It is extended to all roots in the Pali, and thus we have

for f%f%r*HI in the above. The termination ?^T of the

absolutive is, in Sanskrit, replaced by ^ when a root has a preposition

prefixed to it. But here no such distinction is observed, and <3T is

used in all cases. The operation of this law of false analogies is very
extensive in the grammar of the Pali and the later Prakrits

;
and by

its means new forms have been made up instead of those current in

the primitive language. But side by side with these, we often find

the latter also in use corrupted by the usual phonetic laws, and having
a sort of isolated existence, since they transgress the general rule

that has newly come into operation. Thus we have 5TTR^RT

and aft^ft according to the law of analogy; but sr^n?f from

^R?TI% from s^lf^, and cS-e^fd from <j^ft are also in use. These

three processes then, viz
,
the dropping away of forms not required for

the expression of the current ordinary thought, the formation of new
ones on the principle of analogy, and the preservation of the old ones

in what may be called an isolated or petrified condition, have contri-

7
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buted to the formation of the grammar of this and the succeeding

languages. With these preliminary observations, I will now hastily

pass tinder review the principal points in the grammar of this

dialect.
10

The Pali has lost the dual, and also the dative and ablative cases,

except of masculine and neuter nouns ending in 3J.* The only occa-

sion when the first is ordinarily used is when 'giving' is expressed, but

the genitive case has such a comprehensive signification in Sanskrit

that it denotes the dative relation also, and is often used in that sense.

Most of the relations expressed by the ablative are denoted by the

instrumental, and for the expression of the peculiar ablative sense, viz.,

the separation of one thing from another, the particle ?f?r had come

into very general use, even in the parent language. The genitive and

instrumental thus took up the place of those two cases. But people do

not forget what they have frequent occasion to use. The great ma-

jority of nouns in Sanskrit end in 3T, and of these the singular is

oftener used than the plural. Hence the singulars of the dative and

ablative of these nouns are preserved in the Pali, notwithstanding the

operation of the causes that drove away these cases from other places.

The W of the. termination of the instrumental plural is optionally

changed to ?r . The locative singular of masculine and neuter nouns

ending in a vowel is formed by adding the pronominal termination fa^,

phonetically changed to fl^T and f$ ;
and the ablative ^TT^ in the form

of ^n or^ is use<i optionally in the case of nouns in 3J. The tormina-

tion ^f of the genitive singular of this class of nouns is generalized,

and in the form of ^3" applied to all nouns of the masculine and neuter

genders. It should be remembered that in accordance with the general

rule, the Sanskrit grammatical forms drop the final consonant, in-

cluding a visarga, in passing into the Pali. The nasal n is changed
to an anusvara, and since this, like a conjunct consonant, necessitates

the rapid utterance of the preceding vowel and renders it heavy, the

vowel is shortened. We have thus 4 for ;nn, ^r for ^?nn, q for ?nn,

&c. The ^ of faF^ and of the syllable 9f^ occurring in some of the

cases is also changed to an anusvara.

Masculine Nouns ending in 3f. The nominative singular always
ends in 3ft- In Sanskrit we have this form before a short 3f or a

sonant only. Here it is generalized. The accusative plural ends in

10 My authority in this portion of my subject is Kachchayana, as edited by
M. Senart.

The ablative Sflt+H-^ST) F^SfH^ do, however, o6cur in the literature,
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^ as 3^;. When the final consonant is dropped according to the usual

phonetic rules, the Sanskrit nominative and accusative plurals become

exactly alike. To distinguish the one from the other, therefore, this

form is appropriated in the Pali for the latter. The
I3[ appears to be the

termination of the nominative plural of pronouns, and it is transferred

to nouns in the same way as the others we have noticed above. But
it is used here in an accusative sense. The forms of the singular and

plural of the nominative of neuter nouns, and of the plural of many
more, are the same as those of the accusative in Sanskrit, and this

fact must have led to a tendency to liken the two cases in other places

also. Hence the pronominal nominative came to be used like an ac-

cusative. "We shall directly see this tendency to confuse the two cases

manifested more clearly as regards the plural, and it may be remark-

ed that as regards both the numbers it went on increasing at each

successive stage, until in the latest Prakrit and in the vernaculars the

distinction has entirely disappeared. The termination of the instru-

mental plural is ^ff as in firfai or, with the mute element dropped,

^ which is traced to the Vedic ^T:' in such forms as ^tft:. But it

may be explained otherwise. The Sanskrit 55^: becomes jf^ by the

dropping of the visarga and the change of the diphthong to ^, and

this is the same as the locative singular, and is by no means distinc-

tive of an instrumental sense. Hence to 5^ was added the instru-

mental termination f^f or f^ which all other nouns in Sanskrit and

Pali take. The other cases are the same as in Sanskrit, subject to

the general remarks made above. The ablative and locative singulars

have the new pronominal forms in ^TT or *& and n-J? or f^f in addition

to the old ones. In the vocative singular, the final 3T is optionally

lengthened.

Nouns in ^ and 3. The nominative and accusative plurals have

two forms and they are the same for both the cases, as ajnft and

ar*rrat, faf^. and ftsF3F3t Now Sf'jft and ftf^ are the Sanskrit

accusative plurals 3Tiffa[
and T^Jf^ and arrjrpfi and fvfspjaf^ the no-

minative plurals SftPT: and fvft^: The distinction between the two is

lost, and both are used indifferently in the sense of the nominative

and accusative. The termination of the instrumental plural is fa or

f^. The singulars of the genitive and locative are, like those of the

corresponding neuter nouns or nouns ending in |^ such as ^F^T% formed

by the addition of ^, as ^frl-ft and f^^ff, 3TF*TF and ft?^R- They
have also the forms indicated in the general remarks, viz., arfar^f and
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,
and sn^TT^T 1*5 and PR^ffer ffcf; and the dative and ablative

are, as usual, like the genitive and instrumental. The vocative is like

the nominative, except in the plural of nouns in 3 which ends in sf! O1>

if as pf^rat or f$|kHcjfc{. The rest are old or Sanskrit, the final vowel

being, however, lengthened in the plural of the instrumental and

locative, and the syllable far of arfilr being optionally dissolved into

in the nominative singular.

Nouns in ^. The nominative has the old Sanskrit forms; aS

and ^Jc^l^l for 51FRTT and STT^TTT: from 5!T$|- The accusative

plural is the same as the nominative plural. The augmented form of

the Sanskrit nominative plural, viz. ^*TTC for Sn^TFT, is taken as the

base for the plural of the instrumental, genitive, and locative, and de-

clined like nouns in 3T- The genitive plural is also formed by taking the

nominative singular as the base, as g^H- The instrumental singular

has the new base and the old termination 3H; and thus we have ^Tr%?RI-

The genitive singular has three forms, one of them being the old

one with the final 5 dropped, as ^R*J, and the other two made up by

taking this form as the base, and appending the terminations which

nouns in 3 as foflQ take, as tfc^=T or ^^pit- The singulars of the

accusative and locative have the Sanskrit forms, as *Sc*IK an<^ tfc^fc

and the vocative singular has besides the old one another with the vowel

lengthened, as ^^J or ^H- You will thus see that there are four

bases, the old one which gives the old forms, and three new ones, ^T^JT

and tfc*ITT generalized from the nominative, and I-T^J, from the genitive.

Nouns ending in a consonant. There can be no consonantal de-

clension proper, since a final consonant is dropped, and the noun

treated as one ending in the preceding vowel. But relics of the

Sanskrit forms of the consonantal bases are preserved and used along
with the others. In the declension of the noun 3}lc*H there are two
new bases 3Trf and 3TrTf, generalized from the forms of the singular
of the Sanskrit nominative and of the instrumental and others 3TRTT
and 34|<4M( &c. and declined like nouns in 3f . The first is used in

the singular of the accusative and the plurals of the genitive and
locative which are ^rf , 3Trn4 and sp^S; and the second in the plural
of the instrumental which is aTrHff-fvf . The remaining forms are

old, the portion 3TR*T being corrupted to 3ftT; they are arrTT nominative

singular, STrTRT nominative and accusative plural, s^rTR accusative

singular, 3TrRT instrumental singular, STrRJ genitive singular, and
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locative singular. The vocatives, is 3TrT or 3TrTf, like that of

nouns in 3f .

In the declension of the noun ?J3R[ the base ?J5I in used in the

singulars of the accusative, the instrumental, and perhaps the ablative

also, and the forms are ?J^, TFJfar, and 1!|3IWt or <|5T*$l- The old

forms are found in the nominative ( n^TT, CISflHl ), and in the singular

of the accusative which has thus two forms THT and ^T*(M, and the

plural of this last case is, as usual, the same as that of the first. The

singulars of the instrumental, genitive, and locative are the same as

those in Sanskrit, but jf being changed to ear, we have ^***U, ?^ft, and

<fS*^. In the last two cases the conjunct is also dissolved into

wherefore we have ^if^Rf and Tlf^fFT also. The genitive plural is

and, |T being dissolved into 3J^, the form Cl^ is used, in addition.

This ?J5 is made the base of the plurals of the instrumental and

locative; and thus we have ^I^rf^T-ff and ^1^5- The vocative singular-

is like that of nouns in 3f.

The suffixes^ and Jj^ of such nouns as yu|j^ and ^rfojTiJ are

I'egarded as if they were ^?*T arid JPH, and the nouns declined like

those ending in 3f in the sigulars of the nominative, accusative, and

genitive, and in the plurals of the accusative, instrumental genitive and

locative; and, according to the commentator of Kachchayana, in the

singulars of the instrumental and locative also; as yJlc^fll,

JPT^TCB', g<H3'<1, guN^ft-if, g^I^R and goi^^f^; also

and g'JT^rfW'f^f The old forms are preserved in both numbers of the

nominative and genitive, and in the singulars of the instrumental, loca-

tive, and vocative; as gor^f, gT^rft> *Ji=IWt, gT3W, gil^ST, gui<*nf,

and
JOT^f.

The nominative singular is made the base of other forms of

the singulars of the accusative, genitive and vocative, as goi^, flUM^-H

and ITOT^ or JTOT^T The present participles, Parasmaipada, are simi-

larly declined, the only difference being in the nominative singular, as

Feminine nouns. The nominative, besides the old forms, has

another transferred from nouns in 5; as <$ofiqt. The singulars

of the instrumental and the succeeding cases, excepting the

vocative, have one same form made up from the Sanskrit genitive by

dropping the visarga and shortening the final vowel; as <$b^[3y, instru*

mental, dative, ablative, genitive, and locative singular. The others and

also the locative singular have the old forms; as ^5m^-f| instrumental,
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and ablative plural, ^TR genitive and dative plural, and SRsafjij and

^srflj locative singular and plural. The final member ^ of the con-

junct which appears in the case-forms of nouns in
?[
such as sffr, is dis-

solved into ^j, and thus we have Jff^jt from the Sanskrit
f5f:; and

this and f$ from the Sanskrit qft: are both of them the plurals of

the nominative and accusative; fffil the singular of the instrumental

is dissolved into srf^JT, and also qtft' of the ablative and genitive

which after dropping the visarga becomes ^H\-* and this is extended

to the locative singular, which has also another form ;rf???> from TOfJ^.

There is nothing particular about the rest. Nouns in short $ are de-

clined in exactly the same way, except that Kachchayana gives such

forms as f^j[ and ?^?f in addition to *tfri^| and TT^T for the singular of

the ablative and locative. Nouns in 3 or 3; follow completely the analogy
of those in |;

the forms of q>, for instance, are not derived from the

corresponding Sanskrit forms of the noun, but are made up by add-

ing the final syllables of those of ^; as ^pff nominative and

accusative plural, 3T^*n singular instrumental, ablative, genitive, &c.

Neuter Nouns. The singular of the nominative and accusative of

neuter nouns ending in a vowel is the same as in the parent tongue,

but the forms of the plural are optionally like those of the correspond-

ing masculine nouns; as ^Tf or ^IH nominative plural, and^ or

Vtifi accusative plural; arn (like aT**fr) or
^Tjfffr

nominative and

accusative plural, SfT^or arr^R nominative and accusative plural. As

in the case of masculine nouns, such as have a final consonant in

Sanskrit drop it and are treated as if they ended in the preceding

vowel. But in the singulars the old forms are preserved; as Jfsft or

jpf nominative and accusative, JR^TT orq^ instrumental, JTTIfft geni-

tive, JR%> *ft or q^jf-frf locative.

Pronouns. As pronominal terminations have been transferred to

nouns,
' a few nominal ones have been extended to pronouns, thus carry

ing on the process of unification a step further. The plural of the

nominative of feminine pronouns has a form ending in ifr, and the

singulars of the instrumental and genitive end in Sfpj or qj and that

of the locative in ?f, as in the case of the corresponding nouns; as

nominative plural, ?rpj or <TC^T, fM or jfiRHT, 3*5^1 or

genitive singular, and 3$ or ?Rtf, fjfl4 or fffctf, 3fg^ or

locative singular, of^ f3fH> and 3T^?T. All pronouns of the third

person, of whatever gender, form the genitive plural by adding ft from

* The Sanskrit form ^jj corrupted to
jj^sfj

is also found used.
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the Sanskrit ^n*3k and also ^Tpf which is made up of ^f the pronominal

and T the nominal termination, so that the second form is the genitive

of the first taken as a base, as rTCT or dtfH, rTT'S' or rU^R, &c. Similarly,

the bases i^ft and 5^ which are substituted for jJfTT and ?TT in the

singulars of the genitive and locative, and rft which optionally replaces

?It in these cases, have a genitive singular with a double termination
;

as fl^TT, frt^T or ft^N, WWT or qidWW, ?W^TT or $ftwH|, where

WT, Sanskrit ?=*JT:, is the pronominal, and 3n*T the nominal termination.

The plurals of the nominative and accusative have the same form as

^, ^T%, rTT or rTnft, &c., and the instrumental plural of the masculine

has, like that of nouns, the termination ^fvf or ijff . The remaining
terminations are the same as in Sanskrit. The correlative or remote

demonstrative fT? has, besides the usual Sanskrit base, another

f which has all the cases :f, %T? &c., except the nominative singular.

This base is generalized from the I^TH, ^*T &c - f the accusative, the

singular of the instrumental, and the dual of the genitive and locative,

which are used in making anvddes'a as it is called by Panini, i. e. in

referring to one who has already been spoken of. The near demon-

strative f^ has two bases, af and 5^. In Sanskrit this latter is used in the

nominative dual and plural and in the accusative. Here it is extended

to all the cases except the nominative singular, and so we have $,
$f*RT, f^ff. !*re*TT, PT^5 S^tf, 5*1 *f, and $$sg ; ^JTR, swwi, &c. The
first base is used, as in Sanskrit, in all cases except the plural of the

nominative and accusative and the forms are 3T*f, ST'fa, *jf^ STOTT ^c<

The pronoun ar^fT has the base 3^1 for the nominative singular, and

Sf5 for all other cases which is lengthened in the plural ;
as 9T5;

TT,

mft, aT5^n, STgW, SPSS; 3T5?nf, 37gWT, &c. The nominative and

accusative of the neuter is 3TJ.

The singulars of the pronouns of the first and second persons are

the same as in Sanskrit
;
as 3Tf, 4, TTT> TT or if, and jfft ; ^f, ^,

r^jT, rT^ or ^, and r^ffr- The syllable r^ is optionally dissolved into
jj

in the nominative and accusative which have thus g^, and changed
to ft in the latter as well as in the instrumental and locative

; and so

we have ri, ffqr and fffi also. The dative and genitive being con-

founded, the Sanskrit Jfisnj; and 333TC of the former are in the form of

if^ and g^f used for both cases. The latter has also the forms qq
and 3T*t and g*f ,

the anusvara being inserted from the analogy of the

plural. The plural of ar is ipj in which the initial 3 of the Sanskrit

form is changed to if; and in the accusative, instrumental, and locative,

the Sanskrit base 3fT in the form of WfPf is declined like the mascu-
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line
<T^, and the forms are 3T*%, SF^ff,

and 3n%5. The 3 of 5*^3" was

probably weakly pronounced, hence the singular base 5 has been

transferred to the plural and the peculiar syllable of this number ^f
tacked on to it, and the whole in the form of 3*5 is declined like^ in all

the cases except the genitive; as fj*f, jj*f, 3*%f| &c - The forms of the

plurals of this last are like those in Sanskrit; as aTSfT^K and g*T4h.
The accusative singulars of these pronouns have the forms Jf4 and

<ra, besides those mentioned above. These are made up by adding

anusvara, the sign of the accusative, to the form of the genitive used as

a base. On the same principle we have 3FRJT^ and 3*514k for the plural,

but as the genitive forms have an anusvara already, the addition

of the accusative sign makes no difference. This is an isolated

instance in this dialect of a method of constructing new case-forms,

which is, we shall find as we proceed in our investigations, largely

used in the later dialects and especially in the modern vernaculars.

You will have seen how naturally the new formations we have

noticed grew up. A language is well learnt by others or correctly trans-

mitted to them only when they are in constant and close intercourse

with those who know it, or when they are deliberately taught. When
for some reason or other this is not the case, and the linguistic tradi-

tion is imperfect, men proceed from what is more in use and conse-

quently better known to that which is less used and less known.

Nouns in sr, for instance, constitute a very large portion of the ordinary

Sanskrit names. Their case forms were most used, whence they were

well known and those of other nouns not being so often used were

less known. In these cases these less known forms had to conform

to the model of the more known, and thus we see a tendency to bring
nouns as close as possible to the 9T declension, as you have seen in

such nouns as 3TR*T% Jjvie^, J|^(, STUfrJ, and even srfjfr. And it is

also clear that the new 3T base is generally taken from the nominative,

which case is oftener used than others; as aTrT> TTiT^rT, f^55?<T, and

fPTTT i" e- 5TIWR- ID the same way we have observed a strong

tendency to obliterate the distinction between the nominal and prono-

minal declensions, and fuse them into one, and this tendency has suc-

ceeded everywhere except in the genitive plural. Still at the time

when the Pali arose the traditions of the original Sanskrit were not

entirely lost, wherefore we have often old forms used side by side with

the new ones. The same process is observable in the conjugations of

verbs, as I have already remarked. It will thus be seen how ground-
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less is the opinion of those -who maintain that these Prakrits or deriv-

ed languages were simply literary languages, or were constructed by
Pandits. But this point will be discussed at length hereafter.

Inattention to this law of false analogies or generalization, and to

the wide range of its operation in the formation of Pali grammar has

led some scholars to set down as Yedic certain forms which exist in

this dialect but are not to be met with in classical Sanskrit. Such are

$*JH1 the genitive singular masculine of f^H, f^jf the nominative plural

of *f&, ar^t and jp nominative and accusative plural of 3T^I and
Jflj,

ST^ the general plural base of the pronoun of the first person, and jflFT

genitive plural of jft. I see no reason why fir-W should be regarded
as Vedic and not the other forms that have |IT for their base, such as

?*R*TTi fit*T> &c., or why tfj^T should be so and not <fi% the accusative

plural; 3|T% and not g*%, sr|t
and not

^f|^,
or JTR and not sn^T^.

If these latter forms and a host of others must be explained with re-

ference to a thoroughly different principle, why should the former

which are kindred to them and are as completely capable of that

same explanation, be traced to a Vedic origin ? The fact that they

happen to resemble certain Vedic forms does not prove their deriva-

tion from them. The same process of generalization and the same
natural tendency to construct the less known forms from the analogy
of those that are more known brought them all into use. The forms

fjcTT and *f$8, and 3T^t and^ are, as stated before, made up upon the

analogy of the corresponding masculine, and herein we observe the

beginning of a tendency to obliterate the distinction between the

masculine and neuter, which went on progressing until now, in the

Hindi, Sindhi, and other vernaculars of Northern India, the neuter

gender has totally disappeared, while in the Marathi the distinction

remains in the case of pronouns and certain nouns, and in the

Gujarati only in the latter.

We will now examine the Pah' verb. The distinction between the

special and general tenses and moods is almost lost, the special form

being used in the general, as in JTV^wfrT the future of ip^, or the general
form in the special as JT*fl%. We have also Jlfij^frf and aj-c^j^.

A large number of roots used in ordinary intercourse belong in Sanskrit

to the first conjugation; this and the sixth are the easiest of the ten;

in many cases there is no' practical distinction between them, and in

others they are so greatly like each other that they are capable of

7
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being confused together. Hence the rule of constructing verbal forms

common to these two conjugations, viz. the addition of the personal
terminations through the intervention of 3T, has become general in

Pali. A good many roots belonging to the other classes are conjugated

according to this rule; as ^tlf?r, f^fa and ?^fiT, for ^TF*?, %f^T, and

iflf^, of the second class; 'TRTTW for gN%, jprffl
1 and P7|% for guillft

and sp^nffl
1

, &c. The tenth conjugation is almost equally common in

Sanskrit, whence a great many roots are conjugated necessarily or

optionally in this way; as 3%$ or ^TW, mm or JT^ft, fa^m, %^T
or raftfar, NJII^M, &c. from ^, J^;, f^r, f%gr, JTTf

with fo &c. The ^
in these forms stands, you will remember, for the Sanskrit 3^, which

is the characteristic of the tenth class. The second conjugation has

gone out, except in isolated forms such as srf^l for arf^T, and the

third has left some reduplicated roots, as ^iffi, jf^lld, &c. The fourth

has preserved a good many of its roots but its ?f is corrupted according
to the usual phonetic rules; thus fOf becomes f53T; tpr, T3T; 1rT, 'TW;

q*H, JR53JT, &c. The fifth and the ninth are confounded, and roots of

the former take the termination of the latter also; as MI^Tlfr or

^l^tlid for smftfif; yOl% or ^0111% for srofff^; ^t^ or
^orrf^

for ST^ftpT &c. In the last instance the base is tfq; derived from

fT^rfrT *n corruption of ^FfFtf^
1

,
thus showing that the forms in iff are

a later growth. The seventh inserts, as before remarked, a nasal in

the body of the roots and transfers them to the first; the eighth re-

mains in a few cases such as
fTr^ and f>, though this last takes a

peculiar form also, as rRTfiT, 3>ilfa or ^fq<j%; and the ninth adds ;n as

in Sanskrit, as R>U|||H, g^TB, ^nfrT, S^Tim. &c. But it is to be

observed that the more common of the roots belonging to these con-

jugations only have preserved their peculiar forms; the rest are con-

jugated according to the rules of the first, sixth, or tenth. Since the

distinction between the special and general tenses and moods is lost, the

effect of these conjugational peculiarities' is only to constitute a new

or augmented root.

Of the ten tenses and moods in Sanskrit, the Pali has lost two,

the first future and the precative. The two Padas or voices remain,

but the distinction is lost in most cases, such forms as d^f^

, &c., though passive, taking Parasmaipada terminations.

The following are the terminations:
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Present Tense.

Parasm. Atm.

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

1st pers. ft 5f q *%

2nd fa *J $ ^
3rd

Ex.

Imperative.

1st pers. ft J?

2nd f|, or none *I f$ $

Ex. T^5 T^*^ &c. T^^ HTf^i &c-

Imperfect.

1st pers. 3T ffI

2nd 3ff ?f

3rd 3Tf 3;

a^,

Pofew^'aZ.

1st pers.

2nd

3rd T^q or

Ex. T% or 1%^ rf^j<.^ &c-

Aorist.

1st pers. f If! 9T *%

2nd sff ^ ^ sf

3rd | 5 or |g 3Tf ^
Ex. 3TT^T STT^r or 3T7T^5 &'

>9

Perfect

1st pers. 3T ^ f ^%

2nd ^ ^1 ^f 5^
3rd 9T 3 W

>:^

1st pers.

2nd

3rd
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Conditional.

1st pers.

2nd

3rd

The terminations of the Present of both Padas are the same as in

Sanskrit, with the exception of the plural if and f|, the s| of the second

person plural of the Atmanepada being a corruption of =f. This

tense is most in use
;
hence the Pali speakers learned it well, so to say,

from their Sanskrit teachers. The other tenses, except the Future

which, like the Present, is also entirely Sanskrit, and the moods have

preserved such of their forms as are more frequently used in ordinary
life. There is, for instance, greater occasion for the use of the second

person singular of the Imperative Mood, and also for the third person.

Hence these are the same as in Sanskrit, but the second person plural

termination %j, and the first person singular ^ and the plural Jj,

Parasmaipada, have been transferred from the Present. As to these,

even in Sanskrit we find the Present used very generally for this Mood
in the first person ; as in f% ^ vgj: fj}M^$<lft S'ak., (% ^ w?j: fjjpf <*0ft

Mrich., &c. where the forms should be STftfffy 3T?3TM &c. The
L
rest

are the same as in Sanskrit. The second person singular is formed in

two ways, viz. without adding any termination as in the conjugations
which give an ending 3J to the base, and by appending f| as is done in

^^

the others. The Atmanepada ^ is changed to ^J, the ^ being dis-

solved into 5, and since ^ renders the previous vowel heavy, the

resulting 5 is doubled to preserve that effect. The plural E^ is

altered to off; the w and the mute element being dropped, we have 5^

the final vowel of which is transformed into aft through the influence

of the preceding ar. The ^ of the first person singular becomes tj, or

this may be considered to have been transferred from the Present, and

for the plural we have 3fR% which is an old Vedic termination of the

Atmanepada first person plural corrupted in Sanskrit to 3J[ff%. The

$ and a^r of the third person are the same as the ?fi^ and 3^(j^ of

the parent language.

The Potential has preserved the old forms of the third person

only, viz., T% for <T%cfc and Tip^f for 7%?j:. The ?j is doubled as in $3pa?

for ^fcf according to a general rule which we have noticed before.

The singular of this person is also formed by adding i$Gj made up oil
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the analogy of the plural ijcj and also of such, forms as &4j|c(. The

final vowel is, however, shortened, but in such cases as ^U-O^I for

^1l4VjM it renaains long. This form with the final long is used as a

base, and the terminations of the first person and second person of the

Present added to it to form the corresponding persons ofthe Potential.

The Atmanepada tpj, 1^, and tjpft are the same as
Ijfl, i&sl,) and l^fl:

of the Sanskrit ^-conjugations, the rf of ^f being rendered an aspirate

and the 3ff of tjqj: shortened. The Parasmaipada singular !JH as in

q%^ is adapted for the Atmanepada in the form ^af and the plurals

of the second and first persons are formed by taking ifcq as the base

and appending S5[^ corrupted to sff and *% of the Present.

In the Imperfect the 3fl and 3; of the third person seem to be

generalized from such forms as 3T?[R and 3T3 : - The termination 3^
is, as you know, applied in Sanskrit optionally to roots ending in 3fj

and necessarily to fifgr and such as are reduplicated. The ari of the

singular, however, may be considered as due to the lengthening of the

previous 3T of such Sanskrit forms of the ^-conjugations as STT^,
when the final consonant was dropped. This lengthening was brought
about by the forcible pronunciation of the 3{ rendered necessary in

Sanskrit by the final consonant. The second person singular is aff,

which corresponds to the Sanskrit 3f:,
and 3f of the first person singular

r-v

to the arq; with the nasal dropped. The Atmanepada second person

singular $ is transferred from the Present, s| is spj, and 5 is genera-
lized from the forms of the non*3T-conjugations, such as 3^fr, 3^&
&c. The Perfect has preserved the third person singular 3f and plural

3 and the first person singular 3T, of the Parasmaipada; and ^ of

the Atmanepada. Of the rest, ^ second person singular Parasmaipada
. /x

is perhaps the q of the Sanskrit Atmanepada singular of the first and
A\

third persons; and the | of the Atmanepada is transferred from the

Imperfect.

In the Aorist the third person singular | is the termination of the

fifth form of the Sanskrit Aorist with the final g[ dropped as usual 4

and the plural t is generalized from such forms as 3^:. Some roots,

such as * and f; have % for the singular as srfrfo and srarfa, the

fa of which is to be traced to tfnj. Another plural termination is %%
in which we can recognize the Sanskrit

|$:. The second person

singular aft is from the 3^of the second Aorist; and the first person
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singular is f resulting from the fusion of the augment f with the

the second Aorist. The third person singular and plural and the

first person singular of the Atmanepada are the same as the corres-

ponding ones of the Parasmaipada Imperfect, both numbers of the

second person are the same as the corresponding Atmanepada of the

Imperfect, and the T| of the first person plural is transferred from the

Present.

The terminations of the Second Future are made up as in Sanskrit

by prefixing ^f at: ^j to those of the Present. The Atmanepada first

person singular has however ^ instead of ^. In one instance, viz.
t

flftf^> flfijf^T from ft, the ^T is corrupted to f. In the Conditional

terminations the ^r occurs everywhere, but the other portions are

transferred from other tenses. The ending 3fl of the third person

singular ^^Tf is of course the 3fl of the Imperfect ;
the 3T?5 of the plural

has been transferred from the Aorist, Imperfect, or Potential
;
the $

/v

and J of ^fr and ^RJ are brought over from the Atmanepada and

Parasmaipada of the Present; ^j is ^qn, and the^f of ^Fff the plural is

from the Imperfect. In Sanskrit, the short terminations of the Imper-

fect and other tenses are added to the ^q in the Conditional
;
but here

there is a mixture of both the short and the long, and also of the
/N

two Padas. We find the same mixture in the Atmanepada.

It will thus appear that the Present and Future have preserved

most of the Sanskrit terminations, and the other tenses only about two

or three. Besides the terminations that have thus been preserved or

transferred by analogy from one tense to another, there are others
/^

which cannot be thus explained. Such are *| Atmanepada first person

plural of the Present ; ^ and *f of the Parasmaipada second and first

person plural, and ^J third person singular, <*ft second person singular

and *$ first person plural of the Atmanepada of the Perfect
; ^j second

person plural and SfT first person plural Parasmaipada, and ^ and ^
/N.

third person singular and plural and 15$ first person plural Atmane-

pada, of the Imperfect ; ^ second person plural and fff first person

plural Parasmaipada of the Aorist, and *% first person plural of the

Atmanepada of the same
5 5% first person plural Atmanepada of the

*N

Future ;
and Tff Parasmaipada and *f$ Atmanepada of the first person

of the Conditional. These are unquestionably forms of the root Sf*^

tacked on to the base in the particular tenses when the old termina-
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tions "were forgotten, or some of them may be traced directly to the

terminations of the Sanskrit Aorist ^T, ^T:, and ^Jf which themselves,

as you know, are forms of 3T?T. Of these, the Parasmaipada second

person plural c*T is to be traced to the corresponding Sanskrit ^ of the

Present of 3J?T, and *f and *%[ first person plural to the ^T of afl^RT of

the Imperfect and ^f: of the Present respectively. The penultimate

3T of ^jf ; is lengthened for the same reason as that of 3TT^ is in
*x

forming 34M-c||. The Atmanepada^ of the second person singular
comes from the ?%JT: of 3TT^T: of the Imperfect, ?f third person singular,

from the ^f of fpE?T of the same
;
and *% and j^ first person plural

are to be referred to such Atmanepada forms as ^ and ^1%. Of the

last two, ^Jf appears to be a new formation from ^T, and ^q% is the

old Vedic archetype of ^q^.

You will thus see that when the original Sanskrit forms were

forgotten, new ones corresponding to them were constructed in the

Pali, not only by the use of false analogies, but also by taking one

form distinctively expressive of the sense of a particular mood or

tense as a base, and appending first only the personal terminations of

the Present, as in the case of the Potential; and secondly, the forms

of the root a^w. You will hereafter find that the modern vernaculars

have resorted to one at least of these two modes of reconstruction; and

similarly the beginnings in the Pali of a mode of constructing new
case-forms widely prevalent in the modern dialects was brought to

your notice before; so that the spirit or turn of mind which has been

in operation in the formation of the vernacular speech of the country
has been the same since very remote times.

The terminations with an initial consonant are in the general
tenses appended through the intervention of the vowel 5 ; but in some

cases there are forms directly corrupted from Sanskrit ; as %^|%
Sanskrit 5??qm, fN^l%=ft?PTf^. The temporal augment 3f is often

omitted, as JTTT r ^PITT? *T*ft or 31*l*ft TPteflT Or 3OTWWT- The several

varieties of the Aorist and the many special forms of the Perfect have

for the most part gone out of use. The Passive is formed by the

addition of ?j as in Sanskrit, sometimes with the augment f[, sometimes

without, in which last case the conjunct consonant is corrupted accord-

ing to the prevailing rules ;
as ^Miq<!, q^, 35^, ^JR^. The forms

in a good many cases are the same as in Sanskrit, only phonetically
altered

;
as sftqrf, 3^rT, f^%, in which cases we see that the 3fT of ^jj is

changed to |, and gpa and
qp3j^ undergo Samprasarana. The causal is
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formed by adding3^ or 3flrpj and i; or gn*T; as thrcftft or

and ^JT^fft or thlMjM. These forms I have already explained. The
Past Passive Participle is formed as in Sanskrit, and in many cases the

forms are the same. The Absolutive is formed by using the termina-

tions
<gt, ^Ff, and c^T. The first is the same as the second, the semi-

vowel ^ having only undergone Samprasarana ;
and they are to be

traced to such Vedic forms as f^FT, $<^H &c., which have disappeared

in classical Sanskrit. The Infinitive is formed by adding ^ as in

Sanskrit, or 33 which, I have already observed, is one of the many
ways in which the Vedio Infinitive is formed. It has become obsolete

in the later Sanskrit.

Now if the Pali grew up naturally in the manner I have describ-

ed, it could not come to possess the several grammatical forms it

exhibits unless they were in use in Sanskrit at the time when it

branched off. It has, as we have seen, preserved eight of the ten

Tenses, and Moods whence it follows that verbal forms of these were

then current in the language. Pali therefore represents Middle Sanskrit

or the usage that prevailed during the period between the composition
of the Brahmanas and Yaska or Panini, and must have begun to be

formed during that period. We shall hereafter find that the later

Prakrits represent the third stage in the development of the Sanskrit,

that in which a good many of the verbal forms ceased to be used; and

thus bear to what I have called classical Sanskrit the same relation

that the Pali does to Middle Sanskrit.

We will now proceed to consider those valuable specimens of the an-

cient languages of the country which have been preserved in inscriptions.

The most important of these are the edicts of As'oka, the pious king of

Pataliputra in Magadha, the modern Behar, who flourished in the

middle of the third century before Christ. These edicts contain the

king's religious and moral injunctions to his subjects, and set forth his

own ideas, belief, and conduct in these matters. Five different versions

of them have been discovered, inscribed on rocks in different parts of

the country. There is one at Girnar, near Junagad, in Kattiawar,

another at Dhauli in Kattak, and a third at Kapurdigiri or Sahbazgar-
hi in Afghanistan. These have been published and examined. The

Girnar version has been copied several times, but the other two only

once, and hence there are a good many imperfections in our existing

copies of them. Another version has recently been discovered at

Jaugad near Ganjam, in the Northern Circars, and copied by a Madras
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Civilian. It is unfortunately greatly mutilated, not more than two of

the fourteen edicts being found complete, and but a few words left of

some. The fifth has recently been discovered by General Cunningham at

Khalsi, near Masuri in the Himalayas, and has not yet been published.*

Other edicts of the same king are found inscribed on columns which

exist at Delhi, Allahabad, and other places. At Dhauli and Ganjam
there exist, along with the edicts mentioned above, others which answer

to these. Another inscription of As'oka has been found at Babhra in

Rajputana, which consists of a letter to the Buddhist congregation.
These inscriptions are in three different dialects, closely related to each

other. The Girnar dialect is very much like the Pali. That of the

Dhauli, Ganjam, and Khalsi versions presents peculiarities which are

found in a later Prakrit called Magadhi by the grammarians. Such

are the substitution of <5 for
^, i| for the aft of the nominative singular

of masculine nouns in 3T, f^T the termination of the locative instead of

the Pali fff, and pp^ for STf^. ^^e Babhra and the column inscriptions

are also in this dialect. The S'ahbazgarhi recension admits of some con-

juncts such as *T, and the sibilants ^ and ^ which in the others and in

Pali are changed to JR. But it is a question whether these are dialectic

peculiarities, or are to be attributed to a confusion of the vernacular

with Sanskrit. I will now place before you short specimens of these

dialects.

Girnar, edict VIII.

\

Sanskrit:

Translation:
" Some time ago kings went on pleasure excursions. Hunting and

such others were the diversions here. But Priyadars'in, the favourite of the

* Published since in Corp. Insc. Ind. A sixth version existing at Manshera in

the Panjab was discovered after the above was published. I have made use of the
latest readings of the versions.

9
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gods, began the search of enlightenment when he had been a crowned

monarch for ten years. Hence this excursion (course) of righteousness.

It consists of this, viz. seeing Brahmanas and Sramanas, and

bestowing gifts, seeing the religious elders and presenting gold, and

seeing country-people and giving instruction in righteousness and in the

investigation of the law. Since that time king Priyadars'in has been

taking great delight in the glories of the next world."

It is not usual in these inscriptions to mark the double or assimi-

lated consonants. Hence we do not find them here except in the case

of double nasals which are indicated by an anusvara followed by the

nasal. There is, as in Pali, no other phonetic change ; STffi we see

becomes ^f^ and >J becomes optionally S ;
and ^f^ff% the nominative

plural, ?psTJ[ f r T^t ^ne genitive singular, ^Fflt the nominative singular,

and all other cases are just like those in that dialect. We have the

Aorist forms ending in an anusvara followed by sg, as in Pali. But

there are some differences
; IJdlR^ is MdlRy in Pali as it is in the other

recensions of this same inscription, 3Tf?J is 3T|% though 3^gg agrees

with the rules of Pali grammar and must have existed in the language;

the"^ of sfapir is opposed to Pali usage, but the engraver may have

committed a mistake
; ^JRJ is for pj-wjl^, f being changed to fi before

the conjunct according to the rule we have noticed. ^m<J| is sfnjpJT in

Pali
;
but the inscription perhaps represents the prevailing usage more

correctly ; and the 3f is lengthened in ?jrt probably through mistake.

There are thus very few cases of real difference, and though they might
be considered to point to a dialectical variety of the nature of those we
find in the different versions of the edicts, still the language is in the

same stage of growth as the Pali.

The following is the Dhauli version collated with that at Khalsi

and completed :

R H^ftii I ft^I

We here observe the varieties mentioned before, the change of 5 to

and the nominative in
13. We also see B^ftti for

1. ^Ft (W Kh. 2.

3. |Q for f=fft ^ Kh. 4. Dk om. 5. fn^fiAl Kh.

6. a?fer for^|?n & Dh. 7. ^ Kh. 8. ^ Kh.
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for MdlR^lfl, f*R or 33H(=f5HT) for^R, and ^R or

So then here we have another dialect.

Kapurdigiri or Sahbazgarhi version:

Here we have the conjuncts fsf, 3ff, 5T &c., and the three Sanskrit

sibilants; and also |f^TR for f^IR. The reason why we have not

one same version at all the three places must be that it was the in-

tention of the king to publish the edicts in the dialect of each parti-

cular place. The Dhauli-Khalsi dialect is, as observed before, used

in the column inscriptions, and also in that found at Babhra. The

king's predilection for it can be plausibly accounted for only on the

supposition that it was his own native tongue. If so, this dialect

must have prevailed in Magadha, which country was under his im-

mediate rule, and the capital of which was Pataliputra, where he

reigned. And this accounts for the fact that it is used in the inscrip-

tions at Dhauli and Ganjam, since they are situated in the contiguous

country. One peculiarity of this language, viz. the nominative singu-
lar of nouns in 3f ending in l| is met with even in the Girnar re-

cension, which may be explained by the supposition that the edicts

were drawn up first in the king's dialect but were translated into the

dialect of each province, the translation however being not executed

carefully enough to expunge all peculiarities of the original draft. It

would thus appear that the grammarians of the later languages had
more solid grounds than mere fancy for calling that Prakrit which
bears close resemblance to this language by the name of Magadhi.
Here then we find specimens of three dialects prevalent in three

widely distant provinces; but we should bear in mind that

the difference between them is small, while in the languages that

are spoken in these countries at the present day it is so great as to

make it difficult for the natives of one province to understand those of

another.

In the many other ancient monuments existing in the country we
often find inscriptions which are principally in two languages, the
Sanskrit and the Pali or Prakrit, understanding by this term simply
a dialect derived from the Sanskrit. Those in the latter (Pali) are

mostly connected with Buddhism; though some Buddhistic
inscrip-
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tion8 also, such as those discovered by General Cunningham at

MathurS, several years ago, are in Sanskrit. In the caves at

Kanheri, Nasik, Junar, Nanaghat, Karlem, and some other places in

this Presidency, and in the Bhils topes, we have Pali or Prakrit

inscriptions. Most of these are short, but at Nasik we have long ones,

in the caves of Ushavadata and Gotamiputra. The language of these

latter is Pali; and but a few forms are peculiar, such as ^rl and f%^f

for which the Pali has f^njf and ^f,
Past Passive Participles of ^f and

$; and % for the numeral two, the Pali form being ff or ^. In

Ushavadata's caves we have one inscription entirely in Sanskrit, the

rest are in Pali or Prakrit, but we have an intermixture of Sanskrit

words, and the conjuncts IT, 5f and 3jT often appear. In these and

smaller inscriptions we have such words as ^J?; for grf^, ^KH^
for cU$^, srfaf for ^, sf^f for 3(^33, while the Pali forms of

these words are grj^, <^|^H^, sp^r, and y^clf- Some of these inscrip-

tions were engraved so late as the third century, when the Pali

could hardly have been the vernacular; but it had become the sacred

language of the Buddhists; the mendicant priests for whom the caves

were intended, and even educated lay members of that persuasion
understood it; and hence it was used in these inscriptions as Sanskrit

was in others. The style of Gotamiputra's charters, abounding as it

does in long compounds and elaborate expressions, is very unlike the

plain and simple language of As'oka's edicts. And at the end of these

and that of his son, we are told that the officers of these kings who
caused the charters to be engraved acted under the command, i. e.

wrote to the'dictation of "respected persons who were the compilers of

all such documents." It thus appears that the Pali was at that time

a sacred and a literary language among the Buddhists. And as to the

language of the other inscriptions, which like those of Gotamiputra
and his son were not composed by learned men, one can easily

understand how ignorant persons, not knowing Sanskrit or Pali well,

but still not ignorant enough to know nothing of those languages would
confound together Sanskrit, Pali, and vernacular words. Even in our

days we find the phenomenon in the patrikds or horoscopes written by
our Jos'is or astrologers, which are neither in pure Sanskrit nor in

pure vernacular, but contain a mixture of them both, and the Sanskrit

words and forms in which are incorrectly written. And an explanation

of this nature I have also to give of another variety of language that

is found in the writings of the Northern or Nepalese Buddhists.

These unlike those of the Ceylonese and Burmese Buddhists
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are written in Sanskrit, but in such works as the Lalitavistara or

the life of Buddha we find, along with prose passages in pure Sanskrit,

a number of verses which contain words or forms which are not Sanskrit.

Thus, for instance, we have:

You will here see that ^q^f, ;snt, and itf\ are as in the Pali treated

like nouns in 3f, 3jf is dissolved into 3^5, and there are a few other

instances of this process, such as f%%51 for ^T, f^lfr; for sft, ffft for

|j &c., but that generally the conjunct consonants are retained as

they are in Sanskrit, and not assimilated. So also you have ^Pd for

^K^Pd, TPJF? genitive singular of JTPIT> ^H^ft^l, ^fa^ld, fttRTO

Imperative second person plural, Slifa for ^IH^Id, &c., and even such

words as tfHm which are Pali in every respect. But along with these

there are other peculiarities which must be attributed simply to care-

lessness. For instance, the case terminations are often omitted, a thing
never done either in Sanskrit or Pali, as ^[fj $Hfd for ^f*f ^faft, Wffi for

3?ra when governed by ^ftd], iffa VM\t\ for *ft$it ^N^ft, &c. Such

constructions as SJFcSn yiiUy^MMi: for

f r ^^y^iny^HM-M, are often to be met with.

This language has therefore no fixed characteristics at all. We
have seen that in such words as ^JP[, 5f7T and q^r above, the final con-

sonant is dropped, and these as in Pali and Prakrit made nouns in 3T.

But
n^fj^is

used in the Sanskrit form also, as <tOl7f<J3T*?; and there are in-

stances in which other final consonants are preserved. Along with such

a form as ^fuisqf^ noted above, which is constructed on the same prin-

ciple as the Pali tiftu-Hfd; such a Sanskrit one as
ftjiMptf

is found. It

therefore appears to me that this is not an independent language ; but

that the writers of the Gathas knew the spoken language or Pali, and
that they were imperfectly acquainted with Sanskrit, knowing enough
of it to see that the assimilation of consonants was a vulgarity, but not

acquainted with its grammar. They intended to write in the more

polished or literary language, but not knowing it well, often used

unconsciously the grammatical forms and the peculiar words of the

vernacular. At the time when the Gathas were written bhe claims of

the Pali to be considered a separate language were probably not

recognised, and it constituted the speech of the uninstructed. Those

who in this condition of things wished to write could not think of
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doing so in that form of speech, and therefore wrote in what they
considered the language of educated men; but they knew it imper-

fectly, and produced such a heterogeneous compound as we have seen.



LECTURE III.

The Prakrits and the Apabhramda.

On the last occasion we examined the language of the sacred books

of the Southern Buddhists, and found that a large portion of the

words it contains are pure Sanskrit and the rest are Sanskrit words

corrupted or transformed according to certain laws of phonetic decay.

Then by the law of false analogy the less used and less known de-

clensional and conjugational forms have been in many cases brought
over to the type of those more used in Sanskrit and consequently better

known. So that in the vocabulary and the grammar the laws of

growth I traced in the opening lecture are in operation, but their range
is limited, and the dialect is in what may be called the first stage of

departure from Sanskrit. We then examined the language of the

Inscriptions of As'oka and found that it is either the same as Pali or in

the same stage of development, and that there existed in those times

two or three varieties of speech slightly differing from each other. To-

day I propose to examine certain other dialects which exhibit a much

greater departure from the parent tongue. These are the so-called

Prakrits. For a knowledge of these languages we have not to go beyond

India, as in the case of the one we have examined. Prakrit dialects

possessed a literature and a portion of it has come down to us.

There exist about six treatises on Prakrit grammar, the most

ancient of which is Vararuchi's Prakritaprakas'a. Next comes Hema-

chandra, a Jaina scholar of Gujarat, who lived in the twelfth century.

His work on grammar is known by the name of Haimavydkarana, the

eighth chapter of which he devotes to the grammar of the Pr&krits.

Hemachandra's treatment of these dialects is fuller than Vararuchi's;

and his observation was wider. He shows a very intimate knowledge of

the existing literature of these languages, both sacred and profane, Jaina

or Brahmanical. His work and especially the last portion is full of

quotations. He must have availed himself of the labours of former

scholars, since he often mentions Piirvdchdryas. Hemachandra also

wrote a Kosha or thesaurus of the Des'i words existing in these lang-

uages. Vararuchi gives the grammar of four dialects, which he calls

Maharashtri, Sauraseni, Magadhi, and Pais'achi. The names of the

first three themselves would show that they were the languages spoken
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or used in the provinces from the names of which they are derived,

but doubts have been raised as to their genuineness, which will be

hereafter considered. The Maharashtri is called the principal Pra-

krit. For instance, Dandin in his Kavyadars'a says

" The language prevalent in Maharashtra they regard as the

Prakrit pre-eminent; it is the ocean of jewels in the shape of good

literary works, and the Setubandha and others are written in it
1
."

Vararuchi devotes the first nine chapters of his work to the

Maharashtri, and then a chapter each to the rest. The peculiarities

only of the latter dialects and their differences from the MaharasMri

are given, and in other respects they are to be considered similar to the

first. Hemachandra follows the same method; but he does not mention

the name Maharashtri and speaks of the dialect only as the Prakrit.

These grammarians and all others who have written on the subject

treat of the grammar of the language etymologically. They take

Sanskrit as the original language or Prakriti and give rules about the

various phonetical and grammatical changes which have reduced

Sanskrit to the Prakrit form. The Pali grammarian Kachchayana
treats the dialect not as one derived from Sanskrit as these writers do,

but as an independent language, though it is very probable he knew

Sanskrit, since he uses Sanskrit grammatical terms, and his Sutras

greatly resemble those in the Katantra and even Panini. Vararuchi and

Hemachandra derive Sauraseni also from the Sanskrit as they do the

Maharashtri or the principal Prakrit, but make the Sauraseni the

Prakriti or basis of the Magadhi and the Pais'achi. This appears to

be the tradition; whence it would seem that older and more developed

language or the language of respectable people was the Sauraseni, and

the other two were the dialects of border countries used by persons in

a lower scale of society. They have some of the peculiarities of the

Sauraseni, and come nearer to it than to the Maharashtri. Hema-
chandra gives the grammar of two more dialects, the Chiilika

Pais'achi and the Apabhrams'a, the latter of which was accord-

ing to Dandin, the language of Abhiras ( cowherds ) and others.

Another grammarian of the name of Trivikrama gives in his Pra-

kritasutravritti the grammar of these six dialects. He lived after

Hemachandra, since he mentions him in the introduction to his work,
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and his book resembles Hemachandra's a good deal. There is another

work by Chandra called Shadbhashachandrik which is a meagre

production. Another still of the same nature, the author of which is

Lakshmidhara, mentions the same six dialects; so that the expression

Shadbhasha seems to have become proverbial.

The Maharashtri derived its importance from its literature. From

the manner in which Dandin speaks of that literature it appears to

have been very extensive and valuable. He himself mentions one

work, the Setubandha, a poem attributed to Kalidasa but written

by one Pravarasena, whose "
fame," Bana says in his Harshacharita,

" reached the other side of the ocean by means of the Setu." I

find in a Ms. in the colophon at the end of each agvasa or canto,

sometimes |3T f*Hl lH<y i>IMi$'J ^^^ ( thus in the Das'amukha-

vadha composed by the prosperous Pravarasena ), and some-

times, ^3T M=H*!HH^M wfci<W*i4 <^^? ( thus in the Das'a-

mukhavadha, the work of Kalidasa, composed by Pravarasena ).

Some kings of Kas'mir bore the name of Pravarasena, but there is

nothing to show that any one of them was the poet who wrote this

work. There is a collection of seven hundred songs, chiefly of an

amorous nature, by a poet of the name of Hala, which is called the

Saptas'ati. We have an edition of this in Roman characters by Prof.

Weber. Another long poem entitled the G-audavadhakavya by a poet
named Vakpatiraja, who lived at the court of Yas'ovarman, king of

Kanoj, in the early part of the eighth century, was discovered by Dr.

Btihler about three years ago. And several other works may turn up,
if diligent search is made for them. The Kavyaprakas'a contains

about 75 Prakrit verses quoted to illustrate the rules laid down by the

author, and Sarngadhara also gives a good many in his Paddhati.

The religious books of the Jainas form another very extensive

branch of Prakrit literature. Prof. Weber thinks the language of

these to be later than the Pali and earlier than the Prakrits, so as to

occupy a middle position, and calls it Jaina-Magadhi. But Hema-
chandra himself, who must have known his religious books well, and

was, as I have observed, a great Prakrit scholar, treats it as the

principal Prakrit or Maharashtri, and in his grammar of this he in several

places gives forms of words peculiar to his sacred language, which after

the example of his Brahmanic brothers he calls Arsha Prakrit2
. In giv-

i ^ i ^qmiwrn^ i 31 si! 3p5 Ttft |

I 3T$ <t ^f fl^t fa<t*H:l I He has also said before, that the rules he

10
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ing his first rule about the Magadhi dialect, viz., that the nom. sing.

of Masc. nouns takes the termination ^, he says: "As to what the

fathers have said about the Arsha (works) being composed in the Ardha-

Magadhi dialect in such words as these:
' the ancient Sutra is com-

posed in the Ardha-Magadhi dialect', they have said so in consequence

of the observance of this rule and not of those that follow
8

. Thus if one

chooses to call the sacred language of the Jainas Ardha-Magadhi on

account of this Magadhi peculiarity and a few other archaisms, he may
do so; and I shall presently have to observe that the great many dialects

which writers on poetics give differed from each other in such insignifi-

cant particulars only. But it is clear that Hemachandra considers the

' distinction to be slight, and identifies the dialect with the principal

Prakrit; and both he and the Jaina fathers refer it to the class of the

Prakrits of the grammarians.*

is going to give even with regard to the ordinary Prakrit should not be considered

universal.

3.

4. The only specific grounds one can find in Prof. Weber's book in support of

the assertion that the Jaina dialect occupies a middle position are these:!.
That uninitial ^ ? JT, g, 3T, ?T, ? and other consonants are dropped in the

Maharashtri leaving only the vowel, and preserved or softened in the Pali, while

in the Jaina books ST is substituted for them; i. e,, the different stages of phonetic
corruption in this case are, the consonants in their original or softened forms, then

j^for
them, and lastly their elision. 2. That ^ is preserved in the Pali, and

changed everywhere to nr in the Maharashtri; while in the Jaina dialect initial ^
remains unchanged except in enclytics. 3. That the loc. sing, of nouns in 3^
ends in

f^r
or f^f which we find in the language of the column inscriptions; while

it isf^jf
and f^ in the Pali and

ffcjj
in the Prakrit. Now as to the first, the ^

is not prior to the elision, but contemporaneous or subsequent to it, being found
even in the modern vernaculars. It was introduced simply to facilitate pronuncia-
tion; t. e,, it is a strengthened form of the vowel. Thus the Prakrit of m foot is

but in Marathi we have
tjpj;

so ^p^ Skr.,^ Pr., ^ "

H.;^ Skr.,
Pr> > ^TIRTTT

M< &c - &c.The ^ occurs not onlyin Jaina books, but everywhere
in the Gaudavadhakavya; and Hemachandra does tell us in his sutra 3^JTT ?Trm-
that the 3T that remains after the elision of a consonant is pronounced like a "soft

q. With regard to the second, initial^ is found unchanged in the Gaudavadha
in a great manyplaces. Thus in stanza 242 we have the negative particle T, in
241 f^lf for PfMfiW, in 245

!TTf
for

JfTO, and in 251 ^ j^ These in-

stances I have found on simply opening the Ms. at random; and no great search
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But it is in the dramatic plays that -we find these dialects princi-

pally used. Writers on Poetics prescribe that a particular dramatic

person should speak a particular dialect. Sanskrit is assigned to

respectable men of education, and women in holy orders; Sauraseni,
to respectable ladies in their prose speeches, and the Maharashtri or

the principal Pr&krit, in the songs or verses put into their mouths.

Sauraseni is also assigned to inferior characters; and the Magadhi and

Pais'achi to very low persons. The general rule is that a dramatic

person should speak the language of the country to which he or she

is supposed to belong. Later writers give more minute rules. For

was necessary. Hemachandra also in his sutra ^j?j following another,

says that the initial a is sometimes changed to 0^ sometimes not. As to the third,

the termination f^f may constitute a peculiarity of the language, but it is by no

means an index to its higher antiquity, since it occurs in the pronominal locative

of the principal Prakrit. There are several peculiarities in the Jaina books, and

a good many of them are noticed by our Grammarian, but they do not show an
earlier stage of development.

This continues still to be my view, notwithstanding all that has since been

published on the subject. Dr. Hoernle, in the introduction to his edition of

Chanda's Prakritalakshana makes an elaborate attempt to prove that the dialect,

the grammar of which is given in that book, is more ancient than the Prakrit of

Vararuchi and Hemachandra. But it is not at all difficult to see that he
is altogether on a wrong tack. He says there is nothing in Hemachandra corres-

ponding to the rule given by Chanda about dropping the final vowel of the first

member of a compound when the initial vowel of the second is followed by a con-

junt consonant, in such words as dhana+ddhya, deva+indra, &c., which in that

Prakrit have the forms dhanaddha, devinda, &c. This change, however, does

come under Hemachandra's rule I. 84, which provides for the shortening of a long
vowel when followed by a conjunct consonant. The short vowels corresponding to

n and gjf are j and 5- and among the instances given by Hemachandra, we have

narindo for narendra, aharuttha for adharoshtha, Niluppala for NUotpala &c. Dr.

Hoernle thinks the changes of i to short e and of to short o are later Prakrit

changes. But he will find many instances of them in the Pali, which certainly is

an older dialect than any Jaina Prakrit. They are, he says, unknown to Chanda.

Chanda's work is a very meagre production, in which very little endeavour is made

to classify facts; and thus he must be supposed to include these changes under hia

very general rule that one vowel takes the place of another vowel (II. 4). The
instance ginhati incidentaly given by him in connection with another rule does not

show that in his Prakrit the form genha did not exist, much less that the change
of i to e was unknown. Then with regard to consonants,' Dr. Hoernle says there

are five points in which the "older Prakrit" of Chanda, as he calls it, differs from

the Prakrit of Vararuchi and Hemachandra. One of these is "the preservation of the
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instance, the author of the Sahityadarpana assigns Magadhi to the

attendants in the royal seraglio, Ardhamagadhi to footmen, royal

children, and merchants, Prachya to the Vidushaka and others,

A"vantiki to sharpers, -warriors, and clever men of the world, Dak-

shinatya to gamblers, Sakari to Sakars, Sakas, and others, Bahlika to

celestial persons, Dravidi to Dravidas and others, Abhiri to cowherds,

Chandaliki to outcastes, Abhiri and Sabari, also to those who live by

selling wood and leaves, and Pais'achi to dealers in charcoal. Hand-

maids, if they do not belong to a very low class, should speak

^auraseni. Some of the modern grammarians also mention as large a

number of dialects. But whether these were actually used by writers

dental n in every case." For this statement the Doctor quotes the authority of a

sutra in which we are told by Chanda that and st do not exist in the Prakrit,

as compared with another version of that stura which says that
q^

and s^ do

not exist (II. 14). This last version no doubt provides for the change of ^ in all

cases; but the other which denies the non-existence or affirms the existence of ^
cannot mean that it exists or is unchanged in all cases. The denial of non-existence

or affirmation of existence only proves its existence or remaining unchanged in

some cases. Besides we have a specific rule where we are told that a letter of the

r class takes the place of the corresponding letter of the a class ( III. 16 ), thus

providing for the change of ;r to mjand the instance given is^nof for i^m^.
But this rule the Doctor thinks holds good in exceptional cases, for which however

there is no authority whatever, and he gives none. Again, he says that his state-

ment is proved by the uniform spelling of the Prakrit examples with n in Mss. A
and B, which, according to him, contain the older version of the work. I, however,

find that the spelling in his edition, which is the spelling of A and B, follows

uniformly, with one or two exceptions, in which we must suppose a mistake, the

rule laid down by Hemachandra, viz., that initial n is optionally changed to n,

while medial n is necessarily so changed. The instances are: all the case-termina-

tionswhich are o be traced to the Sanskrit terminations having n in them, such as

OTT, f&T,
and

of; gfroffr
for g^ (I. 1), jpfursff for yj^f: (I. 16), iffS^ A'

(I. 21), ^(I. 24) forsrtff,^^m for 3$^} (II. 1.), <frf (
15

),IFT^
(
IL 21

), 'ffaf for
<fteTO; (" 34), ^JT ^r ^^ (III. 6), ^^ for

{JI1 - *5)' and T3T"t for ^t f111 ' 3
) > The second point is "the preserva-

tion of the medial single surd unaspirate consonants with the only exception of k"
This simply means the preservation of ch, t, and p which according to the other

grammarians are generally dropped. Chanda agrees with these in dropping not

only k, but g, j, and d. Whether therefore the preservation of ch, t, and p, sup-

posing that Chanda really allows it, marks off his Prakrit as older than that of

Hemachandra or Vararuchi is more than questionable. But, as a matter of fact

in III. 12, he does provide for their change toj, d, and fe;and the change of t to d
is a S'auraseni, i. e., a local change, and does not indicate priority of time. Be-

des, even the dropping of these consonants must have been contemplated by him.
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of dramatic plays in accordance with the rules of Rhetoricians, or if

they were, what constituted the exact difference between these various

languages, it is impossible to determine so long as we have not got

satisfactory editions of the plays. Still in those cases in which we
have the assistance of the older Prakrit grammarians, the charac-

teristics of each can be made out with fulness and certainty. To'

illustrate his rules about j}he Magadhi, Hemachandra quotes from the

speeches of the fisherman and the two poilcemen in Sakuntala, of the

Kshapanaka from the Mudrarakshasa, and Rudhirapriya from the

Venisamhara. The points in which the Magadhi chiefly differs from
the principal Prakrit and Sauraseni are these:

3;
and

i^ of these are

changed to ^ and ^r; ^ and 4 of Sanskrit to ^T, and S to ^?; and w
is not assimilated as in T^<g<jf^ from MHHRT, the nom. sing, of masc.

nouns ends in ^ instead of 3Tf> which is the Prakrit ending; the gen.

For in the instances given in the book, they are dropped in all the manuscripts
used by Dr. Hoernle, even in A and B, which according to him contain the older

version. Thus we have ^r for^ (I. 12)
j TpJ<JT3ff-3 or JR"*!!^-? for THHtT

(1,16),- 3f$ for fKTU (I. 23 and everywhere else), |ffT[3ff-^ for ffTTrT: (II. 1.),

for ff^T* <IL 3)
, ^re5^55*

for
^<fore, sfir

for ^i^rn (ii.
4),

r *3TH; (II- 4)> W for ?** ^T3*T for
$C5TT, fcf?

for %W% (II- 5),

for T33fr, Sfl[
for Tfa : (IL 10~' SfaTplf r tfTWtf for

^fen** (H. 11),

for
Tlrf:, Tf-f

for TT%: (H- 17), &c. &c. It is very much to be regretted that the

Doctor should in all these cases have set aside the readings of his manuscripts and
invented his own with the ^ :a and q standing in the words, instead of being

dropped. This invention or restoration, as he calls it, is based on a singular in-

ference that he deduces from a single word, ^givenas a Prakritword in the book.

He says it must originally have been sp^ but the copyist, not knowing of such a

word being in the later Prakrit which he knew, took it as the Sanskrit s^ and

wrote accordingly. If, therefore, ^j^ was the Prakrit word in this case, it must

have been so in all those cases in which
^jjj

occurs in the book, and so Dr. Hoernle

makes it ^j^ throughout. But it did not strike him that if the copyist knew

Prakrit enough to"see that ^j was not a Prakrit word, he must have seen that

3^ also was not a Prakrit word; and could not have given it as such. Now the

reason why these consonants were not admitted by Chanda, according to the

manuscriptsA andB, among those that are dropped, but only among those that are

softened must be that all these rules are only general and not universal, and there

were as many instances of softening as of dropping. Besides, I have already said

that Chanda's work is perfunctory, and does not show accuracy of observation and

statement. The third point is the preservation of the medial single surd aspirate

consonants with the only exception of Teh; i. e., \, ^, ^, are preserved. But III.

11 provides for t e change of these to
^,

v
^,

and
\J,

if we look to the sense of the
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sing, of masc. and neut. nouns optionally in 3TTf as <$Uf|f; and the

form of the nom. sing, of the first personal pronoun is fit. If we

apply the test furnished by these rules to the several dialects used by
the characters in the Mrichchhakatika as it is in the existing editions,

which play contains a large variety of characters, and consequently
of speech, we shall find that the language of the Chandalas, the

Sakara, his servant Sthavaraka, and even Kumbhiraka and Vardha-

manaka, is Magadhi, though the rules about ^, *J, and g are scarcely

observed. There is hardly any dialectic difference in their speeches.
But the Sahityadarpana would lead us to expect his Chandalika and

Sakari respectively in the first two cases, and Ardhamagadhi in the

j

last three. As before observed, some admixture of Magadhi charac-
' teristics constitutes this last dialect. Under this view there are

; instances of the use of the Ardhamagadhi, as Lassen remarks, in the

Prabodhachandrodaya. The dialect used by Mathura, the keeper of

the gambling-house in the Mrichchhakatika, is somewhat different. In

his speeches, we sometimes find
3^
and CT used for ^and *T, and some-

times not. The nom. sing, ends in sff, as in the Maharashtri or

Sauraseni, in some cases, in others it ends in ^ as in the Magadhi,
and sometimes in 3 as in the ApabhrarhSa ;

and the gen. sing, some-

times ends in 3fff as in the Magadhi. If the text is to be depended on,

the Dakshinatya which Vis'vanatha
6

attributes to gamblers may be

such a mixed language.

It would thus appear that if all these inferior dialects did exist

and were used by dramatic writers, they differed from each other in
'

unimportant particulars, and that most of them belonged to the

[
Magadhi species, since the Mss. have confounded them with the

Magadhi of the grammarians. Hence we are justified in taking the

real number of Prakrit dialects used for literary purposes to be six, viz.',

those mentioned by Hemachandra, Trivikrama, and Lakshmidhara.

sutra and also to some of the instances that are given. The change of ^ to ^, is a
S'auraseni peculiarity. Of the two remaining points one is the insertion of ^ to

avoid the hiatus caused by the dropping of a consonant, about which I have already
spoken, and the other is unimportant.

There is, therefore, no question that the Prakrit, a meagre grammar of whic his

given in the work edited by Dr. Hoernle, is not older than Hemachandra's. (1887).

5 Another gambler without a name is introduced in the same scene, whose

language Prof. Lassen thinks is Dakshinatya and Mathura's, Avantiki. Very few

speeches, however, are given to the former, and it is not possible to come to any
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Dandin mentions a work of the name of Brihatkatha written in

the language of the ghosts, i. e., in the Pais'achi. Dr. Biihler has re-

cently obtained a trace of the work, and arrangements have been made

for getting it copied*. It is traditionally ascribed to a poet of the

name of G-unadhya.

Let us now examine cursorily the principal Prakrit and the

Sauraseni which ranks next to it in literary importance, but as the

model of the inferior dialects and as the language used by the higher

class of Prakrit-speaking dramatic persons in their prose speeches is

more important than the other. Here, as before, I will place a specimen
of each before you:

Sanskrit'

61.

63. w

67.

definite conclusion from them; but so far as they go there is hardly any difference

between his dialect and that of Mathura. The Professor is led to attribute two

languages to gamblers by the annotator on the S&hityadarpana whom he quotes,

and who explains OT by 3f^^r. But if the word is to be so understood,

^N-HIH *n tne next line is not wanted, and neither ^j^ nor
||j|fcfr. For, supposing

the warriors and clever worldly men were gamblers, gambling was not confined to

them; whence there is no reason to mention them in particular.
6. So Dr. Biihler told me at the time; and on a subsequent occasion I myself

thought I had found a trace of the work. But up to this time all our search has

proved fruitless. (1887).
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99.

: u

61. "Victorious are the great poets who, establishing their great-
ness by their own words, do obtain praise only."

63. "Those whose hearts appreciate the true beauty of poetry

experience joys even in poverty and sorrows even in prosperity."

67.
" Even a small degree of Lakshmi when enjoyed adorns and

delights, but the divine Sarasvati if imperfect is an unspeakable

mockery."

99. "There lives a king named Tas'ovarman who delights Indra

by removing all the distresses of the world and whose virtues have

reached the ends of the quarters."

Sauraseni:

Sanskrit:

"What ! thou hast obliged me. Here I embrace. But I do not

catch a glimpse of my dear friend, my sight being obstructed by the

flow of tears. Friend, the contact of thy body, hairy like a ripened

lotus, cools my body in a peculiar manner to-day. Moreover, with thy
hands clasped and placed over thy head, do at my request, humbly
say to that person, 'Unfortiinate as I am, I have not feasted my eyes

long, by looking freely at the moon of thy face which rivals the blown

lotus in beauty".

In the Ms. of the Q-audavadha, from which the first extract is

given, 3f and 3TT preceded by 3T and | are marked as qf and qj. In

Mss. of other works the ?j does not appear; but there can be no question
that it represent the later pronunciation correctly, since as already re-

marked in a note this *f is observed in some of the modern vern-
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naculars. But it is to be pronounced like a strengthened a? or afl and

not like the heavy semi-vowel that I mentioned in my observations on

the Pali.

Prom these extracts you will observe that phonetic decay has

made greater progress in these dialects than in the one we have

examined. The changes in the Pali are, with a few exceptions, such

as may be attributed to the circumstances and vocal peculiarities of

a foreign race. But in the Prakrits the usual processes of corruption
have a wider range of operation; though even here we shall, as we

proceed, find it necessary to ascribe a good deal to an ethnological

cause. And first as regards the phonetic transformations which we
have noticed in the Pali, I have to observe that Prakrits also exhibit the

same with but slight differences. The vowel 5f^ is changed to a? as in

^3T, rfJT, JT3T, &c. for
|rf, jya|, JJTT, &c.; to f as in f^T, ff3f3T, f^T, &c.

for fTTI, S^T, IST, &c.; to 3 as in g^f, <TF3*T,
f|,

&c., for <jfa^, SfTpr, f5,

&c. When standing alone it is more often changed to ft than in

Pali; as in f^ and fay for 5ftf|; and 5f^r; far or 3TT, f^i or 3*1,

&c., for ^of, 5}v5, &c., while the Pali forms of these words are jf^,

aj^v?, 3fJT and 3T3|. The diphthongs ^ and aft are as in Pali changed
to q and aft, as in %3T*r, 5^3T, %5^, &c. for1fcc5RT> %I, %*T, &c.; and in

*1N<J|, ^t5f, ^iRHf &c -' for ^R. *fite& ^T^T, &c.; but in a good

many instances they are dissolved into their elements 3^ and 3fj, as in

?^, 3^3?, ^T, &c., for%q, ^^,%H, J^T, &c., and q^, *^<ft,

, JfH^f, &c., for q^;, w<$, ^^, J^%, &c. This change resembles

the dissolution of conjunct consonants into the different members, and

like it is due to a weak or languid way of pronunciation. In ^ and

3ft the first element or 3T is rapidly pronounced, and the temporal
value assigned to it by the authors of the Pratisakhyas is, you will

remember, half a matra, while in the Prakrit transformations it

is one matra. The long vowels are, as in Pali, shortened when followed

by double consonants; and there is the same or even stronger evidence

of the existence of short ^ and aft. In Pah' short 5 and 3 followed by
a conjunct are in certain cases changed to IJ and aff, and from that

fact we inferred that they were short. Here in a great many more

cases when so followed, short | is optionally interchangeable with IJ,

and short 5 is necessarily replaced by aft, as in ft^ or <^-, f^| or ^|,

fr^T or ^T, &c., and <fri^, jfrrg-, M|+(cH, &c., forfq^, ftfc, ftjft, 50^, 505-,

!Ufc<, &c. In several cases 15 not followed by a conjunct is optionally

changed to |, as in flawr or %3Tn| for ^n, f^aK or fa^ for ^T, &c.

11
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The ^ in these words must for some reason that we will hereafter

conside*1 have been pronounced short and hence interchangeable with

J. Sometimes the consonant following an ^ or 3Tt is doubled, as in

flg, TT, tftrT, 5ns5R, &c., for %&, 3frT% ^trTW, %5R, &c
->

which could

only be because those vowels were pronounced short, and the loss of

quantity thus occasioned made up for by rendering the pronunciation

heavy and forcible. In other cases the IJ was so pronounced by some

and not by others; and so we have T^ or IJ3T for W) ^^T or $=TT for

%c|T, &c. The syllables 3T*j and 3^ are changed to tj and aft oftener

than in Pali, the 3^!J of the causative and the tenth class becoming fj

necessarily throughout, as in ^flt?, fRT?, 3fSf?
for "fcK^ft, !>WH%j ^Rf^

Ac.

All the sibilants are reduced to ?^ as in the Pali, but in the

Magadhi dialect to ^T; as ^TI^T, Sf^T for tfKST, 3^?, &c - These

dialects do not possess the cerebral 55, and therefore we have 35 in the

place of the Pali
35^

and in some cases the original Sanskrit ^r; as in

tef for the Pali aoSPT, 1^55, ^losfrl and Sanskrit rl^TT,

, &c., 5^r or ap
1

, orr^if or oir^ for the Pali 555, iTToft, &c. and

for the Pali i^I^M, jffoS, &c. There are a good many more

examples of the change of dentals to cerebrals than in the Pali, both

through the influence of a neighbouring ^ or without it. The ^ and

3 which correspond to ^ and ^ are in most cases softened to ^ and 5.

Thus we have qr% for the Pali qfj, as in <T%*n, TftfK, for ST^WI- 5TH-

3TC, &c., and
Tlfl", 'HT, ^t^T, for

ST^RT, ^IrTT, f^?RT^; tt^T or

5WT or ^WT, ?VT or ^T for fl^f, g^T, ^, &c.; q^ (Pali

^t, 9^RR for JTW, RTO3, ^T, 5^T^, &c. In Pali the dental nasal ^
is changed o^in but a few instances; but here it is so changed through-

out, necessarily when uninitial, and optionally when at the beginning

of a word; as ^JOT3T, T3TT, 3T3TT> for 3?T^, JT^T, ^T? &c-> and ^IT or ^;,

oi| or 5|f, otf or %f, for fR, STff, ^rfw, &c. The opposite process is how-

ever observable in the PaiSachi dialect, where not only have we no

instances of this change but even the original Sanskrit or is changed
to ^ as in

iy^, JJT, for
JJOT, JTT, &c. The conjunct consonants are

transformed in the Prakrit in the same way as in the Pali. In the

former however, H and TO are changed to oar and not to 3=sr as in the

latter, as in urpjf, ^trorr, 3?xur, 5T, for 5fnT, ifa\, 3F?I, 5r*I, &c. To be

thus corrupted, 3^
must in the original Sanskrit have been pronounced

as if it were composed of
q^

and IT; and sometimes the latter must have

been so weakly pronounced that the sound of ^ prevailed over it and the
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whole became *&, as in STTT or OTfJT, ^s^SJ or y<so|uu|, Tfifa or
ijuftuur, for

5TR, ^RT, JTiffar, &c. In the Paisachi and the Magadhi, however, the

Pali transformation is retained; as in *T<*% ^=1^, h*H'6l, STWT310
!;

for ^|TT, ^dflT, fF*Hn STWT'Si &c - The conjunct ^ is sometimes changed
to sir corresponding to the^ of the older dialect, and Q to *S in

which case the heavy ndda of ff is transferred to the
3^ which takes

the place of ^ as in the change of sqr to 55T In Pali the consonants of

51 only interchange places; i. e. it becomes ss. From this and from

the change of the initial uncombined ^ to ^, it appears that very

often the Sanskrit ^,
was pronounced heavily when the Prakrits arose.

The Sauraseni and the dialects allied with it have, however, both the

Pali and the Prakrit corruptions of ^.

A dental forming a conjunct with a following gr is in a few cases

changed to the corresponding palatal; as in ^|^i for *J^r^I,
!3WT f r

for <jcff, ^5T for fl^R , f^lT for fffj, fT3T for E^3T, |[oft for
* 3

for ^TT^RT, &c- This seems to arise from the fact

that a was pronounced so lightly that it lost its distinctive

character, and the conjuncts came to be confused with those contain-

ing a dental and u which, you will remember, are changed to a double

palatal. In Pali the ^ is retained in these instances, and the gr and

and E^are changed to ? and & according to the general rules, and the

S3 of g^t becomes ajz. Besides the conjuncts disjoined in Pali by the

interposition of a vowel, we have W and ^also so treated in the

Prakrit, sometimes optionally and sometimes necessarily. Thus 3TJ^T

becomes arraTK^T or 3TT3TO, (P. sfl^FT); ^SFT, ^Ru"! or 4&4<H U <;

(P. S^W'O; 5R, ^faror ^RT, (P. ^W); Ta*T^j M<WR^> (P- MiWW);

Having noticed the changes common to the Prakrits with the

Pali, we will proceed to consider others distinctive of the former.

Most of these were due to the continuous operation of processes which

come into play in a living language. The Pali exhibits but few in-

stances of these processes. The changes observable in it are mostly to

be traced to one or two vocal peculiarities of the men who spoke it.

At the time when the language received the form in which we now

find it, the tradition of the original Sanskrit was still distinct; the

Pali had not lived an independent life detached from its mother for a

long time. But with the Prakrits the case is different. They show a

great many more instances of the usual processes, and consequently a
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much greater departure from the parent tongue. We will begin by

noticing what may be called the softening process.

The vowels 5 and 3 are softened, as we have seen, to short tj and sft

before conjuncts. These latter sounds are, as indicated in the last

lecture, more open than the former; that is, do not require the tongue

to be raised so high as in the case of 5 and 3. They are therefore

softer. Brit since the change principally takes place before doubles,

it may, I believe, be traced to their influence, as I have already

observed. In that case this would be an instance of assimilation.

But the change of long | and 3; to long ^ and aft is due to softening

alone; as in <fc^T for cft^r, 3Tftc5 for SCrffe, 3f53T for frqRHT, %ft*T for

tfiffi,
and !$far for

f|5T, ^ for sfe, fo for <fi3, HHItf for dl

for ffpffr, *fft for ^Jc5, and JT^f? for
y^T-ft.

In the same way, | and

are in rare cases softened to 3?, as in 5^1 for ffofl, T^PT for

and yl^IiS for grafih;. 3T requires no movement of the tongue or lips,

while | and 3 do. It is therefore softer than those two vowels. Both

these changes contradict another principle to be hereafter noticed, the

operation of which is wide, and they must therefore be considered

special or peculiar changes. The manner in which SR is softened has

been already detailed.

The semivowel ^ is often softened to |,
as in f^^ur for sspR,

flfea? for sq^to, sjfir for ^IR, gs^fo for 35^5, 0&\ for sqr, &c. Here

the effort necessary to bring the middle of the tongue closer to the

palate is economized, while the position of the organs in other respects

is the same. The *J of the conjunct ^ is sometimes softened in this

way to 5 and sometimes to f3T- In the former caste the resulting 5 is

transferred to the previous syllable and forms ^ with the 3T contained

in it; as in ift?<T for q^?I, 3T^T for 3TTO3, ^4-M-tK for slgHij, 5"^ for

4, &c. Similarly ^ is changed to 3 as in |joft for ^f%, ^8 for

aTf for T^?, S^nt for dRft, f for ^, &c.

The surds are softened into sonants. The pronunciation of these

requires, as you will remember, less exertion than that of the former.

For sonants such as
^, ^, ^, >I, &c., are pronounced by means of ndda,

or vocal sound which is produced when the glottis is in its natural

condition and the chords vibrate, and the surds ^, CT, % , &c. are

uttered by sending forth simple breath or Jvdsa, to produce which it

is necessary to stretch the glottis. This effort is saved by changing

the surds to sonants. Thus ^ is changed to ^ as in J??7TaT for

and fr*53t for <*^<*; ^to ^ as in TC, n&, and SW, for qi^ )&, and
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and in qf^ for srf^
1 and the other instances given above; 3 to s as in

*TT, *T5, ^R, ^3TT> and q, for IJ3, 513, q^3, <J3TT, and q3; and <T and q
to ^ and vj as in ^ for ^fl, ^f-l for ;fTO &c- (in Saur.). The cerebral,

and 3 resulting from the original dentals ^ and ^ are also similarly

softened to ^and z as in q% for Sff^ (qfz in Pali), qgff for Sfwfft, 4^4f
for f5frftH% P^| for fffrf^t, *n"3T for JJrT% &c., and %R^ for RIJ^,

55^ for
^facfl-

q^ for !WT> &c. The sonant answering to ^ is ^ but

this is further softened to 5, as in
, ^T<5> i ! <13j &c., for q

An original if is softened to S, in which case there is a saving of

two efforts. The complete contact necessary for the pronunciation of

s being avoided we have ^S. This sound is similar to ^ in the fact

that the breath before the break of the contact or close approach is

allowed to pass out by the sides of the tongue, but is more difficult or

harder because its position being higher up, the tongue has to be raised

higher than in pronouncing 75, the position of which is near the root of

the upper teeth. This additional exertion is saved by proceeding
from

^,
at once to

^.
We have thus JF53>, rT^TST, ^?, ?rf&T, 3*5, rTT^fr,

for JT^> fl^PT, ^tefit ?rf^T> gi", !flfr, &c. In the Pali, however, you
will remember and probably in some unwritten Prakrits also, the

cerebral character of the letter was preserved and we have 35 instead

of
^. Sometimes ^is softened to 5 only. The position of this is lower

than that of S and the contact is incomplete. It is therefore softer

than ^ but harder than ^.
This last sound is produced lower still,

but a light close approach is formed, and the breath is allowed to

escape by the sides of the tongue; while in uttering 5 the tongue is

kept in its position with greater force, and the breath is allowed to

vibrate. This change is principally to be met with in the case of the ^

resulting from an original ^ in such words as I^TKf> 3Rf5 ^Tf, &c., for

tf^Tj &c., the
3[

of which must first have become ^r. In

>
and qf&rT, for ^<H, ?t5^i and SJ$?T, we have instances of an

original ^ passing into ?5. An original ^ is changed to ^ which, ag

just observed, is softer than ^, as in f^ff, ^f^, 5f^, $$T<3, &c> for fF2<T

%fa> 5^> 3fjfR.t &c - When the ^ forming the first member of a con-

junct is softened in this way, and the following member is weak, or

is itself capable of becoming ?j the whole conjunct becomes 55 as T^fl
becomes q^r-f^; WIPl, MpJI^I; anl, 3f& or Mt^J *rf> ^, &c. The sibilant

d ,

w, which is the only one we have in the Maharashtri and Sauraseni, is

sometimes softened to 5, that is, the simple heavy breath somewhat
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compressed at the dental position is made uncompressed heavy vocal

sound; as in f^f, tflfFT, %&, ^^TKf, ^Rf &c., for

r, &c.

Another phenomenon characteristic of the Prakrits is the drop-

ping away of single uninitial consonants. Thus ZR is dropped, as in

*T3T5> 1F*T3TK, f r 5T^, $W{, &c.; JJ
as in ^T, 173^, *TT3*T for JUT,

5TT?:, *nTT, &c.; =3 as in 5T3T% 31, for ^R, fjfc, &c.; ^as in tsfyf, *T3TT,

?T3T, for T3RI, *T3TT> T3T &c ; ^as in Rf3TPT, T^Tt^f, T^T, for ^TFT, STJTTOfa

TRT, &c.; ^ as in JT3T% TI^T, ^P3, for q^r, 7^, ^j^, &c.;
<q^

followed by
any vowel except 3J, as in frs, q^, ^3^5, for ^3, ^fq, f^pf, &c.; ^ as in

^T?Tr, 1T3TOT, for 313^1, JT^T, &c.; a^as in sftsr, j^STf, for ijfr^, f^RT, &c -

The vowel 3T or 3TT that remains after the elision is when preceded by
3? or 3Tf pronounced like a light ?f. We find it written in Mss. also, as

in ^15, f^c*ntf> T9T, &c. In the same way, the mute element of the

aspirates is dropped, except in the case of the palatals and of <K, the 5
or the heavy ndda or vocal sound being alone preserved. Thus we
have 5f , I5J5, ^rft, for 5^, f^, ^f, &c., ^f, ifff 7Tf% for J^T, mq,

xrr^pr, fec.; ^nf, ^f^r, TO for ^nr, fi^T,
JTT,

&c.
; ^f^r, ^f , ^rrf,

for srf^f

^f? ^f^' &c -5 If ^ffT' ^ffT, for ^R, tfTW^, ?fhTT, Ac. The range of

the operation of these processes is very wide; and the number of words

transformed in accordance with them is very large. Now, the princi-

ple which is at the bottom of this elision of consonants is the same as

that which brings about softening, viz., economy of exertion. But in

a growing language which knows of no accidents in the course of its

history, there is another principle which counteracts this, viz., the

necessity of pronouncing words in a manner to be understood by
others. Hence a wholesale elision is impossible; and the natural

course is to soften sounds away, until finally they are elided. This of

course must be a very slow process. But in the Prakrit, and espe-

cially the Maharashtri, we do not find it to be slow. Elision seems to

be a distinguishing characteristic which strikes one very forcibly on

reading a Prakrit passage. It is too regular, systematic, and far-

reaching, to have been the product of a long course of softening. In

fact, because it is so systematic and general, some writers have

doubted whether the Prakrits were genuine dialects, and have expressed

their belief that they are the creation of Pandits. But we shall find

that the modern vernaculars retain the words shorn of their elements

by the Prakrits in this way; and that these latter dialects were the

immediate parents of those we now speak in Northern India. If this

general mutilation of words was brought about by a natural decay, we
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must suppose the process to have gone on for a great many centuries.

The Prakrit vocables that have descended to the modern vernaculars

have not, since the period when the Prakrits arose about fourteen

centuries ago, suffered at all so much as Sanskrit words in passing in-

to the Prakrits. "We have not dropped away any of the elements of

Prakrit vocables, though we may have re-arranged them in some

cases. If, then, fourteen centuries have not been sufficient to

make words lose any of their elements by the action of natural

causes, the process by which Sanskrit words were mutilated and

became Prakrit must, if it was natural and ordinary, have been

in operation for a considerably longer period, a supposition which

appears extremely improbable. And it is questionable whether a

language which has not been exposed to accidents in the course of its

history suffers so much, even after the lapse of any concei vable time.

The Teutonic languages, though they have been going through an

independent course of development since the period when the ancestors

of the modern English and Germans separated from the ancestors of

the Hindus in pre-historic ages, have preserved the elements of old

Aryan vocables which the Prakrits lost. They may have transformed

the words, but have not mutilated them to any great extent. The

English words father, mother, brother, foot, and others, have all the

elements of the old fqn, J^H, Sfflj, <rar (<fl^), and others; while the Prakrit

tftsTT or tfr?, TT^TT, *TTf or JTT3, *TT3*T or W, and qfSf, and the modern

vernacular fqs, J?[3, *TT, *TT > *Tlf> *TT3) and <ff or qni> have lost all except

the first consonantal sound. The elision of consonants on a large

scale in the Prakrits is therefore to be accounted for in another way
than by attributing it to a natural process of decay. The Prakrit

words must be taken to represent the pronunciation of the correspond-

ing Sanskrit words by an alien race. The vocal organs of the people

of that race were unused to the utterance of Sanskrit sounds, and in

this respect they were in the condition of children making their first

attempts at articulate speech, and elided uninitial consonantal sounds

and assimilated conjunct consonants as these do. When a child or a

barbarous foreigner listens to an elderly or more civilized person, he

has not the patience to attend to all the sounds composing a word

and to reproduce them carefully, or has not acquired the habit of

doing so. The first letter only makes a strong impression on

his ear, and this he faithfully reproduces; and as to the rest, he

realizes their quantity by pronouncing the vowels, but his tongue being

untrained, the peculiar movements necessary for uttering the conso-
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nantal sounds he cannot go through, and avoids. In going over the

Pali we had to attribute the assimilation of conjuncts and other

peculiarities observable in that dialect to such a cause; and now the

elision in the Prakrits that we have been considering must, I believe,

be accounted for in the same way.

But what could be the historical events which led to the whole-

sale assimilation of consonants in the first place and to the similar

elision of uninitial consonants in addition to the assimilation, in the

next? I would
put

forward the following hypothesis. It would appear
that when the Aryas moved from the land of the five rivers and settled

in the country known afterwards as Brahmavarta and Kurukshetra

that is the country about Thanes'var, they formed a consolidated com-

munity in which an aboriginal or alien race was incorporated and the

language represented by the Pali was the language of this race. When,
however, the consolidated community spread eastwards and southwards,

they met other alien races and the dialect spoken by the lowest class of

the consolidated community was learnt by these new alien races and

the words which were in the Pali stage were further corrupted into

the forms which we find in the Prakrits. The dialects of the Aoka
edicts do not show instances of the Prakrit rule of elision, though
some peculiarities of one or two later dialects are discernable in them.

Does this necessarily show that the Prakrits had not developed in the

time of As'oka ? I think not. The dialects of the edicts represent the

spoken language of the more cultured portion of the consolidated com-

munity and not that used by the races which were newly incorporated

with the community and formed a class lower in the scale, though the

Prakrits must have begun to be developed about the time of ASoka. In

the Nasik cave inscriptions of about the second century of the Christian

era we observe some instances of the Prakrit peculiarity of elision,

whence it would appear that the Prakrits had then come into exist-

ence though they were still regarded as vulgar and were neglected,

the principal inscriptions being in the Pali which had then become a

learned language. The conclusion we came to in the last lecture, that the

Pali represents middle Sanskrit in a vernacular form while the

Prakrits correspond to the last or classical stage, is in harmony with

this view.

Another process which transforms the words of a language is

assimilation. We have already discussed the assimilation of the

members of a conjunct and ofthe diphthongal sounds $ and 3ff, and will
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now consider the application of the process to the different syllable,

composing a word. The 3T f the second syllable of 5^, ?fa^, and

%?m, is changed to 5, because the vowel in the first is 5 or ^, the ^
of <qu| being changed to f ;

and we have |f^. )|^<4, and f^fcjui* Simi-

larly, the ar of *rfr^ and ^t, and the f of J8| are changed to 5, ^, and

3 through the influence of the following 5, |, and 3; and the forms are

f*rf^3T, %^t? and 35jj. Sometimes, when 7 as a member of a conjunct
is changed to a palatal, it influences the preceding vowel and brings

it over to its own position, as in %35f( for q&Jl, *Tf*5TT for JTWHT, 5t?r

for mm, &c. An original palatal also produces similar effect, as in

or <fft5 for *wf^. In the words jppf for 3W> <Tfr*T for TST, and

for 37^qf^, the adjoining vowel is changed to 3 to make it go

easily with the labial q. You will observe that it is 3? that yields so

readily to the influence of an adjoining letter, because in pronouncing
it no movement of the tongue is necessary. It is sounded by letting

off ndda or intonated breath, without offering any obstruction to it;

and this current gives rise to the different vowels when it is obstructed

in various degrees by various movements of the tongue and the lips ;

so that if the organic position of the previous consonant remains a little

longer, or if the following is begun a little earlier, the 9? current as-

sumes the form that that position gives it. An aspirate or an aspirated

mute existing in a word influences an adjoining vowel or a consonant ;

that is, the heavy breath that is necessary for the utterance of the as-

pirate mingles itself with the other sounds also. Thus =hlfafl becomes

KR, <fiW ; Tfol, TkfelJ ; HR<m, ^fjf^fl ; *W^, TJ^; and fifaft,

,
in which instances ^, q^

and ^ are changed to ^, ^, and W.

In other cases the heavy breath is transferred to an adjoining vowel

which becomes
^;

as in <fif%f for *<h$*h> ftw for H^, ^tfr*ft for f^faRrT,

^Tft for cjyfd, *Rf for ms, in which cases by the dropping of the mute

we should have, but for this heavy breath, T?f&3T, f^3TCT, fsfaT^ft, ^Hfr

and <n!3T- The words <HST and 5R5S become ^RT and ^RT3, the ^result-

ing from the transference of the heavy breath being softened to
^.

Another kind of assimilation must be noticed here. The vowels

are open sounds and the consonants close. These being used together,

the openness of the former has a tendency to diminish to assimilate

them to the latter, and the closeness of the latter has a similar ten-

dency to yield to the openness of the former. This latter change in-

volves economy and is the same as softening ; g^ and 1 for instance be-

come more and more like vowels when they are changed to gr and a
,

and thence to ^ and ^ ;
while the latter ultimately does become the

12
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vowel 5. But the former does not involve softening in itself but rather

hardening, since
*2[

or
5, and afl or 3f, to which ar is sometimes changed,

occasion motions of the tongue and the lips -which the latter does not.

But in this change there is an ease of pronunciation such as is involv-

ed in assimilation. Immediately after one closing of the passage of

the breath, it is easier to make a shorter opening for it such as f and 3

require before another closing, than a longer one such as the pronun-
ciation of 13 and aft requires, or a complete one such as is necessary for

S^. This last vowel therefore has a tendency to pass off into ^ and $, or

H and 3. But whether the shorter opening is to be made at the middle

of the palate or at the lips, that is, whether a? is to be changed to ^
and 5,

or 3ft and 3 depends on the vocal habits of a people. Some are

accustomed to open their lips and round them, others not. Similarly,

whether the opening shall be the least possible or a little more, that is,

whether a? is to be changed to ^ or aft first, and then to f or 3, or at

once to | or 3 depends upon habit. And the ease of pronunciation in-

volved in this kind of assimilation is also relative. Some people may
feel the muscular effort required for 5 and 5 to be more intolerable

than the wider or complete opening, and prefer ^ and aft or even ar, as

in the instances given under vowel softening, and in others occurring

in some of the modern vernaculars. The Prakrits change a? to | in

virtue of this law of assimilation, as in f<fo for q^r, $%[& for
aT|fi?:, |ff

for ig%ji, W&v\ for ^JT, and ftJT^T^ for <$<$|4 ;
and to ^ in Jp^ar for

*j for are, |sp3 for g^r, &c.

Opposed to this process of assimilation is dissimilation. When the

same vowel occurs in two successive syllables, it is felt to be burden-

some, and hence a dissimilar vowel is substituted for it in one of the

two. We have thus 5f|?aT for fgtffa% *H^ for Rt(^, gfeft for sRj=ft,

, JT3F? and If3?: for g^, gfz and gf^, fog^t for %%$, crfar for

or ^T for ^T, |ajg for ^y, H[*W& for yi$Hiq, anre for

r Sf^t) an(i T^3T for g^J. The words a?|f^[ and f?^f for

and ^Od^t must also be considered as instances of the same law,

though another syllable intervenes between the two containing the

same vowel. Instances of this process must necessarily be few, since

there are not many words containing the same vowel in successive

syllables. But we have got so many here, that the substitution of a

dissimilar vowel in such cases may be considered a general characteris-

tic of the Prakrits. It will also be seen that in these instances, ar is

subsituted for f throughout, and for 3 mostly ;
so that these may also
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be considered as instances in which the most .open sound 3T was prefer-

red by the Prakrit speakers to f or 3, as involving less exertion.

The first a? of
^Tf^, gfafl;, WfZ, Xlfa^, *T$T, &c., is lengthened

optionally ;
and we have tfffafi; or yfift&j mfafe or Tf%f|;, q-qT3^,

B the other hand, the 3fl of qqj, ?TOT, arwfl

&c. is optionally shortened
;
and these words

become 3ff-fT flf'

^TT-JTTC &c. The | of

necessarily shortened, and we have *nFJT3T, 3TJ%3T, T5T5R[,

&c. Changes of this nature seem to be due to some kind of accent

with which the words must have been pronounced. When one of the

syllables of a word is accented, the whole vocal weight of that word

gravitates towards that syllable. It is sounded with greater force and

pitch and with a jerk which are apt to cause a wider opening between

the organs of speech than is necessary. Hence the less open vowels

3T, 5, and 5 have a tendency to become more open, i.e., 3fl, ^ and aft.

Similarly the force and the jerk tend to prolong the time occupied

by the utterance of the vowel, that is, to lengthen it. And long vowels

occurring in the unaccented syllables often become short, since they

are uttered hurriedly or carelessly. Supposing ypji(<^
was pronounced

with the accent on IT, that would be a reason why the 5f should become

SJT in the course of time
;

and if Qi<fi^ was pronounced with the accent

on *|, we can understand why the ft should become short. But the

real nature of the old Sanskrit accents, notwithstanding the labours of

the grammarians, is little understood. How words were actually pro-

nounced in this respect it is difficult to say. If the uddtta was really

the acute accent, it falls in some of the above words on syllables by

being on which it could not have operated in the manner indicated

above. The supposition that the svarita was the acute accent fails

equally. But perhaps the old accents went out of use very early, and

others took up their place. Whatever may have been the case, the

changes we have been considering seem to have risen from an accent

of some sort. The ^ of ^n, ^4f, ifat, and %^R! is optionally changed
to 5 ;

for supposing that the accent fell on the second or third syllable,

the force necessary to pronounce it could not be successfully exerted if

the mouth had to be previously opened wide for sounding ^. It is

thus reduced to the close vowel 5; and so we have

and &y<. The dropping of initial vowels as in ?noi for 3??^ and

for 3^y(^must also be traced to those vowels being unaccented. The

accent on the penultimate vowel which is very general in the vernacu-
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lars as will be noticed in the next lecture had probably its beginning in

these Prakrits and of this fact these six words are instances. This

pennltimate accent seems to have had a wider range in the later stage

of these dialects represented by the Apabhraria^a.

There are several instances in these dialects of the interchange of

consonants. The word ^j^j becomes unjjf, while regularly it ought to

be <*CTTn <*|
and w thus interchange places. Similarly, ^l is trans-

formed to (fctfujs, c|Kl<JU^ to Sflurmft, ^-cH!i<; * ST^^j 3T13SR to 3fiJii^,

^ to^ ( ^5? also being used ), JTfTO^to *K3&, &c. In the case of

Q^jyqr for <$%% we have an interchange of vowels, for the 3 resulting

from 5 is transferred to a? and its to ^. In ordinary life we often

find that a man speaking hastily makes the sounds of a word thus

interchange places. When several people happen to do so in the case

of particular words, the new transformations come in the course of

time to be regarded as the true words and acquire a recognized position.

The Prakrits sometimes change a labial to the nasal of its class

as in sffa for jfa, 3Tn^5 for aTFffo ^T^ for ^^1, jfaft for tftfc, tfTC

for ?n^, and ft-lftui for ^JT. These are optional changes ;
the forms of

the words with ^ or 5f instead of If also existing. Though the change
involves softening, since a portion of the breath is sent through the

nose and the force of the contact weakened, it must be attributed to

a tendency to speak through the nose. Similarly, they introduced an

anusvdra into words which did not originally contain it
; where also

the breath was discharged through the mouth as well as the nose. In

this manner, ^jR became fa; 3?^, afe; 9TfJ, *fe; FTO, TOT;

^j 951; s^i I**; ?*Nr> W^r; s^w* 1%^?; Trsik, *T3iTT; srfrr

&c. The last syllable of the absolutive termination 3^Jr and of the

case endings qor and ^g is also sometimes nasalised, as in ^j^u) or

<M<*U| for fP^T, and cj^uj or or and cj-fe&fi or ^ for
|%nr and ?%5- On the

other hand, the existing anusvdra of a few words is dropped, probably
from a feeling that its existence in those words was due to a mistake

and from a desire to correct it. Thus we have IJRT or ifcr for JJTO
1

,

^TCT or %^r for ^q, qR5 or tfe for qfe, ^T or ^T for f^pff, and

of or OT as the termination of the gen. pi. The letter ^ is, in a few

cases optionally, sometimes necessarily, transformed into or, as in

or $l$<5, i|f
or <5j-s, "I1R5 or

55^5,
and u|^|^ or fdlgp?, for

35[%<$, 35fj?35,
and ^jcjjA. In the last instance ^ is softened and

made to exchange its place with the second <5, and the 9? of or

becomes f optionally. This also points to the Prakrit characteristic of

speaking through the nose.
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The remarks I have hitherto made apply to the Maharashtrl or

the principal Prakrit. The Sauraseni differs from it in but a few

particulars. It does not drop ^ and a but softens them into 3 and >j,

as in
<jf^, jfreR, r^T, TO &c., for

ijfeT, iTrefrt, ^TT, fPT, &c. The con-

junct ?^ is often changed to ^ as in {nRj--^|, 3F^3T for f^f^rfj ^F?T:5T,

&c. In addition to these peculiarities, in the Magadhi the ^ and IT of

the principal Prakrit are represented by ^ and
^,

as in sf^, ^^, 5TTWfl,

jf&3T, for !f, ^JT, flTWi 3^j &c. The ?T of a conjunct is not assimilated

but preserved, and the ^changed to w, as in MHw($ f^tft for MH^^fd

f^ft) 3^J ?T^ for 3^ ?T^) ^T for 3R*, &c. The double ^ and the con-

junct g are changed to ^z, and ^ and %j to ^f; 3 and
q[ being thus soft-

ened to ^ and ^. Thus we have ^THI^Hl for ^ScrtX^I, ^5 for ^^,
3c[f^ for 3qR|rT, 5T^T=lTf for ^rr^rf, &c. The consonant ^ whether

original or derived, as in the Prakrit corruptions of 3f or ?j, was pro-

nounced lightly, that is softened to
?^,

as in 4||U[|f^ for ^iHlfd, 3?^ for 3^f

&c. The conjuncts H, ?*j, and i^ are, as before mentioned, changed to

owr, as in Pali; and 'CT to ai, as in JT??^ <jaj for 7T^, n5^, &c. The W of

^ and^ is changed to ^, as in <fc^ for ^5% and srH^hf^ for

3^%^T^. In the Pais'achi, the changes of single consonants that we
have noticed in the case of the Maharashtri and Sauraseni do not take

place; that is, the consonants are not dropped or softened, nor are they

transformed by the process of assimilation. The dentals are not

changed to cerebrals, but the original Sanskrit cerebrals are optionally

changed to dentals, as in $^<H^ or $H* for $H*; and an original

or to ^ throughout, as in ffipR for
*ju|JTU|.

The sonant ^ is hardened

to 5, as in fl|4?lflT for ^nTf^T, T^f for Sl^r, &c. The sibilants are chang-

ed to f^ as in Pali and the principal Prakrit, and ^ and y^ to ear as

in the former. In the Chulika PaiSachi," the sonants are throughout

changed to surds, as in sf^;, q^r, ^, *&&, TT^T, -^H?> &c
-> f r !T'K>

Tf^Tj ^1) s^I, TT5TT) ^^jT> &c. Phonetically the Paigachi appears to be

in nearly the same condition as the Pali, but the hardening of sonants

is peculiar, and may be compared to the change of Sanskrit sonants

to surds in the Teutonic languages, as in foot for qgr, tooth for ^, know

for sn, &c. Such changes involve no economy whatever
;
and like the

change of dentals to cerebrals they must be attributed to certain

peculiarities of the vocal organs. Even in the operation of the usual

processes we have, as you will have seen, found very wide scope for

the play of similar special aptitudes. The characteristic of the dialect

we have been considering of not changing dentals to cerebrals as the

Pali and the Prakrits do, and even the dentalizing of cerebrals, would
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appear to be truly Aryan. Perhaps then this was the language of an

Aryan tribe that had remained longer in the original seat of the race,

and was connected with the ancestors of the Teutons, so as to develop
a phonetic peculiarity resembling theirs, and emigrated to India at a

very late period and settled on the borders. Or it might be that the

tribe came to India along with the others, but living in the mountainous

countries on the border in a sort of rude- independence, it developed
this peculiarity of pronunciation, which to nay mind betokens a rude

and uncontrollable force of breath. Since under this supposition

they could not have come in very close contact with their more civilized

brethren of the plains, their language did not undergo some of those

phonetic modifications which Sanskrit underwent in the mouths of the

aboriginal races. And in a Sanskrit verse quoted by Mr. Ellis in

his preface to Campbell's Grammar of the Telugu language, the coun-

tries where the Pais'achi is said to have prevailed are such border

countries as Gandhara or Afghanistan, Nepal, Bahlika or Balk, &c.
7

We will now proceed to examine the Grammar of the Prakrits.

As in the Pali the dual and the dat. case are wanting. The termi-

nation of the instr. pi. is f|, the other Pali fvj having disappeared.

The ablative pi. which was lost in the older dialect is made up by

adding <rf, Skr. ^, to the ff of the instr. pi., which was used in Pali

for the abl., and to 3, the termination of the locative, and using [^^
and tj-d) as the terminations for all nouns. This flt in the form of ^
and ^ is also used to form the abl. sing, of all nouns. This is according
to Vararuchi. But Hemachandra gives ^f and ^ as the Sauraseni

terminations, and sfr and 3 as those in the principal Prakrit, which is

according to the usual phonetic rules. This grammarian gives rff as an

additional termination for both numbers, and extends aft and 3 to the

plural also, and f^ft to the singular.
8 In Prakrit, sometimes conso-

nants are doubled even when there is no conjunct in the original Sanskrit.

Hence we have ^ft; and the reason why this and $ and ^ or aft and 5

are extended to the plural is that in Skr. the expression made up of a

noun and this termination has both senses; as mfrT: may mean from a

village or villages. The gen. sing, ^f from the ^qf of Sanskrit nouns in

7. Names of other countries in Central or Southern India also occur; but the

reading of the verse is evidently corrupt.

8. I shall in all my observations on the Prakrits follow Hemachandra, since

he is full and explicit. Vararuchi is indistinct in several cases, and his rules

on that account have been misunderstood by all writers who have followed him;
and he is incomplete.
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9T is generalized as in Pali and applied to all masc. and neut. nouns;

and the pi. is formed by the old Skr. term. Jfllj; Prakritized to of, as in

the older dialect. The Pali pronominal abl. ^Jfj or^ has disappeared
and the loc. fa or f*f has assumed the form of f&f and is used for all

nouns of the masc. and neut. genders as in the other language. The

voc. pi. is as in Skr. and Pali the same as the Nom. pi.

Masculine Nouns in 3J. The nom., ace., and instr. cases of nouns

in 3T are the same as in Pali; but here the nom. pi. form c^| is option-

ally transferred to the ace. pi. also, thus giving another instance of

the strong tendency to confuse the nom. and ace. that I have spoken of.

The dat. sing, in 3fpj like that in Pali, is preserved in solitary instances

in which it has the sense of "for the sake of". The abl. sing, besides

the general forms mentioned above has the old one ending in 3ff, as in

Pali, and a new one in arrft which is used in the plural also. This

a^lff is used in Sanskrit in the words ^|U||^ and 3r1?lf^,
9 which have

an ablative signification. It must in its origin be considered the same

as the instr. termination \V(f{-
The loc. sing, besides the general form

has, as in Pali, the old one in ^. The voc. sing, has also the two Pali

forms ^, ^cfTi and another ^5ff the same as the nom. sing.

Nouns in ^ and 3. The nom. pi. has a form made up according
to the analogy of neuter nouns or nouns ending in f^ ;

as STpTTJTt and

^[guij.
This does not exist in the Pali, the analogy being there extend-

ed to the gen. and loc. sing. only. The Prakrit has also the two

Pali forms 3T**n and *HJ|4l> which latter is transformed into a^JTTaft

and 3T*7T3 ;
and

^TTf
and flTflt, ^ne latter appearing also in the form of

and ^TfiT3 - ^ne acc - P^- ^as a^so *^e neuter form 3{|?j|uif or

in addition to the Pali 3f?ft or ^TTf . Besides the general forms

mentioned above, the abl. has in the sing, the neuter form aj(fyut| or

mgufr also. The Pali loc. sing. aTF^Tl^T does not appear. The other

forms of these nouns are like those in the older dialect. The voc.

sing, is 3T(hr or
^TTf

as in Pali, and 3T?rff or
^Tjfr. We here see the

analogy of neuter nouns or nouns ending in f^ extended to all vowel

cases except the loc. sing.

Nouns in SR. Two bases, one ending in ajR as in ^rff?: from^
and the other in 3 as *fw, are used, the former throughout all the

cases and the latter in all except the sing, of the nom. and acc. The

first is declined like nouns^ in 3T, and the second like those in 3 as ^rra"-

The nom. sing, has also the old form SfrtT. In the Pali, you will re-

9. Prof. Lassen derives them differently*
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member, the first base is nsed^in the plural of four cases, and the

second in the gen. sing, only; "while the singulars of three cases have

the old Sanskrit forms. Here the two bases have been extended much
further and one old form only that of the nom. sing, remains. Nouns

expressive of relationship such as f^j, &FJ and 3n*TT?J are declined simi-

larly, the final syllable 3JTT being shortened to sn; as it is in Sanskrit

and Pali in those cases where the base is used. The voc. sing, is *TrT,

and of the latter class of nouns it ends in 3? or 3TT, as frfar or foart-

Nouns in 3T^, 3ft (present participle) , 5R^, Jf^ &c. ?j3P^has four

bases. The old one <MHL with the old Sanskrit forms only phonetical-

ly corrupted (s^ becoming onj^)
is used in all the singulars except that

of the loc. and in the nom. pL; as ?J3fl, ?n^|ot|, ?^|uj, <uuj(, ?rroft and

^oft- In Pali it is used in the loc. sing, and gen. pi. also. The second

^fjf, Prakritised into ?J3T, is used in both numbers of all cases

except the nom. sing., and in Pali in all except the nom. sing,

and pi. and the ace. pi. It is declined like a noun in 3f; as

?J3TT nom. pi., ?j3f ace. sing., ^(3^-?^ ace. pi., <mu| instr. sing., &c.

The third ?jf^f^ is employed in the gen. sing., in the older dialect;

but here, as ?^, in all cases and numbers except the nom. sing. It

is declined like an ordinary Sanskrit noun in a^; as 4\$u\\ nom. and

ace. pi., ?j|uj ace. sing., ^{^OTJ instr. sing., &c. The fourth is W*(M> Pr.

^r*lI<J|, used in all cases and both numbers. Vararuchi, however, does

not give this, and omits the others in some of the cases. This base is

unknown to Pali, but occurs in the word aTRT^ in the form of STrTpJT,

and is used in the plurals of the instr. and loc., while here it is ex-

tended to all cases. This noun and such others ending in 3T^ are in the

Prakrit declined like TT^; the base in 3TFT is general to all and used

throughout, but the others occur in certain cases only. The voc. sing,

of
<i\ii^

is l$&{ or ^T in the Sauraseni, the former of which does not

occur in the Maharashtri. The base of the present participles ends in

3^FrT and they are declined like nouns in 3?. The Pali, you will re-

member, uses the old base in some of the cases and has the old forms ;

but here they have disappeared. Similarly ^ and jf^ become gptf and

JT?fl throughout, i.e., end in 3T- Other final consonants are dropped
and in feminine nouns sometimes 3TT is added.

Feminine and Neuter Nouns. The Prakrit feminine declension

differs from the Pali in little more than a phonetic corruption of the

terminations. The *j of the instr., abl., gen. and loc. of nouns in 3TT,

and the qj of those in f or
f, are weakened into i| or | or dropped,

leaving only 3f and 3fl. In the latter class of nouns this 3ft is further
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optionally shortened to 3T- Thus we have m<$IU-$-3T and

&c. The optional loc. forms in q are lost; and the ?ft of the nom. plurals
and Ml<4t leaves only the vowel 3ft which is again shortened to

The abl. forms in ^"-^ or aft-3 are of course new. Fern, nouns in

substitute 3TI for the final and are declined like nouns in 3ff; as,

JF^r3Tt, &c. Jfnj, however, has another base HlrHI when it signi-

fies a "goddess." In the Pali four bases are used, the old one, MMt
dech'ned like masc. nouns in ar, ing, and JT^fT- This last is used in the

gen. pi. only along with JTIrKpJI, and ifpfrf- The nom. and ace. of

neuter nouns in 3T are in the Prakrit the same as in Skr. only pho-

netically corrupted, as ^o? sing., ^JiHf-i-foT pi. ;
'while the sing, of those

in | and 3 have an anusvara optionally attached to them, as^ or ^
sing., ^flf-f-f^I, pi. The optional Pali plurals in 3fl and ^ are lost.

Sanskrit neuter nouns in 3T^ and
3T*^

become nouns in 3T, and are

masculine.

Pronouns The nom. pi. in ^ is preserved, as in ^TsSf, ^ <fec. The

gen. pi. has f^r for its termination formed by adding a light ^ to the

JWl of Sanskrit, which according to the usual rules should be cor-

rupted to ^r, and is also formed upon the model of the corresponding
nouns

;
as ^T5c(RT or ^oc(|U|-qt, ^1% or SHW-of, &c. The Pali has tf, and

its double gen. ^TPT is wanting. The loc. sing, has the termination f^r,

a form not existing in the older dialect, in addition to the f&f used

for nouns, both of which are to be traced to the Skr. %T% as in <4<x4|^4i

or u<*4J44j, Mif^f or vrlfuj, &c. This f^T is further changed to |^ as in

^T^ft,
;

3rff, &c., or better, this latter may be traced to the Pali ^|,
Another loc. sing. term, is m which reperesents 5f, as ^ocf<;Vj, 3f^j

&c. The abl. sing, ^n^ is optionally used after fotjj if^,
and^ only,

in the form of ^, as ^Tff,
;

3!Tfl, and fl*^T; in Pali it is necessarily used

after all pronouns. In other respects pronouns are declined like the

corresponding nouns
; as ffsai, ^^ ace., <^ui, ^o^Qj instr., yoejrit-^-J,

-S^ abl. The instr. sing, is optionally formed like that of

nouns in | in the case of some
;

as ^fl|U|{, |Q)u|| &c. You will thus

observe, that except in the nom. pi. there is no distinction between the

Irwo declensions; the peculiar pronominal forms I have mentioned

being only optional. Of the fern, of 3^, qa[,
and f%ij, the gen. sing, is

optionally f^TT or tf^ &c., where the base is ?ft &c. The other forms

are like those of nouns in f,
as tftsfl-f-'S &c. This base is used through*

out along with the other in 3fT- In Pali it is used in the gen. and
loc. sing, only along with the other, and the gen. forms are fft^TT and

) *he latter of which is, as I have said, a double genitive. Thie
13
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the Prakrit has preserved in the form of ft?$, originally fft^fr, where

the !| represents the qf of the older dialect, as it does in the feminine

nouns. The other base of %n and ftgr has also its genitive singular
in ^T, as ftRT, formed by transferring the masc. termination

;
or it

is to be traced to ft^f. The genitive plural forms of the masc., such

as ftRT and ftfJT, are also sometimes used in a feminine sense. The loc.

sing, of %H, ^> ail<^ *fc is optionally formed by extending the masc.

termination ft to the base in 3TT, as ftrff &c. These peculiarities are

only optional ;
so that the feminine pronouns are declined like nouns

in Sfl or f. Thus -we have 3TT, 3TT3Tf-3, ^tMt-5 nom., 5T,

ace., fSfOTTj STIRf, ^tf| instr.,

&c. abl. 5T^n, Pi^I, 5ft%, <3!TCT, SIW, ^RT5 311% 3*W, sffJT gen.

3TRJi ^fcj loc. The optional instr., abl., gen., and loc. singulars are

$TI^-f-3T and 5fa-f-3?T-3f.

The pronoun ^ in the form of Of exists as in the Pali
; 5^ has

two bases, flf which is used throughout, as ^ft, fifr nom., |4, ^T ace.,

fjfar-fi)u|f, ^ilGj, instr. &c; and 3T from which we have optionally 3j3f

nom. sing., 3^T and 3?^T, gen. and loc. sing., and fjff and ljfj instr.

an'd loc. plural, and 3nff instr. pi of the feminine.
<[jft, $l\W, ^I^H

&c. are also in use. The base 3f is used in the Pali in the instr. sing.,

gen. pi., and abl. sing. also. The demonstrative a^F^ has one base

only, 3^3, which is declined like nouns in 3; as 3T*I, Sigofj nom., 3T3J

ajguft ace. 3^u||, ST^JJf instr., &c. The pronoun of the second person

has, according to Vararuchi, five bases ft, jjf
or gjf, ^5|T, grf, g*JT,

^t and $t The first is derived from the <g of <^ ; ^ or ^ from

the same with the ^ softened to 3 ; $&K from gv?IH through the inter-

mediate Pali form gsf,
the last conjunct of which is changed to *%,

by a rule formerly given ; ^Tf is made up by putting together the 5
of the singular and the^ of the plural, as explained in going over

the Pali
; gwr is another form of HTf ; 5(t is the old Sanskrit

ef?^ ;
and

$[ seems to be derived from the *% of g^ as <s)^U| is from sU^ju).

Hemachandra adds gsvT,
to be derived from the Sanskrit gv^ r from

5?f, Tf being changed to s*f ; 353T from gjSlT by the dropping of ^ ;

355 and 3^f other forms of jjjWIH ; ^df from ^ by the insertion of 3 ;

j|f from 3$', 3*? by the dropping of the 5 of g*f ;
and gsvj by treating

|j5Vf
in the same way. The Pali has only ft, g, and g^; and the several

old forms it had are lost in the Prakrit. Nominal terminations are

used in a good many cases. Thus we have ft, 5, 5^, gf,
and 4 for the

nom. sing., these and gtj and 5^ for the ace. sing., ft|, fttj, qf, g^, g^,

JUT!?, and also 51?, 5f, ft, ^, and f^ for the instr. sing. The form 4

properly belongs to the nom. and ace. cases and ft to the gen., \ and f^
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being only ft softened; but several cases are here confounded. The abl.

sing, has ft^rft-afN-^-f-ft-nFftt, f^at-aft &c., gjfrTt-afi &c., gfrft-STt &c.,

g5*TrTT-3Tt &c., grfrft-3ft &c., gssrrit-Mt &c., also 5^, gs*T, g*f, and gsfl.

The gen. sing, has twenty-one forms, viz. ftfg, ft, gf, gf, g^
1

, gif, gif,

g*T!> g*n, f, ft I, ?, ^> g**T> 3S*T, 3*f, g*f, g33T, 3*5, and 333T The loc.

sing, has
gi^, gjqtj, gJTTf, ft?, ft<J, gfwT> g^FT, g^foj gffa

j, and ^^{44{. The plurals are as follows: $T, gsvfc

nom.; eft, gs^f,
3T5^, g^|} gtj|r, ^%, 3^%, ^ ace.;

| and 3*%ff instr.;

&c., 3*frft-^I &c., and

gen., g$, g^-
loc. The points to be observed in these

forms are these. The nom. sing, has mostly the same forms as the

ace. sing. This is due to the fact that the Sanskrit ^^[ of the ace.

becomes, when the an is shortened by a Prakrit phonetic rule, ^ i. e. t

the same as the nom. sing. Hence its Prakrit 'representatives ^, g, g^
and gir are the same for both the cases. But a more probable reason,

which explains a similar fact in the case of the first personal pronoun

also, is that the plurals of the nom. and ace. having by natural proces-

ses already explained become exactly alike, the two cases came to be

confounded; and the sing, forms also of the one were used for the other.

The forms ?Tf, fttj, gqf, g*T% ^J, and giTIf are common to the instr. and

loc. sing. This probably arises from the fact that the Sanskrit

when the q is softened to i; or
|,
becomes rf5( or ?|f,

and so does the

of the loc.; and when the base ft is seen to be interchangeable with $pf

in the nom., the terminations 1$ and | which are common to the two

cases are applied to grf also, ft and its softened forms ^ and ft and

ft| are common to the instr. and gen. sing.; g^f, gsvf, $pf, g^f are

common to the abl. sing and the gen. sing, and pi.; and'Sf to the instr.

sing, and pi. and the gen. sing. Such a confusion of the case-relations

must be expected in course of time. Even in Sanskrit the gen. and instr.

&c., are used alike in connection with some participles; and the identi-

fication of the abl. and the instr. we have already noticed in the Prakrits.

The gen. forms gsf, gs*r, grf, g^f, gssf, grf, and 3557, all derived from

the Sanskrit dat. g^qq an<! referred to the gen. when that case was lost,

are taken as bases, and the terminations ^ of the nom. and ace. pi., f^

of the instr. pi., ^, ^, , gift, and 5 of the; abl., OT or of of the gen. pL,
and far and 5 of the loc. sing, and pi. are tacked on to them to form

these cases. Here the tendency to use the genitive form as a base for
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the formation of the other cases, a trace of -which only we observed in

the P&li, is seen more developed.

The pronoun of the first person has, according to Vararuchi, the

following bases : f or 3fi and if from the Sanskrit singulars, Tfjf the

gen. sing., 3fC$ from 3T^T and oft from ffw, of -which SfSf is used in the

plural. Hemachandra adds iff and jq^r from 4J3JH;, and f from ?% or

^. He also gives 3?i%, srf&T, and fT for the nom. sing, and SffHT for

the ace. sing. The first is clearly from 3TT^T 1st pers. sing, present of

3TCT, often used in Sanskrit as an indeclinable particle; and the others

are also corruptions of the same just as the termination f&f of the loc.

is a corruption of
K-JJ*^.

The singular forms, therefore, are: 3T^T, fnT>

nom.; dr, % ft, 3?fT, 3T*$, *Ff, 4, *T*f, WT, SIf ace.;

?> *TC> *T*n?> fy instr.;

&c., abl., i^, ^|, JjTf,

gen.; f^, Jf5, qiTfl, ^, ^T, ^^f^{, JT*rf&T, Tffwf, loc. The plurals are:

pj, it, nom., p%, 3T*ft, 3^, dr, ace.;

instr.;

abl., ot, o?t,

gen. 3Tf-':

r-'
:;5''W'^> 1'S> T*IT-^ loc. Here also the

same observations as those made in the case of the last pronoun are

applicable.

In the Magadhi the 3Tt of the nom. sing, of nouns ending in 3T

is replaced by !j ;
as^ gfSs^if

for i^ <J^:. The^ of the gen. sing.

is sometimes changed to f and |the preceding 3? is lengthened; as

3J;fu|{|$ 5^% for qftfild^ ^T:. The plural of this case is formed by

adding 3fl ,
as q>m|$ for ^U||^. The anusvara represents the or of the

original termination 3^TI> and f is introduced from the analogy of the

sing. The regular forms ^fai^ and <fcWJl<j'l are also admissible.

Such forms as these -we shall meet with hereafter
;
and they belong

to a later stage in the decay of our grammar.

Conjugations. All the Skr. conjugations, with the exception of

the second in the case of a few roots ending in a vowel, have been

brought over to the ST type, i. e., to the first, sixth, and the tenth.

Some of the others have left a few traces ; as, the fifth and the ninth

their IT in such instances as ^pr, f%nr, <3TTJT, ^r <JOT, *p*l,
both conju-

gations being, as you may remember, confounded in the Pali, the third

the root ^tf pres. tense qfafe the f standing for Vf, the fourth its q

assimilated in a good many roots such as OT% 1*|T, ;

?J33T, jjj, SF^T &c.,

and the seventh its ^ in ^?^ and others. But you will see that to these

forms 3| is added and they are made roots ending in 3T ;
while a great
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many have lost even such traces. In the Pali, you -will remember, the

conjugational signs added to some of the roots are entire, as the Sfl of

the sixth and the ;ft of the fifth, and 3f is appended to roots of the

seventh conjugation only, ^ being inserted before the last consonant.

But here the 3T takes the place of the ending vowel of the signs of the

fifth and other conjugations also, and so -we have 5% ^TTj aQd ^f.
Thus in the Prakrits most roots end in 9T- There are some ending in

other vowels, such as ft and 3f ;
but the rule of conjugation is the same

for all, viz., to add the terminations to the root directly. There can be

no consonantal root. Some forms, such as those of 3TCT, have come down
from the parent language only phonetically changed ;

but these are not

formed in the Prakrit. They are really Sanskrit forms in what I have

ventured to call a petrified condition. The roots ending in ST change it

to IT optionally, i. e., they are conjugated according to the model of the

first and of the tenth, as is the case to a great extent in the Pali also.

The distinction between the special and the general tenses is of course

forgotten.

The Prakrits have retained the Present and Future tenses and the

Imperative mood entire
; while the Potential and the Aorist have left

the third person singular only. An isolated form of the Imperfect such

as 3f[% from the root 3ftT remains.

The terminations of the Present Tense are 3rd pers. sing, f^ and $
in Saur. and 5 and ij in the principal Prakrit, pi. f^f and ?^ ; 2nd pers.

sing. f^T and ^T, pi. |^jj and f for which last the S'aur. has ^ ;
1st pers.

sing, fo pi. ift, 9. and jf. Of these '^ or nr, and %, of which the last

is not given by Vararuchi, are remnants of the old Atmanepada, and

the first two are used after roots ending in Sf only. With the exception

of the first pers. pi. if and the 2nd pers. pi. f^fl, the terminations can

readily be traced to the corresponding Skr. Parasm. The Sanskrit 2nd

pers. pi. J becomes ^ in the Sauraseni and f in the Maharashtri by the

phonetic rules already noticed, and *ft or its shortened form 3 is the

Skr. im. In these points the primitive and derived languages perfectly

agree; but if and f^jj are new terminations and were first used in Pali,

the latter however in the form of ^j. The first is, as I have observed,

transferred from the Imperative, Imperfect and other tenses, and ?*i is

the Skr. ^j 2nd pers. pi. of the rootspR To this is prefixed in 'the

Prakrit the usual augment 5,
which iff and g also take optionally. The

terminations 5fr and 3 are unknown to the Pali. Other forms of the

first pers. sing, and pi. made up by adding fj^ and $5 or *ft, as in

, &c., occur in the plays, though the grammarians
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have not noticed them. These terminations are evidently the Skr. ^r
1st pers. sing, and &f: or ^T pi- f 3T^.

10 You will remember that a good

many verbs are made up in the Pali by adding forms of this root.

Hemachandra notices also another termination of the 3rd pers. pi., viz.

5^, which is transferred from the Perfect. The Imperative forms are

made up by adding ^ S'aur. 3 Pr. 3rd pers. sing, and
?$j pi.; g and ff

2nd pers. sing, and ^ Saur. f Pr. pi.; and g 1st pers. sing, and jft pi-

The original form of the root ending in 3f is also used as the second

pers. sing. Of these
^, ?g, ff or aj, and Q from ^ Atm. are

both Skr. and Pali; f (Skr. *j) transferred from the Present is used in

Pali; but 3 and iff are peculiar to the Prakrit, the Pali using only the

terminations of its present. Of these jft is transferred from the Pra-

krit Present, and 3 is made up by adding the 3 which is peculiar to the

Imperative and distinguishes it from the present. The first pers. pi.

takes *T also sometimes as in the Pali, but it is not noticed by the gram-
marians. The consciousness that the future is made up by prefixing

?=q=^T Pr. & Pali to the terminations of the present has never been

lost, and whatever changes these terminations undergo are transferred

to the future
;
so that the S'auraseni and Magadhi future differs from

the Pali in those respects only in which the Present tenses of the two

differ. The pf of the first person sing., however, is optionally changed
to an anusvara; or the anusvara may be a remnant of the conditional

terminations; as $faw- In the principal Prakrit the ^j is still

further corrupted to f^, ?J being dissolved into | and R changed to
^,

as in ftfl? for nf^jft, ftft% for ^QwjPd, &c. In the first pers.

we have, in addition to this f^, ^ which is lengthened as in Skr. and

also its other form ft as well as W f r the whole as in the Sauraseni,

e - 9-t ftf^-^Tf-flfr or 4lfi?Hi, &c. A beginning in the direction of

the f^ was, you will remember, made in Pali. We have also a few petri-

fied Skr. forms such as 3^5$ for 2TWT*T> *fa3 f r JJI^Jlft which are

more conditional than future in their origin; and to these as bases are

added the terminations of the present and also of the future to form new
futures

;
as $fog$, $fc?5Q$, &c. We have also ^|f and ^fif from $

and %f. The only Potential form left is that of the 3rd pers. sing.; as

f^SI or f$*fl, fjsr or fffsiT.
The termination is the same as in Pali,

the *3J of the 3rd pers. sing, being altered to
T, and the general

form of the termination ^ to Sfl. After bases ending in 3f, l or SIT

10. Prof. Lassen traces these to the root 9^, but fc*JT to the Skr. <J to which

5 is> he says, prefixed because the previous vowel must have been pronounced with

some accent. But considering that many forms of 3?^ are used as terminations

it is more natural to take this also as such a form,
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becomes ^ST or ^SIT, as in Skr. and Pali/
1 This being an isolated form

and derived from the Potential, which does not signify any particular

time, it is used in the sense of the Present, Future, or Imperative in

all numbers and persons; and after roots in 3T the terminations ^ and

f^ of the second pers. sing, of the Imperative are added to 3T to make

up new forms of that mood, as ^&W*i, 4)*ifQ ;
and another form gj$s| is

also mentioned. 12 This Potential form of roots ending in vowels other

than af is used as a base, and the terminations of the two tenses and

one mood are attached to it to make up new forms for them; as ^STf,

ft*3ff?; {t*l<i> fpfT?, &c- The Aorist also has left its 3rd pers. sing.

only; the termination to be added to roots ending in a vowel, is fft, $,
or iftsr and far to those ending in a consonant or 3f, i. e., such as take

the augment f or change the 3f to 5. Of these i\ and $ are derived

from the Parasm.
fffcj.

of the fourth form; the first is found in Pali,

and
ffr

is only another form of it. The Pali has f also for the 3rd

pers. sing, corresponding to the 55. affixed to Sanskrit roots that take

the augment |.
This is very likely the origin of fsf also since we

have it after the roots which necessarily admit the augment ; but the

3T of this and of j^3T is difficult to explain. f^T must correspond to

some such form as ^fpj or ^fpT which, the 1^ being dropped after the

augment f, is reduced to fsf. These ^-faf and jftft are forms of the

Potential Atm. of 3T** >
and they may have been added as terminations

to form the Aorist as other forms of 3^ are in this and other tenses

in the Pali. Or the *ft of the Aorist may have been confounded with

ffcr the pot. of 3TR^ from its resemblance to it.

These are rare and isolated forms, and past time is mostly expressed

by the past participle passive which in the case of intransitive and

some transitive verbs has also an active sense. The Sanskrit termina-

tion ft is only phonetically changed to f in the Sauraseni and tear in the

Prakrit. Roots ending in 3J change it to f before the past participial

termination. The past participles of some roots are not newly formed,

but the old Skr. forms have come down only phonetically altered. This

fact should always be remembered, that there are in all these derived

11 This fact strongly supports my derivation of the forms. Prof. Lassen

derives them from the Precative. But the Precative was lost at an early stage,

since it does not exist even in the Pali. The ^ is not the 3?3J of the 10th conj. as

the Prof, thinks, but the *? which bases ending in 3T take in the Pot. in Skr.

12 Prof. Lassen derives these also from the Precative, and against the

argument that that mood is rarely used in Skr. itself and was lost in the Pali

states that the Precative is found in the Vernaculars* But I have not found it.

The forms ^^Sjf, efrfojjf
G. ^jf^, =J\ft^f

H. I trace to the Prakrit Potential forms

spoken of above.
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dialects new formations called by Hemchandra fUUIHW, as well as

old formations, (t14r<4^T- This arises from the fact of the analogies

not being made applicable throughout, as they would have been if the

languages had been artificial. Contingency or condition is expressed by
the present participle, as we do in our modern vernaculars. The infi-

nitive is formed as in Skr. by the addition of fp[ changed to %, the Pali

?I% being lost, and the absolutive by affixing the termination ^OT ( ^j[
Sauraseni ) from the Pali <J5 and the Vedic ^pf or ^fa. But the

termination that is most used in the Sauraseni is |3T from the

Sanskrit ?j of roots with prepositions prefixed. Hemachandra also

gives for the principal Prakrit ffpr and jjSTfor the origin of which is

the same as that of 3OT, rTT from ^cR, r by the dissolution of the semi-

vowel of ^R, $|H by a confusion with tbe infinitive, and 53^ which is used

in the Sauraseni. Of these, however, 3OT is the one that prevails; the

others are rare. The passive is formed by adding far and fST, both of

which come from the Sanskrit ?j with the augment 5 prefixed as in

Pali, the ?J being transformed to si in one case and leaving its 3? only
in the other or being dissolved into 53? . Hemachandra gives a good

many roots which preserve the Skr. forms, only phonetically changed,
as ^far from f?q%, f^? from 3^f, TTf from 7i*q^, SJsqf from

5fS?T5 fr m H^l%> &c. The causal terminations are ^ from spj, and

from 3TFP7- These two are the same as in the Pali, the Sanskrit forms

also existing in the latter being lost. Hemachandra adds 3j and 3Tpf

i. en the ^ answering to 3T*I is lost. But the Sanskrit vowel changes
are preserved even when the 3J3J gives place to 3T; as a[fty$. The

terminations of the absolutive, the infinitive, the potential participle

(3^3f from Skr. ffsq), and of the Future take the augment 5 which also

is transformed into a short ^ of the same nature as that which is found

before conjunct consonants, as in ^pui
1

or ftu^. We have thus ffySRir

or ^35% f!%3 or f^3, &c.

Yon. will thus have observed a much greater progress in the operation

of those principles which we found at work in the construction of the

Pali. Here as before we find that the less known forms are made up
on the model of the more known. The number of old forms which

still remained in some of the Pali declensions and conjugations has

been greatly reduced in the Prakrits, and a further advance been made in

the introduction of uniformity and simplicity in the grammar of the

language. It is also worthy of remark, that in a great measure the

same false analogies which are used in the Pali have come down to the

Prakrit, and their range extended. Thus the analogy of nouns in

^ or neuter nouns in 5 or gr has been carried much further in the
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declension of masculine nouns ending in f or 5. Nouns in 55, 3J5T and

^ have adapted themselves more closely to the model of those ending
in 3T, their Sanskrit nom. case supplying the new Sf base

;
and the 3f

conjugations have more generally prevailed over the rest. The device

of using such case-forms as qqf and J??nj as bases, and making up the

cases by appending the proper terminations has also been more largely

availed of. Some of these phenomena may be attributed to the opera-

tion of the same invariable laws in the development of either without

being an index to a more intimate connection between the two dialects.

But there are individual forms in the two languages which, though

they might be different, are yet the same in both. Such, for instance*

are cpss ace. pi., the loc. sing, ending in the pronominal f*f or fwf, the

double gen. fdWR, the 2nd pers. pi. ending in a[^n of the present

tense, and a good many others. The consonantal and vowel, changes

also, so far as they go in the older language, are the same. We may
therefore safely conclude that the Pali represents generally an earlier

stage of the same language which afterwards became the Prakrit or

Prakrits. But there are again in the Prakrits such forms as those of

the ablative in ft and 3TTT^ instead of the old pronominal ET, the first

pers. pi. of the Pres. in jft or 3 instead of the Pali if, the 1st pers.

sing, of the Imperative in 5 instead of the Pali ft, the S'auraseni

absolutive in |3[ corresponding to the Sanskrit ?j, which does not exist

in the older dialect, and others. These Prakrit forms cannot have been

developed out of the Pali forms, but must have grown independently
from the Sanskrit originals. In the same way, though the Prakrit

sounds are generally the same as or further developments of the Pali

sounds, there are a good many which could not have grown out of the .

latter. Thus the ft in the Prakrit words ftfe, ft=5, far, f^L, &c.

cannot have been developed out of the $ or 3T of the Pali

, &c., or the ar? and 3^ of such words as cf^T,

, &c., from the ^ and afj of the corresponding Pali words, or the

for Sanskrit H from the Pali s^, though this latter exists in some
of the Prakrit dialects, or the for for ^ or Tin such words as

ST, and tTCWTCtf fr m the W or ^T of the Pali afl^^T,

f, and "JTWreT- The Prakrit sounds must in these cases be traced

directly to the corresponding Sanskrit sounds. It therefore appears
that the Prakrits had also an independent development, which may
be accounted for on the supposition that they sprang not from the

Pali but a sister dialect or dialects
;
or that, though originally they

were the same as the Pali, their subsequent development was influenc-

ed by the parent language, and thus other sounds and forms not

14
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existing in the earlier dialect came in fresh from Sanskrit. But the

first supposition is discountenanced by the fact that the resemblance

between the Pali and the Prakrits extends even to isolated cases
;
and

the second is supported by the circumstance that in one important

particular the Prakrits resemble the Sanskrit in the last stage of its

development, -while the Pali differs in that particular from both and

agrees -with an earlier form of the parent language. We have seen

that in later Sanskrit verbal forms especially of the past tenses were

rarely used, and participles were employed instead
;
and we find that

the Prakrits have mostly lost all the Sanskrit tenses and moods except

three, and past time is generally expressed by the past participle and

contingency by the present ;
while the Pali has, as we have seen,

preserved eight, including all the past tenses and the conditional.

Middle Sanskrit bears to later or classical Sanskrit the same relation,

in this respect, that the Pali bears to the Prakrits. The change that

came over Sanskrit between the two periods left its impress on what

may be called the Vernacular speech. This could not have been the

case unless Sanskrit had continued to influence that form of speech

represented first by the Pali and afterwards by the Prakrits. And it

was because it continued so to influence it, that the Prakrits came to

have sounds and grammatical forms also derived direct from Sanskrit

and not through the Pali. This leads to the conclusion, which will be

developed in detail in the last lecture, that when the Pali and the

Prakrits came into existence Sanskrit had not been dead but was as

much a living language as either of tho other two and both were spoken
or used for ordinary purposes, one by men of culture and the other by

ordinary people.

Sanskrit writers distinguish three elements in the Prakrit vocabu-

lary which they call Tadbhava, Tatsama, and Des'ya. Such words as

are derived from Sanskrit are called Tadbhava, such as ^M, <^f,

jfrjT, ?|>noT, &c. Tatsamas are those that are the same in Sanskrit and

Prakrit as q&*5, H^, &c., the phonetic laws of the Prakrits not

necessitating a change in them, and DeSyas are such as cannot be

derived from Sanskrit and must be referred to another source. A good

many words of this nature we find used in Prakrit literature
;
and

there exists a kosha or thesaurus of Deya words by Hemachandra. A
large number of these DeSya words exist in the modern vernaculars,

such as :

a sister, M. IS
aTWI, a term of honour used for an elder sister.

13 M. Marathi ; G. Gujar&ti ; H. Hindi.
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an herb
; SfRT^f M.

a weU
; ane M.

a, kind of pulse; the same, M. H.

sleeps ; ^tf H. ggf G.

ff, ^, wonder ; ^jjf? old M.

a town ; ^s a fort M.

a basin of wood for water
; qJfcJfT M.

a firebrand
; <$\<$\H M.

to mix a liquid with a solid substance and stir it up;
a man, a warrior

; sffa husband, M.

rubs, anoints
; -cftn^uf M.

r\ IN

ran adulterer or adulteress ; ft'iJoft M.
I

J

)'
an ox

; <f}35 M.

a cow that has no milk
; ^I^^Jt M.

$ slanting ; f|^3 lying down with the face upwards, M.

i beUy ; q^ M. ^ H. G.

deceives
;

false, vain
;

a doll
;

father, a brave man; 5JPT M. G. H; 3[cqr an able-bodied man, M.

There are a great many words set down as Desyas, which on close

examination will be found to be Tadbhavas. They differ from ordinary

Tadbhavas in having undergone great corruption. The following are

instances. Some of the words in the above list may also be considered

to be of the same nature. Thus j^|
'

deceives '

is a denominative or

nominal verb from the word <JR[
' a snare,' which in our modern

dialects has the form of <fifa; whenc.- 'forf is 'to ensnare
'

or '

entrap.'

So also <|^, ^f, ojjft and the old M. ^|? are in all likelihood to be

traced to the Skr.

thrown upwards ; ^$d: Skr.

a lotus
;
from ^^tel Skr.

humpbacked. This may be traced to Skr. ^3T-^EX{-^f ;
and

is a termination which is used in a great many nouns,

disliked, evidently from
f>

and

black
;
Skr.
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desolate
;
from Skr. 37JSR5 bright, pure, cleared of every thing,

desolate.

a bullock; from Skr.

^t rind, bark; may be from Skr. 5F?T,

wTCft -whey ; may be from Skr. ?f^.

touches
;
from Skr.^ by a change of vowel.

a tail
; from 5^, by the consonants interchanging places, and

the palatal 55 having its vowel f.

the hind part of a house; from Skr. %H%%.

<fsre, a measure, a certain quantity, occurs in the Pali and
is traced to Skr. jfpj. It may also be connected with m<rS|.

4tgf speaks; from ^ by the change of 5 to ^ and the transference
of the vowel to the first consonant a thing often observable; 5<5

The Sanskrit etymology of some of the words given by the lexico-

graphers is evident; and one does not know how they came to be

regarded as Desyas. Other words changed their sense in the course

of time and so were referred to this class.

qrprf forgets; from
jjg^ to steal, a thing forgotten is as it were

stolen.

3gg|t a wicked person; from qf^g^, because a wicked person puts
on many faces or appearances.

hWfMJlO an ass; a son of Kama or love, devoted to pleasure, is

often a donkey.

3R^$ pregnant, <% originally 'side,' came to signify 'womb;'

and that womb is worthy of the name which bears a child, hence

^f^T*nft fo'k
'

having a womb' came to have the signification given. A
good many of the words given, by Hemachandra do not occur in the

modern Vernaculars, and we have regular Tadbhavas instead; as, |^fr a

tiger, f^TA nail, &c.

The number of Des'ya
-

words, if properly examined, would be

greatly reduced. Still a De^i element in the Prakrits and the Vernacu-

lars must be admitted. These words must have come into the dialects

from the language of the aborigines whom the.Aryas conquered; and

some are found in Sanskrit also.

THE APABHRAMS"A.

The dialect called the Apabhrams'a by the grammarians presents

Indian speech in a further stage of decay and occupies a middle posi-
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tion between these Prakrits and the modern vernaculars to some of

which, especially to the old Hindi, the Brajabhasha, and the Gujarati

it bears striking resemblances, as I shall hereafter show.

As mentioned before, we have the grammar of this dialect from

Hemachandra, Trivikrama, and Kramadisvara; but Vararuchi does

not mention it. The Apabhraiiisa had a literature of its own. Hema-
chandra illustrates each of his rules about this dialect by quoting a

verse. In the fourth Act of the Vikramorvasi the Prakrit speeches

of the king in his madness are in this dialect. But it is a question

whether they existed there originally, since in several manuscripts on

this side of India they do not appear. The metres employed in these

and in Hemachandra' s quotations are the same as those popularly used

in old and modern Hindi or Braj, viz., dolid or chopat. Pandit Vrajalal
mentions a work of the name of Munjarasa, written in the Apa-
bhraihsa, from which he gives a short extract, and another the hero

of which is a king of the name of Prasenajita. He also quotes

from another work; but the language of all these appears to be more

modern than Hemachandra's Apabhrainsa, and that of some of the

verses makes a very near approach to the Gujarati. As before, I will

introduce my remarks on this dialect by a specimen:

n

I

H

Sanskrit :

3ra i& 3$. 'it

: H
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II

"The unsteady goddess of wealth runs to this door and that, this

house and that; like a fair one separated from her lover she does not

remain firm anywhere."

"My fingers have worn away rubbed against by my nails, while

counting, again and again, the days named by my lover [as the period
of his absence], when he set out on his journey."

"To whom is life not dear and to whom is wealth not an object of

desire ? But when the occasion comes, a worthy man regards them as

straw."

"I worship that good man so rarely to be met with in this Kali age,

who conceals his own merits and gives publicity to those of others."

"He who dies after having gone to the Ganga and to Sivatirtha,

triumphs over the power(world) of death and sports in the habitation

of the gods."

The vowel 3f of the derivatives of the pronouns q^, <u^, fsfok

and f^ is changed to f or ^r. In the principal Prakrit we have

noticed a tendency to such a change, and one of our instances was

fJcT for 3J5T From the same tendency we have in the Apabhraih^a

v^r*J for 3J5T, ^fr*J for <ni, and %^j for ^3T, the 3 of the latter

being replaced by ^ in virtue of the analogy of the other pronouns.
In the same way tfgfc

"
in that manner," which after dropping the

final consonant becomes 3%, is changed to ^f, Sfgr^ to ^f, and

1%*^^ to %if. This ^ is also rendered a more close vowel and changed to

5, and thus we have f^lf, f3T*T, and f%^. Thus the bases of these

pronouns came to be considered as ^ or %, ^ or f$T, and % or f%, and

so we have f^ for fl*JT, f^re for qsjr, and pfa for 3i%TC- The mute

element being dropped these forms become f^f, f^ff,
and f%f ,

and fur-

ther ^, ^ and ^. For similar reasons we have ^frT37 or

for dNr*, $frT3T or fjflriaT for *n3^> $f*teT or f%f^3T for

&c., even in the Prakrits. The nom. sing, termination of nouns in 3f

is shortened to 5, and since a great many nouns were pronounced with

this final 3 and its original sense was forgotten, it was transferred

by way of analogy to other words or grammatical forms that did not

possess it before
;
and thus we have jjoj and fsfg for 3^: and faffi, and
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*J> ^f, &c., in the above. The long vowels are sometimes

.shortened as in the word
TfffT

in the last of the above verses. The con-

sonants OK and nz are sometimes softened to
jj

and ^, instead of being

dropped, ^ and
j[
to ^ and VI, as in the S'auraseni, and <I and ^ to ^and

w. In the principal Prakrit also this is sometimes the case. The labial,

? is changed to nin a few more instances than in the Prakrits as in \ujif

and ?fW for qicf^ and ?TI^, and 5W or f^nr, ^*T or fflTT, &c., in the abov/3

for Sfj^, rnjFJ, &c. The complete contact of the lips necessary for

the pronunciation of ^ is avoided in a great many cases, and thns we
have ^ for H as in *Tefe for SHTT, ^% for zf&FS, &c. This is the pre-

vailing rule in most of the vernaculars, as we shall hereafter find. The

conjunct ?5 is changed to rw; that is, the aspirate % has been labialized

and assimilated to the preceding Jj, as in Rn^T for Prakrit (rj-F^ and

Sanskrit *ff*JT. A few instances of this change we did find in the

Prakrits and we shall find more in the vernaculars. The Sanskrit

conjunct ^ is changed to
ct^;

for as ^ was often pronounced as
^,

this ^
instead of merging into the preceding mute, as semi-vowels often do,

acquired prominence as ^ does when preceded by a dental
;
and the ^

being assimilated to it, the whole become ?Tas ^becomes ^, as inqf for

<jcn7T, cqnr or cpil for the abstract termination ^T, and fcqur for ^ofrf,

the suffix of the absolutive. In the Prakrits the ^ of STRJT^ similarly

becomes cT and so we have 3?cqi for sn^Jfl
1

. The letter T when the latter

member of a conjunct is sometimes not assimilated, as in sfrfwf, BJ3 for

SIFT:, Ac., and sometimes it is introduced even when it does not exist

in the original, as in
$|

for ?f3, Jf^T for q^T, &c. With these few

exceptions, the rules about the assimilation of conjuncts, the elision of

consonants, and others hold good generally as in the Prakrits, as you
will see from the above extract.

DECLENSIONS Nouns in 3f The decay of the case terminations is,

however, a distinguishing feature of this dialect. The distinction

between the nom. and ace. case forms which we observed lessening at

each stage in the growth of our languages is here altogether lost.

The aft of the nom. sing, of masculine nouns in ar is shortened to

3, and used in both the cases, as 53^ nom. for
JpR::, JR for jj?T:,

mj^j for inT^t^I; and applied to neuter nouns as well, as 3>*f$.

The nasal of the neuter is preserved only in nouns which are aug-
mented by the addition of qj changed to 3T; as 3JJT% for

The nom. and ace. pi of the masculine ends in 3Tf; as

&c. in the above. The neuter nouns preserve the Prakrit f of the

plural, as in 3%fT3$. Sometimes words are used in these two cases
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without any terminations ;
as

|cjtig<4
nom. sing., f^<5 nom. sing.,

gor ace. pi., jf|f
acc - s^ng-> RT?T acc - siEg-j in the above extract.

The principle observable in the other cases is the same as -we have

noticed in the older dialects, viz., a gradual reduction of all the

declensions to a uniformity. The instrumental singular of nouns

in 3? has two forms, one in $ as 3$, and the other the old one ^tfar.

The former is derived from this old form, the final 3? being dropped,
and the nasal assuming the form of an anusvara. This new termina-

tion is transferred to nouns in f or 3 also, as 34(44114. The instru-

mental pi. is the old one in f^, but the change of the ending
vowel to ^ is only optionally made ;

as
*prf|[

or jprff. One ablative

termination is ^ which is appended to all nouns, and the other

as in 3'*$^ ^T^ T^t or s^$f 'i'f?* "gathers fruits from trees."

Of course we may trace the first to Q^ by supposing it first to

be changed to "|5% by the usual Prakrit rule, and afterwards to have

dropped its second syllable; and g to something else. But it ap-

pears to me that a good many of the terminations having been reduced

to by natural phonetic changes, the others also had this inserted

in them by analogy, just as the nominative termination gf is intro-

duced in words and forms in which it did not exist. This process we
shall necessarily have to suppose when we examine the forms of the

present tense. Or the g may have been introduced simply to prevent
a hiatus and connect the vowel-termination with the base. And this

is rendered probable by Hemachandra's rule that the ending syllables

3, g", ^, and f ,
are to be lightly pronounced, as the ^ that is intro-

duced in the place of a dropped consonant is. The real syllables in

these cases are therefore sf, 3, 5, and 3J ;
and this is confirmed by the

fact that the remnants of these Apabhrama terminations existing

in some of the modern vernaculars are destitute of this 5 and are

mere vowel-terminations, as will be seen in a subsequent lecture.

Thus, then, | may be considered the aspirated form of the ^ of the

Prakrit feminine ablative, and g1

of the 3 of the masculine ablative.
1*

The operation of the law of false analogies is very wide. The abl. pi. ,

as in
fj|ft(y^Jl, may with Lassen be traced to S^ft, the ?^ being

changed to | and the syllable <ft dropped, as ft is in the case of the 3rd

pers. pi. of the present, as we shall see. The genitive singular 5, and

^| as in 33juitt& and q?^g in verse 4 above, I trace to the ^r of the

Prakrits, the 3 being added by analogy as observed before. Lassen

14. Kramadis'vara in Lassen's extract gives ^ instead of g ; but this is an
evident misreading.
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traces is to ^, which, he says, must have been added to these nonns to

form the genitive ;
and the ^ being softened to 5, it is reduced to 5.

But this does not account for the double ^ of the other form; and the

addition of such a word as ^ to make up a case-form is altogether un-

exampled. The suffix ft) as in ^fft in the same verse, is but another

form of 5. The genitive plural f,
as in *H"JJH^ for H>UJJ|UITJjt, mav "^th

Lassen be derived from the ^TTH of the Sanskrit pronominal declension.

But the transference of this termination to nouns is nowhere seen in

the Prakrits; | is optionally appended to nouns in 5 or 3 also; and

the characteristic or of the gen. is wanting in this dialect. The more

probable explanation, therefore, is that the or lost its cerebral element

and was reduced merely to a nasal 3T, or 3? with an anusvara, as is

the case in the instrumental singular, and the is added, as observed

before, simply to facilitate the pronunciation. The loc. sing, ends in

H, as in fl%, which we see is the old termination, or in
f[,

as in <$5, which

is a shortened form of q. Kramadi&vara gives also f|
which might be

traced to the Pali f*f,
the Sanskrit f^H*^, or the f^f of the Pr&-

krit pronominal declension. The language of Jaina works has this f^y
in the case of nouns also. But even here the Prakrit f&T, may,
with reason, be supposed to have changed to 5, and the ff to be as

before, a mere spiritus lenis. We have this locative 5 in the Maratbi.

The T5 is extended to the plural also of these nouns; The vocative

is formed by using fj which is evidently an interjection; as fl^T fft

"0 young men."

Nouns in 5 or 3. There is no distinction between the nom. and

ace. sing, and pi., the original base being used without any modification

or addition. The instrumental singular is formed by adding ^ or *JT, as

in the last class of nouns, or simple anusvara; as 37p7n|, STprpir,

STPTT. As IJOT becomes ^ by dropping the final vowel, so does the 5017

of the Prakrit instrumental here become |. The abl. sing, ends in ^ as in

frfn^ and rRi|; and the gen. sing, also according to Kramadigvara,
Hemachandra being silent. These have been transferred from the

feminine. Kramadivara also gives ffr
and f as the terminations of

the sing, of these two cases; but there must be some misreading here

in Lassen's extract from the author, since 5 is a distinctive plural ter-

mination, The gen. pi. termination is ^ or f as in
freg

1

, ^jp)||

( *l$i
r

NlH ). The latter has been traced to the old gen. or, and the

former appears to be only another form of it with the addition of the

usual 3. The loc. sing, has ff,
as in ^f&f|; and the pi. has f| and t,

as in ?^ff, and 3j|. The first must be considered to be the same as

15
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f$ derived from f&r or fwf with the anusvara dropped; or as the f of

Prakrit feminine nouns with the spiritus lenis %. This explanation
seems to be probable, since we have seen other feminine terminations

also used for the cases of these nouns. The third is to be traced to the

Prakrit ^. KramadiSvara in Lassen's extract gives 5 for the g of the

abl. pi., and ff for that of the gen. pi. ; but I have to make the same

remark here as before. The instr. and abl. plurals are the same as

those of nouns in 3f ; as ?f^f| and <f^. Thus the plural of three

cases ends in , derived separately of course, and the plurals of two
in

fi[.

Feminine nouns. The. plurals of the nom. and ace. of feminine

nouns preserve the old sft, or its shortened form 3, as in 3f^f&3

^jdK^M in the second verse, and ii<^i*1o4^|4ft QtflR'I'jfteft. The

sing, is the original base, as *j(R;3tt, fl^rf^ft &c. The instr. sing,

termination is tr, the old one, as in uft*J u3<$TlP4HM9 ^Pfl^j &c.
;
the.

abl. is f, as in <m<*l^ for 4|<A|4J|:, which is an aspirated $ and the gen.

\ as in ?^ for 5'VJFIP fe being a nominal suffix) may be similarly

explained or traced to the % of the gen. sing. fern, of the pronoun,

f%^, ?J3, and 3%, in the Prakrit. I prefer the former explanation.

This ^ has been transferred to masculine nouns in 5 or 3 as we have

seen. The abl. and gen. pi. ends in
g,

as in qqfcs^ for c)^^|^: or

qq^iHIH- The anusv&ra of the of the other classes of nouns is here

omitted ;
and if correctly so, the f of the abl. may be considered an

aspirated form of the 3 which is the ablative termination in the

Prakrit ;
and that of the genitive may be traced to the 3 of the

singular of masculine nouns. The instr. pi. and the loc. sing, and pL
take the same terminations as masculine nouns in | or 3; as irflJf,

qf^ff ,
and Tf^ff-f. Lassen gives other terminations; but he appears

to me not to have interpreted Kramadigvara correctly. Those I have

given are all that I have been able to find.

Tou will thus see how by the various influences at work, the na-

tural transformation of ^ to Z
, the elision of some of the elements, and

the aspirated pronunciation of the vowels, most of the old terminations

have been reduced to syllables composed of f and a vowel with or

without an anusvara. Terminations with such weak sounds are not

adapted to serve the purposes of ordinary intercourse, since they

require on the part of the speakers such care in pronunciation to

render themselves intelligible to each other as we have not seen

displayed in the course of our lingual history. The nominative and

accusative throughout, and in certain classes of nouns the other cases
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also, have come to have the same forms. So that the purpose of

expressing the different relations can be no longer performed by these

poor remnants of the old declensional system ;
and a process of recon-

struction must take place. It has already begun in the Apabhraina ;

but we shall find it carried on much further in the vernaculars, -which

may now be said to have completed their new declensional system.

Pronouns. The abl. sing, of prououns ends in
|jt,

as srp, &c.,

which is to be traced to the Sanskrit ^n^ and the Prakrit Vft, and the

loc. sing, in
ff[ which has been explained. The gen. sing, of

*I3[, ?T3[,

and J%H are optionally 3fRJ, ?TRJ, and 5RP5> made up by addingthe usual

3 to 5n^T, rH^j and 3JW, which again are other forms of 3fW, ?TCST> an(l

333T, with one of the consonants dropped and the preceding vowel

lengthened as a compensation, a phenomenon to be noticed in going over

the vernaculars. In the feminine these pronouns have !j^, <f|, and ^|

optionally for the gen. sing., which are derived from the Prakrit f*T%,

f^% and f%^r and the Pali (5fWH, (flWHI. andf%^flq. The base, however,

in the ApabhramSa ends in 3f and not |, or the more probable explana-

tion is that this ^ is the aspirated form of the ^ of feminine nouns. 5^H
has 3TFI for its base

; the instr. and gen. singulars, for instance, are

sntfoi and 3TPllt- This seems to be taken from the nom. sing, arsf, or

3HT by the rule of the substitution of q for a|. The neuter nom. and

ace. sing, is fg. ^ft is nom. and ace. sing. masc. of ^fqr, corresponding

to ^1, *& fern, to ^n, and by the application of 3 to these we have

the neuter ^f. If is the nom. and ace. pi. answering to^ Prakrit,

with the latter ^r shortened ;
and 9^ of 37^f which corresponds to the

form 3?g%, the 3?g being changed to 3$ by a rule before mentioned,

and afterwards to aft; and % to i; shortened to 5. In other respects all

these pronouns are declined like the corresponding nouns. The

pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons are thus declined:

1st pers. 2nd pers.

ting. pi. sing. pi.

Nom. $3 sn%i 3f*li 9t
Ace. qt ^
Instr. 3Ti%f| 'it.

Abl. JTf-JT^S

Gen.

Loo. tit

Here we have not the wilderness of forms which we observed in

the principal Prakrit. The nom. sing, of the 1st per. is 53 cor.
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responding to ^jg^j^ ,
the initial 3f and the

fj being elided and the

usual Apabhrazha 5f added. In the Prakrit 3^^'^ is represented by

3?f3f or a^f. jf is to be traced to the Sanskrit instr. J^T and

the loc. Jrfo both of which are reduced to the form of iff in the Prakrit.

Here it is extended to the ace. also. The pi. base is ajpg which has

been explained. The nom. pi. STTjjf corresponds to such a form as

3|^jj<$ nom. pi., not loc. as Lassen says, through 3&&Z; and the gen.

pi. has the Apabhraiaa termination f. The rest are old.
<jj

is a base

derived, as I said in going over the Prakrits, from <rz and is used in the

Prakrit also. qf and^ of the ace. instr. and loc. are from t=RT and

^f. The second is found in the older dialects, the first is peculiar

to this. Of the corruption of ^ to ccj I have already spoken. The

abl. and gen.^ corresponds to a form ^^j which with the Apabhraaiic
3 is fl3, the 3R being dropped. Or it may be traced to fl=T with the 3f

dissolved into 3. fjSff is a form found in the Prakrits also and explained

by me as a corruption of the dat. pcf in the Pali and Prakrits, derived

from the Skr. gs^. The dative forms, you will remember, are put
underthe gen. in the older dialects. The Sf of jfsj

is a peculiar Apabhrain^ic.

conjunct formed from s^f. The neuter of flgr is similarly 5f and gf.

The base of the plural is gPf,
the same as in the Prakrit; and the nom.

pi. Qpfe is to be traced to ^4j<$ for ^<4j<$ nom. pi. All the forms

are similar to those of the first personal pronoun.

The Present tense of the Apabhraiaa verb admits besides those of

the corresponding Prakrit or Sauraseni tense, the following forms: 1st

pers. sing. 355$, pi. ^ff ;
2nd pers. sing. $$f|, pi. cSfg;

3rd pers. sing.

?5ff, pi. 35ffi['
It appears that some of these forms have arisen from a

confusion of the Present Indicative with the Imperative. The prevail-

ing and distinguishing final of the latter is the vowel 3; and here we see

it is appended to the forms of the 1st pers. sing, and 2nd pers. pi., though
it does not occur in those forms in any of the older dialects. The g is

another characteristic of these paradigms. That of the second pers. sing.

we get from the old %, and that of the pi. exists in the Prakrit, being
derived from the Skr. J. But the 3rd pers. pi. and the 1st pers. pi. get
it simply by an extension of the analogy; or it my have been introduced

to pervent a hiatus and thus may,like those of the cases, have been simply
a spiritus lenis. The ^ of the latter, however, may be traced to ifft, aft

being shortened to 3, just as ?ff and f?5 of the declensions become $f

and fif.
Instead of the 3rd pers. pi. far we have f|, in which, though

the g is due to analogy, the characteristic | and the nasal are preserved.

You will thus see that in the declensions as well as conjugations the
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| prevails in this dialect. The Imperative second pers. sing,

ends in 5, ^[ or 3. The first two may be traced to the Prakrit

and Sanskrit (5, g being dropped as in the Vernaculars; and the

last seems to be substituted for the 3[ of one of the forms in the original

dialects by analogy; or it may be the remnant of 5 changed first to
g",

and then to 3. But a better and, I may say, the true explanation of these

forms will be given ingoing over the Vernaculars. Hemachandra does

not give any more forms for the Imperative; but Kramadisvara gives 3>

for the second person plural which must very likely be
g,

the same as

in the present, and j|
for the first pers. pi. which we have in the Present

also. In one of the verses quoted by Hemachandra occurs FT3? which

seems to correspond to (M|<-g, if the reading is correct. The truth seems

to be that the forms of the Imperative were lost, and the sense confound-

ed with that of the Present, but the distinctive forms were those of the

second pers. sing.; and in this respect there is an analogy with the Hindi

and the G-ujarati which resemble the Apabhraihsa the most. The

Future has the Prakrit and Sauraseni forms in f^
1 and |^f; but one CT

of this latter is dropped, and then the terminations of the Apabhrazhsa
Present are added. The terminations of the absolutive are f, $3f, arRk ?fsL

^5 ttf^Jj *lf^Tj <?fu4"JJ. f is the same as the Sauraseni f3f from the

Skr. if, 53 is the same, with the usual 3 added to it, or is to be traced

to the 5^ or 5?TH which is, as we have seen, confounded in tha Prakrit

with the absolutive, and the rest are various forms of the Vedic ^frf

with the Prakrit augment f or ^. This ^T is, by a rule before

mentioned, changed to four which with 3 becomes f&HJ; and by
dropping the final ^ we have fa. This, however, may be derived also

from such a form as ^ found in the Vedas. This fcf or f&J^j is

then softened to fif of fijnj, as
q^

is so softened in many cases. When
the augment | or 1$ is not prefixed, we have fif in the form of 3^
the 3T being the final vowel of the root. Some of the terminations of

the absolutive are also used to form the infinitive, on account of the

prevailing confusion between the two. In consequence of this very

confusion, recourse is had to other ways of forming the latter which

are similar to those existing in the Prakrits; but these will be noticed

hereafter.

The termination 35% of the potential participle assumes the forina

of d^ocH, ^3, and q^. The first two represent the form with the

addition of ^; and the | of $$.<*J(3
is the usual augment. The gf of

the ?f of ?f3q which remains after the consonantal portion is dropped, is

by the influence of the preceding 5 changed to q. In those points
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which are not noticed here, the Apabhraihga follows chiefly the Saura-

seni, and the principal Prakrit also to some extent. Thus in a great
measure it represents those dialects in a further stage of decay; but it

must be considered to have derived some words or forms independently
also. Thus the tf| of the second personal pronoun cannot be derived

from the Prakrit 35, nor ffcqpir of the absolutive from ?JT or 3TT,

of abstract nouns from rf% but directly from the Sanskrit ^fl,

and {3Ff. This corruption of ^ must have existed in some of the

older dialects too, since, as observed before, we have it in Aoka's

inscriptions; and the Apabhraina derived it as well as a few such

peculiarities from them.



LECTURE IV.

Phonology of the Vernaculars of Northern India>

We have now traced the gradual decay of Sanskrit from the form

in which it is presented to ns in the oldest literary records to that

which it assumed in the ApabhramSa dialect. We have seen how words

lost some of their vocal elements on account of the natural tendency of

men to economize effort, as well as in consequence of the fact that

the vocal organs of the people, who through historical accidents had to

speak that language though it was not theirs, were untrained to utter

the sounds of that language, and that they imported into it some sounds

to which they themselves were previously accustomed. We have also

observed the effects of the operation of the law of analogy in simplify-

ing the grammar of the language an operation, the range of which,
in consequence of the ignorance of those same foreigners, was very
extensive. The declensions and conjugations gradually lost their vari-

ety and became reduced to one or two types by the generalization of

the rules originally applicable only to the nouns and verbs frequently
used in ordinary intercourse. At the same time the terminations

themselves of some of the cases, tenses, and moods came through num-
berless analogies to have the same or similar forms, and their vocal

body gradually became attenuated and in some instances they were

altogether dropped. Thus these processes of simplification were carried

on much further than was consistent with intelligibility in ordinary
intercourse. Hence the necessity arose of inventing new modes of

expression for those relations which came to be imperfectly expressed
or ceased to be expressed in the old way. As observed in the last lecture

such new expressions are to be met with in the Apabhraihga dialect.

If the Pr&krits and the Apabhrazhga which we have examined really

represent the speech of the Indian people at certain periods of their

past history, we should expect to find a relation of continuity between

them and the prevailing speech of modern times. The words and gram-
matical forms in the modern vernaculars should either be the same as

those existing in those dialects, or should be easily deduciblefrom them

by laws which we have observed to be in operation; and if in the Apa-
bhraxuga the grammatical forms came to be in a condition in which

reconstruction was necessary, and if accordingly it was begun, we
should find it carried on much further in the vernaculars and on prin-

ciples used in the ApabhrainSa and the older dialects and out of ma-

terials existing in them. We will therefore proceed now to the exami-

nation of the vernaculars with a view to trace this:continuity.
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The varieties of speech prevailing in*Northern India at the present

day are almost innumerable. If even a few peculiarities were to be

regarded as giving individuality to a language, the number of dialects

spoken in this part of the country would exceed even the proverbial

fifty-six. But they may be divided into classes on the principle of

resemblance ;
and generally the dialects spoken in the adjoining pro-

vinces are so alike each other that they may be regarded as constituting

one class or even one language. Thus we have nine principal lan-

guages; and starting from ourselves, and going northwards, first on the

western side of the country and then turning to the east and south-east,

I may state them as the Marathi, the Gujarati, the Sindhi, includ-

ing the Kachchhi, the Panjabi, the Kagmiri, the Hindi, the Nepali, the

Bangali, and the Oriya. Of these the Kasmiri and the Nepali have

not yet been studied, and no grammars or books are available. Hence

my observations will not extend to them. Each of these has its

dialects; but those of some, such as the Gujarati and the Sindhi, differ

from the main language in unimportant particulars. The same is the

case with the Marathi, except in some corners of the Maratha country.

But in these there are five dialects differing in a great many important

particulars from the main Marathi. Thus, the Goanese prevails in

Goa ;
the Malvarii, my own native tongue, and the Savantvadi, both of

which, notwithstanding some minor differences, may be considered as

one, are spoken in the Malvan, Vingorla, and Savantv&di districts.

The Chitpavni is used only by the caste of Chitpavan Brahmans

in the district about Ratnagiri; the Salsetti is spoken by the original

inhabitants of that island and of Bombay; and the KhSndeSi, which is

a mixture of Marathi and Gujarati, and contains to an appreciable

degree a barbarous element, probably from a Bheel source, prevails in

Khandega.

The Hindi has a great many dialects. Two at least may be dis-

tinguished among the variety of speech prevalent in Rajputana, the

Mewari spoken in Mewar and the adjoining districts, and the Marwari

which prevails in Marwar, Jesselmere, and the other provinces. These,

as may be inferred from their geographical position, are midway be-

tween the Gujarati and the Hindi dialects of the North, displaying

some of the peculiar characteristics of both. Further north, we have

the Braj prevailing in the country about Mathura; and to the east the

Kanojl. There is not much difference between these. The language

of the history of 84 Vaishnavas and other books of the Vallabha-

charyan sects, which is ordinarily supposed to be the Braj, has gram-
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matical forms identical with those mentioned by a recent grammarian
as peculiar to the Kanoji. There is a good deal of confusion as regards
this matter, the characteristics of one being found in the printed books

together with those belonging to another. Then further north, we have

the Garhawali and the Kumaoni spoken in the provinces of Garhawal

and Kumaon. To the east, we have the Avadhi or the dialect of the pro-
vince of Avadha or Ayodhya, and to the. south of this again is the Rewfii

spoken in the State of E/ewa. Further to the east is the Bhojpuri, and

kindred dialects prevailing in Bihar and the adjacent districts on the

confines of Bengal. The old literature of the Hindi is prin-

cipally written in two dialects, the Braj, and what is called the Purbi.

Suradasa's works, Beharilal's Satasai, and others are written in the

former; and to these I may add the Vallabha works'I have already men-

tioned. The Kamayana and Tulasidasa's other works are written in the

latter. The chief distinction between the idioms of Suradasa and Tulasi-

dasa appears to me to be, that the latter uses a great many grammatical
forms which are old, and from which those used by the former are de-

rived. In this respect Purbi might be considered to be a very old form

of the Braj. But there are a few other distinctions, though it is ques-
tionable whether they are enough to justify the Purbi being considered

an independent dialect. The language of Kabira's Ramaini and Sakhis

presents a few peculiarities found in neither of the above. But the

characteristics of Suradasa and Tulasidasa are also to be found in it; so

that if we leave out of consideration the other works of Kabira, in which

there is probably another variety of speech, the dialect used by these

Hindi poets may be considered to be the same. This has come to be re-

garded as the poetic dialect, and most of the other Hindi poets have

written in it. Its modern representative is the Braj, in which the com-

mentaries on Tulasidasa's, Kabira's and Beharilal's works, and on the

tenth book of the Bhagavata that I have seen, are written. This then

is the Hindi literary dialect. The language, however, which is used as

the medium of instruction in the G-overnmment schools in the North-

Western Provinces, and in which the books published by the Educa-

tional Department are written, isnow regarded as the Standard Hindi

and its grammatical structure is identical with that of the Urdu spoken

by the Mussalmans. This is rather the dialect in which the Hindus

of the different provinces in Northern India communicate with each

other, than that which they speak in their own provinces. The Panjab!

has also several dialects; but little is known about them. Oriyi resembles

the Bangali in so many respects that one of them may be considered

a dialect of the other. The similarity between the Hindi and the
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Panj&bi is also very great. I will now give short specimens of these

dialects.

I. Marathl :

^t srntff T5* <HTTtr ure^ 3Trt*TnNHr %^t ^
*njr-

^tft %^ta ^rtnr fr sr^rr ^rft ?nfr^fr

;3fff

( From an old Bokhara or Chronicle of S'ivajL )

Some counsellors supplicated the lady-mother in an humble attitude

saying : 'If you will burn yourself by fire, the kingdom which has

been acquired goes to ruin this very day; and it will happen that the

king will not bear life;.the name of S'ahaji Maharaj and S'ivaji Maha-

raj will not remain in the world. Therefore, your ladyship, looking

to all these things, should make the king sit in your lap (protect him),

and, not resorting to fire, render your mind firm, and live. If you do

this (burn yourself), it will plainly appear to all the world that you de-

stroyed the race of the Maharaj.' Thus they prevailed on her to live.

2. Gujarat! :

r

( From Mr. M.ansuJchardmd's Nala-Damayanti. )

Damayanti felt greatly astonished and was in doubt whether it was

a reality or a dream. While moving on, engaged in various such

thoughts, she saw an ASoka tree. Going there she said; "0 lovely

ASoka, having regard to the greatness of thy name, destroy my S'oJca

(sorrow) and deserve that name." But who would answer ?

3. SindhS:

ftfttt MIM^III ft i wi|^^ 4tt7$ii f^
fa* stfW i

(From the story of Rdi Didcha in Major Stack's Grammar.)
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There was a Patiaha ( king ) of the name of Rai Diacha. His

sister begged of a Fakir: "Sire, give me a son." The Fakir said

to her : "A son will be ( born ) to thee, but he will cut off the head of

Kai Diacha." She said, "Accursed be (lit. fall into a wilderness) the

son who should cut off my brother's head." But the Fakir's word

cannot prove vain. In a few days the woman gave birth to a son.

4. Panjabi:

(From ^e JanamasakhL)

Then again Babe Nanakaji said: "0 Pandit, hear. Is the religious

holiness of Brahmans and Kshatriyas preserved by the sacred thread

or by good deeds ? Hear, O Pandit, if one who is invested with the

sacred thread does wicked deeds, does he remain a Brahman or Ksha-

triya or become a Chandala ?" When Sri Guru Babeji spoke thus, all

the people that were sitting there were astonished. Then they began
to exclaim: "0 God, he is still but a child, and how wonderfully
he speaks !"

5. Hindi:

(Premasdgara, chap. 38.)

Having said so much, he made many attempts to throw out his

(Krishna's) hand, but none was of any use. At last, he was suffocated

and his belly burst out. Then he fell down, and blood flowed from his

body in torrents. At that time the cowherd boys came one after

another and began to see; and Sri Krishna went forward and stood in

the shade of a Kadamba tree in the forest.

6. Braj:

nra wfta
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* *?*f *R

(From the Story of the Manifestation of Govardhanandthji.)

When all the inhabitants of Vraja heard that Devadamana -was

greatly fond of cows, they all joined and resolved that all who had

cows should each present one or two. And the inhabitants of Vraja

joined and caused each of the twenty-fonr villages about the mountain

(Govardhana) to present one or two cows each. And it was resolved

that in the twenty villages he whose cow should first calve should

present the calf to Devadamana. In this way thousands of cows were

presented to the Prosperous One. Then he used the milk, curds, butter

and whey of the cows in his home.

7. Bangali:

(From Peary Ghana's Aldler gharer duldla a Kulina Marriage.)

Will you hear then ? That year at the time when I was suffering

from intermittent fever, remained lying in bed day and night, and

had no strength to rise and stand, my lord ( husband ) came. I had

not seen what sort of a man my husband was since I ceased to be an

infant. Nothing is more valuable to a woman than her husband. I

had thought that my suffering would become alleviated, if he sat by

my side for a few minutes ( lit. two dandas ) and spoke with me. Dear

sister, you will not believe me when I say that, as soon as he stood by

my side, he said, "It is sixteen years since I married you and went away.
You are one of my wives. I come to you, being in need of money, and

will go back soon. I spoke to your father; but he put me off. Do pull
out the ornament in your arm ( round the wrist ), and give it to me."

g. Oriyi ;
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ST TT? ;TT

( Fables published by the Calcutta School Book Society. )

A certain gnat sitting on a horn of an ox, and with pride thinking

itself heavy, said, "0 ox, if in consequence of my sitting, you feel

heavily weighted, tell me, and I will fly away to anther spot."

Hearing these words the ox said, "0 gnat I had not even the slightest

idea that you were sitting on me."

In these extracts there are a great many words which on examina-

tion will be found to be derived from Sanskrit through the Prakrits
;

in other words, the vernacular forms will be found to be the same as,

or further developments of, the Prakrit forms.

Thus we have in No. 1:

f%ft, Pr. ^1%3T r f%^3T, Skr. f%^ with the termination
fif;

changed to f3f.

qi of mffi, Pr. 3T3T or 3T*I in 3T3t nom. sing., Skr. 3T*R-

<T*TT, Pr. CRrc, Skr. S^TC in siHTRT-

% of ifc^t, from Pr. ^3f or ^j?f, Skr. f^f, 55 being a termination

often used in the Prakrits.

%, Pr. 3T3T or spy, Skr. 3J^, ^ being a suffix used in the Prakrits

generally, and sometimes in Sanskrit also.

gsft, Apabhr. g*lt, Pr. ^p% or *!$, Skr. such a form as j|SR%, by
analogy, for ^g^,

3TT3T, Pr. 3T3T, Skr. afq.

5TT of 3flRf, Pr. 5TT, Skr. 1Q.

^fff, Pr. %f|, Skr. %fvf:.

%^ of ^fRf, Pr. aicf, Skr. ^R in

5T, Apabhr. i^, Pr. ijtfaft, Skr.

^ of SI3% Pr. q^, Skr. qz in

^, Pr. STTT, Skr.

3TJT, Pr.
'3TJT,

Skr.

^t of fft, Pr. ft, Skr. *T? in

^T, Pr. ^ft, Skr. Jjqft .

^ of ^f, Pr. (^ as in f^"Ji, Skr. ^rf.

^T or arirenT, Pr. &5&ji, Skr. 3?^. The ^ of Sanskrit, Prakrit,

Hindi &c., is in Marathi changed to IT.

^ of Ij^T and ^ff, Pr. ^f as in ^JT, Skri. as in

T, Pr. and Skr. same.
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of SR^T, Pr. sfvt as in sfft$, Skr.

Pr. ^f ,
Skr. 2CT.

it of Jrf^n, Pr. JT3T or JPT, Skr. TRT-

,
Pr. gw, Skr. g^, ^5 being a Prakrit suffix.

, Apabhr. 3Tftf, Pr. ?fts, Skr.

T of f^f Pr. T in fcf Skr.

In No. 2;

l, Apabhr. 33, Pr. ?ra, Skr.

^pf, Pr. ^nr, Skr. c5H.

3?%, Pr. j%?, Skr. 3F*T.

7?, Pr. q?-, Skr. q^ in qa^.
^ from such Pr. and Skr. forms as ^, 3f, rfJI or rpf &c.

%, Pr. ^?f or 3J3T, Skr. ^^J for the crude foljth^.

l, Apabhr. tf^j, Pr. ^gsf, Skr. H<^**i-

sing, of q^T, Apabhr. qg or ^53 and aiffltj
Pr. 5%ft, Skr.

as in No. 1.

Pr. ^3, Skr. g^5.

t, Apabhr. ftp, Pr. ft^, Skr.

t, Pr. ?Tft, Skr. 3T%%
from Pr. 3TigT3ff, or Skr.

^jf, Pr. ?%, Skr. SR*I as in

^, Pr. 3Tjx^[, Skr. aTf^fr.

HIT of ?nrr, Apabhr. 351* for i^^TIT, 3f being the Skr.

and

ifW, Pr. !fW, Skr. SfW.

^^, Pr. ^^, Skr. TO.

ITFC of qm, Apabhr. iffit for R^aTR, iff being the Pr. of Skr.

RWH and STTC for ^^.

*H, Pr. n, Skr. ^f.

qoT, Pr. joft, Skr. 3^:.

Pr. ^3^1, Skr. ^t <J!f:.

Pr. Sfcq, Skr. S^f.

In No. 3:

HI of sn%, Pr. and Skr. ^nr, ^ being sumx.

f(, Apabhr. f3T3, Pr. garafi, Skr.

?l^ of ai^, Pr. ^r, Skr.

5jg, Pr. lfjft,
Skr.

fnj, Pr. uft, Skr.
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Skr.

ijof 13^, Apabhr. iff,
Pr. iff, Skr.

55, Pr. 5rft, Skr. g^T

ft of <fr&, Apabhr. <T3, Pr. gf, Skr.

%, Pr. 5f, Skr. ^T.

TT?, Pr. ?J3HFHT3TT, Skr.

fcK of fas, Pr. fat, Skr.

SIS, Pr.
cf|,

Skr. spj.

, Pr. sn^aft, Skr.

T, from Pr. ^ for Skr.

, Pr. f^3T, Skr.

Pr. ^t, Skr. ^:.

Pr. ap^, Skr.

> Pr. lHf3n> Skr.

, ^ from Pr.

, Apabhr.

Skr. ^faj, and ?; or s, a suffix.

S being a termination often used, Pr.

T, Pr. 1M, Skr. 5R of

In No. 4f.

Pr. ?fj^, Skr.

,
as in No. 2.

Pr. ^, Skr.

1, Pr. or as in guif,
Skr.

Pr. STJoftaftaT, Skr. *

from aro, Pr. and Skr.

, Apabhr. V{$3, Pr.

, Pr. it or ^n?, Skr. % or

^ in <fl%, Pr. qiar, Skr. 5

, Pr. 3Tcn;, Skr. 3TTC.

C, as in Nos. 1 and 2.

of fc[t, as in No. 1.

, Pr. 5Tf|, Skr. ?ri^.
, Apabhr. tjf ,

Pr ^5T, Skr.

of f^r^, Pr frftW, Skr.

T, Pr. 7^3^, Skr.

, pkcral from Pr.

I, Pr. tf**, Skr ^f

Pr JT3T3ft, Skr.

Pr. &J1, Skr. 5

of TSli, Pr.

as n

,
Skr.

as n

*. e. *R with suffix ^.

. e.

suffix ^.
with suffix

Skr.

*. e. with

Skr.
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of ST, Apabhr. ^, Pr. ^^, Skr.

,
Pr. 5pT, Skr. ^rT.

In No. 5 :

of |rRT, Pr. ff%3T, Skr.^ with |^J .

, as in Nos. 2 and 4.

,

Pr^f^,
Skr. f^f.

of ftq, Pr. i%3T, Skr. fft.

,
Pr. fo Skr. ^.

T, as in No. 1.

f, Pr. Skr. same.

of 3TRT, Pr. snaTST, Skr.

I of nn, Pr. JT3T, Skr. JTrT-

as in No. 2.

of ^nj, Pr. ??n3T, Skr. ?^R.

|,
Pr. ^ift^T, Skr.

,
Pr. Skr. same.

r, Pr. ?f^T, Skr.

5, Pr. jftaTTcJ or jffal35, Skr.

^T^, Pr- Skr. same.

^, Pr. ^^, Skr. s^r or pr.

55IT of $ifr, as ^pr in No. 2 and ssnj in No. 4.

sft, Pr. ^3T, Skr. ^f.

3JPT of an^, Pr. 3FT, Skr. aro.

!5JT as in No. 1.

gjf,
Pr. 3I3TT, Skr. gji?n.

3T of 9, as ft in No. 3.

In No. 6:

, Pr. ***, Skr. ^.
of s3t, Pr. SOT, Skr.

spir.

or JTTf, Pr. Jir^t, Skr. JTR as in JTRH &c.

5 of f^%, Pr. Skr. same.

as in No. 5.

, Pr. 3Taft, Skr. q^: i. e. q with the suffix ^ or 3f

of ft?? or ftf , as in No. 1.

,
Pr. ^t or ^f^(, Skr. W or *PR: *. e. ^r with ?R or

or
^tf

, Pr. 5t or ^, Skr. | or |t-

as in Nos. 1, 2 and 4.

,
Skr.
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,
Pr. ^ten. Skr.

,
Skr. qR-

as in No. 4.

,
Pr. <n% Skr. <THR, by analogy, for

,
Pr. <m Skr. qpf .

, Apabhr. T&, Pr. ^T, Skr.

* of Sfft, Pr. fo
Pr. 4teCT, Skr.

of 4\&q\, Pr. ^?P, Skr.

as in Nos. 2 and 5.

f as in No. 1.

* of q|, Pr. ^T, Skr.

,
Pr. 5C, Skr. 5^.

,
pr . sfe, Skr. ^.
f, Pr. IHF3% Skr.

IT5 of H3T, Pr. i?^, Skr.

^, Pr. *rc, Skr. 5-

In No. 7.

g^ of |J5% or gfjft, as 501 and f in Nos. 4 and 6

:,
Pr. 3f^, Skr. grn:.

, Apabhr. 3?^, Pr. 3^, Skr. such a form as a*TO c

for gpJU-

,
Pr. q^I^f ,

Skr. qqpj.

of qt or qi^T, as in No. 2.

of 3$qT, Pr. 3$, Skr. 3^.
in f^5, ^3 &c., Pr. 3T1^3f, Skr. f^.

Pr. ^t, Skr. ^:

of anf^n> Pr 3^FT^ or SfTSFB, Skr.

of 5^1 or ^t^, as in No. I, 4 and 6.

of ^% as in No. 5.

,
Pr. ant, Skr. qft.

,
Pr- R, Skr. q^f:.

,
Pr. ^t, Skr. |.

of ^I^d, Pr. 'fi'EST, Skr.

of ^, Pr. 3^T, Skr.

,
as in Nos. 2, 4, and 5.

or 3jfa Pr. %, Skr. f.

,
Pr. rTPJI, Skr. ^JTIH, by analogy

qt55, Pr. ^faf, Skr.

17
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of <fcn%> Apabhr. g*ff ,
Pr. <p5fOT, Skr.

rj<sjntfr, by analogy,
for iysin^.^ as in Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6.

it or PT of |j
l

iq|ft9 as in Nos. 1 and 5.

3Tf of 3TR, as in Nos. 1 and 5.

SPT, Pr. ^, Skr. f^f.

3t as in Nos. 2, 5, and 6.

|^ as ^ in No. 1.

In No. 8.

,
Pr. JTCT3T, Skr. iffi^.

of sj%, as in No. 7.

,
Pr. 3T3?OT, Skr. aft^R as in 3TTc*HT &c.

of fRf, Pr. 3?T, Skr. foj as in fsqfo.

as in Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 6.

, Apabhr. wt%$, Pr. 371%, Skr. such a form as 3f^T% or 3f^r,

for SRTfli, as in No.7.

as 3*^ in No. 1.

?3|7T as in No. 2, and as ^TJT and 35JT in Nos. 4 and 5.

3S of ^ Pr- 3f ,
Skr. 5f as in 3f^.

3H as in Nos. 1, 5, and 7.

got as in Nos. 4, 6, and 7.

5, as ^ in No. 4.

TI^T of qj$, as TR in No. 4.

T as in No. 1.

% Apabhr. f^f ,
Pr. qf ,

Skr. qq, as 55 in No. 4, and Sff in No 6.

Yon will find that in the Marat hi passage there are about 58

different words of which 26 or a few less than a half are derived from

the Sanskrit through the Prakrits; in the Gujarati there are 42 out of

which 23 or a few more than a half are of the latter description; in the

Sindhi the proportion is 38 to 21 or somewhat greater than a half; in

the Panjabi 44 to 23 or a half; in the High Hindi 48 to 23 or a little

less than a half; in the Braj 45 to 29, i. e., about two-thirds; in the

Bangali 71 to 27, i. e., about two-fifths; and in the Oriy& 32 to 15 or a

little less than a half. I have not taken into consideration other words

which do come to us undoubtedly through the Prakrits, but the etymo-

logy of which is not so obvious. These would increase the proportion
and bring it to more than one-half in most of the cases. In this list

there are three or four words such as Jfnf and ^f which may be called

old Tatsama, since they exist unchanged in the Prakrits, and the rest

may be called old Tadbhavas. Now in these passages you will also
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have seen a large number of words such as STWTT, 3)filMe(5T,

WT^, JHTfr, !f& [Sftf, SfSW, j^T, f^rof^, 5J|f, ^1R &c., which, are exactly

the same as in Sanskrit. They could not have existed in those forms

in the Prakrits, and hence it is clear that they were introduced long
after the Prakrit period; and the tendency now-a-days in our languages
is to introduce more of such words. These may be called modern Tat-

samas. But some of these have undergone a corruption since they
were adopted. Thus tf&f is pronounced as ^RTf; vnr, '3%rj; 1%&r3, ^rrtl;

^>ni %"H^1 ;
and ^T, ^Tf or ^TI; while the Prakrit corruptions of these

are ^ffj. VJWT ^^3T, ^S(, and f%^T. Such words therefore are modern
Tadbhavas. At the end of my observations on the Prakrits in the last

lecture I gave a list of vocables existing in those dialects which are

called Desyas by native grammarians, and showed that several of them
existed in our vernaculars also. We observe from the above passages,
which contain such words as gc^t, 441^4, and mfrttll^, that there are in

the modern dialects words of an Arabic or Persian origin also. Thus
we may distinguish these elements in the vocabulary of the vernaculars

of Northern India:!. Old Tadbhava, 2. Old Tatsama, 3. Modern

Tadbhava, 4. Modern Tatsama, 5. DeSya, 6. Arabic, and 7. Persian.

In its nature the old Tatsama element is but a small quantity and the

main skeleton of our languages is made up of the old Tadbhava. It

forms the principal constituent of the speech of the middle classes.

The higher classes, however, use the Modern Tatsama and Tadbhava

element to a much larger extent; and the language spoken by learned

men is heavily loaded with pure Sanskrit words. This element has

succeeded in driving out a very appreciable portion of the first in some

of the languages. The Bangali contains the largest number of pure
Sanskrit words, and hence one who knows Sanskrit can master the

language in but a few weeks. The old Tadbhava element is reduced

to the smallest minimum in what is called the tddhnbhdihd or the

speech of the educated. According to the extent of the modern Tat-

sama or Tadbhava element, the other languages may be arranged in

the following order:-0riya, Marathi, Hindi, Grujarati, Panj&bi, Sindhi.

It must, however, be remarked that 'the modern Tatsamas appear in a

pure or correct Sanskrit form only in the written language. The Ben-

galis in actually pronouncing these words corrupt them in a manner
which renders them unrecognizable as Sanskrit words; and often in

the same way as the old Prakrit speakers did. Thus 3TRTT is pronounced

STrTT, f^T fWT,^ *Tf3p3, &c - Tne same is the case more or less with

the speakers of the other languages, so that the pure Sanskrit words
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that we meet with in the written modern vernaculars may be consider-

ed modern Tadbhavas and in rare cases Prakrit Tadbhavas. The

educated classes, however, in Maharashtra and Gujarat and to a certain

extent in the Hindi provinces pronounce the Sanskrit words correctly.

The Sindhi however contains but a few pure Sanskrit words; hence it

is rich in the old Tadbhava element, while it draws largely upon tha

Persian and Arabic. This foreign element is used in our dialects,

principally in political matters. Persian and Arabic words are also

used in the concerns of ordinary life, but their number is limited. The

higher classes and learned men very rarely use them; while that ele-

ment enters largely into the speech of the Mahomedaiis in the different

provinces and of the Parsis. And the Mahomedans in the Hindi area

use such a large number of these words that their language is by some

considered an independent dialect and called Urdu, but it differs from

the High Hindi in nothing further than in the use of these foreign

words.

But though the vocabulary of our languages is thus composite the

grammar is in every way the same that they have inherited from the

Prakrits. Here there is no mixture of different elements. A good

many of the forms now in use have been constructed since the Prakrit

period; but, as I hope to show yoii, they are simply combinations or

adaptations of existing Prakrit forms. Thus we will divide our exa-

mination of the vernaculars into three branches. In the first we will

trace out the Sanskrit words which were transformed in the Pali and

the Prakrits in the various ways we have noticed, and discover the

operation of the same or other laws in their further transformation, if

they have undergone any, as also in the transformation of other words

which remained unchanged in the Prakrits or were imported from

Sanskrit at a later period. In the second we will trace out the Pra-

krit or Apabhimiisa grammatical forms, and in the third, examine the

new or reconstructed forms and find out the principles upon which

they have been made up.

The phonetic changes which the words of a living language under-

go involve, as a general rule, economy of exertion in its widest sense;

but there are some which do not, or which require increased effort.

Economy may sometimes be effected in more ways than one. For

instance, the assimilation of vowels to consonants may be effected by

changing 3f to sft and thence to 5, or to ^ and f . Some people have
a predilection for the former, others for the latter. Again, one mode of

change may be economical to some, and another opposed to it to others.
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Thus the assimilation involved in the less open vowels f and 3 is of

importance to some, but of little consequence to others; and they prefer

the economy arising from the change of these vowels to 3f, since this

does not require any movement of the tongue or the lips. Here then

we have two kinds of peculiarities. Again, if an ordinary change has

a very comprehensive range or is almost universal in a language, and

if other ordinary changes do not keep pace with it, and are to be found

only in a limited number of instances, that ordinary change must be

considered to be due to a peculiar vocal habit or incapacity. The assi-

milation of coujuncts and of the diphthongs in the Pali and the Pra-

krits, and the elision of uninitial consonants in the latter, are changes
of this nature. And finally, there is all the greater reason for attribut-

ing changes that involve no economy or necessitate greater exertion,

stich as the change of dentals to cerebrals or of sonants to sards, to

vocal peculiainties. These several kinds of peculiarities give distinct

individualities, so far as the external forms of words are concerned, to

languages derived from one and the same primitive language. Thus

then, some phonetic changes are special or peculiar, and others ordi-

nary. We will now take up in order the instances observable in the

Pali and the Prakrits of these two kinds of changes and trace them in

the vernaculars, and also endeavour to find out whether these dialects

have preserved any of the Pali and Prakrit peculiarities or developed
new ones.

And first as regards vowels. The following are some of the in-

stances in which Sanskrit =5 is changed to 3f, $, or 3 in the Prakrits

with the vernacular forms of the words:

1. Skr. f^T: skin, Pr. ^m, M. ^pf in

Skr. j&: rubbed away, slender, Pr. gff, G. and H. qz as a

verbal base in gse and 5fZ.fr.

Skr. Jj| soft, Pr. ITS;, M. and G. jfs;.

Skr. ^*T: bull, Pr. ^=ffr, H.^
Skr. f^Jj: proper name, Pr. S^t, M. Or. H. 3RT?j or 3l*-g|.

Skr. fjom straw, Pr. ?pjf, M. flir

f

2. Skr. fflff pity, Pr. fen, M. fe
Skr. S5TO heart, Pr. ff^, H. B. O. fa or f^n, old M.

ffi, Mod. M. fcan, S. (|3Ti, f^ri, G. 53^, P. fotf.

. Skr. win* sweet, Pr. ftf, P. ftp, H. tffer, B. O. ffo, G. iflf,
S. fjtft
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"^Z'- seen, Pr. R5t, G. ^f^f, S. ^Sf.

QV .

'

'JT&' sight, Pr.
f^j^t,

M. H. ^HS or ^f|[.

) ^f f f?^ is seen, Pr. f^^Tf, M. f^f in (^Tifr, P.

in fCTpTTj S. flH in is^^i, O. fi^r i

Ski-.
|JTR5: jackal, Pr. faaTTST, G. B. fans, H.

Skr. fjun pity, disgust, Pr. f^Jir> H. f?fa, P. f^or.

Skr. pi^ horn, Pr. ftjf, M. B. 0. fifa, G. H. *RT, P. f^T, S.

Skr. ffft: husbandry, Pr. f%tft, H. P. f%tf in f%*TR and

Skr. rj*T thirst, Pr. fifcn, P. ftfT, S. 5.

Skr. W- a vulture, Pr. ftsj, P. ptg[, M. G. H. jffa, M. p^ or

(SfalS; also, B. ^T{^, ^ ^nd ^ being the same termination, S. f?t?T

Skr. *g$: death, Pr. fa^, H. ^g.
Skr.

|rTH ghee, Pr. r%3t, O. f^T, G. H. P. B. tf, S.
frff

.

Skr. fj[^n%: name of a deity, Pr. Rf?o?Tt H. j^.
Skr. 4J|fi^4i, mother's house, Pr. JH^IT, or Jn^ft M. qfo, G.

or Jfd?IT.

Skr. f5H father's house, Pr. fqy^, or ^^ H. ^, G.

V.

3. Skr. ^53 to ask, Pr. 5^3?, P. 5^ in

H. G. 'p in <p;fT-f, M. 5^ in

Skr.
|g: rained, Pr. ffr, P. f^T, S. pt, G. f3 in

Skr.
flfl|^ rain,

Pr. <fl3HI, M. TT5Wi H. TT^T
Skr. ^v5 straight, Pr. 375J,, M. ^jj.

Skr. fajqj: father, Pr. ^aft, S. P. fq3.*

Skr. HIl^^^T mother's sister, Pr. ^fasTI, H.

The others have JTRfT, probably by dropping 5.

Skr. jj^ : a bee, Pr. $^t, M. qj[[

The word "3^ has ?r^ in the Prakrits according to the gram-

marians, but fpfr also must have existed
;

so also
*Jvjf

has f^t
Some of the above words have two forms in the Prakrits, but since one

of them does not occur in any of the vernaculars, it has been

omitted. There are other words having two or even three Pra-

* Mr. Beanies considers the 5 of the S. FT3, >Tf3, &c., to be the noni. sing.

termination and not a transformation of the Sanskrit ^. But he is evidently

wrong, since this 3 appears in the oblique cases also, asTT^^f, *T(<J v
fllj &c.;

while the noni. sing. 3 does not, as in ^-jft, yen. sing, of *^
" a country.

" The

words have3 even in thowe languages, such as the P. and M., which have discarded

the noni. sing. 3 and it appears even in the feminine word 1W which cannot take

the masculine termination 3.
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krit forms, one of which occiirs in one of the vernaculars, and the

other or others in another. Thus :

4. Skr.

Skr.

Skr.

Skr.

Skr.

Skr.

straw.

one,

Pali ft% H.
Pr. rM, M. <

n
P. n

Skr. ij^: dead,

old,

Pr.

Pr.

Pr.

or f%3JtG.
IT

,
S.

H.
,
P.

in $c*T, B.

T, G. S.

or

0.

back, Pr.

or

M. % f

or% in

3?t, H.

,
M. ^ for q^f in ifa\.

t, G.
f|r,

S. f& H. P. i|T, 0. 1ST
T. ^
B. CT.

,
S. qt, H. P. ^r, B. O. re,

M. c?z'aZ. s^f in the sense of

"large," G.^, M. G. S. ^ in

<d(fe<& and g^t, meaning "elder."

%, M. qis, G. qt3, as in qf| a car-

buncle.

P̂ . G. H. ^5, 0. ft* B. fqj
or H?.

S> G. j3, S. gfr.

earth,

mother, Pr.

origan,
, G. B. 0.

J. H. P.

or

S.

,
G. S. P. H. in? or

0. B. in and
KH.
con-

tracted to i$f, meaning 'a woman'

generally.

ITT33TT, S. P . H. JTT3 or JfT^.

M. qpf and G. P. H. B. O. in are

from Pr. l?T3TT> Skr. JnrTT-

G. S.P. H.B. o. TO r *nt-

\,
M. S. P. Vfl3 or

Skr. 'SIF!
aF: brother, Pr.

As the Pali and the Prakrit alphabet, on account of these changes,

has no
sfj,

so do the vernacular alphabets not possess it. Sanskrit

words containing the vowel have, however, been recently imported into

the languages; but since even in those words, it is not correctly pro-

nounced except by a few learned men, it cannot be said really to exist

in vernacular speech, notwithstanding the use of those words. The
usual modern pronunciation of the vowel is ^, ft, 55, or 3^5.

B.
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Another characteristic change we noticed in the Prakrits is the

softening of 5 and 3 to | and aft before double consonants. A good

many words so changed have descended to the vernaculars. Thus:

5. Skr. %?5T: red lead, Pr. fo^t or $?^t, M. ^, H. $$*:, G. B.

Skr. firff: a kind of tree, Pr. %"tor fonj^, M.

Skr. ftfaf: a ball, a bundle, Pr. fqrft or 'fast, M. ^T-^ft, H. P.

Gr- ft^t, S. fq^t or ft^.

Skr. a^nn a volume, Pr. <fa*jaft, H. P. q>n and <M> M. G.

,
S.% and <Mt, 0. q>ft, B. s*ft or g<ft .

Skr. 55^: a mallet, Pr. 4|U|<i, M. H. jftjKi, G. iftJTT, S. gfrft, B.

Skr. <i^H value, Pr. if!^, H. M. ifas, 0. ^5, G. ^5.

Skr. 5^n a kind of grass, Pr. 4fan, M. ij^IT in *l|JK4?l*n> H. P.

S. G. if^, O. gw-

^kr. g^R: free, Pr. 3&tl, M. P. ifa? in ^l^o&|, G. qfai in ^t^?i

S. ift^y, 0. yf.o6|.

Skr. ^T: a side of the belly or abdomen, Pr. ^tlfceft. H. qfa, P.

f^I or ^, G. f^, S. ffe, M. ftf, from Pr. f^^T.

Skr. 1553:
a bunch, Pr. JJVl, B. 5^%, 3^, or jf^ft, O.

M. ^T, H. P. Jjsgi, G. 5^T, S. fjft ( by transposition ) or JJfor.

Skr. fBH white leprosy, Pr. ^, M. ^RT, H. G. ^R, S.

B. ?t3, $5 or $c, O. ^5 or ^t.

Skr. ^qT: elbow, Pr. ^qft, M. ?pfqTi Cr.

Skr. $g*<5[ the trunk of an elephant, Pr. ^f^Ti M. flt? ,
P. ^ff ,

H.

*fc OP 45, G.^fe S.^J5. B. O. sfr, 0. *ifr P

Skr. go^ mouth, Pr. ?fct, M. ^.
Skr. fJ^JJ. a puddle, Pr. ^p^, M. ^fe, G. $^t, f^.

Skr. 5?>f foolish, Pr. ^ or lTt"T, H. P. ^, S. ^, ^fnt, M.

Skr. g?5 a pot-belly, Pr. flfa> H. P. ^R, M. ^, G. ^
The G. aJH^a 'to pronounce' from Skr. and Pr.

[a 'to transgress
1 from Skr. Pr. 3&$, &

3fcR<f,
M. sjfa

to vomit ' from Pr. 3^JK, Skr. 3^, are also later instances of

the operation of the same law.

The change of y to t^ is according to the grammarians optional in

the Prakrits and that of 3 to aft necessary. But in both cases we find
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two forms in the vernaculars. Still the prevailing forms in the latter

are those in aft, while those in 5 are rare and mostly to be found in the

Bangali and Oriya, which languages, and more especially the first, have

a predilection for 3T, in which case it is possible they may have changed
the Prakrit aft to 3. In the Pali and Prakrits the ^ and aft in these

cases are short; but the vernaculars having dropped one of the follow-

ing double consonants have, according to a general rule to be noticed

hereafter, lengthened the vowels. When instead of a double consonant,

there is a conjunct of a nasal and a mute as in ^T^T and rff1^ the nasal

consonant is reduced to a simple anusvara or nasal sound so as to give

to the conjunct the character of a simple consonant, and the ^ or 3ft is

pronounced long as in
^f^[

and <ffe. In this manner, though the Prakrit

short ^ and aff are, in the instances in which we possess an evidence of

their existence, lengthened, I think in some of the vernaculars at least

we have these vowels. For in a good many instances in Marathi and

Gujarati JJ and aft are pronounced short. There is a rule which in

Marathi is almost universal, and in Gujarati often observable, in virtue

of which the accent or the whole weight of the sound of a word falls on

the final aft or ^ of nouns in the former and the final aft or ;$ in the

latter; and the preceding vowels are rendered short while in the origi-

nal Sanskrit and in Hindi they are long. Thus :

6. Skr. ift&K: a worm, Pr. sfffeaft, H. ?fe, M.

Skr. *!*; a nail, Pr. stfteaff, H. ^fa\, M.

Skr. fjW: a well, Pr. ^aft, H.
^arr, G.

$aft.

Skr. fr-pp: leopard, Pr. frrTaft, H. 3nTT, M. faff, G.

Skr. ^p a bangle, Pr. ^aft; H. ^, M. ^T, G.

Skr. ^J^j: lime, Pr. fonraff, H.^ M. ^n, G. ^
And many more instance might be given. Similarly in Marathi

the preceding long vowels are shortened when the terminations of

the oblique cases are applied, as in fa%*T, ffom, fo^ftr, fow, SRTCT,

SJ^T. y<*W, &c., dative singulars of *far 'beggary,' iffaj 'crop,' sfa 'a

worm,' <fe 'flour,' 3FT 'sun,' ^'hunger,' i&s 'molasses,' <fee. If so, then

by a necessary law of Marathi speech, the ^ and aft of jfeT 'gone,' %3T
'done,' ifaST 'a gathering,' zfat 'as much,' fo 'sweetmeat,' ^T 'a horse,'wl 'charcoal,' jfl^jf 'the ankle,' gfttT 'a pair,' &c., and of SruTTCT Ho

cowdung,' ^Rjrer 'to a field,' ^r 'to a market,' 3N??T*T 'to a child,'

il<iw ^ a rae' ^TW 'to a thief,' qftTCT 'to a boy,' <fec., must be
short. And if the Marathi speaker will compare his pronunciation of

fe *RT, *K J?m, ^T?:, &c., with that of ^35T, ^RTW, ^RIRT, jfRTW, qtTRT,

&c., he will find that the quantity of ^ and aft in these latter words
18
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is shorter than in the former. Similarly, in Gujarati the first q and ft

'how large,' ^ff
' a mad man,' 5$fr 'end,' Jf^f 'an npper storey,'

'a gathering,' ^|35t 'lap,' ^t 'a horse,' *3fa\ pi 'rice,' q^ 'broad,'

<non pi. three-quarters,' jfarft 'jessamine,' ^|o5^ft 'charcoal,' &c., mnst
be short. In Gujarat! the penultimate vowel of a monosyllabic root is,

as in Hindi, shrotened in the causal, as in
^fjfsj 'to adhere,' <AJ|hSd to

cause to adhere,' 'join,' ^5 'to run/ SRRf to cause to run', tftaf to

learn,' %^rT=rf to teach,' jtfag
'to sew,' Rl^Rf to cause to sew,' ^f| 'to

fear,' Q^l^d 'to terrify,' &c. But in Hindi the short vowels that take

the place of 1$ and aft are f and g, as in f^HT 'to show' from %GR\ to

see,' vjriHI
'to cause to wash' from iffaf 'to wash,' &c. But in Gujarati the

tjr and aft are not changed to f and 5 but remain, as in %(d|^j to show,'

qidj^j to cause to take' from %^g to take,' q)c(|^d to cause to

wash' from ^fafj
'to wash,' vH|c(|^ to show' from 3\q4 'to see,' &c.,

which they cannot do by the general rule if they are long. They
must therefore be pronounced short. And as a matter of fact it will

be found that the Gujarati people in these and several other cases give

a short sound to these vowels. In the Malvani dialect of the Marathi

aft is very often pronounced like the English o in pot, and ^ like e in

pet. In Bangali the 3ft to which 3f is converted in ordinary speech

is also broad and short, and we have reason to believe that both | and

aft when they really occur in words are often pronounced short in that

and the Bhojpuri and other dialects of Bihar and Mithila.

It may be urged against one of the arguments I have used that if

the f$
and aft *n ^RTTCf and TJtalfT are short, the first aft in tjFTW 'to

the hand,' <fcMI3 to the ear,' &c., must also be short, and consequently

these vowels must be changed to a?. But a? is not necessarily the short

form of an, or 3fT the long form of 3f. For in pronouncing 3TT the lips

and the upper and lower parts of the mouth are much more widely apart

from each other than in pronouncing a?; so that the difference between

the two is not simply of quantity but of quality also. The first art of

such words as ^IdlH and Jj|d<$| 'maddened,' is therefore short an; that

is, in pronouncing it the vocal organs are in the same condition as in

pronouncing long an, but the time occupied is shorter than in the case

of the latter. The ar that we have got in Sanskrit is short, but in most

of the vernaculars we have a long a? which takes longer time to pro-

nounce than the Sanskrit ar, while the condition of the vocal organs is the

same. The final a? of words is silent in the vernaculars, but at the same

time the vowel of the preceding syllable is lengthened. Thus ijur 'virtue'

is, as a Sanskrit word, pronounced gu-na, but in Marathi and Gujarati
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it is gun; and in Hindi g^wj^Sanskrit 5^ gu-da 'molasses' is in Marathi

gul ;
Sanskrit fifo ti-la 'sesamum' is in Marathi and Grujarati til and

Hindi til. In the same way, the word l& is in Sanskrit pronounced

ra-tha, but when in vernacular pronunciation it becomes rath, the a is

not the short 3T, but 3f pronounced long, as if the word were ra-ath

without a pause between the two as. The long 3? and the short are

found side by side in such a word as J^qr, which as pronounced in

Sanskrit is madana with three consonants each followed by the Sans-

krit or short 3f. In the modern languages, however, the first syllable

has its 3T as in Sanskrit, but that of the second is lengthened, and in

the last it is dropped, and the word thus becomes madaan.

This peculiarity of softening | and 3 to i$ and aft has been preserved

by the vernaculars. It is not necessary that a conjunct consonant

should follow. Thus:

7. H. hKHI or 4<JH| to mock, from Skr. f^-HH; f^H or

morning, from Skr. f^TR^i Pr. fa^u'i; %5RfT invitation, from Pr. fcq-

??T, Skr. ftM; j-ftf?; pleasing, from Skr. *gtt<fc'<> Pr. 5f3TC; *Sf!=R or

agreeable, from Pr. ^(cH for such a Sanskrit form as ^<c||iM ;

or 5fn front or van-guard the first part of which is from

Pr. 55, Skr. 5?^; 31335 or ofaRS a wooden mortar, from Skr. 3*5-

G. iftf in q)f^ face, from Pr. 5^,
Skr. ipr; ^Pl ground, the M.

and H. form being g| ; afft in $|TOi Pr -
;5^3Tt> Skr. 3q?3J: or

family priest, from Skr. Pr. JJ^.

M.
jfgor

a couple, from Pr.
fifrfor,

Skr. W9T; ^[<ju| to mock, Skr.

the lock of hair on the head from Pr. ^f^an, Skr.

or ^ft^ in front, of which JJtf is from gf as above ;

( dial. ) from Pr. 3^T3?t as above; Ru^T or rHTfT a kind of flower.

P. ^f or ^f poison, from Pr. ^r, Skr. ^; |cfa or ^5 father

for Pr. ffcsft, Skr. R^:; %3^I invitation, from Pr. f^qRf, Skr. RlT^f;

van-guard, as above; gft^fi end, from Pr. 3^, Skr. 3^.
B. flpnT door, for Pr. 53?^; ^ITT a razor, for Pr. |T3fl, Skr.

:;
B. 0. ifra mustache, for g^, Pr. ^^,, Skr. 3^; ^ or g^ to

hear, for Pr. $OT; R|^|<s or fon^ a jackal, for Pr. %an^t, Skr. g?n^:-

The ^ and aff to which | and 3 are thus reduced must be short,

since there is no reason here why" the quantity should be increased.

Of the instances in which long f and 3; are softened to long ^ and.

3ft in the Prakrits, the vernaculars have retained the following :
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8. Skr. f3*0tf<*h myrobalan, Pr. ^^sft, M. %5^f, G. %^[, H. P.

Skr. <fT*^5 betel leaf, Pr. dH)<*, H. P. ?fRte, M. ?ntt55 in

a seller o betel leaves, G. d<fto5 in <ta*lat

Skr. ^5, Pr. rft, M. *jfr.

More modern instances of this change are:

9. H. ^5 or &g, B. c5<|, a lemon
;
H.

jj^j
or j^ mustache, Pr.

T*3 or JT3 ;
G. ^ in that manner, from Skr. <ft[3^n ; ifat to scatter,

from Pr. f^*, Skr. fe&X ; Or** to pull, for H. ^t^H 5
0. *faj hunger,

for the
3J3R

or
ijtgr

of the others.

Of the few instances in which f is softened to 3T in the Prakrits, the

vernaculars have retained 5^ in the M. G. ^55^, H. f[^t, 0. $*><0

and P. $<$$ or ^o&<{|. Though T^aTI does not occur, still ^ which

stands for Sf/^ in this word is preserved in several words, as M. M^HI?

'echo,' for Skr. srfd*l$, M^vHl<T 'the uvula' for Skr. yj^Rfgl, M^^Nl
or M^HH^, H. T^t| for Skr. yf^^l^J &c. No more instances of

this change are given by the grammarians, but, as observed in the last

lecture, the substitution of af for 5 or 3 in one of the two or more places

in which it occurs in some words indicates a tendency in the Pra-

krits towards this change. The vernaculars have got more instances.

Thus:

10. M. G. S TTCJPT examination, test, H. P. B. O. qt*3, Skr.

Pr. <{RfcHd|; also the verb n<yut.

M. H. P. G. FftSPJf-sn-an-i to see closely, Skr. ft*fcr% Pr.

M. H. G. ^^-^4 P. QeHcRHI to scatter, Skr. ftfa*, Pr.

, ( s. R<5ki ).

H. ^p5n to divert, amuse, Skr. RTfC

H. *pp holy ashes, Skr. fipJJRf.

H. SR^, also 5ff|^, sister, Skr. rfrtft, Pr. *{$%, also Sf^TT or

Skr. siftr, Pr. ifa.

H. qf?;^T or MR<HI, S. M<|^ 5
B - T^T, to wear, Pr. qftpor, Skr.

M. G. qnr but, also, Pr. joft, Skr. <pf:

M. H. viim an herd, Skr. ^RJ:. .

P. q^rf a learned man, Skr.

an omen, Skr.
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But in Grujarati the tendency has operated very widely, as -will be

seen from the following:

G. Skr. or Pr. M. or H.

11. gr*ge[ to write ......... f^ET .................. H. f^MI-

spoilt ......... fifaz .................. M. ftqs"t, H.

to be got ............ fifc..................... M. fto&ut, H.

sale .................. ^R .................. M. f^aff, H.

difficult ............ <ti!3*| ......... ......... M. tf>J4VH, H.

g to yawn ......... fifaJTCT.................. H. f|<fc*H(-

a kind of plant ... jj^tft .................. M. goffft, H.

a man ............... ifjjsq .................. M. JTT^H, H.

(Pr. rifc )

(Apabhr. H^ ...... )

a corpse............... ipf
with J............ M.

difficult ............... ^JT ............... ... M. H.

to swallow ............ f5t<5 .................. M.

a dream ............... Pr. %^% Skr. ^n H. tfcpn, M. ^q^ or

*f% one's self, bodily ...... p^ body ......... M. fq^.

TO pretext .................. fo* .................. H. for, M. fifa.

^Tthought, anxiety ...... f%;^n ............... M. f%^n.

Jini virtue, quality ......... 501 .................. M.
Jjor,

H. JfJ.

name of Krishna,

of a man............... ............... M.

And there are many other instances, such as ^5 'to walk,'

'to last/ and H<^ 'to twist,' the Marathi forms of which are

fj^of, and g^uf. Thus Sanskrit, Prakrit, and even foreign words such

as *fPi*1 'known,' which becomes JfT^T) change their f or 3 to 3f.

The Grujar4ti people have thus got a habit of careless pronunciation.

After forming the contact necessary for pronouncing a consonant, they
emit the breath without compressing it at the palatal or labial position,

and thus save the trouble of raising the middle of the tongue to the

palate, or of rounding the lips.

Under the head of assimilation the first characteristic vowel

change observable in the Pali and the Prakrits which we have to notice

is that of the Sanskrit ^ and srr to ijr and aft. Most of the nouns having

^ and 3fl are in Sanskrit attributives formed from other nouns, and as
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these are formed in other ways in our languages we cannot expect to

find many instances of them. Still there are a good many, and enough
to show that our vernaculars have inherited these Pali and Prakrit

transformations of the Sanskrit $ and 3ft. Thus:

12. Skr. Jifc* red chalk, Pr. Jrfor, M. H. Jf^; Skr. %<m pilot ,

Pr. %cf5, H. %cfZ; Skr. %3 oil, Pr. ftg, M. G. H. ^; Skr.^sfrif^

parties to a marriage, Pr. ^enHfor, G. sfaf, B. ^Tf, M. (dial.) Ijf ; Sk.

Jfa^ moss, Pr. fcers, M. ^s, G. $r^o5, H. qftTcJ, B. Snn^T; Skr.

*F\^ rock-salt, Pr. In^T, H. P. %vfl, M. ^f in $^t% S. ^Nfrs^;

Skr. ^f^J: learned in the Vedas, Pr. %f^TT, G-. H^ft; Skr. tfbrW
good fortune, husband's love, Pr. H\$U\, H. B. 0. JTI%|?[, S. P. shorten

the 37} to 3 and H. also optionally; Skr. ^5T son's son, Pr. qirT, P.

Vfa or tfttTT, H. <fcn, S. qtf; Skr. ifthtehH. a pearl, Pr. JTTM3T, M.

$tfj, G. S. P. H. iftft; Skr.tfct, Pr. |^t, S. ^; Skr. **:, Pr. jfffi

M. H. ifttl, S. ift^T-

The Sanskrit syllables 3^ and 375r are, you will remember, often

changed to ^ and sfl in the Pali and the Prakrits. The following

instances of this change have come down to the vernaculars:

13. M. % to carry, H. %, Pr. %, Skr. qpf; M. G. %rffcT thirty-three,

H. 35feT, P- rRft> B. ^f^T, 0. rlrfar, Pr. drO^I, Skr. ^nf^^l^; M.

%aS a plantain, G. %^, H. ^S[ &c., Pr. %&s for qjq^, Skr. ^55^;
M. ^tI salt, Pr. ^pif, Skr. ^or; H. aftff dew, Pr. 3ftmHj, Skr.

^V4I ;
4: M. 3TTOT^[ bent, Pr. sftorar, Skr. 3?^m; M. G. 3ff3S^T a

plumb, Pr. 3?I^3T, Skr. 3f^<aH*:; M. ^ jujube fruit, Pr. ^ for

or ^3TC, Skr. 5^.

The Pali and the Prakrits on account of these changes lost the

Sanskrit diphthongs ^ and 3ft- But several of the vernaculars have

got them back by combining the vowels 3T and |, and 3T and 3, short

or long, brought together by the elision of consonants in the Prakrits. A
hiatus, which requires the intonated breath to be let off twice successively

without being stopped or compressed, is mostly felt to be burdensome,

and is in consequence avoided in several ways. Where the two vowels

can combine into one sound, a diphthong is formed out of them. Thus

^ and 3TT are combinations of 3^ and 375. In pronouncing these last the

breath has to be emitted twice, while in sounding the former the same

current is first let off through the position of 3T, and afterwards through
that of f and 5. The first part of the diphthong is thus a very short

3f, to which half a matra, as previously observed, has been allowed by
the grammarians. The following are instances of this formation:
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14. Skr. sjfts entered, Pr. qf, H. old M.^T.

Skr. <JifQfcl sit, Pr. <M$ty, M. H. ^ffof-qr by the dropping of the

initial 3.

Skr. ^Mhte sat, Pr. 35^3, H. P. Ifo-

Skr. ^|f^; name of a tree, Pr. *3f^, M. H. P. ^.
Skr. <fcft<rtj name of a tree, Pr. ^rfifaT, H. %*j by dropping ^.
Skr. <4<\d(\ a bull, Pr. 5jfg, M. H. P.%5.

Skr.
<n|5r

like that, Pr. ?m^T, Apabhr. <Tf*T, M. H. P. ^TT.

Skr. jriH a female buffalo, Pr. JTffeft, M. 4*. H. ^T, P.% orlfcr.

Skr. vrfrnft sister, Pr. ^o?t, P. M. ( dial. ) vfar, H. Ifa ( more com-

monly 5ff|^. )

Skr. f^qfr a certain god, Pr. Rfspf, H.

Skr. tf^T dirty, Pr. Jf^, H. P.fe old

Skr. <?i%!f^ holy thread, Pr. Tfrrfsr,

In this manner the Hindi, Marathi, and Panjabi combine 9f and f

or | into ^. Sometimes the IT so formed is dropped by the Marathi, and

we have optionally ^n?f for KT<rf, Tf^f for ^T, and 3Hf[ for rRTT-

Bangali and Oriya have 3&( for Ifcr The former has 3Rf in addi-

tion, so that these languages also seem to have once formed ^ out of

the two vowels.

3f and 3.

15. Skr. f a chaplet, Pr. ^g^, H. P. jfer, B. 0.

Skr. =g^qf fourth, Pr. ^3rT, M. H. P. ^i, 0.

Skr. ^^p a square, Pr. =33^, M. H. P. ^ftj. Similarly other com-

pounds of ^j^; as ^nW, ^NfR, ^TTET &c., B. 0. S. also have 4ff-

Skr. 'i^a^ the son of an elder brother, Pr. ^pFrf, H.

Skr. ^iT%^r a bee, Pr. Hg^f+^3TI, H. pTT^t by dropping ^.

Skr. ^^ a girl, a daughter-in-law, Pr. ^f, 0. 5ft.

When sometimes the Prakrits combined 3T and f or 3T and 5, they
formed ^ and gift out of them. For, as we have seen, the passage
from one position to another in the same breath was impossible to the

speakers of the Prakrits and the Pali. Thus we have JRft for IT3.T, Skr.

for sjf?:, Skr. *n%; 3fal for ^^, Skr. ^3$; 3pgj[ for

Skr. !3?oT &c.

Similarly 3^j and 3T^ from $ and 3fl in the vernaculars. When
the final 3^ of 3f and ^ is not pronounced, these semivowels easily pass

into | and 3 which with the previous 3f form those diphthongs.
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16. Skr. iT^Sf god of love, Pr. i^ur or

Skr. ??Fft night, Pr. *wti( or T^ft, H. P. $*.

Skr. snpr the eye, H. ^f, P. ^or.

Skr. *re fear, H. P. "If.

Skr. 3Rf victory, H. P. ^.

Skr. 5RT a hundred, Pr. ^a? or ^f, H. P. ^.

Skr. q^pf speech, Pr. ^3TOi or ^qor, H. tfa.

The Marathi does not follow the Hindi and Panjabi here. For,

according to the modern way of pronunciation as observed before, the

final ay of words not being pronounced, the vowel of the preceding

syllable is lengthened. The 3T of the first syllable of *nj and 5HJ

being thus long prevents the formation of fy while that of n being
BO in such words as Jf^ that semivowel is not reduced to

5, and hence

we have no ^. But these obstacles are set aside in the Hindi and the

Panjabi, the tendency to form the diphthongs being strong. When
however the Marathi was in a state of formation it retained the Prakrit

peculiarity and changed the syllable g^j to q, as in ?fr for ^TrT^, Sf (old)

for *pj, ^ of neuter nouns such as ?fco& and ?n^f for the 3T<T of the Pra-

krit %cKt an(i r*Wl4> % and JT of ^J5J[ and Jfaf for the Prakrit ^j and jrpf,

&c. This change is due to a weakened pronunciation of ?f . In modern

times even ?J is often sounded like ^. For, in producing these two

sounds the middle of the tongue being raised, the forepart falls lower,

than in sounding |. When, therefore, in pronouncing if the middle

is not raised sufficiently high, the sound becomes ^ and not 5, because

this requires the forepart also to be raised higher.

In the following instances 3Tr forms 3ft :

17. Skr. ^35 white, Pr. ^c5, H. P. vjfar, M. ^oBI.

Skr. Hli$l|%rl newly learned, Pr. 5RT%f^3T, H. ft%^, M.
or srafsfafT-

Skr. SRR a dwelling, Pr. 3^% H. *fft, P.

Skr. 3^5S a mouthful, Pr. 3J^5, H. fifc or

Skr. :HFfaT butter, Pr. ^oftsf, H. ^ft, P. ^of[, M. ^ft from

the Pr. ^Ht^T-

Skr. snpf bowing, Apabhr. ^ffj H. Jf^n, P. ^on, M.

Skr. 5S^r cutting, Pr. c5^T, H. ^n.
Skr. ^TI^RT a shell, Pr. ^f3TT, H. P. M. $tf\, M.

Skr. *TTrft a fellow-wife, Pr. ^ft, H. ^T, M.
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Skr. wn a bee, Apablir. ^, H. P. vffa, M. ^TCT from another

derivative of nr.

Skr. *nT7 to deKver, Apablir. ^sfaT, H. ^faRL P- flh"!!, M. ^faof

Here the Panjabi and the Hindi agree perfectly; but the Marathi is

not decided, sometimes changing the syllable to 3ft but more often, for

the reasons given in the case of 3T?J, retaining it as it is in the original

the 3f3(, however, being pronounced like 3J3 in some cases, and 3T=Twitli

long final 3f in others. Hindi and Panjabi similarly treat 3Tif or 3Tl|

and 3TFJ, and 3fl3 or 3^3; and 3^, while the Marathi here completely

parts from them. For the 3TI in these syllables is too strong a

sound for the Marathi ear to pass off into the very short 3T of half a

matra. Even the Hindi preserves 3THI unchanged in a good many
cases, as 5JPT for Pr. mq, Skr. ZRft 'wind.'

18. 3TT5 or 37^.

Skr. TK foot, Pr. qj3T or qpf, H. P. t| in q^ foot, <^5 foot-soldiers,

shackles, &c., M. qpf in TR^55 foot-soldiers, Ml^/l a step.

Skr. ^JPI^I name of a caste, P r. ^T?IcI, H. gfjq in %n name of

the characters prevale nt in some parts of Northern India.

Skr. ;nfir^ a boatman, Pr. 5Ttl%3T, H. sfar by dropping 5^
as H.

usually does and reducing snjifar to ^T|3T.

Skr. UTr^r? a woman's family of birth, Pr. H|^<, H. ^f^.

19. am or 3TI5f.

Skr.
^TT^Mii^i

brother's wife, Pr. VI3^|3TI) H. VR3fff,
M.

S. STTSTTf.

Skr. JJT^fl^T mother's sister, Pr. lTT3%3TTj H. ^ft, M.

s. P. ^i^O.

Skr. <4(rj<A under the influence of wind, mad, Pr. ^T5^5, H. P.

M. i(c(b&(, o. 3T355T, S- ^r?^T) s. ^ifirct.

Skr. ^c(iq< a prey, a beast of chase, Pr. ^TT^T, H. ^|3Tf, M.

Skr. ^w^ a dwarf, Apabhr. ^TSR", H. fpn, P. %nn, B.

Skr. q^t^
1

three-quarters, Pr. qT3Tfa or qrr3?T, H. 4pT P-

There are a few instances in Hindi such as <fa^T, from Pr. Tf^
1 to sow', Skr. 5TT%^5 <fa' nature,' Pr. q^[%, Skr. SJffa; q^tfj[

'

son's wife',

Pr.
SrT^f, Skr. 5^apj; *nft

' name of a month', Pr. *{^3T, Skr. *n?T5

&c., in which 3?5 forms q, and 3T3 and 3?f, 3ff; but it will appear that

the prevailing rule in that language and in the Panjabi is to change
these vowels and semivowels into $ or 3Tf. The Braj dialect of Hindi

19
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is thoroughly consistent in this respect, having I* and SJT even in its

grammatical terminations, as 3Jft for High H. aft, s^; for SR^, q^f for

U^:, qro for 5^, &c. The Marathi agrees with these dialects perfectly

only as respects 3T+ 5,
and 37+ 3; and the Bangali and Oriya, if we

look to the few traces that they have retained of these Prakrit syl-

lables, seem to agree with the Marathi. But the Gujarat! has throughout

^ and aft for the Hindi and Panjab! *r and aft; and the Sindhi follows

the Gujarat! a great way. The Gujarat! and Sindhi forms of the

words occurring in tables 14-19, are as follows :

H. G. S. H. G. S.

%ERT ttff % in

Hsi

*TTi

H. G.

The Gujarat! has ^ or sft even in words of a foreign origin where

the other languages have $ or sft ; as,

H. G. H. G.

21. H

Similarly, though a few Sanscrit words containing and gift do occur

in Gujarati dictionaries, these diphthongs are generally pronounced
like ^ and sff; as in HT for %^ 'a follower of the Jaina sect', sfr for Ifa
1

enmity', &c. The Gnjarati, therefore, like the old Prakrits combines

ST*T and a?^ and arf and 3^3 into ^ and sfl> and since it did not receive

the diphthongs ^ and 3f( from the old Prakrits, its alphabet really

does not contain them. As observed before, the syllables 3Tf and 3T3

differ from ^ and 3Tf only in two currents of breath being emitted

instead of one; in other respects they are alike, both the vowel sounds
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being contained in the diphthongs. Those syllables as well as srq and

3T^ should, therefore, naturally pass into those diphthongs as involving

the least possible change. If, notwithstanding, the Grujarati people

make ti or sff out of them, and also give those forms to the ^ and

g^ of Sanskrit and foreign words, it must be so, because their vocal

organs are in this respect in the same condition as those of their Pali

and Prakrit ancestors. On the other hand, the Hindi, and especially

the Braj form of it, presents the old Aryan tendency of pronouncing

the diphthongs in a somewhat exaggerated form: while the other

dialects take up a position between these two in this respect.

Of the words in which an open vowel is changed to one more close

and an approach towards an assimilation to a consonant is thus effec-

ted, the vernaculars have preserved the following:

22. Skr. qgj* ripe, Pr. fo$ or m, M. ft^, G.
qfff, H. P.

S. 7^, B. TRfl, 0. <re?f or qnfi in 71^1-

Skr. 3Tf?R: ember, Pr. $^f3f or^\$, M. (dial.) |?To5, 5^, M.

the rest afJTTC-

Skr. ^t?q. forehead, Pr. forn^ or OT^, M. fogs, S. R^Tf.

Skr. SrT*, Pr. frrof, H. f^T, P. $rt\.

Skr. tf?g$: a ball, Pr. Jt^sft,
H. ifa, P. ifo M. it?.

Skr. 3T5T, Pr. <^, M. t^.

In a great many more instances sr is thus changed in the vernacu-

lars, and not only before conjuncts as is mostly the case in the Pra-

krits, but before simple consonants also.

S. Skr. or Pr. M.

23. ft^Fft a tale...........

a mallet ......35^:

dark

a topaz .......

to forget.. ....

a moment ...... ?jp*r WH
forgiveness ...^rqr OTTT

melt.........mr^T
lame ..... . ...... with 55.

a cage

the pipal t
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S. Skr. M
the forehead...

rare

H. P. Skr. or Pr
a moment .........feq ............SJOT: ^off

door ............^re .........WS^-Tfl^ ......M.

vanity ...........................^f: ...............M.
to count .........fJpRI ......... FWJ ............M.

f^Tor^T...^4: *wft .........H.
to melt ......pfa^n ...... iT*T35!f3t............M.

to move .........fpSJff.........f^T^P ............M.
to cook .........ftV$HI, ......JT^RH ............M.
or Rfcn forgive-

ness.

to eat ...........................^MHH,............ G.

or ^fspi crooked...[%n ......... ^sR-t^J ......... M.
M. Skr. or Pr.

(dial.) ............ ^T ^nr

as above,

..................... ^1 T*T. ........... M. q^.
B. Skr.

as above, 0. also

tortoise ...... ... *-c*}i| ............... M.

a tale ......... ^nf^RT ............ M.

The Sindhi has the largest number of instances, and this change of

3T to f constitutes a peculiarity of that language. The Hindi has got

a good many, and the Panjabi follows it in almost all cases. MarHthi

has but a few stray instances, but sometimes, as in RT^of
'

to touch',

H. ^n, Skr. ifT, but Pr. nfo, and fifcfff, f takes the place of 3 also. The

Gujarati has ftn^ for tfireTH and fo| 'an egg', for 3^=MJL, but not

many more cases. Bangali and Oriya have also but few instances,

and even in most of these, and in those of the Marathi, as well as in the

Hindi f^3TO and iffR^T, the | may be regarded as arising from the

influence of the neighbouring palatal consonant. The following are

instances in which Sf and in one case 3fl are changed to jr :

24. H. Jtpj or Jf^, P.
Jfrfqj,

G. ^*f, M. %f , Skr, qu$$.
H. ^5S or^y, M. Snrffr or qfoft, Skr. Wtf$\, Pr. wrft or

H. %3RT to bow, P. %fon, M. ^df, Skr. ^R.
H. %^gj a mungoose, P. %33>, Skr. ^f^J, Pr.
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H. ^^n to eat, P. teuil, M. ffaot, G. 5TTf ,
Skr.

M. 3*te light, Pr. 3*113, Skr. 3*sHI<*-

M. $RT cowdung, G. Sflnr, Skr. TOfiT instr. sing.

M. ^3t to keep, Skr. ^jtpr, Pr. ST^OT.

G. %^ to tell, *T?3 to endure, ^55. to dwell, &c., before f fol-

lowed by 3T, for 5TO, ^Tf, &c.

But even here the i$
of the Marathi ^ft, $t% lsjl, and 3^?", as

of the Hindi ^^n, may be attributed to the influence of the preceding

palatal.

In the Prakrits there are two instances of the change of ar to 5, viz. ,

^ and ^f^sft for Skr. g^ '

fierce' and ^(q^a
'

plucked out'. The
latter we have in the vernaculars in the from of jgE M. G., ^fj S.

'deficiency', life H., ^tf M. 'blemish', and ^of or ^sdfr M., ^ZSfT H.,

^f G. 'to pluck out', or ^f G. 'to be deficient'. The Bangali,

changes 3T to 3 in a good many cases as :

B. Skr. or Pr. M. or H.

turmeric ...... 5K3[T-?^T ........... . ...... f35^ M.

fire ............ 3n?I-3TTJ
fi' .................. 3TTT M.

Brahman ..... ^I^ir-^fT ............... 3MH<J|.

to place ...... ^TTH-ST^T.................. 3^t M.

the silk- *l|r4J<Hjm(l ............... ^R H., ^leift or

cotton tree. yi^fl M.
a pond ......... $tx
a mallet ...... g^-JTFJTT .................. JTfm M.

And where the Sanskrit or the sister dialects have 3ft, the Bangali

has 3 as in the following words :

26. B. ^R theft, Skr. fjrftar, M. H. ^.
B. gfe a shoemaker, M. H. JfHfr.

B. 3^5 a cake, Skr. qt^RT or gf^JT, M. qtoST-

B. ^T a girl, G. rt-

B. 5^5T burning, M. <n55^t

B. ^^T digging, H. ^t^T, M. ^t^.
B. ^1R searching, H. ^3RT-

Thus 3 whether for 3T or aft is a characteristic of the Bangali.

But this characteristic is very likely connected with another which

distinguishes the Bangali language, viz., to pronounce the non-final Of

in all cases as a short and broad aft like that in the English word pot.

I have observed before that the assimilation of vowels to consonants
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might be effected by narrowing the passage of the breath by an up-
ward movement of the tongue near the palatal position, or by rounding
the lips. Which of these modes is resorted to, depends on the peculiar

vocal tendencies of a people. Thus then, to change 3f to ^ or 5 is a

peculiarity of the Sindhi, the Panjabi, and the Hindi, and to short aft

and 3 of the Bangali.

The following Prakrit instances of the assimilation of the different

vowels of a word have come down to the vernaculars :

27. M. G. P. %S a creeper, H. P. %s, Pr. gf, Skr. *fa, S. i-rfa,

Pr.*
M. 3$T a sugarcane, H. 35*3, Pr. 3^3, Skr. f^. H. has f^ also,

and P. $5RT.

H. P. S. ^3f a bed, M. G. 3r*r, Pr. %sn, Skr.

M. frft, S. frft pepper, Pr. ftRsr, Skr.

M. sftifut to give over, assign, Pr. sfj^, Skr.

There are a few modern instances as in:

28. S. Stf| a buffalo, Pr. IT^T.

H. $f{ a tamarind tree, Skr.

H. P. 55tf blood, Pr. ^tf^T, Skr.

H. 3JJJJT a glow-worm, Pr. ^f|fOT P, Skr.

H. T%ft^ askance, Pr. f?ft^, Skr. fa* in $*&:, fa^\ &c.

P. OT55 or 335^ a finger, Skr. ST^ffc.
-o

Examples of the change of 3T to 5 or t; under the influence of a

palatal consonant have been given in Table 24.

Of the words in which one of two similar vowels is made dis-

similar or changed to sf in the Prakrits the vernaculars have preserved

the following:

29. Skr. frtftrnJ, Pr., <fcc., as in Table 8.

Skr. f>1N$H loose, Pr. yf&ft or )&, M. u<*a& in the sense of

'loose of hand or '

liberal', H. B. 0. gfat, S. f^f or sff, G. ^.
In these the first syllable H is elided.

Skr. f^T^T myrobalan, Pr. p^f, M. f^, S. ffe.
Skr. 5$r. a crown, Pr. ifj^t, H. j^", G. ^.
Skr. gf^5: a bud, Pr. ^3^t, P. ^5 in Hl^fT to bud.

Sindhi has QfcS^i also for fyfjcS in which the last two consonants

have interchanged places, and i^ is changed to ff.

Modem instances of this change are:
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30. M. sfft a rat, G. ^T, H. B. 0. fa Skr. 3?p.
H. B. ^sft nipple, Skr. ^=hH-
H. Jrf,^ or jfif -wheat, P. ^, G. q&, M. iff or jfa, B. Jiq, 0.

JTsq, Skr. jfrjir

P. % a kind of fish, for
iftf ,

Skr. ffa.
G. gjR a crown, S. 3i% or Jjf|$, P. 5^7, M. ggs, Skr.

H. Hg<H an auspicious time, Skr.

P. G. f* family, Skr.

P. Td^T priest, Skr.

H. q^rf for gtftg a son's wife, Pr. Jrf^f, Skr.

H.
3133, Pr. 35rT, Skr. %3(.

H. P. 3^^i an ancestor, Skr. g^r
M. ^o5, Skr. 5^5.

H. P. vj$<*, from ^uufl^ar, Pr. ^uu7|[e|^ ?, Skr.

Here, as well as in the Prakrits, one of the two similar vowels is

oftener changed to ar than to | or 5.

In the Prakrits, you will remember, there are a few instances in

which the vowels of the different syllables composing a word exchange

places, or the close vowel of one is transferred to another. Of these

the M. has fcf^ 'scorpion', H. and P. f^g, S. fog and B. and 0.

There are a good many more modern instances :

31. H. 9^yf alone, Pr.

H. 37TQft a finger, Skr.

H. P. jiffif death, from such a Pr. form as l^J. Skr. Jj?f ;
the

being transferred to the preceding syllable forms afr with Sf ;
G. qtrf.

H. ft% slowly, from Pr. fg, Skr. $g; and P. sfifer bitter, from
Pr. ^f3T, Skr. fjp.

H. M. S. ^, G. P. f^, Skr. ^5=5, the f transferred to the second

syllable being dropped in virtue of a general law to be presently noticed

in the vernaculars.

H. G. q^ mustache, S. g^, P. 9*53, B. 0. irfai Pr. ^^, Skr.

H. ffTf a deer, Skr. ^Rui.
H. ^fa, B. 0. %vj a hole made in a wall by a thief, Skr. ^rf^.

G. %?" the waist, Skr. ^fz.

J
to distribute food, from Skr. iff^e|t(.

sister's husband, ^% for ^pf sister, Pr. f|ofif, and ^ for

B. $^5 a dart, from Skr. 3F*J, the f arising from the softening of

being transferred to ^.
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P. 3* above, Skr.

M. sffafoS a cavity made by joining the hands, from the word

existing in old Marathi, and aj^T existing in H. made up on

the analogy of the Skr. 3i$
;
|%.

-a

M. ffTSTT green, from Skr. ffcf or ^ftd=h.

M. s^fa a beak, M. (dial.) and B. fa, Skr. %^.

Of the Prakrit words with a syllable lengthened or shortened

through the influence of an accent of some sort, the vernaculars have

preserved a few words Thus:

32. M. iftecU the 1st day of the moon's increase, Pr. Tlfeqii Skr.

yRn^- H. has the form with short q, qfl^f.

M. wfoai like, Pr. yiK^I or U|R+<?ft ?, Skr.
tf|8jp.

M. 5??n a buffalo used for ploughing, Pr. 5T5S3ft; H. P. ff^t one

who ploughs, Pr. jjrf^TT) Skr.

H. JTT5TT deep, Pr. Jiff^, Skr.

G. |^T, H. |cTC or ^R, Pr. $q$, Skr.

In modem vernacular pronunciation there is a law of accentuation

which has produced important results. The penultimate syllable of a

word is in all our dialects pronounced with a stress, the tendency of

which is to lengthen that syllable and drop the final vowel. In

most of them this tendency has worked itself out thoroughly. The

preceding vowel, however, is not always written long, but still the

long or at least the emphasized pronunciation does exist I have

already given instances* in which while the final Sf is silent or dropped,

the f or 3 of the preceding syllable is lengthened, and have shown

that when that syllable has 3f, it also is pronounced long though not

changed to 3?f. The final 5 or 3 of Sanskrit words recently imported
into the languages have been dropped in virtue of this law of accentua-

tion. Thus :

33. M. H. GK q^rf method, mode, Skr.

M. H. G. P. JT?T condition, Skr. Tff^.

M. G. frr<f, H. P. ftqw misery, Skr.

M. H. P. G. B. flrT manner, Skr. flft.

M. H. G. P. B. 5TPT species, caste, Skr.

M. H. qft, H. G. P. sft?5T fame, Skr.

M. H. P. G. TOT a heap, Skr. TTRT.

M. H. P. 3TT^ injury, annoyance, Skr.

* See p. p. 138-9.
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M. H. P. G. sffa morality, Skr.

H. P. ^ a poet, Skr. sfifr.

M. G. crea, H. P.^ a thing, Skr.

H. P. ^r^ a gd man, Skr. ^THJ.

M. G. H. P. >T* honey, Skr. i^j.

Bangali and Oriya authors hardly represent the proper vernacular

pronunciation. Such words as the above, therefore, do not occur, but

probably they do exist. In Sindhi, however, here as well as in other

instances to be given, the tendency of this law of accentuation is but

partially realised, and such of the above words as exist in that language

preserve their Sankrit endings ;
as ?iff or nfo, 3TTRT, 'ftfa &c. Not

only does this law characterise the vernacular speech of the day, but

it must have been in operation for centuries, since the old Prakrit

words, which like the above have not recently been imported but have

descended to the modern languages from the spoken dialects of ancient

times, have also been similarly changed. Thus :

34. M. B. vg$, H. G. B. vga, P. !f^, 0. qfa hunger, Pr.

Skr. ^J$TT.

M. H. P. G. sffa, B. 0. S. fr*T tongue, Pr. f^n, Skr.

H. P. %3T, M. G. $TH, S. fc3r-%*TT a bed, Pr. &5TT, Skr.

M. *faj, H. G. vffa, P. fW or sfar, B. 0. ft* alms, Pr.

Skr. frw.

M. sffa H. P. *fa, S. pfe sleep, Pr. f^r, Skr. Rjfl.

M. fffe> H. ^g
1

,
G. Q5, P. ^, B. 0. 3J3

1

,
S. ofe trunk of an ele-

phant, Pr. yl^l, Skr. go^T.

M. G. ^R, H. ^re, S. ^13 a jaw, a grinder, Pr. ^RT, Skr. $Kj.
H. P. fhr, S. %OT, G. tfR a sign, Pr. ^mjn, Skr. fa.
H. S. ^W, B. *TT5 Pr ^1^. 0- *TP? wish, longing, Pr. &SI, Skr.

M. G. ^55,
H. ^5, S.

^|T%,
B. 0. ^ dust, Pr.

f^r,
Skr.

M. H. G. arm, P. 3TRT or TpnT, B. 3^T, S. 3*m fire, Pr.

or STT^ft, Skr. srfo.

M. H. ^3 sight, Pr. ftfl, Skr.
ffi.

M.
^JT

or ^OT, P.^, H. ^r, ^f^, or^f, G. %^, S. 5jor or

B. jfc sister, Pr. Tf3ft, Skr. srfjfft.

M. ^r, H. 3fc, G. ifo, P. ^f or%, S. qf| a buffalo, Pr.

Skr. q[^M|.

H. P. ^f% G. f^, M. ^f, S. |j^ a side of the abdomen, Pr,

Skr.

20
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H. B.^, G.^r night, Pr. Tqtfr, Skr. ^f^.
M. ^Rf, H. tfm, G. tETto a fellow wife, Pr. tffrft, Skr.

M. ^TOI, H. ^pf a mine, Pr. ^Tptft. Skr. qfa or s^fft.

M. H. P. G. B. 0.m S. TTRT night, Pr. Trft, Skr. ?jfr

M. G. P. ^5, H. P. fc, S. <&S a creeping plant, Pr. %^, Skr.

H. urcr, P. ^sr, M. G-. OT^, S. fn| mother-in-law, Pr.

Skr. ^.
M. G. ^T3T, P. ftsr, S. f^ lightning, Pr. R33J, Skr.

fifspj.

M. ^r, H. 3a?r or
f?jf ,

P. 5^3, Pr. 3^g, Skr. |$.

H. G. an^r, P. 3^3, S. 3f%, B. 0. Sflfe the eye, Pr.

Skr. 9T%.

M. G. B. 0. TO H. TO>^ r ffk P- ff or &, S. ^ or 5^,

Pr. 3T& Skr. 3^.
M. 5rfK H. G. 51^, Pr. fR^ft, Skr. f^rft.

Here also the Sindhi preserves the old endings in some cases, and

has dropped them in others. In this manner, the final arr> 5, |, 3 and

3! of Sanskrit and Prakrit nouns have been dropped in the vernaculars

or changed to a silent 3T. Final aft is similarly treated. Even in the

ApabhrarciSa period this rule of accentuation must have prevailed,

since the ending vowels are similarly shortened in a good many cases.

You will remember that the Prakrit aft of the nominative singular of

masculine nouns is mostly shortened to 3 in that dialect, and some-

times altogether dropped. The modern vernaculars have thus got a

great many masculine nouns ending in the silent Sf, such as^ or

FT 'hand,' ^>H 'ear,' ^fa
'

tooth,' tffe
'

bold,'^ ' the Bunyan tree',

<fcc. But as before the Sindhi has in all these cases preserved the 5;

as 5>J, ^g, 3^, Clf, ^f, &c. When the final vowel is preceded by
another and not by a consonant as in these words and the others given

in the above lists, that other vowel being accented by our rule shows

a tendency to become long, and the original unaccented final being

dropped, the accented vowel becomes final. Thus :

35. Skr. *hfc>Wi a pearl, Pr. jftfrsf, M. jjtff, & S. P. H. ^ft-

Skr. M|4JM1 water, Pr. Tlforaf, M. G. trfff, H. qpft.

Skr. $fR5T a flowering bush, Pr. 5|jf3TT, M. H. G. 3jft or 3[f
'

Skr. snfcfiT a mare, Pr. ^3TT, M. G. H. P.

Skr. qifcfiT a garment, Pr. tflRsn, M. G. H.
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Skr. JJTT%^T earth, Pr. jn%3Tr, qfesQ or Rfeaff, M. ^Rft, H. q
as in Table 4, all ending in f .

Skr. rTFf.tfN: a seller of betelnut, Pr. and Ap. <f*^[f^3rr-3, M.
<TRto5f, G. <Tsftoft, H. rT=fret

Skr. <ff^fj: a seller of oil, Pr. and Ap. itfgSTN, M. iHfr.

Skr. fir%?R: a peasant, Pr. frf^T, Ap. ff%3, H. fjsft, S. frft-

Skr. ^rf^T: a barber, Pr. and Ap. ?frT%3ft-3 or ^3^-3, M.

H. ;nt.

Skr. 9^: a scorpion, Pr. f^sft, Ap. f^jp, M. f^, H. P.

S. ftf, B. O. f^r.

Skr. 5^: ordure, Pr.
garjf, 55, M. H. G. ij.

Skr. gira:, Pr. ^3T, M. C
Skr. ^r a louse, Pr. sjsn, H. P. G. 3T, M. ^.

Skr. grrf^Jr an enclosure, Pr. ^ifj^n or q-rf^STf, M. G. H.

Skr. ^3RT a roll of betel leaf, Ac., Pr. sfffisn, M. f^t, G.

Skr. ^TO: a tailor, Pr. qf%aft, Ap. Q^R, H.

Skr. ^RJT a fly, Pr. ^^3TT or m^SR, M. ^[fr, G. H.

Skr. c^: life, Pr. sftsrr, Ap. gft^, H. sft.

Skr.^R blood, Pr. <yrfH G. ^, H. P. %.
Skr. 3T^I a leech, Pr. <3F<jf3n, M. ^i, H. 3^5, G.

Skr. c||^| sand, Pr. 3fTg3TT, M. G. ^ra, H. 5^.
Skr. n?J^:, JTTrJ^I, and ^[^: as in Tables 3 and 4.

Thus then the Sanskrit and Prakrit penultimate vowels become

final in the vernaculars, and being originally accented in consequence
of the law we have been considering, retain that accent in most cases,

and are thus lengthened. When the penultimate happens to be 3f it is

lengthened to 3TT as in the following :

36. Skr. ^fr a horse, Pr. ^3Tt, Ap. sfe, M. H. P. B. 0. ^T.
Skr. qTR: mercury, Pr. TPCsft, Ap. qft3, M. H. P. B. 0. q^T.

Skr. MM<jW a kind of myrobalan, Pr. 3rr*T^3Tt, Ap. ajh^j, M.

sncfcsi, H. p. arr^si or armsr-

Skr. 3TT3T?raJ: hog-plum, Pr. arwn^sff ?, Ap. 3Tnf3, M.

H. armr.

Skr. ftvfaraj: beleric myrobalan, Pr. ^aflT, Ap. ^3, M.

H. P.
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Skr. HfrWH a volume, Pr. qfaaft, Ap. qfrl3, H. P.

Skr. t>udq>; a thorn, Pr. qfresf), Ap. <*>ud<J, M. H. B.

Skr. Jftesfi: a ball, Pr. ifl^STT, Ap. TF53, M. P. iftaST, H. B.

Skr. ^n^R: brother-in-law, Pr. ST^ff, Ap. *nST3, M - P-

Skr. #TO: a lamp, Pr. ^fasft, Ap. fa3, M. R^T, P. sffar, H.

B. gffor.

Skr. IT^J: a bedstead, Pr. tr^3YT, Ap. Jfo^, M. irfaT.

Skr. JRrnfflL head Pr- TrPf 5
M. (Goan., Mai., and Chit.)

Pr. q^^TT, Ap. fl-^l^, by a change of gender, M. H. B. ITTOT. P.

Skr. qtecfru; a wristlet, Pr. ^I'sf, M. (Goan., Mai. and Chit.)

Skr. ^fe^: a worm, Pr. ^3?t, Ap. *$fe3, M. f^T, H. P.

B. ^|^|, and the other words given in Table 6.

It may be urged that in modern pronunciation when the penultimate

9? is accented, it does not become Sff even though pronounced long, as

observed before.* How is it then that it becomes 3JT here ? In

modern times several new modes of pronunciation have arisen, but as

regards the matter in hand, to lengthen 3T into 3TT was the old process.

And often when the old processes have disappeared from what is con-

sidered the standard form of a language, they are found preserved in

some dialect of that language. Thus, while in the standard Marathi

the penultimate 3T is simply pronounced long, it becomes 9TT in the

Goanese and MAlvani dialects.

Thus

St. M. Mai. Goan.

37. WMo5 a garment, or thin.

cloth.

hereditary property,
careful preservation.

garment.
a rock.

In this manner then the penultimate 3f- in consequence of the

accent became
$fT, and the final 3 and the a? of the final af being

dropped, itself became final, and has preserved its accent.

An unaccented 3T, Tf, or 3 is, you will have observed from the
above instances, dropped after a close or dissimilar vowel. For, if pre-
served, its effect would be to change the preceding close vowel to the

corresponding semivowel. But being accented that vowel resists the

*
Supra, p. 139.
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influence and in its tnrn overpowers the unaccented, and consequently
weak, vowel. But when it is possible to combine both into one sound
the final is sometimes not dropped. Thus the ar and 3 in the above

examples are combined into gft in the Ghrjarati, the Sindhi, and the

G-oanese, Malvani, and Chitpavni dialects of the Marathi, and the

Marvari, Mevari, Kumaoni, and Q-arhavali dialects of the Hindi; and
we have qt^T, TRT, SffaoSt or 3ri^f, aTRltf, %f?t, Wt, f[o5f, fTT^f,

Rft, *THh, and %fj. When 3f follows another 3f, the former, you will

remember, is generally changed to a light q in the Prakrits. Those

dialects tolerated a hiatus when one or both of the vowels were close.

But 3f or 3TT followed by af or 3fT require two complete openings of the

mouth which could not be borne, and hence a close sound ?i was

interposed. Thus J^iaf and ^sf, in the above, became jf^PT and q^t,
and the q being almost as light as the vowel 5 and being unaccented,

is dropped in the Malvani and the other dialects; but in the standard

Marathi, as formerly observed, the 3? and 4 are combined into j, and

so we have m% and ^. In the Apabhramsa, you will remember,
the masculine termination 5 is transferred by analogy to neuter nouns,

and Hemachandra tells us that neuter nouns having a qj at the end

do not drop their nasal termination. Thus, we have iTc*^ and aR^3

from which by combination we have the Gujarati irpj and 3>f. Here

the nasal sound gives a sort of fixity to the vowel, and hence it does

not pass into sfjf as in the case of masculine nouns, but absorbs the

preceding 3?. The 3ft, ^> and 3> thus formed are accented like the art

of the masculine nouns in the Marathi and others, since they contain

the accented penultimate.

Similarly, final unaccented 5 is not dropped after 3T or n, but is

slurred over and the least possible time is allowed to it, in consequence

of which it sounds like the consonant n, and thus forms a sort of diph-

thong with the preceding sj or an.

38. M. 35 or ^a hedge, Pr. 3f, Skr. ffa.

M. tff or^ remembrance, Pr. tff,
Skr. &R.

M. ( M&l. and Chit. ) iff or
,
H. *?, S. ^ ,

Pr. s^, Skr.

M. yv\3i or q name of a caste, Pr. %uilc|$, Skr.

H. ^.ftf sister's husband, Pr. *T?nffa?, Skr.

Sometimes the final vowel f absorbs the preceding 3T, as in G.

^t for ?T5?ftf,
M. Snneft, and M. ^otfft for Pr. ?3^, Skr. ^71%.

You will have seen that the Sanskrit nouns, composed of three or

more syllables given in Table 36 with a? for their penultimate vowel
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and q; or any other similar syllable ending in ar for the final, have

dropped one syllable and become nouns ending in a?T in Marathi,

Hindi, Panjabi, and Bangali, and in Oriya also in some cases, and in

aff in Gujarati, Sindhi, and the dialects of the Marathi and Hindi

spoken of above. Snch of them as are neuter have acquired the

ending ^ or an in Marathi and 3J in Gujarati. But these are not the

only nouns with a final an and aft and !J, atf and 3; in these languages.

There are a good many more, both substantives and adjectives, which

have these endings. In the Brajbhasha also a great many adjectives,

nominal and verbal, end in aft or gift. The Sanskrit words from

which they are derived are not composed of three syllables, with ap or

another syllable like it preceded by an af, as the final. Thus the

substantives H. M. %35T
' a disciple,' jpTT

' a parcel,' qjfST 'a decoction,'

adjectives, H. sffer, M. H35T 'blue,' H. ifa[, M. f^NoSf 'yellow,' and past

participles, H. irqr 'gone,' g^T 'dead,' M. Jp$f, ifat, &c., and the

corresponding Gujarati, %^t, g^f, qjrft, ;fi55f, 'ftoSt W and gsft are

derived from the Sanskrit %:, 57:, gJT%J:, 3fa:, *ftd<* :
,
&c. Similarly

such neuter nouns as M. %as (dial. ifcoST), G. ^jg, M. ^fH (dial. frM),
G. ^fpt ,

are derived from the Skr. h^rl*i and ^u]q;. How then

did they get their aft and a$I and aft, ^ and ^ ? A great many nouns

in our languages end in 3T, which has now become silent; and these, as

I have explained, are derived from the Sanskrit nouns ending in {> the

nominative termination aff being, because it was unaccented, at first

reduced to 3, and afterwards dropped in most of them, but preserved
in Sindhi. By that same law of accentuation which brought about

the elision of this aft, we have seen, that nouns ending in ^ or such

other syllable preceded by af come to have an-aft and ^-arf-^ for

their final. By an obvious inference, therefore, those other substan-

tives and adjectives also must have got ^ : or^ in the Prakrits

and the ApabhraibSa in the forms of aft or at and 3 or 5, though
in Sanskrit they do not possess them. The suffix % though actually
found in certain words only in Sanskrit, must have been largely
used in the spoken language of ancient times, since Panini and his

expositors allow of its being appended to all nouns and even verbs and

participles, to indicate littleness,* contempt,t tenderness, J the state of

being unknown, resemblance or copy, ||
and a species $ founded on

* P&n. v. 3, 85-86 ; v. 4, 4.

t Pan. v. 3, 74-75.

J Pan. v. 3, 76-77. P&n. V. 3, 73.

II Pftn. v. 3, 96-97. $ P&n. v. 3, 75, 87, 97.
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some of these particularities. Words formed by the addition of such

a suffix in such senses cannot, of course, be much used in literary works.

They are adapted for colloquial purposes, such as our Marathi ^ffq(

for Rama and yffsn for Govinda are. Accordingly in the Prakrits and

Apabhramsa, which were derived from the spoken languages, we find

the practice of adding the suffix to be very common. Thus in the

fourth act of the Vikramorvasi we have f^sf for f^% formed from

the analogy of fwqwj. but properly ^RftJJj;, fefuu&sf for

,33^53* for giTcJ^, ^aTFJT3*T for gcrej:, afliJTrTSTt for

for 'T{T*T'*JT3fJ: ) ^HHH for eM*tf$, tag-jn^s for

for TT^IToT^.',^tor^t for ^fa^T:, JTf^STt for J|^^*: and

many others. So also in Hemachandra's quotations from Apabhraihsa

works, we have Sfftsre for 5jfz?rej:, RfarsnjRS for

for 44NqP3<fc*1l> f^|3 for |E^:, 3$$$ for ^T^fl[, ga^ for JJ?R?:, &o.

Now the question is, why is it that certain nouns only which have

3TT and aft or 3ft, 4 an<^ 3 in our vernaculars had m appended to them

in the Prakrits and not others ? The suffix was used only where some
additional sense was intended to be expressed. Hence there were

some words to which it was not appended at all, and of those to

which it was two forms existed, of which the one augmented had an

augmented sense. And in our modern dialects a good many words

have these two forms, and of these that with 3TT conveys an additional

sense, such as is attributed to ^ by the Sanskrit grammarians.
Thus ^RT in Marathi expresses a '

tooth,' but ffcn a, copy of the animal

tooth that is,
'

the tooth ' of such an instrument as a saw
; Jp55 signifies

'union,' 'agreement,' but ^o5T expresses a certain union, viz. a concourse

of people in a fair or on some festive occasion; tffrm signifies 'the elbow,'

but s"m<| any corner, resembling that made by the elbow
; ^ft means

' a string,' generally, but ^TI a particular string, that is,
'

thread,'

used for sewing ; q[Z denotes generally
' a strip,' and thence the piece

of wood used for sitting on, but qtT a slab of stone used for pounding

spices ; ^f^T signifies
' a noose,' generally, but <fifan a snare for

birds or beasts, and also
' o catch,'' for fastening anything. In the

Hindi, Panjabi and Gujarat! 3|far or ^fa means a bambu, as does 3(R

in Sindhi
;
but in Marathi ^fcff means

' a bambu used as a rafter' and

thence a rafter generally, &c. In Marathi and Hindi JTTT signifies
*
fcetus' or ' womb/ but Jn*TT the internal spadix or fruit-receptacle of

the plantain-tree or the core or heart of anything. The Panjabi Jjsvj

and JT^KH also mean ' the womb ' and the heart or core of anything

respectively. Thus then ^ was appended to a word in the Prakrits to
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denote some additional sense ;
and both the augmented and nnang.

mented forms of it were in use; and these in some cases have descended

to the vernaculars. But in the course of time, in consequence of the

frequent use of the augmented forms, the things expressed by the

unaugmented words came to be thought of with the additional pro-

perty to denote which the q* was in the first instance affixed. Hence

the forms without ^ went out of use, and gradually those with it lost

the additional sense. It was not possible to preserve this sense except

by a comparison -with the signification of the nnaugmented forms.

But as these disappeared, the comparison was impossible. And in

some cases the additional sense was so slight, that in the course of

time it gradually dropped away, though the two forms of the word
did exist. Thus we have in Marathi =a or ^[

'

fragments,' ^ or sfaf
'

circumference,' ^fc or ^rfef
'

the shoulder,' sfe or ^1^1
' a pair,' v$R

or vj^TT
'

chaff,' and others
;
but there is no perceptible difference in

the sense of the two forms, though in the last three cases usage has
restricted one of them to one state of things and the other to another.

So also one of our dialects has the augmented form, and another the

original, the sense being the same. Thus :

39. B. q^, H. P. q%\ large or great.

M. 5355, H. P. $35, B. ijfal a play.

H. ^n^TT, B. ^r, 0. <|5|U| right hand.

M. ^R, M. (dial.) affi, G. 5PT, H. P. ^ or sfrn, B. ^Nl, O.

133 a pillar.

B. 3TR, H. 3TW or 3^, P. zfa, M. 3*RT, G. ajfcft the

mango tree.

P. w*, H. B. jfre, M. *nST a fish.

B. *flcJ, H. P. M. VRS\ good.

It thus appears that originally the suffix ^ was not necessarily
applied to any nouns, but optionally to such as admitted of the addi-

tional signification. This additional signification has been preserved
in some cases, but lost in others.

^

You will now have seen that the Sanskrit and Pr&krit final vowels

having, for the most part, been dropped by the influence of the accent,
the

^final
aff, 3ft, f, f, 3>, 3;, $, and aft that we have now got were

originally penultimates or have arisen from a combination of the penul-
timate and final. The accent which originally fell on the penultimate
falls now in consequence of this change on these new finals. Thus,
these two accents, that on the penultimate when a word ends in the
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silent 3t, and that on the new final, are now to be met with in the

vernaculars. The first may be called the original accent, and the

second derivative. The Marathi is of all our dialects the most sensitive

to them, and shortens all the other vowels of the word in order to

throw the whole force of utterance on the accented syllable. The

Sanskrit QJT5fJ 'mourning', ^Jf^ 'new', tft^S 'brass,' and the Sanskrit

and Prakrit iffaf^ ( from ^t^T: or ^N-^ ) are pronounced as ^Jrj^r,

3?T^ RfloSj f^TSpcli & -? with the penultimate 3f long and the first

vowel short. In this way, in a word composed of three syllables with

the final 3? silent, the first syllable must be short in Marathi. When
a word is composed of more than three syllables, the aj of the antepenul-

timate is elided, as in ST^^JT, ^Igwqui, pronounced as ST^IT 3i[qu|ui, &c.

Similarly, when a word ends in the accented 3fl and the other

vowels, the preceding vowels are shortened as in the following :

40. %sr, Skr. ^fc^J:, Pr. 3f[^3Tt, and the others in Table 6.

Also^ and ^n which without the 3ff are ^ and *jtf ( see p. 160 ),

and such others occurring in Table 35.

a step in the scale of descent, a generation, Skr. tfH^T.

gambling by means of dice, Skr. WjWJ: (by change of gender).

f blue, Skr.

-55-5r yellow, Skr.

When together with the accented final a word is composed of three

or more syllables, or, more generally, when the accented syllable is pre-

ceded by two others or more, the 3f of that which immediately precedes

is silent or elided, as in the case of aj^riui above, and any other vowel

in its place is shortened and sometimes dropped. The other vowels

are also pronounced short. Thus :

41. tffaj iniper. 2nd ffcfinf inf. to learn, pronounced as

per. sing, the origi-

nal form of the root.

/- 'to ask'...

^mt pres. part, 'he is

angry' ............

'touched' .........

^ has similarly flfapf
'to sew' inf., f^tar^

' he sews,'

1 sewn.'

^ '

do,' pres. part, unaugmented qsft?T> augmented

pronounced as

21

or
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So also
vrjBX:

is 3n?^5T,
and *$$*:, ST^CT

the penultimate a

being dropped.
When the final is unaccented, it is the penultimate that is em-

phasized, but when it is accented, the penultimate is slurred over-

Thus the accentuation of the penultimate leads to the elision of the

final vowel, and the accentuation of the final brings about an elision or

shortening of the penultimate.

In Hindi also the accent leads to the elision of the a? of the pre-

vious syllable when more than one precede the accented syllable. Thus

3^f ' a cosmetic' is pronounced as 3=arz^, ^*t*f as
IJ'o^R, ^R^TT 'inf.

1 to rub the body with a cosmetic,' as 3^f, ^TT as ^Jfl. The Braj

present participle sfiTff is pronounced as ^vfe since one syllable only

precedes the accented penultimate ;
but the Hindi ^j?sn is ^TT as two

syllables precede the accented <ff. The accent leads to the shortening

of the preceding vowels in some cases. Thus jftq|<j
' a cowherd,' and

flares
' the lower regions,' are sometimes pronounced and written aa

jyjfcS
and q<H35 ;

so does aTfRT^ become 3ftffa- In such words as gqsf
'

produce,' S^TRfT 'respiration,' and <HAH
' a cosmetic,' from the Pr.

am^f, 3^ntf, and sssj^ur, Skr. STrTST, 3^W, and 4$<H, it prevents the

lengthening of the initial 3, as by the general rule it should be long,

since one member of the following double consonant is dropped. The

derived accent also shortens the preceding vowels in such instances

as the following :

42. H. ^TT southern, Pr. <|{^uf^r, Skr. ^PJRR:.

H. fiftT
a lamp, Pr. ^T^t, Skr. $WR:.

H. 3J3TT gambling, Pr. STSTsft, Skr. Wrj^: ( by a change of gender).

H. 3T7T3T foremost, the first part of which is SflTj from Pr. a^rrr,

Skr. 3flT

H. 3PFH one's own ..... . ........................ 3TTT from Pr. ajcq, Skr.

H. 1^51 together................................. ^R.

H. f^TT walked, f^n drunk, ftrqr sewn, ^ari touched, past parti-

ciples of 4)HI, $ft[, ^fRT> ^fT> fee-

In the same way it prevents the lengthening of a preceding vowel

in such cases as 3T3Fn
'

to be produced,' SOTf
'

to rise,' 3ftfj
'

to fly,
'

the last two being derived from the Prakrit 3c*JTT and -j|'l|H-

But in a great many cases the accent does not affect the preceding
close vowels. The Sanskrit words QjTO, 'ffcre, &c., the first syllable

of which is shortened in Marathi, retain it long in the Hindi. The
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words sqsr, 3M*HI> SI-TO, and others have their initial vowel optionally

lengthened, and in a few cases, such as 3*7?; and 3>^5, it is lengthened
withont any apparent reason. Similarly, the Hindi forms of ^ffrr^j and

the other words in Table 6 retain the long vowel. It has also

5T& and ^ as in Table 35, and $&[ 'blue,' <ffof
'

yellow,'
'

learnt,' *ft*TT
'

wet,' ifor
'

sweet,' <gs\
'

asked,' ijsjf
'

dead,'

'to learn,' 'j^TT
'to ask,' ^r?j, Ac., while in all these cases the

Marathi has short 5 and 3. Perhaps this weakening of the accent as

regards previous 5 and 3J is due to the development of another accent

in Hindi on the initial syllable. To such an accent as this might be

attributed the almost universal change of 3|lf and 3TSf to ^ and ^ that

we have already noticed. The 3T of the initial syllable, being accented,

draws to itself the q or qf of the following and deprives it of its ar> in

which cases the *f or ^ becomes 5 or 3, and then the two form $
and 3ffr.

The Gujarat! follows the Hindi completely, sometimes shortening
the preceding vowels as in f^t, 5^, and $fto5t 'delicate,'

'

tender,' and

dropping it as in ^n^T
'

father-in-law' (Skr. **g^:)i and srittaSf

1

finger' (Skr. 3T$-f*3*M), sometimes preventing their being lengthened,

as in 3T3T, 333, &c., and very often preserving them long, as in

tjjft 'full,' Slt^f. frJH-fl, &c. The Panjabi also keeps the short

vowel in such cases as 3^fT 'utterance,' grSTT^f
c

light,' though a mem-
ber of a double is dropped, and preserves the long in such cases as

$iq( or sffar, 3|3TT, tfteT, ^TIi <$$
' a cake,' &c. It has even fewer

instances of shortening than the Hindi. The Sindhi has
'

gambling,' feaft 'a lamp,' fq^ &c., but has such words as

1

mourning,' qq^f
' a worm,' f(^t

' a roll of betel leaves,' Skr.

ftrft
'

drunk,' &c. In a great many words such as Sjqft 'dried,' 5^
'heard,' ^ft 'touched,' ^[ 'milked,' the vowel of the preceding syllable

is short
;
but that is due not to the accent on the last syllable but to

the peculiarity of the Sindhi not to lengthen the preceding vowel even

when a member of a double is dropped.

The Bangali is more like the Marathi in this respect than like the

Hindi. Thus we have fRn:, H. ^mT ' in the interior
;' g^T dry, H.

Q33T; jvnrr or Pnn 'wet,' H. *ft3TT or *fnn J T%5T 'a worm,' H. qftST ;

^HT
'

shoes,' H. 5HTT ; f^5T 'a nail,' H. qft^T ; ^M^H
'

to be produced,'

&c. It thus shortens f and 3 in the unaccented syllables like the

Marathi. The Oriya follows the Bangali, having ^T, Skr.

1 a knot of hair,'^ '

shoes,' ftilT 'wet,' fa?TC
'
in the interior,

1
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All these languages, however, treat the unaccented sj in -words of three

or more syllables as the Marathi and Hindi do.

In Mar&thi the termination of the oblique form of cases and that

of the plural of neuter nouns in ^ are also accented. The reason

why they bear the accent will be considered hereafter. The accent on

the causal termination, in consequence of which the preceding vowels

are shortened in the Hindi and the Gujarati, has already been

mentioned. This also seems to be the same accent that we have been

considering. Thus in G. file^N
' make him sew,' or vJN^N ' make

him wash,' the aft being penultimate bears the accent and the

final a? is dropped. Similarly in viW^Nf by the general rule, the

final vowel being accented the penultimate ar is silent. It is because

it is so, and the ^j forms the conjunct 5| that the 3TT looks as if

emphasized just as the first a? of ar^qf and ^cfl is. In the Marathi

and other dialects also there is this accent in the case of the causal,

and the preceding f and 3; are shortened
;

as in
fjfir^

' make him

sleep,' ftxHdut
'

to make one sleep,' from the original sffa
'

sleep,' in

qjfj^
' cause him to do,' tRcjot or e^dul

'
to cause one to do,

1

<fec. In

the standard Hindi the ^ is dropped but still the way of pronuncia-
tion remains the same as it was when it existed. In f^RI

'

to show,'
for instance, the ?3j is pronounced as it would have been if the word
had been Q3|cHT. And the forms with ^ exist in the Braj.

Compounds in the vernaculars, most of which belong to the Tatpu-
rusha, Karmadharaya, or Dvandva class have an accent on the pen-
ultimate or final of the last word, as in the H. qJT^rta

' a place where
water is provided for passengers,' in which the first word <nft becomes

T% 3TOJI? 'a forest of Mango-trees' in which the aft of 3TW is

shortened, |{^H|$ 'a stable,' in which we have
jp^forsfter, ^3m

'harem' the ^ of which is a shortened form of ?pjt> an^ in the G.

tf dead,' and the M. 3T^K 'half a maund.' In the Marathi

) il t
l'Hl

IJta ^J!^qi^C )
the an of the first syllable is short though

not changed to ar; and in |%^^ 'an arrow and a bow,' the first

word is ?fft with the f shortened.

An unaccented initial vowel is dropped in the following instances:

43. Skr. 5Tf|?r sit, Pr. 3^T, M. H. B. 0.^, G. **, S. t%.
Skr. V&&K: sat, Pr. 35^, H. P.%%, G. %3t, S.

Skr. s?Wp?TT inside, H. ^, B. M. (dial.) WfT-
Skr. ar?S5 a water-wheel, Pr. arrf^ ?, H. i$z, M.
Skr. arwp3H^ to soak, M. ft^, H. fiiRi, G. f5f ,

B.
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Skr. qqf^reSJ* in one place, Pr. i^sf, H. P. ^, or

Skr. sqft above, Pr. 3^TC, M. ^;.

Skr.
3^g?fi: left, Pr. s^^ft, H. ^s[ 'what is left after eating.'

Skr. 3TMTC a preceptor, M. TTW. P- TN-

Skr. y^(j^:, Pr. 3^53ft a bridegroom, H, P.
^F^T-

Of the two instances of this change in the Prakrits cSIf. 'a pump-
kin' exists in Hindi, and ^TOT in the form of ?^T in M. and P. and of

13 in H. Medial ^ is dropped in Marathi, Bangali, and Oriya in the

word "TO", and the others enumerated before. It is dropped in the

G. in^ft for H. in^ft ( see p. 134). This elision does not appear to be

due to accent since according to our theory it must fall on the ^ in

some at least of the cases. The change is due to the process of

softening, since what takes place here is the simple dropping away of

the close element of the diphthong.

We will now briefly notice the manner in which the hiatus caused

by two vowels coming together in consequence of the elision of unini-

tial consonats in the Prakrits is avoided. We have seen that

f and 5 and 3? and 3 are combined into $ and 3ft in some of the dia-

lects, and into i;
and aft in others.* Final unaccented 3f and 3fl are

dropped when preceded by f or 3 as in the words given in list No. 35,

and unaccented 3 preceded by ar is dropped in some of the vernaculars,

as in list No. 36, and combined into aft or 3! in others.t Final | is pre-

served or changed to n after 3f in some cases, and combined with it to

form | in others.t Final accented 3TT and 3 or 3J are preserved
and a hiatus is tolerated ;

as in H. P. tsjsfl or 3T3TT for eg^ and

S. P. fa, ITI3, and the M. vff^ for foj^, in?3JT, *f?J^> &c- Some-

times xr or a1

is inserted in such cases after 5 and 5, as in H. f^qy

for i^3fl
' a lamp,' and M. 35% H. 5T3f[ for OrFfi. The syllable spj

formed in the Prakrits by interposing a ^ betwen 3T and 3f is changed
to ^ in modern Hindi as in the words in list No. 16 and to

ij in the

Gujarati and the Sindhi. This latter was the older process ;
and hence

even in the Prakrits we have %g? for qp^j, Skr. sfj^, and ^f, ^faii

%rfan for 5'*fa*f WR^lfo ^l^ltlj &- Ancl in Hindi also we have

q in ift
' a plum

' from 3^ for Skr. 3$$, which must have existed in

the Prakrits, though the form given by the Grammarians is Sfn; for

^^. Though the Marathi does not, like the Hindi or Gujarati, now

change 3RJ to ^ or q, still as formerly observed, when in a state of

Pp. 142-7. se 157. $ P. 157.
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formation, it did form q out of it, as in the instances there given, and

in the neuter singular temination $.* The termination %?; occurring

at the end of the names of Gujarat! and Marathi towns such as

^ifc, jNI*J*k, PfaofrUi &C-, is derived from Pr. snj* for Skr.
1 town.' The syllables 3TCR arising from a? and 3?T are also sometimes

changed to tj, as in H. 3TT or aHftr, M. 3^:, Pr. SF^qnC, Skr. ap^-

^\%. After srr the q is sometimes changed to ir and ^ in the Hind] and

Gujarat! as in the instances in Nos. 18 and 20, and also in the Marathi

in the instance $jof from Pr. 5J[3rf;33Tf, Skr. %5Rf<A^f ;
but often

and 3T?JT remain unchanged as in :

44. H. G. ^PJT timid, Pr. ^njT. Skr. SfRf?;.

H. G. M. gjq a wound or blow, Pr. ^[^T or snq, Skr. ^ftf.

H. 3TO wind, Pr. efTS? or eTFT, Skr. cTRT.

M. qni the foot, Pr. <nar or qpT> Skr. qR[.

M. H. G. ?TO a king, Pr. ?j3?r or ^pn, Skr.

H. JHTT gone, G. jpn, Pr. JT3?^t or JFj3?f, Skr.

G. fiRiigfr the cold season, S. RniFCt, Pr. tfNanfar)^, Skr.

H. 5RRTi M. ^Rf a bridal procession, Skr.

Sometimes the interposed ^ is so light that it is dropped and the

vowels Sf and 3fl or a^I and 3? and in rare cases 3? and 3? combine and
form 371 as in :

45. B. <n> and B. G. qj for qpj and ^pj in the above.

M. 3fl of 3fl^, Pr. 37T3T3T, Skr. STPHf.

M. f^TR a potter, Pr. fWT3TR, Skr. $UHK, and generally the ter-

mination ^?rc as in tH"j!*R
' a goldsmith

' and others
;
also M.

M. 3^ a Boa constrictor, Pr. 373T3^, Skr.

G. ^T3 a promise, Pr. izmtf, Skr. C^H^
In some cases 3 is inserted instead of ^ to prevent the hiatus, as in

M. TTS for *T3T
' a king'; H. q^ for <W* ' the foot;' M. tfFT inm^ for

3T3T in ^nn; ST^?I for Pr. ^I3T^3T, Skr. ^jm?3J; ^1^ in ^T^35I for Pr.

^5T3T
from^Skr.

^RJ; and a few others. In the principal Prakrit also

we find qffcgrefr for Skr. tfflc^ju; 'yellow,' from which we have the

Marathi ftfaoa, and^ mentioned above.

A medial Sf is dropped after
5, y, or 3 short or long, as in M. ^

forPr. ^3K 'husband's brother'; G. ^. H. <fi<5T 'yellow' for Pr.

*
P, 144,

"
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M. RrS 'stale', H. ifa[ 'damp,' 'cool,
1

Pr. tftossr, Skr.

<a throe,' Pr. %3Fir, Skr. %^n; M. 5J55 or 353; twins,'
Pr. sja^s or sjs^raf,

Skr. ^J|<5H or ii'W^H- Sometimes -with the previous

5,
it forms tj; that is a vowel partaking of the character of both is

substituted for them; as in the S. ^f 'a fetter,' Pr. Rsret, Skr.

HUS:; H. P. %| or Stf 'near,' Pr. fta?%, Skr. R^ ; M. ^ 'the

tuft of hair on the head,' Pr. faff*^TT, Skr. %^I%^T, the f being
softened to aj; H. ft[ 'a fan,

1

Pr. RaTTST, Skr. sspRqj. 31% has the

form ft% also in which case 3? is simply dropped and the vowel

rendered long as in the M. cftt. The long afl is preserved and

changes the preceding ; to f?j or q as in the H. faqn. or

'jackal,' for Pr. faancJ, Skr.
fgm&i qi5 'marriage,' for Pr.

Skr. f^, &c.

We will now proceed to the consideration of consonantal changes;

and first of those due to the process of softening. The semivowel ^ is

often softened to |.
In the Prakrits sq^R 'a fan' becomes

f^STOT which is preserved in the H. ifaf, and ^qR is changed to *f^ur.

This word does not occur in the vernaculars, but the Hindi and

Marathi have got f*T3RT, and fSfatft 'to congeal' from the verb ^iq^,
in which q\ is softened to |.

From 5^3R or rather such a word as

sq5R we have by a similar softening M. fsj^TJlT, H. j^inTT, Gr. (^3Mt,

S. ^ffg. More modern instnces are :

46. H. P. S3Tf, p - **&> Pr- ^^Tqi, M. ^3s| a pencil, probe,

Skr. SRST^T-

B. $ra a dart, Skr. 5FIJ; the q being changed to f is transferred

to the preceding syllable.

H. P. 5R?T a bridal procession, Skr. 5T*-qqw|.

H. ?n| shadow, P. BTfqi, Skr. ^pjr.

H. P. Gfoffa passed, Skr. sq^j.

H. P. f^n pain, Skr. sqijjj Q^K business, performance, Skr.

H. P. ^^I'JI welfare, Skr. ^^nor, (^[^3TT learning, Skr.

P. q?fr?f faith, belief, Skr. spqq.

H. qj^s visible, Skr. j^W-
The Panjab! always dissolves a Sanskrit q contained in a conjunct

into f +3Ti or sometimes into | simply, while the Hindi often resorts

to the latter change. The other languages do not seem to possess many
instances of this process. The change of a^ or ^^TT to q fromerly

noticed is also due to this softening process.
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In the Prakrits * is dissolved into 5 in goft for Skr. Serf*,

^ftfr, 5 for (5, gcrc for ccK, &c. In Hindi we have ^T in the sense

of
ca slight resemblance,' a remote sound of the property possessed by

another. But another derivative from the word exists in the form

of vp or <f in that language, and of ^f or *JTO in Marathi. From 33

H. has tft 'to sleep,' P. & G. ^, and B. and 0. $J or ^. $

occurs in the forms of ^f or | when the word stands alone or is com-

pounded, as in H. ^n, B. 5^, M. |on, &c., for Pr. 3% Skr. fapt

'two-fold;' and gqr by a further dissolution becomes the P. g^qfT 'to

go,' H. P. gt*f, G. 313 'instantly, pr. part., M. ^ 'at present'.

More modern instances are:

47. H. P. qffcr to serve food, Skr.

H. P. M. <T3ftft a neighbour, Skr.

H. sfiftST a towel, Skr. Sfff^
H. r^tf son's wife, Pr. 5rT^|;, Skr.

H. P. Slfcj, Pr. srwit^T, Skr.

The ^ and 4 to which q and ^ are softened are similarly changed

to 3 or aft.

H. P. SR^tf sister's husband, Pr. ^n^|, Skr.

H. P. *nft name of a month, Pr. *T^3T, Skr.

H. P. G. ^t-[jn-an-f] to lose, Pr. i&(, Skr. ^r

H. P. B. ^to touch, Pr. fat, or 33, Skr. gq
H. 3?^faT unexpected, Pr.

9Tor^^^-[ar],
Skr.

H. ^Rn, P. ttG, G. ^t^, invitation, Ap. ^r-[3] or

Skr. m?W-[ V ]
H - has^T also.

H. 5^ the full-moon day, Ap. gptor^t, Skr.

H. tfif (of ^if) face to face, Ap. ^55, Skr.

M. ^fa to entrust, Ap. tf^cq, Skr. ^qq.

It will be seen that the af[ or 5 to which
a^is

softened often pre-
'

vails over the preceding and following vowels, as in the words q<cfar and

q^^ft. The change of 3T^ to 3fl fromerly noticed I consider as due

to the elision of the final 3f of ^ consequent upon an accent on the

first syllable, though afterwards there is a softening of the of to 3.

But in the above instances the change of 3 to 3ft or 3 is due to a

weak pronunciation or softening alone. The diphthong 3ff requires,

as I have several times observed, a passage from one vocal position

immediately to another -which involves energetic utterance. The

tali, Prakrit, Gujarati, and Sindhi substitute for it, Viz;., aft is due to
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assimilation. The Hindi aitf and the corresponding Gujarat! aft,

therefore, are not dne to a weakening of the
5T; but the aft in the above

instances is, since it is not a substitute for 3TF and consequently does

not arise from an assimilation of the two sounds, involved in that diph-
thong.

The following are still more modern instances:

48. H. P. q?$S* God Skr- TW*-
M. H. P. 3^ or *u a musical note, Skr. ^.
H. P. g*TT3 nature, Skr. ^TR-
P- 3Wft master, Skr. ^TT*ft

In this manner the Punjabis always pronounce the ^ of Sanskrit

words and to a smaller extent the Hindi people. The Marathi has not

many instances of this softening of ^.

In the Prakrits there are according to the grammarians but three

instances of the change of q> to the sonant
j^-

Of these 3f<pT for Skr.

occurs in the vernaculars.* With these exceptions the initial

remains unchanged and the medial is dropped. But the vernaculars,

adopting pure Sanskrit words again and again in the course of their

history, have changed them as we have seen or changed the Prakrit

words that came down to them in virtue of the general or special laws

which regulate the development of human speech. Thus, though

they did not receive more words with;a softened
q^

from the Prakrits

they have now come to possess a good many. Thus:

49. M. HJ|o5|, P. ti'JKi, *T*rar, or CTT9, H. <JJ|<3 or Wl<A|, G.

OToSt all or whole, Skr. tf^s or H<fc3><$:.

M. ^TloSt, H. P. ^T^T, G. STJT^T, S. ftft, B. O. fT, Skr. 5^ or

a crane.

M. H. P. G. M<J|d or sprc, S. 5^ visible, manifest, Skr.

H. P. G. B. sf5RT, S. ^}g a crow, Skr. WS'- H. has a^n or

from Pr. RT3T with the suffix ^: i. e.
t sff, M. SRT^, of ^|cfo&t, also.

H. 3rfrT, S. ^ or
55t|! people, the world, Skr. ssfaj:. The others

have 3Sfa-

H. P. OTT, S. Jff^ greens, culinary herbs, Skr. ?n^:. The others

have STFfi-

H. ^5T, P. OTR, G. ^TJR or 5RFT, S. tETgg, B. ^rgsj an auspicious

omen, Skr. 5T$T:, M. q%fl. S. has ^j^, also from the Pr.

H. P. *ftT, S. ^ftg grief, Skr. ?jftj:. The others have

*See Table 22.
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H. P. ftm crooked, Pr.
^|-3T,

Skr. ^sRsp. The others have zfc

or m^fi.

P- KJKK passage of the sun into a sign, Skr. ^Fpft. The others

have. {fold.

P. <jj|H contraction, bashfnlness, Skr. Uhiq; H. fl^ffa or

M. ^rota-

^r is softened to the sonant 3^
as in the following :

50. H. Q5ft a needle, Skr. ^f%; also 'a tailor' from Skr.

H. G. Q3T- or
w^T-[>fT

and f] to be suggested, Skr. R^J.
H. ^t a key, Skr. $1%^.
P. S. qn five, Skr. qs^ ;

P. jf^ft a small bedstead, Skr.

There are not many instances of this process.

The Prakrits change an uninitial ^to ^when preceded by a vowel;

and the vernaculars have preserved the words so changed. For

instance:

51. Skr. ^Z^J: a jar, M. H. Sf^f, G. S. g^f, H. P. s^rf.

Skr. ^7 to happen, to occur, to forge, to fashion, M. S. G. qg-

Skr. srf&RT a measure of time, M. G. S. 0. B. qg\, H. P. q$.
Skr. ^J: a horse, M. 0. B. ^T, G. S. ^t, H. P. ^\.
Skr. fl a bank, M. fl, 0. ?T1T. S. rf^t in an altered sense.

Skr. ^rqiZ a door, M. *5fl^, H. f^c||, G. *HI-
Skr. SR^ bitter, M. ^, G. ^Jlf,

H. ^f^I, S. ^t.
Skr. ^j waist, M. ^^, G. %^.

Skr. ^.d^.H a bracelet, M. zfif,
H. O. $3T, Q-- ^f-

Skr. ?^or STR^to cry, M. ^ in ?^jf or 3<l^ut, G. S. ^-[i-$]
Skr. ?nfN!T a garment, M. G. *T^, H. P. f^, S. w$$, B. 0.

Skr. ^: the Banyan tree, M. G. ^, H. P. qf ,
S. ^f .

Skr. fftz in ^iRt to snap, ^3" in M. ?ft^of, G. ?n^f , H. P.

S. rfi^-

Skr. ^Z in W^Uqft to break, ^t?" in M. qj)^u|.

Skr. 5f7 or gfZ^J a crown, H. P. J^T, B. 0. q^.
Skr. ^TST a kind of tree, M. ^\.
Skr. qtc5 a kind of cucumber, M. q^S[a5, H. qtqg, G. M^o&-
Skr. ^H:^: a worm, M. f%^i, G. f%^t, H. ^T.
The instances in which the cerebral z resulting from an original

^ has been softened in the Prakrits to ^ have been preserved by the

vernaculars. The following are some of these :
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52. qs for Pr. qi%, Skr. iff?*, in such words as H. G. q^-ft a

neighbour, M. q^t, Skr. SirattfT; M. q^{R, Skr. srf^j^ echo
; M.

f,
Skr. SH?Rm?I cold, catarrh, and also in M. q^tqt reflection, and

proof; G. q^^TIoS, Skr. ST^RTlcST a penthouse; G. q^T, Skr.

echo or resonance
; fT?[ or 5^ft and ^^f as in Table 29; M.

35 forward, so forth, Pr.
qgfe, Skr. sr^jft ; VZ of M. q^of, G. q^|.

H. q^rr to fall, Pr. qi", Skr. q^ ; j{t M. a corpse from Pr. iji^f, Skr.

*JrT^JH; <&4I^W to dig out, to root out, from the Skr. ^H^RT-

Of the change of Q(
to gr there are some instances in the Sauraseni,

and corresponding to these we have a few in the Panjabi, Sindhi, and

Gujarati, thus:

53. P. sfrJ^T 'living,' Saur. pres. part. vfleft^, Skr. 5TT=Rf; ?T of the

present participle of roots, as ^JT^I masc. 'doing,' 3Tl^T tnasc.
'

saying'

&c. A modern instance is tfJTTT? for the Sanskrit ^^un^T- The Sindhi

preserves the Sauraseni present participial affix ?^ or ap^t some-

times changed to
|?^j[ throughout, as in f?3?ff 'moving,' ^fi?^t 'doing,'

g^ft
'

being,' &c. The same change is observable in other words also as

in ^tf^ for Sanskrit SJIT^T. The Gujarati has a few instances of the

Sauraseni past passive participle in ^ as in ^[^
'

eaten ,' tftj
'

drunk,'

q^fj
'

done,' &c. Marathi has $fe for Skr. g?^ 'belly,' and Gnjarati ^.
The labial surd q is, when uninitial, softened in the Prakrits to 5.

The ^ is preserved by the Marathi unchanged, but the Hindi softens

it in some cases still further to 3 as already shown (p. 168), and drops it

in a great many more cases, according to a very general rule to be

hereafter noticed, while the Gujarati changes it sometimes to
J3[.

The

Sindhi and Bangali follow the Hindi to a large extent in this latter

respect.

54. Skr. cfiqlf a well, Pr. ^f, M. ^fcf, G. H.^ in ^^T, S. ^if,

P. 3[I3 in 3I31T.

Skr.
sjjqsfj:

a well, Pr. ^t. G.
f?ft,

H. ^[, S. fff for

Skr. sfjqis a door, Pr. ^T^if,
M. 3^", H. f^re, G.

Skr. snq to reach, attain, Pr. qr^, M. q^ (in qi^of), G. qw-[f],

H. qT-fr],
S. qi|-[g], B. qi3ft-[^T].

Skr. SRnq to send, Pr. q^, M. q|3^-[5t], old H. qa^-frr], H.

q3i-[RT], S. qs-Dg]-

Skr. fq;to touch, Pr. fej or gg, M. foHoT], H. P. B. ^-[m Ac.],

0. t 01> fe> s - ^-C^] or ^-[^]-

Skr. ntq to heat, Pr. ^R, M. G. H. aR-[<JM-STT], S. fllf-[g]-
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Skr. snfqrf a barber, Pr. sflf^ or ?5T^T, M. s^t, G. !fT^, H. S.

4.
Skr. JTtqTS-f^fi a cowherd, Pr. ifa^-f^T, M. jfasi, M. G.

G. itarissqt, H. jfcF& **F3 (=TF*TS), *n^> S. TRI*-

Skr. qfe^q: a tortoise, Pr. <*>^=Tl, H. ^arr, S. ^33, ^, M.

Skr. tfq^ft a fellow-wife, Pr. ^rfr, M. flc^, H. tffcf.

Skr. *TT5F^ name of the sixth month, Pr. *T^3f, M. TT33T

The lingual surd aspirate ^is, it will be remembered, changed in

the Prakrits to 2, and the vernaculars, especially the Hindi, have

preserved the instances and even added to them, as will be seen from

the following :

55. Skr. <T3 to read, Pr. qj, M. H. P. S. qs in TOft-sff-g. In H.

and P., however, the pronunciation of 5 is somewhat different from

what it is in M., and in S. it sounds like the conjunct ^f .

Skr. qfafj a stool, Pr. <fR3T, H. q"Rf.

Skr. qtf^JT a series (of generations), Pr. q^^T, H. <ff^, M. ftf,

Skr. ITS or JTfeqJT a small temple, Pr. n, H. P. SRI, old M. JR.

Skr. ^J, Pr- 5I5T, H. ^(5, M. G. ^R.

Similarly we have H. $5<J^T 'to roll' from Skr. fj$. In the word ^Rt
the 5t does not represent g but 3 to which that Skr. conjunct must

by the general rules, be reduced in the Prakrits. One of the two a is

dropped and the preceding vowel lengthened according to a general
rule in the vernaculars to be hereafter noticed. The remaining 5 is

then softened to z. There are other instances of the same change in our

dialects.

56. %z of M. Isnfr, S. ^<g, ^ of H. |^n, ^ of B. ^r 'to

surrround' from Skr. qz through Pr. Ife. The Gujarati, however, has

VK of M. qfRot, G. *RRf , H. ^IT^T; ZRS of S. ra$, B.

'to draw out,' from Pr. ^f, Skr. fig.

^5 of H. ^n to mourn, from Pr. f^, Skr. ^g. Even here the

Gujarati has fiTf .

H. qsfo M. G. ^Jte. S. e^j^rf white leprosy, from Skr. $E through
Pr.^.

The ^ arising from the Sanskrit ^ is also similarly changed to
^.

M. ^555, H. ^RSI, &c., from the Skr. frfas as in Table 29.
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M. ^$t to boil, q^T decoction, q& curry, 33% a cauldron, G.

^ret> &c., H. qfFTT, 3JT5T, ^?ft &C-, all from the Skr. root f^.

We have noticed the change of ^ to | and c5 and of { to ^ in the

Prakrits. Not only have the vernaculars preserved the words so

changed, but have carried on the process to such an extent that ^ and

J have become mutually interchangeable in some of them, especially

the Hindi.

57. Skr. <rern a tank, Pr. ?fc5TST, M. G. <f55R, M. %&, H.

S. B.

Skr. ?rfl*T pomegranate, Pr. ^m, M. TTo55f, G. <fl55JT, H. B.

,
H. ^ifcq.

Skr. 51" molasses, Pr. 5^, M. q^5.

Skr. <fte of qimffl to torment, to twist, Pr. tffo M. fqoSof, G.

5, H. (qoS^T, &c.

The numerals with their gr changed in the Prakrits to ^ through
an intermediate ^r have come down to the vernaculars:

Skr. Pr. H. P. S. M. G. O. B.

58.

ITT

The other Prakrit words %fe& and zftfR^ in which the
q^

of the

Sanskrit ^f^ and <+,^3 is changed to ^ are preserved in Marathi in

the forms of ^|o&| and ?fio5^. Similarly fft?T and a^i^ with the

j so changed appear in the vernaculars as shown before.*

The following are later instances:

59. B. sfifo G. ?^55t, Skr. EKfo lap; B.
^gy, Skr. ^TT lock of hair;

H. TO forPr. JIS3T, Skr. ^f^f a corpse; H. q^|, Pr.

Skr. fd-fetfiqT; H. %TPH or RTRTi gkr. f^?T5R mocking; G.

from Skr. qR to resist; G. m^ from Skr. qre to tide over; H.

^<JHl from Skr. ^^T^T to amuse one's self; S. R91^, ^T, or H

fetters, from Skr. WHS; H. P. ^, Pr. ftajt, Skr. $*& near.

*See 140 aud Table 2.
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Though the change of ^ to ^ does not involve softening but must

be considered to be due to a predilection for the sound, it would be

convenient to notice it here. There is only one instance of this

change given by Hemachandra as existing in the Maharashtri, but

there are a great many in the vernaculars, so that this appears to be a

peculiarly modern process. The Hindi and the Sindhi have, however,
of all the vernaculars, the largest number of examples, the rest

presenting but a few stray ones. Sometimes both the forms with 55

and ^ are in use, especially in the Hindi.

60. Skr. ^j^, Pr. ^ft, M. sfa; large, great.

H. G-. ^TR, M. Q-. snipe, S. 3>ire, Skr. 35\^s a plough, or anchor.

H. ^ or zffa, Skr. 3f&3 a morsel; ^ or ^5, Skr. vj^j dust;

Skr.
sprre,

a jackal; *U|HT> Pr. fl'SI?, Skr. *3f{ to praise;

Skr.
<g&35

a spoilt child; ffl^jff, Skr.
^T^^f

a chain;

Skr. *m& ( cans, of 3^5 ) to burn; flrfaft Braj for tffe^ST, Skr.

dark.

S. ^ri^^F, Skr. 33JIM3*: dark; nffo, Skr. fqc<T^: a certain tree;

Tr^i^, Skr. sj;?^ to light or burn; ijf?H<Jj, Skr. spr^S to melt; f^,
Skr. f^: a plough, &c.

G. 3T2fT, Skr. 3?5ri^T a high mansion; M. tfaffr or lEnsrftj Skr.

the silk cotton tree.

Notable instances of the interchangeableness of ^r, 5 and <? are

afforded by the causal forms of verbal roots in some of the vernaculars.

In Hindi the causal of roots ending in a vowel is formed by inserting

^ between it and the termination art which is the remnant of the old

Prakrit a^ preserved in the Braj and other dialects; as f^HI caus.

of <ft 'to drink,' fogjpn of ^fl 'to eat,' f^HT of ^ 'to give,' vj^HT of

>tl 'to wash,' &c. In Gujarati we have ^ for w as ?^l^ 'to cause to

eat,' ^ellff 'to cause to give,' 'r^eji^^', to cause to bathe,' 'wash,' &c.

Sometimes instead of S", j is optionally used as in ^^TT^l 'to cause to

eat,' ^ftaTT3f 'to threaten,' &c. But in Sindhi 5 always represents

the Hindi ?^and the Gujarati ^,
as in RsTT^J 'to cause to give,' ^SflTg

'to cause to wash,' |^l^ 'to cause to sit.' What the origin is of the ^
of these forms, which is more primitive than the s and | to which it

was afterwards changed, will be considered in the next lecture.

Another peculiarly vernacular process, of which Hemachandra

gives only one instance, is the transformation of ^ into ^ in which ^
is deprived of its nasal element, and the complete contact of the vocal

organs avoided. Thus :
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61. Skr. f^R a certain tree, Pr. f&Kf or ft*% M. f^.
M. fssgot to bow, Skr. ;nR; 5sMt butter, Skr. qq4fa; H. ijs\&{\ to

return, Skr. f^, Pr. f^5; G. $fa blue, Skr. sffo; P. 3%T, a

cocoanut, Skr. H1^R<*, H. HU^tf-

But there are more instances of the opposite process in the

Prakrits; and these have come down to the vernaculars.

62. M. G. sfTTTT a plough or anchor, P. tj^s or
35|f35;

M. H^Z,
S. [TOf , Pr. ftl<* or OT3T3J, Skr. 55SR forhead. The H. JJJT salt, Skr.

<5ejU|, is a later instance.

The sibilant ff whether original or derived from the Sanskrit w
or ^ is in a few cases changed to % in the Prakrits. For (%q^T 'a day,'

we have f^^ or f^Tf,
for <TT^TT 'a stone,' TfTor, and for ^l^ 'ten'

g[^.
These words, so changed, have come down to the vernaculars, and

are found in one or other of them. The various forms of the nume-

rals having the word ^r at the end have been given above. Of the

other words Gr. has f^f 'a day,' and f^5T^T with the suffix ^f, P. fife

and f^^Ifl, and S. |i^ and f^flST; and S. q^jwj
ca stone.' The Sindhi

and the Panjabi have given a wider range to this process, as will be

seen from the following :

63. S. gg or ffr chaff, Skr. ftf, M. 5^.
S. % lotus-stalk, Skr. far, M. fvr^.

S. ^ff| a buffalo, Skr. ifftft M. ?.

S. %5$ to sit, Skr. aMi^l, M. ^^ot, G.

S. t^TTf trust, Skr. R'^T-

P. **, S. oftf twenty, Skr. m-[^], M.

P. f^f or j^f, S. ^| or f^?f poison, Skr. ^qf, M
P. Sf*T, S. ^Tt, Skr. ^j?;, M. ^reTTT father-in-law.

P. f?^T thirst, Skr. rj^T.

P. <W or cRlft, S. ^T?t or qj^t a snare, noose, Skr. qRT, M
Gujar4tis, especially of the uneducated classes, pretty freely pro-

nounce l^
as

^,
as in fJTST^ for ^W3l to understand,' ^pcf for gpw

'a year,' ^r^ for ^TT^ 'true,
:

&c., but the forms with ^ are also in

use. The other dialects do not seem to have many instances of this

change. The termination ^ of verbs of the future tense is in several

dialects of the Hindi changed to f as in q^f ,
G. ^% 'he will do.'

The change of if to ^ seems to be an almost entirely later process

of which there are scarcely any instances in the Prakrits. It is seen

in full operation in the ApabhraihSa.
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64. Skr. STW name, M. srfa, H. ^nft, old H. ^, also JfHT, P.

S. qft also snS and sn^t-

Skr. ?W a tying rope, M. ^f, P. ^fc, H. $fa in ^faft

Skr. m*T a village, M. H. ufa, H. HR, also; S. JTT3, 3TT5-

Skr. Wt to turn round, M. sffaof, P. *TPTT S. ^rf^; from the

same root, M. *?faa5, H. *far, S.

Skr. !WTi M. S^ft, H.

Skr. ST33HH to bow down, M.

Skr. STI^HR to rinse the mouth, M. 34N4Uf, H. 3jt|cH1, also $HM|.

Skr. ft*TW rest, M. f^rfal, S. thrift,

Skr. sm^ dark-complexioned, M. Wfta5[, H. JErfsRST-'CT, P.

and *THT3T> S- ^t^t-

Skr. 5flHl<t^ son-in-law, M. srfaf, but H. 3TlTl|, P. 3f^ff or

Skr. 35*H rising, M. 3JR^t, but P. ^JIM^II.

Skr. 3TPT^5^ a kind of myrobalans, M. P. srfcoST, H. P.

P. 3HIT3T also, S. 3?t?d-

Skr. ^rm^ chief, M. H. *n4?T- ^
Skr. =gR?: n. a sort of fly-brush, M. grfl, H. P. ^<frt

S.

Skr. ^T55 a lotus, H. P. fa$, M. ^To5, S. ^^.
Skr. TUW cans, spending, wasting, H. ifcHT, P. JNM<JIT> S.

but M. *r*i="t-

Skr. <HT?: a bee, H. *J5TCT or ^T, P. (k or ^, S. iffe.

Skr. T^JI fifth, M. MhW|, H. i(N^i, P. i^T^f, &c., and other

ordinals.

Skr. ^f^ delicate, tender, M. <^[c|o&|.

Skr. 5Wf eating, M. ^OT, H. ^^r, P. ^"11.

Skr. 3O& mud, H. ^i, G. qjf^f-

From the fact that the Marathi, Hindi, Sindhi, and Panjabi

contain many instances of this change it is to be gathered that though

it does not appear in the Prakrits proper it must have begun very

early before the vernaculars received their distinctive forms and were

isolated from each other. Of all the dialects the Marathi alone has

preserved the ^ of this t in most cases
;
the Hindi, and the others

having dropped it or softened it to ^ in a good many instances
; while

the Grujarati changes it back again to q;. Thus, such of the above

words as exist in Gujarat! have the following forms :

65. 5fW name. corresponding to M.

TW a village. ^JT^ a fly-brush.
to turn round, >^qft giddiness, sfiifoB a lotus,
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3 wasting. VTHCt a bee.

r^st. Tfejft, ^TR!Rt, &o-t fifth,

dark-complexioned. seventh, &c.

son-in-law. ^*T55t delicate, tender.

myrobalans. JT^TJ eating.

The reason why I consider this as a change of a* back to jj, and
not a preservation of the original Sanskrit and Prakrit H, is that the

Gnjarati changes ar^
to ^ in other cases where there is no question as

to the ^ (or <r) being the original sound. Thus :

66. G. ^un^ a door, H. HpajIT, M. ^r^T^ Pr. ^j^Rf, Skr. ^JTf;

G. 1%*HT blackwood, M. fiwanf, Pr. fffo^, Skr. RRPT.

& THTf to attain, M. Tf^t, Pr. qi^ Skr. sip?.

G. ^ni in ^t^^TT running, Skr. t^[3N

Where in Marathi we have ar or ^ the Gujarati has in some cases

H as in G. 5^f
' a blow,' M. fsft, G. 5(Jf

' a place of residence,
1 M. 3[aj,

derived in some way from Skr. ^JPT. There are traces of this change
in some of the other dialects too, as in S. P. f*H3, B. flfcTRf, corres-

ponding to M. f^ffo H. f^rfo, Pr. Qwifd, Skr. nfofg
'

solicitation;'

B. ^if^JT, Pr. ^t.-^, Skr. sp^^q
c a tortoise ;' H. vfflH!, Skr. \foTC

' a fisherman ;' old M. IfRT, G. ^I?f, Skr. aj<TT 'news;' B. g^, H. 5^?-

[^|], Skr. ^5=^ 'to wipe away.' This phenomenon of the change of ar

to H the vernaculars, and especially the Gnjarati, have inherited from

the Prakrits. Of the words so changed the Gujarati has preserved CTr^f
' a dream,' the Prakrit form being %fjJTOT or 5WTj and some of the

others, sffa
' kind of tree.' This last is ;ftq in Sanskrit

; but probably
there was an intermediate form *fa.

The vernaculars have thrown away the aspiration of hard and

soft aspirate mutes in a good many cases. Thus :

67. M. sifaj learn, Pr. fe^fTi H. tfte.

M. sffa? beggary, Pr. PT^^Tj H.

M. ^^of to dry, Pr. 5^ or 5^^, H.

M. J^J hunger, Pr. ff^f> H.

M. 5T?T hand, Pr. fcTi H.

M. frff elephant, Pr. 5?fTi H.

G- sft^Tt afraid, Pr. sft^f or vf(?t, M.

G. 3f3i| greatness from Pr.
a^,

H.

G. SfiTT^ to spoil, Pr. If^, M.

S. ^i^j to dry.

S. 3fa beggary.
23
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S. f*g hanger.

B. gft a book, Pr. <?tfc43Tr, H. M. qpft-

B. <re to learn, Pr. <T5,
H - M

-i
&c. <TC

B. itfS to grow, Pr.
sr|,

M. ^R-[^], H. ra-CT* Off]

B. |* to surround, Pr. Is, M. ^-[dfr], H. %5-[sfr], &o.

B. qRTC stone, Pr. q^c, M. qw, H. qc*TC or qw.
B. fq* back, Pr. fqgorq^H. qfo M. qtf.

B. *H5 wish, Pr. ssj, S. P. ^n*.

B. $pj (in 3PJR) to dry, Pr. 378 or $% H.
H^Jfl.

B. 5Rf^ (in 3irfcir) to take out, Pr.
sfig,

H. M. &c. ^JR.

B. 55^ a pond, Pr. ^sp^Roff.

And in such forms as qtff% 'worn' from Pr. qRff% ^f|% 'for

bathing' from Pr. ?^f, or ^5( and ^ff^
' to the right hand,' Pr. ^ff|<ir,

the aspirate g is dropped, so that the Bangali has, in a large number of

instances, thus weakened the pronunciation of aspirated sounds. In

the instances given from Marathi, it will be seen that the letters other

than those which are softened are aspirates ; hence the weakening
consists simply in dropping the heavy breath in one of two aspirated

sounds as in the case of the Sindhi C(<3 and figf. The aspirates are

preserved when occurring singly, which is not the case in Bangali.

Hence Banglali utterance is the weakest, and the Hindi and Panjabi
the strongest.

The Marathi reduces a Sanskrit or Prakrit
^5 invariably to R, and

in this respect differs from all its cognate dialects. Thus :

68. Skr. |^ sugarcane, Pr. 3^, M. 3jfl. The H. has f^ or

Skr. JTc**T fish, Pr. ip^, H. m&, M. Jntfl-

Skr. 5Rff a calf, Pr. 3^3, H. ^f$, M. m% in

Skr. ejR^T a knife, Pr. gfarf, H. ^fr, M. s
Skr. ^f%qj( a fly, Pr. m^-33Tr, H. q(&, M.

Skr. ^5-3 to ask, Pr. 5^-3, H. 33^, M.

Skr. ^-37 a tortoise, Pr. ^^5^, H. itfgsn, M.

Skr. ^% a side of the abdomen, Pr. $feg, M. ^. The H.

has ^(^f.

Skr. %? a field, Pr. gjrT, M. %?f. But H. has $3.
Skr. fq^to touch, Pr. gar, H. g-[^], M. j%f-[5i].
Skr. 3PN shade, Pr. &&[, H. gfc M.^
Skr. Qxgj a bunch, Pr. jft^-3, H. jfj^Tf, M.
Skr. 5W?f lap, Pr. 3?p5^, M. afteT-

Skr. Qwft a she-goat, Pr. ^[^ or ^f, H. gjff, M.
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Skr. SjfpJi worn out, wasted, Pr. 551% M.

Skr. $ror a festival, Pr. 55% M. ^or

According to a general rule in Marathi ^ is changed to $r when
followed by the palatal vowel % or i;. This change of & to R in this

dialect is to be accounted for by the fact that the vocal organs of the

Marathas have a predilection for the dento-palatals, *3, &, 5T, 3T to

which the Sanskrit palatals are in almost all cases reduced by them

except when they are followed by |, ^, or
^.

The Sanskrit ?s there-

fore becoming the dento-palatal 35 passes into
*^

which differs from it

only in the contact of the vocal organs being somewhat less incomplete.

The only instances in the Prakrits in which the change appears to be

the same as that we have been considering are 3^T^f for

for

I have already given instances of the many words with their un-

initial consonants dropped which the vernaculars have inherited from

the Prakrits, and shown what further changes they have undergone.
This process of elision has not been continued by any of the verna*

culars unless we consider the disappearance of uninitial ^ which is

very general in Hindi, Sindhi, and Bangali to be an instance of the

process.

69. B. H. far, S. |%3ft lamp, Pr. gfa^ Skr. tfqsff, M. fat,

H. m, S. :?3?t new, Pr. s^sft, M. 5RT-

H. off, S. 5ff3 life, Pr. 5fMt, Skr. tffo:, M. tffc.

H. S. ^lf, B. iflft a barber, Pr. i\$w or J^rff^, Skr.

H. IJfpTT, S. 5fS$3 a tortoise, pr. qf^Sfaft, Skr. ^R-K^q^:, M. ^
H -

^[snli
S - iT-[^]> B - & C^RT*.) to touch, Pr. feft or f^, Skr.

,
M. fof-[iQ.

H. qr-[n], S. TT?-[^], Pr. TT^, Skr. sn^, M. qR-W].
H. f*n, S. ffr for faft, B. frqi a well, Pr. fcfaffr, Skr. ^q5R :, G.

H. >^i55=in9TI^, B. jfim^I a cowherd, Pr. J?frI33T, Skr.

M. JTR55T-

H. ?Hf=R3TT?, S- I%T3 marriage, Skr. 1%!^.

H. <t3t-M> s - *&-[$]> B. T15If-[^T] to send, Pr. q|j^, Skr.

M. T(3^.

H. Hi-Mi S - Wf-L^J] to heat
>
Pr- W^i Skr - WIT. M - **PW

H.
J3TIT,

B. ^pjpc door, Pr. jsn?:
or 53?!^, Skr. ^.

B. H two, Pr. 5%, Skr. |j.
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B. snj nine, Skr. ^, M. s|^, H. ^.

B. SPJj^f moss, Skr. tffl^, H. $r^j3T

This elision of 3 appears also in the Hindi causal forms such as

33RT ^*RTi 5raRf, in which the 3Tf only of the Prakrit or Marathi

termination 3?f^ or 3f^ is retained. The whole termination appears in

the Braj and other dialects and in old books, sometimes in the form of 3ff.

The Sindhi causal termination is Sfff as in ^{ffg
'

to cause to do,'

^H|sj
'

to cause to increase.' The 5 here as well as in some of the Sindhi

words given above represents the ?J which according to the Prakrit

rule takes the place of the dropped ^, and is, as shown before, changed
to tr in the other vernaculars. The Sindhi f is a shortened form of this

i;. The termination 3fff appears sometimes in its more original form of

af[3| as in ^5f3f^J
'
to cause to take.' The Bangali too forms its causal

by adding arif as in STCffiHj
'

is causing to be held ;' but the f here

seems to be an euphonic addition, which even in their primitive form

the verbs take, as in vff^H 'is halding,' so that the
3^

is here dropped
and the vowel Sf combined with the preceding as in the Hindi. In the

speech of the Maratha lower classes of Southern Konkan ^is very
often elided, and the causal termination of the Savantva'ii dialect is

3Tq, as in 3J?7J 'cause to do,' which corresponds to the Sindhi ^n[-[j].

There are instances also in which the
a^ resulting from ^ is elided

as in H. $3ft 'a boy,' 'a prince,' Pr. |jfr, Skr. fifft ; ^RT
'

left-hand-

side,' Pr. enW Skr. cflJT^; g*n 'smoke,' Pr. fjfsf, Skr. >^; srgpn

'to rinse the mouth,
'

Pr. Skr. 3Ti'3FiT, nfaRf or %*FTT
'
to mock,' Skr.

T%**> ^f
'

ground/ Skr.
^ft.

There are traces of this change in other dialects too, as in the Oriya

qt for fW 'left,' Gujarat! ^q=r|, S. ^f, Skr. vffi, and the Marathi

$j| and the termination f of the locative which is to be traced to the

Pr. {&T, Skr. RR^. In all these instances we may regard Jj as directly

elided, and not the r? resulting from it. Hemachandra notices a few

instances of the process in the Prakrits.

The vernaculars possess a large number of those Prakrit words,
in which the mute element of hard and soft aspirates was dropped
leaving only the

5.
Thus :

70. Skr. Z* face, Pr. gf ,
H. 55, S. 9|,

G. ftfr M. iftf, P.

(with the suffix t) in front, H. %tf ;
H. tf$, G.

(with the suffix
?;) from Skr. ^5^ face to face.

Skr. * nail, Pr. ^, H. ^, S.
, P, *.
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Skr. $Nn3J: a cliaplet, Pr. $5*tff, H. faftf or 5^, S. faffd, P.

Skr. qqft a female companion, Pr. tfffr, G. tfff, H. S. P. ^^, M.

B. 0. t.

Skr. i%sr to write, Pr. faj, M. frf-[of].

Skr. Ofttiug a lock of hair or fwfdf^f, Pr. foffrfan, M. $$.
Skr. g&TC agreeable, Pr. 353^, H.

Skr. snt* hunt, Pr. Sfft* (?), H.

71. Skr. jfa rain, Pr. q%, G. H. ^f, S. ^.
Skr. ^to praise, Pr. SRSff, H. ^Uf-[^f].
Skr. STTfJT^ a guest, Pr. TffUT^, M.

Tffiir,
H.

qrrf^H-

To these must be added the several compounds of the word

some of which at least are modern, as

H.q^?; house of a woman's family of birth, Pr. snf^t or

Skr. 9n%5.
H. <fffC> GK tft^ a woman's father's house, Pr. f*^K or

Skr. fojqf .

M. ^f:, Gr- *TC(^ a woman's mother's house, Pr. JTHp-re or

Skr.
if[;J2$.

G. Hfare, M. >jfrc, H. ^tf a cellar, Skr. *jftqf .

G. ^, M. ^TC[, H. ^5^r, Rf^f an idol-chamber, Skr.

72. Skr. sfTO a lord, Pr. sflf ,
old M. & H. J

Skr. f^|^ a pair, Pr. fafOT, M. ^for.

Skr. ITT to churn, Pr. iff, H. irj-[^T].

Skr. JT>JR^f a churning vessel, Pr. ifffr^TC,

Skr. qj^RJ a traveller, Pr. q%3*, M. G. <rff.

Skr. ^g flattened rice, Pr. 3|3T (?), M. ^f|, S. ^f.

Skr. ^J^^q; broad, Pr. 3f<jHAp. *], G. <faf.

Skr. ^jq to tell, Pr. Jfif,
H. G. S. P. B. 0. ^5-[^r-|-^, &o.]

Skr. ^R^T or qfJTf^f a story, Pr. ?RfRST or ^rfoT^r, H.

M. G. ^pjft, S. f%5rnn, B.

73. Skr. ^(^t: deaf, Pr. ^3Tf, H. M. 0. *fa|, G.

Skr. ^ curds, Pr. ^ftt
H. M. G. P. 0. tft, S. ff^.

Skr. ^ honey, Pr.
iff,

0. B.
Jff ,

M. iffc.

Skr. ^l^ honest, good, Pr. ^Tff,
H. ^Ff-^Tf,

M. *&,
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Skr. 3% a young lady, daughter-in-law, H. G. S. ^f,
0. ^tf or

Skr. trffcn dressing, Pr. qftff, H. qfc-Off],

P. qffc-[Tf] ^7 the consonants interchanging places.

74. Skr. 3<n or snffif light, dawn, Pr. qfT, TT3T> TI?, H- Tf or

qjf, G. ^ff, M. <Tif. The S. fqftf must be a later form. Prom the

same root with the prepositions ft and ^ we have H. fsffFT morning,

S. SfT3 light, Ac.

Skr. gvf to become, to adorn, Pr. $f, H. jftf-frl], S. 55- [^].

Skr. ^(WJ prosperity, good fortune, Pr. ^flfnTi H. JETifliT or

Similary, H. qft^R
'

recognize' is from Skr. STc^R^RF, tne con-

sonants interchanging places ;
G. 3ff^if or ^T^ft

' dear' from Skr.

^VT; f^t 'easy' from *&&%; %pr-[f) to 'distribute' or 'divide'

from fl*^, &c.

The existence of many such words as M. H. P. 37r=I
'

inj ai<y' H.

P. ^rre '& gd man,' M. Gr. H. P. qvi 'honey,' H. G. f^W, & 'to write,'

M. G. H. ra
'

nail,' S. !gnot
' in the morning' shows that the popular

speech of Northern India has now for a long time ceased to have re-

course to this process of dropping the mute element of the aspirates

of the Sanskrit words adopted from time to time from the parent

language. Still, however, a few later instances, such as S. ftfcf 'dawn,'

H. G. inf 'middle' from *n>^ and iflSf, and some of the compounds of

tft noticed above show that it has not been entirely absent. The

elision of simple mutes and of the mute element of aspirates is a

natural phenomenon which one always meets with in the course of lin-

gual development; but its operation is generally slow and it is only

in consequence of its systematic occurrence in the Prakrits that I have

attributed it to an ethnological cause, and supposed that the Prakrit

speakers belonged to another race than those who spoke Sanskrit, and

being unused to Sanskrit sounds caught only the initial consonants

from their Sanskrit teachers and dropped the rest or the mute portion
of the rest. When, however, in the course of time they became used

to those sounds and the Sanskrit and Prakrit speaking races became
united into one community, they ceased to be so dropped, except

through the slow and gradual operation of the usual phonetic laws;
and hence it is that in modern times we find Sanskrit words not

shorn of their elements in the manner in which they were in ancient

times as indicated above.
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This elision, though it involves economy and is a natural process,

constitutes a peculiarity of the Prakrits in so far as it is due to

peculiar historical incidents. We will now notice the peculiarities

which do not involve economy and must be attributed to vocal

predilections.
Of the words in which a Sanskrit dental is changed

to a cerebral in the Prakrits the vernaculars have preserved the

following:

75. Skr. frtffcnJ myrobalau, Pr. Sf^sff, M. %fft, &c as in

table 8.

Skr. 73 to fall, Pr. 1?, M. a. H. <re-[$t-f-Jn].

Skr. t to bite, Pr. T, M. H. P. G. W-L^-sn-^]. From this

H. M. G. sta, 0. 7(amr a mosquito, Skr. j$.

Skr. fr to stick, Pr. &R (past part. ),
M. G. ra-[H]-

Skr. 93 to decay, Pr. tff, M. H. G. ^-[fiT-STI-f].

Skr. 5T3I a swing, Pr. *fSI, H. ffejf masc. From this are derived

M. fsrif,
H. $&n G. ffag to swing, M. f<stf a nap, G. ff55F

nodding, M. G. H. P. 0. f3f a litter or Sedan chair.

Skr. 3^ a stick, Pr. TO, H. *fe or Wt, P. t^f, G. M. ( dial )

,
H. G. sit M. has ^JST and ^iff-

Skr. 35 to burn, Pr. ^f, H. STffT to be spiteful, malicious, H, P.

3Tf malice.

Skr. ftfaf, Pr. T%l^5, M. ^R55, &c., as in Table 29.

Skr. ST hypocrisy, deceptive appearance, Pr. l^Vf, M. f.

Skr. 3T53 longing, Pr. ^s, M. fffl^I-

There are many later instances of this change:

76. M. S. zioi-plr-g],
H. SRTT, B. zimf, 0. ZfT^I to stretch,

Skr ^; M. o5f, G. floSf a mark on the forehead, Skr. fr<3?R; H. M.

&wft, G. f^^r, S. (?t%f a small mark on the forehead, a spangle,

Skr. f^^J: by consonants interchanging places ;
M. G. Zf3, H. 2

a kind of cymbal, from Skr. ?n<5 measured or beaten time. M. ZT55T,

G. sis the roof of the mouth, Skr. ?n^5 H. P. *p5-fm-CP&, S. |ft:

G. i3ft, B. 0. T5J, M. ^T^St a branch or bough, Skr. qs; M.

. &c. as in P. 174.

The Sindhi has the largest number of instances, and the Hindi

and the Panjabi come next. The Marathi and Gujarat! have the

smallest number.

77. S. S*t satisfied, Skr. gc-fr:]; S. & crooked, H. P. i.

M. *, M. ( dial. ) f^t, Skr. ft*$ S. t3t,
H. ^3 handless, M.
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Skr. ^13 with the suffix z, Pr. *&( (P); S. ^rg the south, H.

Skr. 5J%or; S. *j a tooth, H. M. ^T, Skr. ^f; S. f*fl pity, M. H.

Skr. ^n; S. feg to show, H. $$m, Skr. 5*R; S. ff ten, H.
^r,

M.

3[5T, Skr. ^r; S. ^13 or ^fff a grinder, H. i^, M. 5T5, Skr. ^$J; S.

Q.ft a lamp, H. %f, M?f^r, Skr.
*ftq-[V];

S. ff3^ to give, H.

JfT, M. ^f, Skr. SR5 S - #*ti H - P - fc impudent, M. vffr Skr.

^K; S. ifflj see, H. f^Rf, M. f^pJt to appear, Skr. ^f; S. ^7t

seen, H. P. g&, G. ^3f, Skr. ^Z.

0. ^TffiT, B. fl|^ to the right hand, H. ^ffJff.

Thus then the Pali and Prakrit tendency to pronounce dentals

as cerebrals is seen in a much more exaggerated form in the Sindhi

and next to it in the Hindi and the Panjabi, while the other modern

dialects seem to have kept it quite within the bounds in which we find

it in the ancient dialects, though they have changed more words in

that way than they.

In the following instances the cerebral mute in the place of the

dental is to be considered as due to the influence of an adjoining ^.

78. T? for Pr. qi%, Skr. sffff, in the words given in list 52, and

f^Tj 3& and *n in the same.

M. G. H. S. P. S<: -pir-f-sn-g-sn],
B. 0. sfon, Pr. ^, Skr. 5*

fear.

H. STVf or SHj Q-- ^R or ^flft, S. STJ, Skr. ^ a kind of grass, but

H. Ififf or m(, &c., as in list 4.

H. fff, fiTi M. S. ^-, &c., as in list 4.

H. ^j, Skr.lfc^ a pilot.

H. 33fZH, M. 3of, G. 3^J. S. 3W29J a cosmetic, Skr.

H. JPR^T or anjJTI, M. Z^if, 0. ?ft%^r, Skr. a4? to watch, to

look out for. G. B. S. have rT for J.

M. H. <T5Hi-f, S. G. qgn{ a narrative, Skr. JT^-[^:].

Even here the Sindhi has more instances than the others :

79. 55 a son, Skr. $%, M.
<J?T.

fo thirst, Skr. 3% P. ^f f.

Hf sleep, Skr. $%, H. ^.
ZPTT copper, Skr. ^g, M. ?nlf, &c.

Uninitial ^ is changed to
n^

in the Prakrits invariably, but when
it is at the beginning of a word it undergoes that change optionally.
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In the vernaculars the initial ^ remains unchanged, but when medial

it becomes mostly n^in
the Marathi, Gnjarati, Sindhi, and Panjabi.

Initial ^.

80. M.m Ac., as in list 64. P. %3S as in list 24.

H. S. sift, Ac., as in list 69. M. 4Nr, H. jfft, S. ft? sleep,

M. JTcfT, H, snjT, S. J|3f(, Skr. f^f.

as in list 69. P. %33[T, H. ^m^ JRF5
an

H. P. %\; as in p. 166. invitation, Skr. ftjp^-

H. ?T5, Ac., as in list 70. M. sfof^, P. STOTR, S. ft^T, H. SR<$

P. ^or, as in list 16. or s^, B. ^R or sf^r, Skr.

H. &ft as in list 17. spri??
niisband's sister

>

' &c>

Medial
oj.

81. M. JTFIS, G. JTPTS, S. qpif, P. ^r^?r, Skr. i?3^ a man.

M. ^ot, S. %^, P. ^OTf, Skr. ^hror^PTO appearing; and

all other infinitives in ot-oj-on.

M. unt, GK 5joi, S. 5T"jfr, P. 3Tn, Skr. 3R-[^:] a person.

M. G. ^fpiff, S. %fFft, Skr. <5*1TH^[ a story.

M. G. S. P. Troff, Skr. qtffrj water.

M. G. S. P. 5TFT-[ofr-f-'3-'
J
Tr],

Skr. in^ to know.

M. G. ^fJT, P. *fiK Skr. z|j: 5?T: who P

M. *ftJT, G - ^' S. %, P. VT, Skr. ^Tfrfft sister.

M. ^feoi, G. ^5% S. JROT, P. W!TOT-^, Skr. ^JT hard.

P. S. G. 3m-[<JTT-$-i]'
Skr -^ (caMSaZ) to 8ive birfch to

'
to Produce -

G. 501, S. sg, P.\OT, M. <5f<JT (in ^^5>T), Skr. ^^ salt.

P. M. G. STfqnr, S. qfnr, Pr. ^cqpiT, Skr. 3TR*H one's self.

M. G. S. P. rTR-Lffr-t-ar-iTr],
Skr. tt to stretch or puU.

M. nit^, &c., as above.

There are a few instances in which we have the original ^ in the

body of a word, as in M. G. P. IFT, S. *3> Skr. **: 'mind,' G. ^|
*

promise' for Skr. W, and G. %* as above. But the general rale

seems to be that these four dialects have a medial ^
in the place of the

double ^ of the Prakrits, resulting from a Sanskrit conjunct of which

^ is a member. Thus :

82. Skr. arm?, Pr. TT, M - G. TR wilderness.

Skr. *W, Pr. qROUT, M. G. ^JH, P. *&, S. ^3 ear.

. Skr. TJ^, P. tfooT, M. G. qR, P. qw, S. T3 a leaf.

Skr. ifrh ( ^PPF-). Pr- ^^' M - ^' G ' ^' S< *&l oldt

Skr. f^n, Pr - ^T^ M - G. ^5f^-(^-i) to solicit; Skr.ftffa,

M. G. iaRtf ,
S. (iRrfc, P. fiRrf solicitation.

24
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Skr. tfjri, Pr. ouTf, G. SR, P. *R mark, sign.

Skr. 3T??nT5rT, Pr. srronfrTT, P. 3Rfl a bridal procession ; also, S.

ITT, Skr. 3TJ% Pr. ST^T-

Skr. iRffaCra, Pr. ^rroff^r, G. srlit, p - *ft*> M - J3rnit S. spqt

the Brahmanic sacred thread.

Skr. q?q, Pr. ^OTT, M. G. qR-[ot-f], S. JH% P. JT^"n to think,

to regard, to obey.

But even here in Marathi the purely DeSastha Brahmans living in

the eastern part of the Deccan or Maharashtra pronounce the ^ as or;

and the ordinary ^R, ^TR, TR, f?R*f%, &c. of that dialect become

in their mouths ^pir, WT> TIT? ROTf^, &c - They have, therefore,

preserved in its integrity the old habit of the Prakrit speakers to

pronounce the Sanskrit ^ as oj throughout. On the other hand, the

lower classes of the Konkani population preserve the Paigachi

peculiarity of reducing or in all cases to ^ and pronounce TP^) ^|UU>

qfpiT, &c.
,
as <JRX cfr^t, ^"R, &c., and this peculiarity we find in its

fulness in the Hindi, and next to it in the Bangali. Thus the words

with a o^
in them in the Marathi, Gujarati, Sindhi, and Panjabi, given

above, have the following forms in Hindi :

JTRF, f^RT. 3R, ^fR>, Tnft, STr^

*& or ^jf, 3f RT, ZRSTI or HR^T, 5R? or

Aud such of these words as are in use in the Bangali have the

following :

, 3R> fR, JSfR^, spR, ffJf or

Other words in some of which even in Sanskrit a ^ appears are

in the Hindi and Bangali thus :

83. Skr. srreror, H. 3*^ or fpR, B. ^[^, but S.5TOTO a Brahman.
Skr.

^TTT
in

|nJTn%,
H. ST-[Tr], B. ^-[^], S. Sor-[3] to hear.

Skr. 3&tJT, H. ^n, B. ^i^, right hand.
Skr. vf[ (?), H. B. JTf^j, S. JT^ffi an ornament worn on the

person.

Skr. ^IOT-[^:], H. ^JR or SRRT, B. ^JRT, S. spptt blind of one eye.
Still tn does appear in Bangali books in a few words such as

sfitUT
c

ear,' ^}nr
'

salt,' &c. In the Hindi it seems to be entirely absent.
In the principal Prakrit and the Sauraseniall the Sanskrit sibilants

are reduced to IT. Sanskrit words, therefore, containing the palatal w
and the cerebral ^ which in the Prakrits came to have the dental R
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instead, have the last in the Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gnjarati, and
Marathi. But according to a law of Marathi pronunciation, this IT,when followed by the palatal vowel or semi-vowel

f, IT, or 9, is trans^'
formed into the palatal ST. The foregoing lists of words contain many
instances that prove these points.

~ V~R s - ** Skr - &*' H - *** Skr -

I. *ta P. WIT, S. RTf, Skr.
fff ; H. P. far, Skr. $ft:; M.

r, Skr.

List 5. M. G. H., Ac. fe, ^, &c., Skr. .

Lists 11 & 8. GWX, M. m^ET, H ITRH, P. m*^, Skr.
'

T o
'

List 24. H. W^, M. ei^, Skr. w^r ; list 34. H. S. ra, Skr.

Skr.qftfe; Hrt 46. H. ^r M
r. fR5f, Skr.

P
- list 63. M.

in^T, Ac., Skr. 5qn^j; M. forrcn, &c
., Skr. ^Js^.

8t

!iS^? or^TT> &c>> Skr- ^^5 list 73 - H - a* s - **>
.kr.|Wj hst 74. P. H. M. <J. fhr, Skr.fr, H. w> S. ^ Skr
$J^ as above, <fco.

H. ^ft, M.
fsjtfcn, G. Rwir, Skr. RRTT, list 65.

Other instances are M. W55,
H . TO, Skr. ^r^T

' a school' or
au estebhshment;' M.m H.m Skr.^ dart;' M. G. ^n^,
&,7?d*^*^>l Skr - ^^r; M - wr- H-TO Skr -

[., Skr. fiRj 'to learn ;' H. tf^r, Skr. f^v 'to grind ,' H.
G.

TOT^Skr.
^5j 'destruction

;' S. ^r, Skr. ^ 'to rain;' H. P. S.
tVVbed,' Skr. ?r^n, &c. Even in words adopted later and conse^
quently treated somewhat

differently from the way in which they
were treated ia the Prakrits, the Sanskrit *;and * are reduced to w, as

i the H. ?r&n 'to thirst,' Skr. 3^; q^^r 'entrance,' Skr. j^$j ;

?T5
^a

hatchet,' Skr. ^ ; ft^ft lord of the night/ 'the moon,' Skr.
RWTRT; S. ^ 'race,' 'descent,' Skr. ^- <% 'to rain,' Skr. 5R .

m^raRTg to 'subdue,' Skr. ^ffaj?njr. ;
P. ft 'sorrow,' Skr. ?fi^ ; ^

'quietness,' Skr. 5jrr%; ^TO 'God,' Skr. q^; M. qf^T, G. ^r 'a

year,' Skr. <w, G.^^ 'to rain,' Skr. 3$, &c. The present speakers of the
Sindi, the Panjabi, and the Sindhi retain therefore the vocal peculi-
arity of their Prakrit ancestors of pronouncing Sanskrit i and

5{ as W.
Of the words given above the tffrr, te, $\ and ^"of the Hindi
become %r, %^, fa}

and nf in Mar^thi, because they are followed
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by a palatal vowel. Similarly, we have $pJT 'cowdung,' Skr.

la tree,' Skr. fiw ; SfrToS 'moss,' Skr.%^1^; foft 'a ladder', Skr. %ft,

Ac. Even the original ?^
of Sanskrit words is pronounced by the

Marathas as ^ under those conditions, as ^TfT
'red lead,' Skr. %^:;

I%apJf 'to sew,' Skr. fa*; q&ft 'mother's sister,' Skr. in^OT, &c.

Gujarati too shows the same tendency though it is not so decided
;

and we have thus f$nr 'a horn,' RT^f 'to learn,' fa=ff 'to sew,' t%*HT

'blackwood,' Skr. RT^TT, SHf, Skr. sn^JT, &c. But we have also such

words as fr%^f 'sprinkling,' Skr. j$r% t%*T^i 'to boil,' faft 'ladder,'

Ac. So that the Marathi rule does not seem to be strictly applicable

to the Gujarati. Still the sound 5T is as natural to the Gujaratis as

to the Marathas, as is shown by such forms as g for ^ ' what ?', ^ft^ff

'do,' &c., and in some provinces it is freely used for ^in many words.

The Bangali forms of such of the above words as are used in the

language have
5^

for the Hindi w
,
as :

^B.
H. B. H.

85. g%^T *|*WF to dry. ftqic? T%?nTT a jackal.

Sf^TT ^.nn to hear. t%5^ %*T^ the silk cotton tree.

S?^T ^fTT to sleep. <% tffr, ^- trunk of an

TRT TW near. elephant.

tfnr a horn. f^l. ^ft^T blackwood.

lifT a mosquito. $re flT^ a dart.

tfa a buffalo. f^STRRsrl R^W^lf a fire-match.

Bangali books and dictionaries contain a good may words derived

from the old Pr&krits or recently adopted from Sanskrit which contain

1^ in them. The object of the authors in these cases is to give the

correct Prakrit or Sanskrit forms, and not to represent the correct

Bangali pronunciation. But it is not necessary to hear a Bangali

speak or read his language or even Sanskrit for a long time to arrive

at the clear conviction that his vocal habits do not admit of the

pronunciation of q^ or ^ but only of sr. Sanskrit and Prakrit *^
becomes ^in his mouth. Thus the Bangalis of the present day
possess the same vocal characteristic that is attributed to their ances-

tors, the speakers of the Magadhi, by the Prakrit grammarians.
?T has a tendency to pass off into 3 as we observed in going over

the Pali. Instead of the Pali %* for the Skr. q^ 'cowdung,' we
have &g in S., gjor in G., &c., from W&{ another form of the word,
and for the Pali 3[q, Skr. ?rr5f -the young of an elephant/ we have
3rar in H. M. &c., the Pr. form being siej. For the Skr. $TC the G.
has ^42, &3T, and 3$t 'last.' 'end,' with the suffixes z, 7 and <3, for
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Skr. ^ 'rind,' H. has oft, for Skr. ^ 'hemp,' 0. has SOT for

JOTTC
'carpenter,' which is ^K in the other dialects and must have

been pronounced g^ by the Bangalis, the B. has ^, and also
Jther instances may be found. In Hindi Skr. ^is often pronouncedm * form 'spoken dialect,' m for ^^ for ^
mfcrfr*, Ac. This is to be identified with the practice of the
followers of the Madhyam dina recension of the White Yajurveda who

the occurring in their books throughout as ^. But other dia-
jcts also have a few instances of this change, as ft R M. G., S

for Sk

W r
/
8in

,
Whiclla V Wel ramute aspirated

ough the influence of an adjoining aspirate or an aspirated mute
e vernaculars have preserved the

following:
86. Pr. tpr^, M. G. *JTS, Skr. qW a Jacktree. The H. has also
but more commonly *m?.

has
>

' > e lotus

. H. P. ^fcfr, Skr. ^rf^f cough.
There are a good many more modern instances:
87. M. <ff^, G. ^^ H. ^W, Skr.^ an axe.

s -

a noose.

M. f^rr^if, G.
f7frr*i,

H - ft*, s. fam, P. ftwrr, Skr.
accomplishing. H. S. P. have also the forms with f;R!f .

G. ^fff, H. %^nn, Skr. freft to dorp away, to be drawn.
G. ^, H.^ or fif ,

P. ^, Skr. jfhiiT wheat. M. has 7T*
0.0. ?RT, P. ff-ft). 8-

fj-ff^,
H. B. fli-

Skr. 3TR| bone.

B. ^ti knee, H. %*, by interchange of places, Ski-. Sfrffc, Pr.

P. TTfi, B. 0. VTPT, Pr. *c% Skr. 5ffq vapour.
M. ^ta a bunch, Skr. g^.
P. WT, S.^ all, Pr. tfs*, Skr. ^.
M. ^TfS safe, well, Skr. ^R5.
H. P. M. 5Rf garb, Pr. |tf, Skr. |?r.
t

^-pr chaff, H. ^.W, P. 33.3^ G
Skr. f^r; S. has

f|-fft.
In some oases the aspirate sound is absorbed in the adjoining

mute, and it ceases to exist as a separate component of a word. Thus,
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from the Pr.
Tgfl',

Skr. Sjwfa, we have the M. <$ in which the ^
combines with

^,
and the M. dial. ^ in which it combines with

tjr.
In

the same manner the Skr. fa 'sheep' becomes, with the usual Apa
bhraihs'a suffix f or far, 1^53 or ft%gg, which in M. and Q-. assumes

the form of ifef and qft, the f combining with 5", and in H. and P. of

5j?T in which the f being combined with the preceding if destroys

the nasal character of the sound. P" has Jfjf also, and G. *f3T> and B.

and 0. ifef &s well as vj^f. By a similar absorption of the ?T sound and

the reduction of the nasal to a mere Anusvara we have H. P. Vfff (f^o^c.

TOT), G. TO, B. 4^, from Skr. rfrft 'a female buffalo,' and G. M. SfoS

from Pr. f*TW, Skr. foT with the suffix 55, through an intermediate

form ftgcS or ?f%3. We have a more ancient instance of the process in

the Pr. fT*T{ for Skr. ^fojT, through the intermediate form ^frfT, which

has been preserved by the G. in OT*TT^ 'to remember' or 'remind.'

Sometimes a mute is aspirated without any apparent reason in

the Prakrits, and these instances have come down to some of the

vernaculars:

88. Skr. $*3f humpbacked, Pr. ^ft, M. ^sn ;
but P. ^tfTT,

H. f^n, B. |^r, 0. frsn, S. f^f; M. $3fl also.

Skr. *t^j: a nail, Pr. ??fa53ft, M. %gn, G. fegft, B. 0. % or

the rest zft&.

Skr. qjqr potsherd, an earthen cup, Pr. &*&, M. ^FJT, H. P.

o. wm, B. ^Rn
Later instances are P. ^fi, S. ^fT a well, Skr. f><r^: ; P. g^on to

touch, H. ^n, skr. ^T ;
M. ^pr, P. H. JIT*?:, Skr - mrf^r; G. ^^ lap,

Of the instances in the Prakrits in which the consonants contained
in a word interchange places we have f^

' slow' in M., Pr.

and Skr. srpr, ^r in H. and P. and f^ and 555% in G.j M.
'

daughter-in-law,' Pr. g<Jfi, Skr. ^|f; M. fo(c5
'

forehead,' Pr. o
Skr. 3^i, &c. There are a good many more modern instances :

89. H. M^HHI to recognize, Pr. q^STPT, Skr.
P.

to dress, Pr. qRfFr, Skr. qf^TFT 5 P. Ml^ild'JII to cause

to^dress.
In both the last two syllables are assimilated and we have

also
;

Q-. ^5 by the loss of .

beloved, Pr. ^5, Skr. 33*;$^ easy, Pr. 5^, Skr.
a cat, Skr. f^TS ; Sq^TOIS topsy-turvy, the M. form

being fGiKiea, Pr. 3^^^ I^T-f, Skr.
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rti *?*
G

',
haVing^ r **' Skr- W, with the

, the 1Dg changed to ,r by the usual M. rule and the

[. M. fo^f, &c ., from Skr. fos^ as in list 75.

We will now trace in the vernaculars the Sanrkrit conjunct conso-
nants assimilated in the Pali and the Prakrits, in the order I haveobserved in treating of them in the lecture on the Pali. And first

11 give a few instances of those in which the second member bein*
strong prevails over the first and is doubled.

90. Skr. vftaofc, business, Pr.W, p. ,, S .^ H QM
'-' "m*f*

Skr *T heat of the sun, Pr. **, H.m . M. G. B. 0.m in thesense of '

sweat.'

Skr. **
skinjeather,

Pr. ^R, P. ^, S .^ H. Q. B. m 0.
^IT, M. ^nr m =grirt.

Skr.
^,

Pr. ^J, S .^f M. O. H. P. cr*. The M. has, how-
ever, the dento-palatal 3T here.

Skr. ^ ear, Pr. ^ior, P. ^, S . ^3, H. GK M. B. 0. ^R.
Skr T* a leaf, Pr. w, P. q^ (of a book), S. <T3, H. G. M. ^r,

. (of a book), P. S. O. <TR in the sense of betel leaf.'

8 liCifc
' 8UppHcate'

P
H

Skr ^ a queen, Pr. r^fif (P), G. P. S. M. B. 0. <rifrf H.
81pal Pr' U

. G. *R ; H. ^r also.o,
, . . .

Skr.
jRrMfc

the sacred thread, Pr. ^orfof^?), H . P. 3^, S
,
M.

Skr. ar^ to make over, Pr. a^, G. 3Tjq-[ t ]

* to consign, deliver, Pr. **,, H. P. S. ffc.^^^], M.. .

T-L'JT-f].

Skr. *q a serpent, Pr. ^T, P. f^, S. ^5, H. G. M. B. 0.
Skr.^ sacred grass, Pr. <*, P. ^, S . ^, H.m or m, G.
or ^nqt.

Skr.
(o^ sound, call, Pr. ^, P. ^ (5 65. ^ t,erj) j

H M G
Skr.^ a frog, Pr. ^, p. H. G.^ S.^
Skr. vpf? boiled rice, Pr. ^T, P. ^, S. ^, H. M. G. B, '0.
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Skr. *?R red, Pr. rfT, P. TrTf, S. *<rt, H. G. ^t, M. TT<H in

a red aonr fruit of a certain tree.

Skr. SR slept, Pr. ^rT, P. SrTT, S. G. ^fr.

Skr. *$\q mud, Pr. ^q, H. ^f^ or qjf^r, G. ^f^f.

Skr. ?f% to look out for, gaze wistfully, Pr. <HF, P. fl^f, S.

M. z^of, 0. zifon, H. G. ans-On-d-

The following are instances in which though the second member

of a conjunct prevails, some of the elements of the first sound are

added to it :

(a) Conjunct* of a sibilant and a mute.

91. Skr. &x hand, Pr. fw, P. faq, S. 5^, H. G. fl^, M. B. 0.

Skr. gfe fist, Pr. gf|, P. 33, S. 3$, H. G. ij?-g#, M. ^, 0.

B. q?.

Skr. IT^^ stone, Pr. q^ ? T^^, S. qqs, H. G. qe^ or

M. qw^, B. qt^ or qRR, 0. q^.
Skr. $g back, Pr. 3f-f^?-TS. vernaculars as in Table 4.

Skr. STCim sending, Pr. q^or, S. qs% H. qy^, Braj
M. qi3^t, B qi3i?gn.

Skr. fj^n a kind of grass, Pr. iftc*JT> vernaculars as in Table 5.

Skr. i^nr head, Pr. q^3T, P Jf?r, S. jf*ft, H. M. B. ^fijr, GK

, M. imlr, o. TO.
Skr. 3^^ a book, Pr. qjRHT, P. H. M., &c. as in Table 5.

Skr. sqf^E sat, Pr. ??(, vernaculars as in Table 43.

Skr.
|ffc

or
<[g sight or seen, Pr. f^f| or f^g, P. ^T-^g, and the

rest as in Table 2.

Skr. SWJT hot, Pr. 3"f, G. 3*|,
M. 3;^; M!. G. S. 3*5 as in 3?5T^[-

^-ft for ^"Jl^h 1 06 the hot season.

Skr. *;n to bathe, Pr. 051 or^ P. H. M. G. ^-[TJTI-sn-^-f]; P.H.

Skr.
3T|^ thumb, Pr. 3fgg, P. ^/j?, S. 3?^, H. ^^f, G.

M. anipJI-

Skr.^^ to spread, Pr. ftfr<cK, P. f^^?n, S. fc*%, H. G. M.

T-f''ft]
to ^ scattered.

Skr. gc dry, Pr. 5^, P.^^^f, S. ^^t, H. Q^r, G. I^T, M.
t, B. 0. 3FRT.

Skr. ^(q vapour, Pr. q*tf, S. H. G. *{% M. ^iqj, P. ?TF, B. 0.
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Skr. ^f??v| shoulder, Pr. B"*, H. M. ^fo, G. sriff; but H. mostly
has *fcn and sfifaf, P. ^?qT ,

B. 0. spfa.

Skr. Ta^ behind, Pr. T^f, P. ft~3, H. w, <T&, G. W-
Skr. tffar hot season, Pr. frf^T, M. ^t'aZ. jfW-

Skr. $sur proper name, Pr. ^jnf, vernaculars as in Table 1.

(&) Oonjuncta of a dental and a heavy ?r.

92. Skr. tf^ true, Pr. ^, P. H. **, S. ^ H. M. SR, G.

Skr. trm of lr*ITn to dance, Pr. q% P. ^ or ?

H. M. G. ^^-[jn-nf-3.], B. o. nf%c[f.

Skr. ^T a dance, Pr. ^, P. ^\^(, S. sn^, H. M. G. B. 0.

Skr. ij^g death, Pr. fa% H. jffa-

Skr. ETT^nT^I'T of ST^f^T^HII^f to recognize, Pr. T^T^^rnTj EC '

P- T^TT) B. f^q
1

or f%R'^'T, by dropping the first two consonants.

Skr. ^T?J of 3^T?r% to be produced, Pr. ^T^Tj P S. H. M. G.

Skr. Jjni of JTT?lf^ to be intoxicated, Pr. JfST, M.

Skr. f^fl. lightning, Pr. f|^i, M. G. ^3T, P. RSI, S.

Skr. SFI to-day, Pr. 3T3ST, P. a^, S. an, H. M. G. B. 3fl3T, B. 0.

Skr. fasj of f^cf?!^ to sweat, also to boil, Pr. fast, P. %3foIT to

be soaked, S. r%^, H. f^T^T-f^^HI (causal), M. Rf^of, G. K*3T|,

o. ftrf^rr.

Skr. 5{?n a barren -woman, Pr. ^3fTT or 355^ P- 4|TT, S. ^iff, H.

0. ^HT, G. smr-Dft], M. ^i?r or ^PT, B.
^rr-

Skr. ^fon evening, Pr. ^TT, P. S. ^fi, S. tffeft, H. ^flT, M. G.

H. B. spT, 0. tf3T

Skr. fi of lql[ to know, Pr. gsff, P. f7|TOIT, H. S. f|T-

B. 0. gfciT, M. G. fsr-[*t].
Skr. ^q middle, Pr. IT???, P. *Nr or ^r55T, S. $f ,

H. JH5T

M. qr^fi B. JTT?T.

Skr. 35 battle, Pr. ^5|T of ^5|T| for <|W((^, P. *$*%,

B. gsi (in ^JTTT),
M. ^sr.

When 3, as the latter member of a conjunct, is heavily pronounced

the double consonant that takes the place of the conjunct is Wf, 5^,

and vq according as the preceding member is a surd, a sonant, or an

aspirated sonant. Sometimes when the preceding member is a dental

the substitutes are ^, ST, and sir. The following are instances of these

changes in the vernaculars :

25
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93. Skr. ?ar abstract termination, Apabhr. cq, H. tfl as in

old age, ifrziqi fatness, S. iff as in inf^ft humanity, from ifpg man.

Skr. ?^T abstract termination, Pr. rT% Apabhr. cquf, H. qf or

as in ^3TITCR celibacy ;
S. qnj or qorl' as in ^i^lI womanhood,

humanity ;
M. qof or q^TT as in irejtfqor or in^^T^n humanity ;

P.

as in H^flUl^ui childhood, <fcc.

Skr. 3^rjT feeling of repulsion, Pr. ^%7T, M.

Skr. 5TC door, Pr. ^R or ^rc, P. H. G. m, P. ^, S. ^, M. ^.
Skr. *f all, Pr. tf?*, H. *R, P. *PT, S. ^53, G. tff for ^Sf.

Skr. !fSR5 to burn, Pr. 3T55 or 5R5, S. 5^g, P. ^o&HI-Mo6U||, H.

G- ;

3fo5f-5f55^,
M. vlfoS'Jf and q|%u( where 3 seems to be

hardened, B. 0. 'Ttf in

Skr. ^t above, erect, Pr. 3&n, S. 5^, M. 0. 3*TT, B. 3

Skr. f^TSl tongue, Pr. frs*n, M. H. P. G. gffa, B. 0. S.

Skr. ni banner, Pr. |T3T; with the suffix %\ or ^t, S. ?fft, P. H.

ifet, M. ^fei.

Similarly STRT^s with the loss of the nasal sound of ?q, becomes

3^qur in the Prakrits and anTT in M. 0. G., ^HTSf in B., qjur in S.

and STTT in H. P.

Dentals have a tendency to become palatals even when not followed

by qr^or ^, probably because they do. so become when followed by those

semi-vowels. Thus, from the Skr. 31344(3
'

to sound' or c

play on a

musical instrument,' we have P. 35T|3urf, H. ^iTRT, M. eJMf^fl, &c.

from Skr. HJ{T
'

sleep,' M. ;fa; P. H. afref
'

trifling,' Vain,' S.

from, very probably, Skr. ^T; M. ^TRIT, H. ^rrm from Skr.

which appears even in the Prakrits to have assumed the form of

though *TT3RI is usually given ;
M. H. G. ^ $, M. & &, Pr. i% % from

Skr. (^ f^K, &c.

(c) The conjunct H^wlien the sibilant is pronounced like

and W, and ^q.

a moment, Pr. *?% P. feni, S. ^nr, H. &*,G.
^JT, M. (dial) flror.

a festival, Pr. ^OT, H. f^, M. fTOT for ?yor.

Skr. $?3rfajT a knife, a razor, Pr. ff*3T-ft3TT, P. ^TT-ft, S. ^,
H. n-fT, B. 0. sm-ft, M. ft.

{

Pr -
i
s -

H. B. o. in^t M.
Skr. 5% a side of the abdomen, Pr. frf%3 or $fr^, M.

^^r ; the
rest ^r or jpfo as in Table 5.
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Skr. v& a bear, Pr. fay, P. fay, S . fo H . G ^ M
Bkr. TO to shave, hew, Pr. 3*3, P. ^orr, M. 3^, G.
Skr. fe a field, M. fcr from Pr. drT; the rest^
Skr. a calf

Pr^, R^, g.^ H< <,

fcft B. [<], 0. TO-], M. TO^B]. P. H. m S. ^M. 5p*-[>], &o., in the sense of '

the young one of any animal
from the same.

Skr. if^j a fish, Pr. TO,
P. i^, S . l?f H . ^ or i^, B. 0.

, M.

Skr. ^T^ lap, Pr. ^3$, H. ^JT, M.
The conjunct sometimes appears in the Prakrits and perhapseven in Sanskrit in the form of

^.
The Sanskrit ^T is 5^ in the

Prakrits, and this we have in the H. 5^!, M. $*$ and <TRKof in which
last <TT stands for the preposition *. % is Pr. ^ff from which we
haveM. fctf 'to waste away,' and from ^nt we have S. iftofj,
Ji- 5TFT, &c.

(<0 Instances in which a dental is changed to a cerebral

through the influence of a previous 5.

Skr. stf to increase, Pr.
*|,

H. ^ or 5^, M. ^jjof, B.

r, 0. qfe%[- But P. S. G. sre or
^r-(on-g-|).

Skr. ere to cut, Pr. P. 7^, Or OTT, S.

Skr. ^J-% a carpenter, Pr. ^, P.
^f|,

H. *& 0. ^^ B,

^
Skr ^ to let off, leave, Pr. gf ,

P. ^t^, S . 91^ H. ^I^T, B. 0.

^Zt&n,
M. ^W, perhaps from the same, as also H

T, M.

Skr. q5^ to cut, Pr. ^, P. q^n, S. qj^j, H. tft&n, B.

, M.

Skr. ^^ a cosmetic, Pr. <&f&t, S. ^^^, H. ^^f, M.

a boatman, Pr. tfag, H.
Skr.^ a half more, Pr. g, H. P. B. 0. *ft, S. *rcr-, H.

We will now proceed to instances in which the first member of
a conjunct prevails over the second and is doubled:

96. Skr. TO-fo] fled away, Pr. *|ir-[>ft], H. ^jji, S. *mt
Skr. &3 adhered to, connected, Pr. snr, P. Wtt or <sni in
T, S. WT in 5?^, H. M. G.

SpKsTT-tf-g,] B. <?rm, 0.
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Skr. TO-[F:] naked, Pr. qnKaft], P. H. snn, S. ^jft, G.

M. *OT-[T]. o. ^mr.

Skr. ifa afcord, a rope, Pr. Tfar, P. H. ?^ft, S. B. G. 0. ft, H.

G. TOT in the sense of
'

reins.'

Skr. q\iq fit, Pr. STITJT, P. 5TPT or %7TT, S.
vjfjg,

H. G. <a|JT, H.

M. %n
Skr. 3J.3I void, empty, Pr. ^TOT, P. 35T or 7TT, S. &, H. *T or

UrTT, M. -gn. ^ has acquired the sense of
c

insensibility
'

also.

Skr. Jpq of Jp^fi to regard, Pr. ^TOI, P. q^iTf, S. jfJf^j, M. G. II.

Skr. s?n??^R to explain, Pr. ^F^T^T, P. ^-WPJPfT, H.

explain or praise, S. ^IT*! praise, G. ^^fU|^, M. ^f^furrf.

Skr. snivq desert, Pr. ^our, M. G. ^R, H. ^r, S. fe
Skr. 5?ng- a tiger, Pr. ^i^, P. H. B. 0. 5^, S. 5^, M. G. ^i^.

Skr. STO front part, Pr. S^TJT, S. a^ifr, H. 3TPnj P- 3fl*g before,

G. ^rptfi G. 3?I7T^ before, B. a^it, 0. 3^3 first of all.

Skr. S3f^ a wheel, Pr. !g^, P. g% S. =g^ (both) a potter's wheel,

H. xlpF, ^qft in the sense of a '

mill-stone,' G. M. 'gfqR, B. gi^T.

Skr. ^ a leaf, Pr. qrT, P. qrT, S. qm a playing card, H. <rra, THTT

qrTT, G. qR^, M. q^f blade of a knife, M. qfcq a collection of dry
leaves.

Skr. ^R[ moon, Pr. *(f%, P. xfc, S.
^'|, H. G. M. B. 0. ^, H.

^ also.

Skr. H ^ as in list 34.

Skr. are a cloud, Pr. 3J5*T, H. ST*tR5) M. 3^55 or 3TT*T[oS, ( from

Skr. T^, Pr. and other forms with 5T as in list 93.

Skr. qt4 a side, Pr. q^r, S. qi?U, P. qTWT, H. q^l^r, G. q|%,

near, t. e., by one's side.

When ^followed by a is changed to ^5 this last sound prevails

over the a and the conjunct becomes gr in the Pr&krits. The
/ -s,

following instances of this change have come down to the verna-

culars:

97. Skr. qqfa rotation, turn, Pr. qgT3T, H. qj^ST, M. G. 0. qiofr

Skr. q^?T changed, Pr. q^ or ^^, P. H. q^T, P. q55JT, M. G.

Skr q^ a bedstead, Pr.
q$|E,

P. q^f, S. q^J, H. M. G.

B. q|^J or qt^TT, 0. q^.
The following are instances of other cases of the same change:
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Skr. JT| to squeeze, rub, knead, Pr. jj^, P. M. GK *&[_ JH-

*f-l], H. S.JTS-frT-<5].

Skr. 3TT^ ginger, Pr. srgsr, M. sn& H. P. B. have 3^,
G.

3^15, from Pr. 3^r.
Skr. srrt^ wet

>
pr. Sfgsr, 3^3?, afTgST, M. 3ft3, S. 3ff3t, H.

3TT55I, H. has 3fl$i also from Pr. 3^3?.

P. H. M. *T^T, Gr- S. %T^T, B. vr^5, from Skr. ^, through the change
of ^ to ^ and of the conjunct to ^.

When
a^ the first sound of $T prevails and adds to itself the heavy

aspiration of <*, the conjunct becomes ^^. Of this change there are

many instances in the vernaculars :

98. Skr. %% a tree, Pr. 37*3, P. *5TO H. ^.
Skr, ?ST to keep, to protect, Pr. ^^, P. ^s^off, S. ^g, H. t^IT

also ^?^n, M. G. ?ra-[ot-f], B. 0. *[i%n.

Skr. ^q^SjT to mark, Pr. grsf^^, M. G. 3f|o5^ acquaintance.

Skr. RTSJ to learn, Pr. fospjT, P. 1%^^, S. ft^, H. ^fl^H, G.

, M. Ri^f, B. 0. i?ri^T.

Skr. fa a field, Pr. $ff, P. ^ff, S. ^g or $$, H. B. 0. ^rT, G.

in ^rff agriculture.

Skr. |[Rr a side of the abdomen, Pr.
frfspa',

P. ^^ or qq^, S.

,
H. ^t?l, G. |^.

Skr. sggr hunger, Pr. ff^^f, P. ^m, S. f^, H. G. B.
qsgf, M.

B. ^r, 0. ^H.
Skr. g^TT to anoint, an unguent, Pr. Jf^F^or, P- T^y1 ! butter, S.

anoint, butter, H. q^?I^ or jfi^^ butter, B. 0. Jn?^T butter,

to anoint, M. ?n?3of to anoint, G. JTHPR butter.

Skr. qft^n examination, Pr. qfoSTTi H. P. B. 0. m, M. G. S.

Skr. 3?f% the eye, Pr. ^Tim P. ^^3, S. 3T%, H. G. 3^% B. 0.

Skr. ^fk milk, Pr. ^R, S. ^, P. H. M. G.^ a dish of rice

and milk, O. ^ff.

Skr. *ri%^n
t and ^OT as in list 93.

Skr. |[ sugar-cane, Pr. 3^[ or
|qp^[, H. 333 or |^, P. |^p^.

Though according to Hemachandra and Vararuchi the 3T of $fr,

^%, 3Tf^, ?fiT, TT%^T, and |ig is changed to^ in the Maharashtri or

principal Prakrit, still we see that most of the vernaculars derive their

forme of these words from such Prakrit forms as had ^?^ for the
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Sanskrit ^.
But with the exception of f^| and i^ft which are

mentioned as occurring in the Jaina sacred books, these forms are not

given as existing in any of the dialects. This and other similar

omissions show that the observation of the Prakrit grammarians was

by no means perfect. The Marathi forms of these words, however,

with the exception of 3T[% which is unknown to the language and of

?jffr which is ^ft, have
"

or 51 which is the representative of the Prakrit

I? ,
and hence they are the same as those given by Hemachandra and

Vararuchi. Here we have one of several indications that the

modern Marathi is the direct daughter of the old Maharashtri of the

grammarians.
It will be seen from the lists given above that the Hindi, Gujarati,

Marathi and Bangali mostly drop one component of the doubled conso-

nants and to make up for the quantity thus lost lengthen the preceding
vowel. In other words, the speakers of those dialects take the same

time to pronounce two syllables the latter of which contains a double

consonant which the speakers of the Prakrit did
;

but the preceding
forcible vowel utterance and the subsequent strong contact and pressure

being avoided, the effect is that one of the two consonants is dropped
and the previous vowel lengthened. This then is essentially a case of

softening. The Sindhi drops one of the two consonants, but does not

engthen the preceding vowel
;
while the Panjabi generally preserves

the doubled consonants handed down to it by the old Prakrits. The
Hindi contains more instances in which the original Prakrit pronuncia-
tion is preserved than the other three dialects. Hemachandra notices

in the Prakrits the softened pronunciation we have been considering in

the case of^ only, one *^ of which is according to him dropped and

the preceding vowel is lengthened, as in qra? for TWf, Skr. T$qi%,

jffcj for Prctf, Skr. ftsret, &c. This lengthening of the previous vowel

is in the four dialects prevented as observed before* by the accent

falling on a subsequent syllable.

In the Pali and the Prakrits, you will remember, the components
of some conjuncts such as $, f, tr, ^, ?, $;, 35, *^, &c., are not assimi-

lated but separated by the interposition of a vowel. The vernaculars
have preserved some instances of this process:

99. H. y<l$Ht to praise, Pr. q\%, Skr. WT-
H. anrft, P. am, B. a^ fire, Pr. amofo, Skr. arfr.

H. <HST, srfttf, M. Mftr a year, Pr. eifaf, Skr. ^r. So also H. P.

-On-O, G. 3?*Tt, Skr. ctf.

H. fipSW tired, Pr. ffrgfOT, Skr. TpT._
*
See pp. 162-3.
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M. ftoss disgust, Pr. fodtf, Skr. |^r distress.

M. fosta? stanza, Skr. *^}^ ;
GK 5^ joy, Skr. f$; G. H^MH, P.

Skr. *&q, are later instances of the same nature.

In modern times other conjuncts also are similarly dissolved, and

we have T^fa S. M., &c., 'exploit' for srare, 3T?n;, P. Gr., Ac., 'a field'

for ^ra, qgjg S. 'a lotus' for TO, ^TUT P. for <qm, ^ S., others IKR
'vexation ' for 3^, *R?f 'virtue,' H. M. GK, &c., for ^, &e. But the

books and dictionaries of some of these languages contain a good many
Sanskrit words the conjuncts in which are not changed in any way.
This is due to the fact that those languages are now the spoken langu-
ages of the educated as well as the uneducated portions of the different

communities, and the former pronounce the words correctly and the
forms given to them by the latter are not taken into account by the

authors of those books. Again, even the latter, though they inter-

pose a vowel between the components of some conjuncts as shown
above, have to a certain extent become used to Sanskrit sounds and can

pronounce others correctly. But in some of the provinces the old

disability of the Prakrit speakers has been inherited in certain cases by
their modern descendants, whether educated or uneducated, and it is very
much to be regretted that the writers of books should in such cases

write words in their Sanskrit forms which, when they are read by them-
selves or others, are read in quite a different way. The people of Sindh,*
whether belonging to the higher or lower classes, and the Bangalis
pronounce the conjunct ^ invariably as <sfi%. Thus Sanskrit

JTSPT is pronounced J^-re, tfT$ft as ^T?jfr, ifoj as jft^jf or ift%
<fec. The speakers of the Hindi more often pronounce a as a
than as ^??, ^r^ becoming H-e^rK with them; tfraff, fr^Jfr;

^r^, <*-<*J*H; ^TOTT, ^JTT; sjrf^f, ^ft or &ft-, ^q-}

;
&c. The Panjabis pronounce the first three words as

, JJHsft, and 41^, 55^RT as tf^m, ^rf^T as ^ft, &c., so that

they also agree with the Hindi people, but seem more inclined towards

*While I was Head Master of the High School at Hyderabad in Sindh I
introduced about the beginning of 1865 the study of Sanskrit, and the first

thing I had to do was to teach correct pronunciation to my pupils. I had no*

great difficulty, so far as I can now remember, in making them pronounce the
other conjuncts; but when I came to ST all my endeavours to teach its correct

pronunciation failed. I got the most intelligent of my boys to pronounce
first ^ and then ^. This he did very well, whereupon I told him to utter both
the sounds one after another immediately; but instead of making ^[ of them
he invariably gave them the form of *par. I then gave up the attempt in
despair.
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making ^ of the conjunct. The Marath&s, however, pronounce

the ST properly, though ordinarily they make Zf5[ of it rather than ^^
as remarked on a former occasion. Similarly, the Bangali assimilates

conjunots the latter member of which is ^ or ^, f^ becoming

and sqUp^H, STT^H in his mouth. Similarly he pronounces Skr.

as STrTT just as his Prakrit ancestors did though it is written correctly.

Some of the vernaculars assimilate the components of a conjunct

made up of a nasal and a mute. Thus the Panjabi has ^T for ^f
'penalty,' S^nn for 5"^TT <to shave,' &% for $o^, Skr. go^j 'the

trunk of an elephant,' sfif^r for ^?^T, Skr. ^?vj 'shoulder,
'

q?f for

'binding,' ^ for i&Jg 'a piece,' iiffU[( 'to break' for f{^[ or

, *3F*T for ^TT*T 'a pillar,' &c. In the Bangali ^R 'a piece' one

of the two ^ sounds of^ is dropped, and the preceding vowel

lengthened. Similarly, we have qn? 'to stop' from ^fPVT. In Sindhi

we have^ 'interruption' for
*fff; ^ 'good' for ^^t, M. ^fJT^T; T^3

'madder' for JTF%3; f^3 'a ball' for ftvg; ^3 'a piece of bread'

for W3; ^*ra 'to kiss' for ^f^, &c. Here the Sindhi, as is

usual with him, drops one component of the doubled consonants.

With this exception, the modern dialects have got no cases of the

assimilation of the members of a conjunct unknown to the Prakrits,

while as shown above the speakers of those dialects tenaciously retain

the vocal habit of assimilation of their Prakrit ancestors in a few

cases.

And now I close this part of. my inquiry. The results at which

we have arrived are these : The vernaculars of Northern India contain

the instances and, in some cases, a large number of them, given by the

Prakrit grammarians or occurring in Prakrit literature, of every one

of the rules or processes of change grouped by me under the heads

of softening, assimilation, dissimilation, interchange of places, accentua-

tion, and peculiarities by which Sanskrit words become Prakrit. Most

of these processes have been continued and their range widened, to

such an extent in some of the dialects as to render them distinctive

characteristics of those dialects. Other processes scarcely or rarely

observable in the Prakrits have come into operation, such as the original

accent on the penultimate syllable and the final accent derived from it,

the avoiding of the hiatus caused by the elision of consonants in the

Prakrits in different ways, the change of jj to cT, and the dropping of

one component of a double consonant and the lengthening of a previous
vowel ;

and these have further transformed the Prakrit vocables and
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changed also those Sanskrit words that have been adopted in later

times. Some of the vocal tendencies and habits of the Prakrit speakers
are exhibited by the speakers of the vernaculars. Thus, like the former

the ordinary Gujarat! pronounces and 3fl as ^ and aft, the Desastha

Brahmans and other people of Eastern Maharashtra have a predilec-

tion for or to which they reduce ^ in most cases,* the Sindhis make

gps(
of sr, the Bangalis do the same and also pronounce ^, ?<5^

and <tf

as 5W, ^sj and rT and the Hindi people reduce $r to
^.

These again
and the Konkan lower classes pronounce nr as ^ like the speakers

of the Paisachi, and the Bangali reduces all the sibilants to ^ like the

speakers of the Magadhi ;
while the speakers of the Hindi, Sindhi and

the Panjabi exhibit the old Maharashtri and Sauraseni characteristic

of reducing them to w. The tendency to pronounce dentals as cere-

brals is common to all, though it appears in a very strong form in the

mouth of the Sindhis, and next to them in that of the Panjabis and the

Hindi people. The general or almost universal elision of certain uninitial

consonants, which was a characteristic of the Prakrits, has disappeared

except in isolated cases, and the assimilation of the components of a

conjunct which was also very general has become restricted to the few

cases I have mentioned, though the words changed in the Prakrits in

accordance with these two processes have come down to us in large

numbers. While, therefore, this fact shows that the speakers of the

Prakrits were in a condition which rendered the two phenomena very

general in their speech, and that we are now free from it, the fact that

we exhibit some of the same vocal peculiarities which they possessed

leads to the conclusion that we are their successors or lineal descend-

ants. And the fact that the vocables in ordinary use in our modern

dialects are the same as those in the old Prakrits, whether of a Desya

or Sanskrit origin, and in the letter case whether derived by the

transformation of Sanskrit words in accordance with processes which

have ceased or which have continued to operate in the vernaculars,

affords strong evidence in favour of the hypothesis that these dialects

are but a more developed form of the Prakrits. But to place this

hypothesis beyond the reach of cavil we must examine the grammar

of our vernaculars ;
and this I propose doing in the next two lectures.

I feel it necessary, for the present, thus to modify the assertion made in p. 18(5.

26



REMNANTS OP THE OLDER GRAMMATICAL FORMS

LECTURE V.

fiemnants of the Older Grammatical Forms in the Northern

Vernaculars.

I have already directed your attention to the accent on the

penultimate syllable of words in the vernaculars of Northern India

and the effect it has had in mutilating and transforming the Sanskrit

and PrAkrit words existing in their vocabularies. Through its influ-

ence, you will remember, the final vowel or the vowel of the last syllable

is shortened in some cases and often entirely dropped and the word ends

in a consonant or silent ST. When the consonant of the last syllable

is dropped in consequence of the Prakrit law of the elision of uninitial

consonants the final vowel and the vowel of the penultimate syllable

are brought together and when they are in this condition it is possible

for them to unite into one sound and thus the final vowel is dropped

in some cases and combined with the preceding in others. The Sindhi,

however, oftentimes resists the influence of this accent as I have

already mentioned. Now on account of these processes the nominative

singular termination aft of masculine Prakrit nouns ending in 3T is

sometimes shortened to 3 and in this form we have it in the Sindhi

and in old Marathi and Hindi literature. In the other dialects

including the modern Marathi and Hindi it is dropped except in rare

instances such as ^TZ^ M. and 9WT3 'command' H. The Prakrit

plural terminations 3TT and 1J of this case are also dropped everywhere
for the same reason and we have such forms as ^pj S., fPT H., 373 M.

G. Ac. for the nom. pi. and these are the sing, forms also except in

the case of the Sindhi, which has jpj. In the Prakrit the plurals of

the nominative and accusative cases of all nouns are alike and so are

they alike in the vernaculars. The analogy came to be extended to the

singulars also in the Apabhramsa and accordingly the singulars of the

two cases are the same in the vernaculars. An independent accusative

case made up by affixing a termination to a noun is given in ordinary

grammars; but it has the sense of the dative, or rather of the Sanskrit

genitive which expresses relation in general. Thus we say ft

qjfoft M.
'

I do a work', g ^q^ ^G., STfa ^3 $T fsfr S., % ^
p.,*r ^JT*T ^n f H., g^ft or $% ^TT ^ft or stftfr i% B , 3 RJT

O., in which instances sp^ etc. are really accusatives and we do not use

^WKT, ^W%, SW^i ^JlT3, ^f*reft, *f\m$i, and SR5%, which forms are

generally referred to the accusative. The masculine nom. and ace.
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sing, form in 5 was in the ApabhraihSa extended by analogy to the

neuter singular also and, though the peculiar neuter plural termination

was preserved, the fact shows that in the vernacular speech of the

times there was a tendency to forget the distinction between the two

genders. Accordingly we now find that in the Sindhi, the Panjabi,

the Hindi, Bangali and Oriya the distinction is entirely lost. In

Gujarati also nouns ending in 3f have retained none of the two neuter

terminations but the Prakrit and Apabhrazhsa f plural of that gender

exists in the Marathi combined with the preceding 3f into ^ as <ffo5 'a

fruit' sing., <Ro& 'fruits' pi. This neuter pi. termination is applied in

Hindi, Sindhi, and Panjabi to the pi. of fern, nouns ending in 3f as in

TT?t 'nights' H., 3Tlc5T 'women' S. and JTgt 'words' P., though the 5 is

changed to 3TT in the last two cases. The change of the final syllables

3f3ft of Prakrit words resulting from such Sanskrit words as sn^frT^:-

^t, IT^-.-^t, CfW-^Rt etc. to an by the dropping of the final and leng-

thening of the penultimate through the force of the general accent on

the penultimate in some of the modern dialects such as the Marathi

and the Hindi and to aft into which the two vowels are combined in

consequence of the weakness of the accent in such languages as the

Gujarati and the Sindhi and in some of the minor dialects of the

Marathi, has already been noticed in the last lecture. Similarly the

change of the Prakrit final syllables of neuter nouns a?^ or ytf

arising from such Sanskrit words as h<3*H, *TC3*H have been

changed to q in the Marathi and to ^ in Gujarati and to an in

some of the dialects of the Marathi. This also has been explained.

The pi. of such neuter nouns, most of which are formed by

the addition of qj and may be called augmented nouns, is formed

by the addition of the Apabhramga which being rendered

emphatic by the nasal sound absorbs the previous a? or light q and

thus we have %5&T for Ap. ^ST5J3T+ i=Skr. ^J^^+anfr Fern. notm8

in 5 or I add stf as ^tf-^kfori H., ^rfeari P. This qi or an represents

the combination of q or a? with & such nouns as $ffi being derived

from ^rf^T=3lTS3TT- In Panjabi after fern, nouns in aft the { appears

distinct, a3 %&[ a calamity, ^35Jf nom. pi. In Sindhi the neuter termina-

tion is added to the original Prakrit fern. pi. 3, shortened from sft, as

3fc\ 'mares' nom. pi.; 5^T 'murder,'f^T5 'murders;' 3TI?5 a 'woman,' 3TF5

'women' nom. pi. This last has 5T[c5i also like the P. TRft In Marathi

also it is not very unusual to speak of women in the neuter pi. when

respect is intended as ^Toffai^ 3?I^(. This transference of neuter termi-

nation to the fern, must have taken place when genders began to be con-
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fused in the ApabhraihSa period. The nom. pi. termination of masc,

nouns, which in the Prakrit was 3TT, is preserved by the class of nonns

we have been considering,^. e. augmented nouns, in Sindhi and Gujarati;

while the f? of the Prakrit ace. pi. is used for those nouns in the

Marathi and its dialects and the Hindi and the Panjabi. When the

two cases were thoroughly confounded one can easily see how this

came to pass. Other or unaugmented nouns have dropped both the

terminations in all the languages as has been already noticed.

The Marathi has preserved the Apabhranaa instr. sing. ^ which

is used after nouns in 3J and the plural ff reduced to |. In all the

modern languages the f of the Apabhraiha forms is dropped. These

terminations are appended to the old instrumental termination f and

we have 5f and ^f which are now ordinarily used. These you will see

are double forms and of such we have many in the various languages.

Goan., Mai. and Chit, have ^ for the sing, and the last has for the

pi. The loc. ApabhraraSa ff from the Pali $$ and the Skr. f^q^ is

also used as ^ff Jf^f; this is peculiar to nouns in 3T, and in old Marathi

it is reduced to 3fi after the augmented nouns in 3Tf; as 71351, m*ri etc.

There are instances of the other locative in ^ such as qvq and iffi

( m$*IT Tflf 3*fir 3TTt 'you should go in my opinion,' where^ is hardly
an instrumental); but here evidently the termination ^ is confounded

with the ^ of the instrumental and we have JTffifT T?f, Ht. "by my
opinion." The dative m is generally considered a remnant of the Skr.

^ and Pr. ^. But I have not found it in the Jnanesvari and in its

place we have ?ff in the old poets, which is connected with a similar

post-position in other languages which will be considered hereafter.

None of the minor dialects of the language have anything like it, but

still the derivation may be correct.

Gujarati has the old instrumental in ^ but it is confounded with

the corresponding t| of the fern, and with the locative ^ and we have

one termination for both, with the nasal dropped. The shortened Apa-
bhrainSa form in f is found in old Gujarati. It is confounded with

that in 5 the anusvara being dropped.

(1) *Kd"i$ tf<n% ^n frtft &f ^R ftfe ......... Tr^nr^R nft,
' The wealth or affluence of Kanha was as great as that of Indra.'

From the chronicle of Kanhadade-prabandha

given in the Gujarati School-paper.

Panchopdkhydn, the story of Hiranyaka.
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In this latter, however, there occurs an anusvara, should which
e correct, the termination is a remnant of ff. The-Ohrjarati has also

the double instrumental of in pronouns, as frif, stfjf, etc.

The Sindhi has got the ablative terminations art, $1, 3>, are and
The first is from the pronominal instrumental ff of the Apa-

bhrarh^a and ^ of the Prakrit, aft and <* from the * of the former
and an and an? from the

corresponding Prakrit. The locative q and its
shortened form ? are also preserved, but they are used after nouns

i the older dialects, as W}| or *f| ftaft 'he fell into a well.'

The Panjabi possesses the old abl. in f with the ; dropped and
the 3 amalgamated with the preceding sj into sfr as^ 'from a house'

ocative pi. ff as^ 'in the house', the instrumental pi ft as
3X* f^f 'by the hands' and the locative sing, in q as ^t STJTT? 'in

The instr. in % is also
ordinarily used in the form off.

The Hindi has scattered instances of the loc. in $, but the instru-
mental * is common. The Bangali has preserved the former. The
instrumental also has 3, though the grammarians do not give it, as

'The beautiful one having seen the swan in the lake went in
haste with a desire to catch it.'

'Having heard (this) the heart of Bhaimi was oppressed by love.'

'How do the moon and the sun in the form of lamps shine in the
plate of the sky !'

The Oriya also possesses the loc. in ^ and as in the B. and G. it
is confounded with the instr. in $, the nasal being lost, as 5^ 'in or by
the hand.' This dialect has the Pr. abl. in 3 also as 5^ 'from the hand.'

The nom. pi. aft or 3 of fern, nouns in ^r or f is preserved in the
MM., Goan. and Chit, as 3Tm,fo*?t; <TT3T, *T3*fr; and $rt, ^r^t; bat the
two latter are derived from the Skr. smz^ and jife^l which are
nouns ending in 3TT The final 3^, which alone remains after the elision
Of the consonant

^,
is dropped in consequence of the penultimate accent

and we have tfRft and ^t- The aft or 3 of the plural of the original
Prakrit *TTftaTT3ft-3 is also dropped like the aft or 3 of ^3^-3 in the
ordinary Marathi *nff and^ and, just as the previous vowel in this
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last is lengthened in consequence of the accent and the resulting form

issfteT, so the previous 3TT of *nfl'3TT3ft-3 and ^rfeaTTafM being accented

remains and we have ^[3^1 and ^l^Tf f r 'ETTI^n an<^ ^tfe^n, but in

the dialects of the Marathi in which the aft or 3 of Masc. nouns in the

sing, is preserved we have sft^fr, ^JlTt etc.; so also is the aft-3

of the fern, preserved and we have W%3\, ^5Jt etc. As to unaugmented
fern, nouns in 5 or f the final is, of course, dropped by the penultimate

accent, but in the plural it is preserved being accented and the termi-

nation of the plural aft-3 which is unaccented is dropped as ifa sing.,

t*ft pi., Skr.^rg, 'creeper'; ^ffOT sing., ^uft pi., Skr. itffrft, 'sister'; <pr

sing., fRiff-sft pi. 'aides'; %55 sing., %35t pl.,Skr. ^351 etc. As in the dialects

of the Marathi the pi. aft is preserved in Gujarati; but there it is trans-

ferred to the pi. of all nouns whatever and the process is going on even

in our times, being extended to the masc. nouns ending in aft also,

which formed their nom. and ace. pi. formerly by adding 3fT, as sfttt

sing., 3teT pi., but now often sftefaft The Sindhi also has preserved the

fern. 3, as I have already observed, but the nasal of the neuter is

combined with it to form the nom. and ace. pi.

The nom. sing, of the relative pronoun is 5ft in M. H. F. S. and

in G. 0. and B. 0. has^ also. The 15 of the latter is another form

of the nom. aft to be traced perhaps to the old Magadhi nom. sing, as in

<S?T !jf%ft for Skr. ^ 3^: The correlative is <ft in M. and H. and ft in

G. and ft in P. S. and $ in B. and 0. The Hindi has tff also. The ffl

is the old Pr. nom. sing.; but the oblique base in P. S. B. & 0. is the

old ft. The base of the interrogative pronoun is ^f as in the older

languages. The nom. sing, is qjfa H., q^or P. and ^JT G. M. and %
0. and B. also %3 0. The ^01 and its varieties are to be traced to the

Pr. ^TJT which stands for the Skr. q&: 5^:. The near demonstrative

is 55 or ^5 *n H. P. nom. sing, which is also pronounced in other ways;
and the nom. pi. is 5f . The first is to be referred to the Ap. ^ff, Pr.

tjtft, Skr. I^T:; and the latter to arp)f Ap. The 3fq of the Skr. ariH *s

generalised in this language and is to be found in all the cases of the

pronoun. Hence arrq is the nom. pi.. The G. has fj, M. ff m., ff fern., |
n., dial, ff-ft-snfor the nom. sing., and the regular $ m. snfem. ffn. for

the pi.; has q, ^%, %fe nom. sing., and B. q all of which are from the

Ap- 'BfHJS or
qj. The general obi. base is q or 5 in M., ^ G., | or f| S.,

and f in the rest, the origin of which is the same, M. q, however, being
referred to the Ap. a?Tq which is the generalised form of f^. The
distant demonstrative has 3 for its base. The nom. sing, in H. is 5, aft,

3$, pi. %; in P. 3f, S. ^and ft and B. aft for both. The S. has 3; also for
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the
sing., G. has 3?r for the sing, and its usual 3^ for the pi. All

these are to be derived from the Ap. sft nom. and ace. pi.,% traced to
3?5 of the Skr. pronoun 3?^. The M. and 0. have lost this pronoun.

The nom. sing, of the first personal pronoun in M. is ift and Chit.
t both of which are to be traced to the Ap. ace. instr. andloc.

iff, Pr. m,
Skr. inn and jfft. The Goan. has ffr, the G.

, old H. dialect's $, *,'
the Dogar dialect of the P. &, which are all from the Ap. ^
to be traced to the Skr. 375^,

* the 3 of which is, you
will remember, that of the nom. sing, which in that dialect
was freely used as the G. aft is at present. The Sindhi 3tff
and 3TT are further corruptions of these. H. P. have also like the
Chit. ^, the origin of both being the same. The B. & 0. have 3$and3
which may be traced to the Ap. abl. and gen. sing. ^, but I should
prefer considering the 5 of the Ap. and M. forms to be changed to 3
in consequence of the usual fondness of the B. and O. for the 3 sound
as noticed in the last lecture.

The pi. of this pronoun in M. is 3TT3ft, dial, arnft, B. srrft which is
the same as the Ap. 3^5 traced by me to the Skr. 3T^f%. The G. 37$
and the O. 3f*^ are from the usual A p. and Pr. form 3^ from 3f^
generalised from the usual Skr. base 3T**T by false analogy. In 3fT^ $f
is changed to w? as it often is. The H. %q is this 3^ but the aspi-
ration is transferred to the initial a? and the if to which it is attached
in the older and the other dialect is left free. The termination ^ is

also dropped. The S. and P. have 3T*ff. Skr. ** is sometimes changed
in the Pr. to^ as in the Magadhi and Mah. from locative; but in the
written Prakrits that have been handed down to us the a^if of 3rere
is not found corrupted to ^. It may, however, have been so in some
part of the country. The second person sing, is in all the languages
except B. which has g|. The H. has t also. Of these is the same as
the Ap. g , the f of this dialect being as you know dropped through-
out; and

jjf and % are transferred from the instrumental. The pi.
is 55ft inM. from the Ap. 55^ similar to 3^* and the B. gfr is

softened from this. The G. has <ft softened from 3$ the
3 being changed to sr by a peculiarity of the Gujarat!, which
has been fully noticed in the last lecture. In the 0. 3$ the

Mr. Beames traces them to 53 Ap., %7^p| Skr., but such forms do not exist;
l^rof. Lassetl to whom he refers only conjectures 3Tflf to account for 3?f3f, bbfc
3TPT is clearly derived from 3T^J^ which exists even in Ski-. The reading 55 in
the passage from Kramadisvara given by Lassen is questionable. Hcmachandra has
5 distinctly and the form occurs in inany verses.
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final tj
is dropped and a softened form of this is the Hindi gq. The P.

has gtff to be derived from q or gsjf in the same way as 3T^ff from

g^n. The S. has rT^ff, ftff, <ff, rff, ^Tsft, ^T, 3?fh *ti$ and
ajf.

In rfsff

we have the 3T to which 3 is reduced as in G. and the J* of ^t analysed

into its labial and nasal elements. The other three are softened forms

of this same, and in the rest the initial H is dropped as we have seen

it dropped in the Pr. in the bases 3ST for pi, "3*% for ?|5fT, 35Vf for gs*T

and 3^ for g?l both of which exist in that dialect.

The Skr. conjugational distinction is, you will remember, lost in

the Prakrits; but the increments that roots undergo in the several

classes are preserved and made parts of the roots themselves. Now

these roots so augmented have descended to the vernaculars. Thus we

have f|f old M. Gr. 'to fear' from the Skr. fspft of the 3rd class; pr M.

G.
' to understand', f^nr M. 'to be cooked.' T33T S. 'to throw,' STT3 M. Gr.

H.,etc. 'to dance,' 3<T3T M. G. 'to be born', ftqjfM. G. 'to issue forth', 3j|T

M. 'to fight,' ITHT M. G. 'to be maddened' and f^f old M. G. 'to be

sad' from the Skr.fT, fejsi, REq, ^, 3c<T5T, f^R, 3W, HVZ & fa*I, all

belonging to the 4th class; %ft or 301 H. S. B. P. 0. from Skr. spr of

the 5th;ofPTM. G. H. P. etc. 'to know', four B. 0. 'to buy' and fifa S.

'to take' from the Skr. STRJ, 3fitn and ^f of the 9th class. We have

roots also in the forms which they have in the second and sixth classes, as

7%\ and 5TT from ^n and qj of the 2nd and i%% f%f, jjj, %, i%qf M. ^r
S., SRTrf, ( Skr. fFrT ) also SRI?

' to cut,' f^g from the 6th.

Of the three Pr. tenses and moods the Marathi has preserved

two, the Present and the Imperative. The third, viz. the

Future, is not lost, but the form became by phonetic corruption

similar to those of the Present and you will remember, that

the difference between the two tenses consisted in the inter*

calatory ^J, afterwards dissolved into fa, and thence softened

to f|, which having dropped its 5 in the vernaculars melted

away and another sign had to be added to the Present forms to indicate

the Future. The Present was used in old Marathi and is used even at

present in poetry, but in ordinary speech it has acquired a past habi-

tual sense. It has a potential signification in some cases as ft ^f|

rWTfo ^*f ifa- In *ne Gujarat! it has acquired a potential sense in

addition to the old and, to indicate present time distinctly, the forms

of the present tense of the substantive verb are used in conjunction

with it as ^ ^i ^. ^
The Brajbhash& agrees with the G. in this respect

and adds its ff as ^ 5R% fii-
In the H. P. and S. it signifies potentia-

lity only; and in the last vft masc., *ft fern, are added to the forms to

denote present time, qt is the past part, of the root f^3r*J from
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Skr. rc*Irf, Pr - f^3T which means 'become' in Sindhi. The old Hindi

or Braj poets use this tense in the present also. In all these langua-

ges, however, the old Present tense of the auxiliary 3^ or
3TT*=(

indicates present time alone.

B. 0. preserve this tense in the old sense throughout. M. has

two forms of this old Present:

1st

2nd

3rd

In poetry we have f^ and fa for 3 and *T as

t u

/nan. I. 112.

f

Jnara. III. -Z62.

The termination f of the first person sing, is derived from the

Pr. ft, 5t being simply converted into an anusv&ra, *. e., W ^en

pronounced without closing the lips becomes f.
In the same way the

Pr. g of the pi. becomes i. The 2nd per. sing, fa remains unaltered,

but in ordinary usage the final ? is dropped in consequence of the

usual accent on the penultimate.
The ; of the Pr. pi. loses its

aspiration as we have found it to have done in the cases and thus we

have cKT+gr=TO The 3rd per. sing, termination is the same as in Pr.

viz c The pi. has lost its nasal and in current Marathi the { also on

account of the penultimate accent. In the other set the 3rd per. sing

termination is *, the same as in Pr., and to be traced to the Bfa. of

the Atm In the Prakrit there is no Atmanepada termination for t

1st pers. sing., but still we have $ here. This vowel is inserted before

all the consonantal terminations of the present tense of the verb *.

We have also | in fer and qrffc, though it has no place in the Pr

in and
This is probably due to the transference of the final

^ to the penultimate syllable.
The first of the two, t. e., the Parasm.

set of forms, is used for transitive verbs and the second or Atmanepada

for those that are intransitive and some that are transitive but denote

a sort of reflexive action as ^ 'to read', ft 'to learn',^ to speak,

'to tell', etc. The Chit, has both the padas and the I?
of the Atm.

is confined to the 3rd pers. sing, in the root 3W as tftfc but 3 m or *f.

In the M4L we have <*T and in the Goan. 3T long for ^ as s^TT, ^f
and ro the final * being long. In these dialects the 2nd pers. pi.

termination is * which is transferred from the corresponding 3rd c

is a remnant of the Pr. |*n and the vowels of the first pers. f(

27
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vriddhi dipthongs with the preceding base'in both the padas as iff ^
'I do', or 'I used to do', STFft ^6 'we do' or 'used to do.'* The Goan. and

Chit, however, have the first pers. sing. Atm. in art also. The Aim.

is not nsed for roots ending in other vowels than gj, though they may
be intransitive as ?fT, 5H, ft, ^, etc., and in this particular the Marathi

remarkably agrees with the old Pr.

O. & B. have the following forms for the present.

0. B.

g? ^ft srrfJT ^rft

?: 15

These also are from the Pr. forms. 0. has lost the nasal of the

1st pers. pi. and B. of the sing, also, i. e., it has one same form for

both. 0. has lost the ^r of the 2nd pers. sing, and has 3 in its place.

The pi. ^ of both is pronounced qj^|; sft being broad like that to which

3T even of Skr. words is reduced in ordinary utterance by the speakers

of these languages. This form ?R^f is the same as the M. ^[ from the

Pr. tt$. 0. has preserved the 3rd pers. pi. Pfl intact; B. has lost

the 3 and f .

The other languages have:

G. H.

S. Tr.

S. Intr. P.

* These vriddhi forms appear to be due to the penultimate 3? being pronounced

long through the accent according to the usual rule and by the combination of f or

3 with it; so that the combined sound is 3Tf and ^T?. When the lengthened ^T

becomes 9TT it overpowers the final 5 and this latter is dropped and we have

T ^1 Chit, or ffa "1^ Goan. 'I do or used to do', just as in ^t?"3 'a horse' the

penultimate is lengthened into ^TI and the final 3 is dropped and we have
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The Hindi 2nd and 3rd person sing, and pi. are derived directly

from those in Ap. The f of ^Tl|-|-f-f| being dropped as nsnal; the

forms are ^f-3-f-f and when the vowels are combined we have ^-^t-

^-l. The G. P. and S. forms are exactly similar, the only difference

consisting in the nasal of the 3rd. pers. pi. which has been elided in

the first as is done in the instrumental singular. The P. and S. or and H
must be referred to f?fl of the Pr. since the Ap. possessed the Pr. forms

as well as the new ones. In old G-. Mss. it is usual to write the J and 3

of these forms separately. The G. & H. first pers. sing. ^ is from the

Ap. 3X3, while the atf of the P. ^t and the S. pst is to be traced rather

to the ft of the Pr. than to this I as that of the flf in the Chit, and G-oan.

by the elision of f and the lengthening of the preceding vowel. There

are instances of this change given in the Pr. as we have seen. The

S. 5 of the 1st pers. pi. is the same as that in M. & 0. and to be

derived from the Ap. j and the Pr. g. The ^ of the Hindi 1st per. pi.

is brought over from the 3rd person and this transference was faci-

litated by the nasal of the original termination; or, since in the Ap.

both ft and 3 exist, when in a later stage of the language the letter

was appropriated and fixed for the sing, the former was adopted

for the pi. and changed to 5 which became ^ by amalgama-

tion. The G. and P. further dropped the nasal of this ^ and

interposed a vowel which is probably of the same nature as that

in the S. JTT^. Tne S. like the M. inserts f before the termina-

tions in the case of transitive verbs, as in the forms of Jfrc given above

and does not when the verbs are intransitive or reflexive as f^R and q?.

The forms of the Ap. Present occur in the older Hindi poets. Thus in

Tulsidas's Ram&yana we have:

3rd per. sing.

But Sambhu's word is not false.

Everybody knows Siva to be omniscient'.

Sundar-K.

* An evil spirit dwells in the sea and having recourse to deceit

catches hold of the birds in the sky.'

3rd per. pi. ^ ^
flW PT 9^T JT5it H cntin* sfTTT mJTC I

Bala-K.

'Good men like swans admit merit like milk leaving off the watery

pollution
'
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n

Bala-K.

'Those men and women that listen to the advice of Narada become

beererars having abandoned their homes.'DO O

2nd per. pi.:

Bala-K.

'For what reason do yon go throngh excessive austerities ?'

Bala-K.

'Why do you wander alone in the forest P'

1st pers. sing.:

Bala-K.
'

I shall not neglect the advice of Narada and shall not be afraid

even if thereby the world stands or falls ( becomes desolated).'

1st pers. pi.:

Bala-K.
' Dear one, do hear with -an attentive mind; [we] nerrate the

pleasing story of Rama.'

Another reading is zfi^f which is sing, and the sense is 'I narrate'.

The old 2nd pers. sing, in % is met with thus:

Ay.-K.
' I charge thee in the name of Bharata; tell me the truth laying

aside all insincerity. On the occasion of joy thou art gloomy; explain
to me the reason.'

There are also specimens of the Atm.:

Bala.-K.
' Sees Raghupati here and there.

'

3t arc ^t xft ** sfaft i ^ft *rf% qi ft? ^M u

Bala.-K.
'
If now you are amorous towards the Sati ( Parvati ) the \ray of

devotion will end and immorality ( will ) result.'

Bala.-K.

goes having sat on the bull,'
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And it appears that the 3 of the Present is used after verbs of the

same kind as in Marathi. The vowel 5 of the 3rd pers. sing, does

not become ^ as in the modern Hindi and other, where the distinction

between the two padas is lost, but retains its original form as in v-rft

<$& ( IT? *rfh *t*T ?R tW^ fSHSra 'when she went near Mahesa

smiling asked her how she fared'.)

The Marathi, Oriya, and the Bangali have preserved the Imperative

mood entire; the others, only the second person sing., the rest being

taken over from the old present or the modern Potential.

. M. G. B -

1st ^
2nd sfiT-ff ^TT 3JT TO TO-TOfa TO

3rd SRTT TOftl TO
or

. e.In the 1st per. sing, the g of the Pr. is changed to 3 in M.

q has lost its labial element as in the Present. 0. and B. have got the

form of the Present for it, the nasal being dropped. The iff of the pi. is

similarly changed to aft and is also shortened or resolved into 3;. The

B. has the same form as the sing. The 2nd pers. sing, in M. has the

form without the termination as in the Pr., the other made up by

adding f corresponds to that in the Ap. ending in that vowel. Intransi-

tive and reflexive roots have q instead of f which form is also found

in the Ap. as vjft, RT%, Wt. The O. and B. do not possess these

terminations but the latter has W which is to be traced to the Pr. 3.

The pi. is the same as in the Pr. the 5 having left its trace in the

lengthening of the vowel. The 0. and B. ?*; is also really ^[ pro-

nounced broadly^ and the latter retains f unchanged also. The 3rd

per. sing, termination 3 of the Pr. is amalgamated with the preced-

ing vowel into aft in M. and 5 in 0. and B. M. has also sometimes

5 for aff. The ^ of the B. is a later addition and is probably to be

traced to the Interrogative pronoun beginning with ^. It is to be com-

pared with such M. expressions as 5TI^ 1 1%. The 0. preserves the 3rd

per. pi. ?g unchanged but in the optional form the final 3 is dropped.

M. and B. have transferred the characteristic 3 to the preceding

syllable and the former has dropped the nasal and the latter the ?f. In

M. the 3 is as in the sing, changed to sft but in some cases it is pre-

served and we have such forms as 3fr^rf> t^?T etc. We find instances

in which the 3 preserves its place after !f as in the 0. Thus in

Jnanes'vari: -
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IF* 3T3 I T f%?H^T II 1225.
' These on their part may do an unwelcome thing, just here and

now kill us but -we should not think of doing injury.'

H. P. and G. have *ET for the sing, as in the above; and ^ft pi- the

same as that of the Present which itself is from the Ap. ^C| the

characteristic Imper 5 being attached to the f of the Pr. and even

in the Pr. and M. B. and 0. 2nd per. pL is the same as in the Present.

The P. has also the form in f . The Sindhi Imperative 2nd per. sing.

of intransitive and reflexive verbs ends in 3 as 55 and of transitive

verbs and a few others in 5 as ^ft. The 3 occurs in the Ap. along

with the 5 and fj already noticed. Though Modern Hindi has lost

the Imperative forms for other persons than the second, old Hindi

poets use them; and for the second per. sing, also they have the Ap.

form in f preserved in S. and M. Thus Tulsidas:

2nd pers. sing. S

in J

'The lord said to Hannmanta, "Assume the form of a boy and go

to the city of Ayodhya."
'

The 2nd pers. pi. is the same as that of Present which prevails in

all the languages from the Pr. downwards.

"Having gone to Parvati examine her devotion."

The 3rd per. sing, ends in aft or 3ft as in the M. & 0.

Srft *R sirer f5a TNT STTOK ffa i

Beharilala.

"May that polished Badha remove my worldly distress."

^t 3?3^ ^t| I Tuls. E.

"May he confer favours."

The 3rd pers. pL has g which is an Ap. form found in some of

Hemachandra's quotations. The f has been introduced simply to dis-

tinguish it from the sing.

UUI*M<ft ^T *R%^ I STWf 'EnF^ J?4k*l ^ II Tuls. R.

"I adore the lotus-like feet of all. May they fulfil all my desires."

The 1st per. sing, is the same as that of the Present and it is

difficult to distinguish it; but in such a construction as the following
the M. would have the imperative.^ *nft f^r arnronl i ^f| fl^^^ *nf u

"The Sati having got S'iva's permission went, and was thinking
what deception to use."
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The pi. also must be the same. Old G. has also the Imper. forms

in 5 and 3 as:

<&$ *ra Trains ?*fr i wrft^ ^Cn fttfr

'The emperor asked this matter "how is Gujarat ?"
'

"If you will declare war against Gujarat send an army with me."

The G. and S. have another form for the 2nd per. of the Imper. ;

the terminations of this are fR S., ^ G. for the sing, and f^t and 3ffr

for the pi. The H. has ^ and Hi for roots ending in f and 3! and f$[ and

$ft for the rest. The P. and B. have ^aff for the pi. and in the former

the singular is confounded with the usual f termination. In M. such

form is not now ordinarily used. In addresses on letters, however,

such expressions as yfcz q?r^,^ are used and these forms are found

in the works of the old Marathi poets. Thus in Jnanes'vari:

ife * *fr H 1

1 This my mind can not think of doing even in a dream that I

should kill them and enjoy afterwards the pleasures of sovereignty.'

aft srarenr ^5 ftf i *m *nr m\m TPT ft^r n IX i.

' Give youra. ttention alone and qualify yourself for all happiness.'

I T^1K ^ H 1-48-49.

"The Muni narrates this story to Janamejaya the king, saying

(you should) attend to this which is unique, excellent, the holy thing,

the unsurpassed and the highest abode of all auspicious things.'

3TRTT \i^\ 3f1Ml*l I 3^f ^faT^T *H ^^H II I "

1 Give attention now; I will speak what you make me speak.'

These forms have been traced by Dr. Trump in his Sindhi Gram-

mar to the Pr. base in far used in the Present, Imperative and Future

and derived by Lassen from the Present and by me from the Potential;

and so far as the form in the S. and G. is concerned there is no objec-

tion. But these forms are in the vernaculars used when respect for

the person spoken to is intended and the Potential as distinguished

from the Imperative is by no means more respectful in Skr. The H,

forms are not assigned each to each number but both of them are

used in the sing, or pi. and its q can by no means be derived from 3f;

for though the contrary process the changing of q to 3T is common

there is so far as I am aware no single well established instance of

the other. In Skr. nothing is more usual than to use the Passive of
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the 3rd pers. sing. Imperative in respectful solicitation. The second

pers. of the active Imper. is the least respectful since there is a direct

reference in that voice to the agent and such a reference to great men

is regarded as improper or in the case of others not courteous. The

3rd pers. with *T^T^ as the nom. is more so; because the reference is

indirect but the most respectful construction is the Passive as it does

not point to the agent at all but to the thing done by him. Thus the 3T

in these forms is from the q of the passive and the Hindi %q from |3T

which is the other corruption of that termination in the Pr. The M.

|f^t corresponds to Skr. flqdR, the Imper. 3rd pers. sing, termination

in that language being 5. ^f% corresponds to $fijft of the Present and

the potential sense may be attributed to the fact that the whole tense

has assumed that sense in the vernaculars. The agent may, if the

forms are passive, be any person and any number since it does not

agree with the verb; and this explains the Hindi usage. But as

generally in solicitation the person addressed is the second pers.

though he is referred to indirectly and is, when cases are used, put in

the instr. as in the Jfianes'vari:

"He said to Drona, everything should be looked after by you."
These forms become in the G. & S. identified with the second and

easily because one of the terminations aft happens to be the same as

that of the Imper. 2nd pers. pi. in those languages and got confused

with the other Pr. Potential forms in si; wherefore we find in the S.

the Imper. 2nd pers. sing, terminations 5 and 3 applied to the base as

fn%
' become

', ^f^ '

hear. ' This confusion extended to the Hindi

also since to roots in f or 3 it appends ^ and ^t; for the Potential

increment 51 is given in the Pr. to roots ending in 3TT, $, aft etc. i. e,

any vowel except a?. In the progress of a language confusion is natural

and frequently observable. This double etymology explains all the

facts of the case; while if we confine ourselves to one some are not

accounted for.

We have seen that there are two classes of verbs in M. one of

which takes the augment | in the Present before the consonantal ter-

minations as ^fftT, ^fflrl and the other takes ^ or 3T as \^, ^T^?f. The

Imper. 2nd pers. sing, of the former is made up by adding f in old or

poetic Marathi and of the latter by adding ^. The former takes ? in

the Future necessarily in the 1st and 3rd pers. sing, as tfiffa, qjfpr and

optionally in some others as qjjtfns or ^ntffr, ^TJfte or ^fcfos. This

option is extended even to the Present qfofj or ^j^n and the past par-
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ticiple '?rc^ or *H$; while in the present participle these verbs

necessarily take f as sfifcl ^\\- The latter class takes ij in the Future

1st and 3rd pers. sing, and the option in the last is not allowed, ar being

added in all, including the present part., as Rt^, raW|3 not fr%?fis>

ffe5[ not frfosr, ffo<ft and RT^f 3T& so that this class must have ^

in some cases and 3T in the rest. The Sindhi has a similar distinc-

tion. Those roots that take f before the termination of the Pres. as

qjqpfi "I do" form tJieir ImPer - 2nd PerSt sin ' in ^ and insert thi
.

s in

the present part, as 5f;(lF& while the rest do not add this f ,
as f^I 1st

pers. sing., 5^ pres. part., and take 3 in the Imper. sing., 53 Imper.

2nd pers. sing. We thus see that we have $ in the one case and opposed

to it are the vowels q, * and 3 in the other. The former is a charac-

teristic of the transitive or the non-reflexive nature of a root while

the latter of the opposite. Why should it be so ? The vowels | and ^

form the distinctive marks of the Parasm. and Atm. in Skr. and Pr.

A consciousness of this and of the difference between Parasm. roots

and Atm. roots has been preserved in the modern S. and M. and hence

there is an attempt to insert those vowels in all possible cases; and the

base itself of the roots is made to end in them. But in the Prakrits

and to a great extent even in Skr. the base of most of the roots (*T%

I* etc ) has an imperative signification.
Hence the newly cons

tuted bases fl and *ft also came to have an imper. sense

these are the forms of the Imper. not only in our languages

old Apabhrams'a also; hence the process I mention must have

gone through'even then. This is a better explanation of the Ap. forms

than deriving them both from ff, especially since this is a dialect

terofaroot while its absence or the insertion of q indicates the

A%l"r

Skr. tense preserved .
by the PrakHts is the Second

Future. It has descended to the Gu]arati. Thus,

28
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The ^T of these forms is the old Skr. ^j corrupted to ^r in the

S'aur. and ff in the Ap. From the Skr. downwards the terminations of

the Present in each of the languages are appended, as formerly

observed, to this tense. So in the G. we find in the 2nd and 3rd pers.

the terminations 1$ and aft of the G. Present attached to ^T. But

the consciousness of the etymology of these forms has been partially

lost; wherefore in 1st pers. we have not ^J?3J for the sing, correspond-

ing to ^: aud ZR^fnj corresponding to '^fffi- But Q-. has derived its

1st pers. pi. 5^5 directly from the Skr. or Ap. pi. qjRw& or *fjfarg and

the sing. ^fffcT from <$Rw which, you will remember, was an optional

S'aur. form in addition to ^jRwifaj the nasal being dropped according

to the usual G-uj. rule. We have these forms in the Braj-Bhash&
but the ^f is corrupted to 5 as it very often is. Thus,

Here in the 1st pers. sing, we have the aff of the Pres. Braj as in

^f, unlike the G. and in conformity with the ancient practice.

You will also observe that the old augment f is preserved. It may
be suspected that these forms are derived from those in the Pr. which

have f instead of ^r, but you will have observed that there we have ff

as in aR^ilf and here f which represents the S'aur. and Apbr. *T. The
old Future occurs in Tulsidasa's Rama.

3rd pers sing.

"Dear, leave off all anxiety, remember the great God. He who
Created Parvati will do her good."

If the dot on f| is a mistake this is 3rd pers. sing.

3rd pers. pi.

IR Sit II

"Good men will pardon my temerity and hear the words of (this)
child with attention."

2nd pers. pi. q^^^^^^| , ffejg^ ^fc^%
"I am ashamed in my mind to tell the truth; for, hearing, at my

stupidity you will laugh."

In these forms the terminations of the Apbr. Present are

appended to the f derived from tf; but the following are three
instances of the Braj form occurring in the same *0rk.
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1st pers. pi.

"Then I will enter thy month; I tell you the truth, let me go

mother."

3rd pers. pi.

They who will visit this bridge constructed by me will cross

the ocean of life without trouble."

In an essay published in the Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal,

1873, Mr. Beames gives the forms of the Future found in the earliest

Hindi poet Chand, which are exactly similar to those in the Braj and,

misled by the latter paxtsVf, fT etc. which resemble those of w or

STTCT so greatly, traces them to the Periphrastic Future of the Skr.

'gfernfoT-fo etc. But this Future is in the first place rarely used in

Skr. and altogether discarded by the Pali and not a trace of it is to be

found in any of the numerous Prakrits. Besides if we derive these

forms from the Periphrastic Future we must have in the 3rd pers.

such forms as gf^sn-^RHH and af^STTC- And the old forms which

Tulsidas uses of the type of ^fefit, from which evidently the others

are derived, will remain unexplained. There can be little doubt that

this derivation is wrong. We have seen the several steps by which

we gradually rise to ^s| from ^Ri^l^ and the chain is so well

connected that this etymology must be admitted as correct. The

resemblance to that form in Gujarat! also must not be forgotten.

Past time is in all the vernaculars expressed by means of the

past participle
as in the Pr., all the Skr. past tenses being lost, as you

will remember, except in isolated cases. This participle is in the older

languages passive in the case of transitive verbs generally and active

when the verb is intransitive and also in the cases of some transitive

verbs such as RI^, c^t etc. This rule is strictly observed in most of

the modern dialects and hence in the past tense we have generally no

active voice when the verb is transitive and the agent ig, as in the

older languages, put in the instr., thus in H. <so^ qf*St f^T,

p. S*R sfw ^tftar. s.
fpr ^'*k '^gf^t, G. *iqftoi tjiilmu m^ro

ifrfrg^T? M- *n^Tf^ ^ra *nft^r- In all these sentences the last words

are past participles
and they agree with the object in the Nom. case

in number, gender and person. In the 0. and B., however, all dis-

tinction between gender, number and person being lost the agreement

with the object is not perceptible. In these languages and to some

extent in Marathi this participle is made the base of the regular

verbal forms; wherefore I shall have to discuss this point again.



The Hindi participle ends in r which of course is the same termina-

tion as in Pr., thus Skr. JTW, Pr. Jf3T the consonant being elided, and

with the connecting 3, ?nT> When augmented by the addition of qj

in the manner I have shown in the last lecture and also in this it is

jpjr the ar alone o the ^ being left. In the feminine the augmented
form is inft and where this q is not inserted it is JT|. By adding this

augmented form 3TT to any root whatever the Hindi past participle is

formed as (34.41, <TT etc. An euphonic ?j intervenes when the root

ends in a vowel as f^jr, 3tm e^c. Similar to this is the B. and 0.

past participle as ^l in %<?1NI5 B., %^|, f^ff 0. The S. termination

is f[3ft and the P. fSff as ^jfrrsn ^rom !3TTJT^
'to b6 awake,' 71%^ from

q?goj 'to remain,' JTf^TI 'gone', >^aTT 'sent;' the nom. termination 3 and

the augment 3T for qj being left out of consideration it is reduced to

The G. has qj and the Braj ^ as in q^ift, *[l?i\\ 'kept' from

3J3H 'told' from 9*5, where also the 3TI being dropped the termina-

tion is ?f i.e. 53? hastily pronounced. These languages therefore preserve

the old termination with the augment | prefixed to it as in the Pr., as

f%Mt> *?f53ft etc. Some of the vernaculars and notably the Sindhi

have also inherited from the Pr. readymade Tadbhava forms of the

past passive participles as,

S. Pr. Skr. G. Pr. Skr.

S'aur. ^:
Hindi also possesses a few.

nrfr RKJ ^Rfi ^rist aw^t
?Trf^ ?!H: C^ being elided.]

But these participles are

made the bases of verbal

forms; the infinitives being
and qj^r.

The Sindhi seems to have made up the forms of a few roots on

the analogy of these though they do not exist in the Pr. as |F<Tf from

5R5, Skr.
13,

Pr. ^ftaft; <faft drunk, ^ftft done; (P. has this also); but

some of these may be modern Tadbhavas. Marathi does not possess

this form and past tense is expressed in that language by a form end-
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ing in f-^-%. This is adjectival in nature and passive in the case of

transitive verbs and active in that of intransitive or reflexive verbs.

It is in every respect then like the Skr. and Pr. past participle preserv-

ed in the other dialects. But here we have 15 (<3T)
for the a? (sfl) of

those. This 55 has been traced to the Skr. W; but since in the Maha-

rashtri or principal Prakrit that termination leaves its ST only it must

be derived from the S'aur. 5 which often becomes C and f is frequently

confounded with t and 5 as we have seen. In Sindhi Skr. 5 is always

5- as % 'give' from ?!, f^t from $r* and fe*[ etc. Similarly even in the

Prakrit period such a change must have taken place in several words;

for instance, the Skr. *q in I^R*T and in some of the succeeding

numerals becomes in the Pali ^ but is changed to Tf in the Pr. which

shows that 5 must have become * before it assumed the form of ?;. *

is interchanged with 55 even in Skr. as gft^RT or sftoBRT; and in the

Pr. and modern dialects we have tfas for ^, flo5 or tffo for Skr. ^,
STT^JT for ^l^T etc. So that this etymology is possible; but I shall

presently show to you that it is not to the S'aur. that we should first

look for the origin of M. words and forms; especially in cases when it

stands alone. That the Marathi only should exhibit these consonantal

changes in the past participle
and none of the other sister dialects

and that no instance of the intermediate step between the S'aur. 5 and

the M. <5 should be found here or elsewhere as we find them in similar

cases goes a great way against this derivation. The Marathi past

participle
in <5T, $\, 3 is, I think, of the same nature as similar parti-

ciples in the other cognate languages ending in that termination. We

have in G. besides ^, *tff, TOSt and^ and in S. besides R3TT

and fcn, R3T3 and R3. There is a little difference in the sense but

both are promiscuously
used in ordinary usage.

^
3. and 0. form their

Preterite with this participle as the base as jfNFS 3TUn% *RTf3 B.

Gopal told us;'^ *ST fc fcfo* 0. 'I wrotewith a pen.' It is also

used as an adjective as JT*T 'the past day', qf^T TO 'the fallen tree.

Though it does not occur in high Hindi and is not given m the

grammars of the languages the lower classes of the Hindi population

use this participle very commonly as %^5 H. 'sold', JR5 'gone'; and it

is also found in the works of Kabira though I have not seen it in

Tulsidasa's Ramayan which is accounted for by the fact that Kabira

was a S'Mra himself and consequently belonged to those classes which

use it at the present day. Thus:

i *^HfWW^9Fft
^-Ramayan II-4-
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"Then Brahm& asked his mother: 'Who is thy husband and

whose wife art thou !'
"

S*ST *T*T?PT sftas ^[f\ i tfgfir T <& iftefr 'first H

Ramayan V-7.

"In all the four ages holy men constructed ways but they did not

know that the bundle they had tied had given way or was torn !"

Now in the Sindhi participles 35 is a termination appended to

other or old participles; as f^3T and R3 with the suffix <5 become

f^ST^ and f^3^. The Gujarati ones are of the same nature; in 3S^<St,

$t is the suffix and qjf is the original participle in
3[3f or ij or ^ff3T or

qj?I which is changed to ^, as q often is. Even in Marathi in the forms

3teT, %^I, 3TTST, snq^jf in the minor dialects, 5TTf3T, Jr^

etc. if represents jp? (Pr. T3T. Skr. JfrT); %, W^T (Pr. ^3T, Skr.

(Pr. 3TT3T3T, Skr. 3n*m); 5fTf, 5Tr3T (Pr. 5Tf3T, Skr. ^rm); ^, JR (Pr.

*^r-^I3TT, '^T-'ftaTI and so on. In the B. too we have %$, Jftj,

which are just like the Marathi forms and are to be explained

in the same way. In old Marathi we similarly find this SS appended to

real past participles. In an old inscription dated S'aka 1128=1206A.DM
the latter portion of which is in the Marathi of the time and being so

was difficult to decipher; there occurs the expression q^f Q^^y 'given
to a monastery' in which we see that 35T is appended to f^?^ which is

the same as the old Pali and Pr. participle f^oor of the root ^. In Skr.

a great many roots formed their participles by adding sf instead of

ft and we find several of these and others formed on the analogy of

these in old Hindi and Marathi poetry. In the works of Tulsidas,

Kabira, Chanda and others ^fcf 'done', ig\f% 'taken,' ^ft?$ 'known',

'given' and such others occur.

'The sage worshipped him in several ways, praised him and

gave him a blessing."

In the Marathi poets we have $T added to ^ as Jfian.:

'Both these dreadful noises mingled together.'

'The hopes of Sanaka and others increased greatly."

Ekanatha.

' Ran towards Dharma or virtue.'
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'Hearing this, Govinda smiled.'

Rukmini Svayamvara.

In the following &\ is applied to old^Tadbhava participles:

If wfa 3*\ 5335T \ % ^JTS^sI 5^1 \ *HT <ft SRtW 3*3T \ 3NH^I ||

Jnan. V-47.

''Because when he slept on the bed of delusion he enjoyed the

pleasures of a dream and then awoke when the sun of knowledge

rose.'

*?fatr <nasr TOT *% \ $w sm^sr tfr^T u

'Went in where the lord of the world S'ri Krishna was.'

Here $<T, 5?! and qi^T are from 3rT, $rT and qrT Pr., $H, $rfi and

STTH Skr.; and to these ^j is added. There are other instances in these

works in which 3$\ is added to past Tatsama or later Tadbhava parti-

ciples such as ^rvj^I, ^*q<*|, i|j{ij|d<4l, ufora^T; and in the language of the

day we have tfifrr^, ^J, WRT, 3^ and one or two others. In the

Jnanes'vari we have also such forms as f^T^l^T 'excited', f^3>T 'slept,'

and 3TT*n^5T wliere tae ^ represents the ar*I or |3T of the old participle

resembling in this respect the Guj. ^f^j. When the 3T or an of

the old participle became too weak to be expressive this form with

the sumx 3* attached was oftener used and gradually supplanted the

other; and 3 came in the course of time to be regarded as the past

participle termination. Hence it is applied to roots directly without

the intervention of the old 3 that we have in %35T and Jt^T; and in

low Hindi also it is applied in the same way. The original participle

was mostly used predicatively as it is in classical Skr. also, and this S

was attached to it to form an attributive expression to be used before

nouns. But after a time this new form also came to be predicatively

used; and it is now so used in M., G., S. and H. In M. however when

it was put to this purpose it drove out the old one and its own attri-

butive sense became faint, though even now it is not entirely lost as

in such instances as fir^T tft^fa 3TR sflft
' There is no remedy against

the thing that has already taken place.' Then another <5 came

to be attached to it to adapt it for attributive use and thus we

have now in M. the form %^I, ?1%^I etc. with a double s. This 55

is to be traced to the Pr. ^ or 35 which according to Hemachandra

is applied in the sense of Bhdva i. e. being the thing signified by

the base as ^Rt, Wm- These two words are in M. cffte or EH^T

and sn$^ or Sflq% in which instances we see that the initial $ or 3

of the suffix is optionally dropped. Or according to other writers
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quoted by our grammarians 3fT$ is also used. And i

such as the Gaudavadha and in the Bhagavati we find these suffixes

frequently used. These are generally applied to all bases; but ^ is

another termination which is restricted to certain nouns such as

1^55? ^ffa> Tf> ^^ from which we have Rfa^S, tffaf^ etc. In Skr.

also this suffix has a pretty wide range as
^p?(35 Pan. V. 2-96,

etc. V. 2-97. 5R*3 V. 2-98, tos V. 2-99.

The present participle of the Pr. has lost its sf in M. as

RrT in G- SRff 'doing,' =g^ 'ascending,' in H. as ^Hf and

in B. as sfifcr, ^r%?T, while the O. has preserved it as ?$Xr3, ^?f.
The S. and P. have preserved the S'aur. form which has ^ instead of

% and the former has preserved the nasal throughout while the latter

has dropped it after roots in 3T as S. JTlfRf, jJSS-^t, P. fe^l 'writing'

but 3U?fl
'

going,' ffef 'becoming;' this participle is used as in the Pr. in

the sense of Skr.Conditional equivalent to the English Pluperfect Con-

ditional, as M. <ft ^<f[ m ffi 'if he had done it, it would have become,
'

G. ^ ^*ri nt qra ;
B. $ qfe <ft j?r$ ^ft<r a% gft

ft^rcr
^ft?n Tr; 'if he had

told you, you would not have believed;' 0.^ ^t 3%$ i[
3T^f rj^ ST^^iT^TT

1 ^P=?n 'if the sun had arisen the darkness would not have remained';
H. 3t T ^f?TT ?ft ^f( ^Pf 1 ^mT 'if I tad told he would not have

listened to my words;' S. %f qfforar^ fj ftt^f 'if he had not been swim-

ming,' $ j^ Sf^i 'if I were to send.'

The absolutive in M. is formed by adding the termination 3ft as

the same as the Maharashtri 3OT. Vararuchi, you will remember,

gives this termination only, but Hemachandra adds more. The G.

has | the same as the Ap. | and Pr. f3j, Skr. *J and |% from the Ap.

ttfifsj or trf&jgj the Vedic Skr. tCffi; or the % of |^ may be the same as

the particle % which means 'and' added to
5. The Sindhi has | for

intransitive and reflexive roots and fi for transitive and another |3TF

or ?ft for both as ifoft 'having heard,' ijft 'having beaten' and ^iqt or

inm- The first is the same as the G. but in the li of the transitive roots

the 3? of the original |3T seems to be preserved and this termination

added to the root with the Parasm. sign. |. Thus we have first jfpft

and then, |3? or ^ being added, we have JTPCta whereupon the q with

the preceding | becomes q and we have qft. The last qf is the same as

the |3 of the Ap. traced to the infinitive which, you will remember, is

confounded with the absolutive. The H. drops the | of this form and
the original root as ^fo sfl etc. is used in the sense of the Absol. but

to make the sense distinct % or^ is added, as ^t^R <F
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or srrerT. Of these % is a real absolutive derived from the S'aur.
and^ ia the same as jfcs i. e. the usual form of it. Now when one
form is felt to be not distinct enough it is usual in our languages to
add anotner to it of the same nature. You have instances of this
process in the Pali double genitive mti, and in the instr. if and 4f
of some of our vernaculars. P. agrees with the H. In H., however, the
? is pronounced by a great many people. It is also found in the old
poets and m the Brajabhasha. The absolutive always ends in this vowel
as Sift, TTR, though often% the same as H. fc is added as ^^, jfrf^
etc-The 0. also has 5 as sjjft and the B. has f or ^ or ^n as ^%, ^
or $f$nn 'having seen'. In the last the ar of the original^ is preserv-
ed and lengthened and the ?f is euphonic.

The infinitive of purpose is preserved in M. as af ajvqrcr^
^msr 'he began to study.' The form in the Pr. is qjfts, but the
augment | is lost in M. 0. also has it, but its use is somewhat like

that^
of the Absolutive ft^;^ <tf%$ 'considering he spoke,

' &&^
1R fri^I 'eating and eating he was satisfied.' But the original sense is
somewhat preserved and it is in this sense made the basis of the
present tense definite which will be considered hereafter. This
infinitive and the absolutive are I have already observed confused in
the Pr., and in some of the modern dialects the absolutive is used
where we in Marathi use the infinitive as G. f^ *f t 'I am able to

*** tf^nf
,^rff

sn^I *ff $ V%) 'whom speech can not
express,' Br.^ ^ft ^' fj for M. iff^ $r f̂ . For this infinitive the
modern vernaculars however have got a reconstructed form which
will be mentioned in its proper place.

The potential participle in Skr. *sij, Pr. 3^ is much used in the
modern dialects and made the base of various verbal formations. In
M. we have^ 'should be done', G. zfJTf, S. qfaft from ^ to see,
Braj. sfi^ff, B. & 0. ^R^T- The H. has lost it, so also the P.

The Skr. verbal noun in 3^T appears as ^ot in M., ^f^ S., qj^
Braj., ^^n H. and P., ^f 0. & B., but in these latter it is probably
a modern Tatsama. Q-. does not possess it. These forms are called
infinitives by the Vernacular grammarians. Prof. Hornle traces
bhem to the Skr. potential participle in a^fa; but as before
remarked the transition from qffa to spf and then to ;f is taken for

granted; regularly sfoj ought in the vernaculars to be changed to sft
as in qrpfit. According to the observations I made before the ^ of
ind sri of qj^f must be due to SpfiH 3T3T-3?$ Pr. and

29
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Ap. as in M. %55 and G.
ifce|;

so that the verbal noun in M. and H.

is an augmented form of the corresponding one in Skr., while that of

the Sindhi is from the unangmented form. A great many other

verbal derivatives have come down to the vernaculars but I must not

go further.

The Pr. passive base in fa? and ?si has been preserved only in

P. & S. Thus HRR 'he may be beaten' and ^TRt^R they may be beaten'

are forms of the 3rd pers. sing, and pi. of the passive old Pros, and

modern Potential; while JflfiRfl the present part, is used as a base to

form various tenses. This is the Pr. form in |3f, the Sf being lost.

Sindhi has *{ as qfaraj 'to be drunk,' ^tf5f^ 'to be washed,' >ftf$ sing.

^T^JTR pi. 3rd pers. Pres. or Pot. The pres. part, is wanting; the

potential participle from <fsq being used instead as MI^I. The aug-

ment | is introduced before this 3f where euphony requires it. Old

M. possessed these forms and they are very frequently to be met with

in our poets as in Jnanes'vari.

3?ifli srrg^T ^ssr STPHJ i ^ 5 3tr <MR^ i % sreffi art^f* i ^riPMid H

'Now incidentally will be mentioned, the leaders, proved warriors

and soldiers in our army.'

'In that manner, lord Madhava, you will abandon me and

will not come to me if the moisture of virtue is dried up ( lit. will be

destroyed).'

' Think Arjuna, you are being made contemptible by sorrow; say,
is the sun ever swallowed up by darkness.'

Here we have instances of the Present and Future. Old Guj. had
the passive.

I

JTHI? i

I I%lt ......

' Where Saligrama is worshipped, where the name of Hari is

muttered in meditation and Smritis, Puranas and the cows are

respected, in which country sacrifices are performed and alms are given,
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where Vedas, Puranas and duty are understood, there Madhava for

certain brought the Mlechha and infamy rests (on his name) in the

nine divisions (of the world )'.

Here we have instances of the forms in 3f as <jfj(^ and in 5

(Pr. far) f^tf; and also of the modern forms as ^JTPT which will be

presently considered. In old H. poets we meet with such forms now

and then. Thus Tulsidas:

*rft*n ^m <SIR JTTO^ i sm <jpn?w ^msreis; u

' The greatness of which (llama's name) the lord of the Granas

(Ganapati) knows, he is first worshipped; this is the achievement of

the name.'

Beharilala

'

Many couples of eyes are wanted to see the couple of young

persons (Radha and Krishna).

Here 'JT^ffi
and 'gff^fl are forms of the passive in $?f. The verb

in mod. H. is also a passive form as *qn$[ G. and <flff^ M.

There are also, as in the Pr., Siddha Tadbhava forms of the passive

S. 'to be heard,' *TJT*J S. 'to be broken' H. 'to flee away,'

S. 'to be fried,' f&5|^ S. 'to be plucked' from Pr. f*5T, *pT. 1ST and

and Skr. foj, *r*3, *i*H an(* f&1; T^-^-t-sII-^-;T from q^ Pr., q^J Skr.

'to be cooked' in all, though the sense is somewhat altered, ^ffiof M.,

c5<TCj S. from Pr. 3S&H, Skr. $j 'to be obtained;' 35T$ S., ^fT^T H. from

Pr. ^T, Skr. SflBJ 'to be bound;' R'eroi-f-sfl M. G. H. P. from Pr. fftf,

Skr.
ig$3

'to be seen' also ^Rf H.; ^foi-^ M. S., ^T^T H. P. from Pr.

gST, Skr. ?rq, root f^ 'to be increased,' 'to swell;' ^55of M., Pr. ^Jg, Skr.

5R?q 'to be known;' ^jof-f M. G. from; g^ Pr., Skr. ^q 'to occur

to one' etc.

The causal is formed in M. by appending |5T
or ^TSf as "^f^^lr or

sptsp^f, ^iCl^f r ^FT^^n y u w^l remember, I have identified the f that

non-reflexive transitive roots take in M. with the Parasm. f, and i|

or T of the intransitive and reflexive with the Atm. Now when a

root becomes causative its reflexive character is lost, all verbs become

transitive and hence we have 3T or | promiscuously used after all

roots. For this reason even in Skr. all causal verbs are both Parasm.

and Atm. I do not derive the rule about M. verbs taking 3T or f from

that in Skr., but attribute it to the same causes. In the Goan. and

Chit, we have 3T3 for ST^, the q being pronounced as a consonant and

often like the vowel | as <M^U|'| or ^f^TT- IQ the Savantvadi and
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Vengurla districts it is formed in the same way, but in the other por-

tions of the area over which the Malvani is spoken it is formed

as in the principal Marathi. The *J stands for ef; for this semi-

vowel is often, by the vulgar, dropped leaving the vowel instead,

as 5f3TT for ^3n like the H. sf^l for s^T, fff for ^\$\ etc. In G.

the causal termination is 3fra as ^JTRf 'cause to do,' 3<7l33 'make hot;'

in S. 3TIf as ^TH^J 't cause to increase,' ^f3Tlf0J 'to cause to wash;' in

P. 3fT3 or 3F3 as 3fX\3*{ or qroi&n; in H. 3fl as TOHT, q^HT, hut m&R[
and MilcHT are also used; and the termination m is invariably added to

the first causal to form a second or double causal as TO3HT ^S^TPTI

from qf^HT and T5Rf. The 3TR occurs in first causals in poetry, as

Tulsidas: 3R ST^fcr S^f jfrf| 'Narrate (lit. make me hear) to me
the history of the lord;' also

rt %& ^t i?^ \

'As an actor assuming vaiious masks dances; so he (the lord)

shows this character and that but is not himself that (what he shows).'

The B. & 0. causal is also similarly formed by adding 3f\ as

'I cause to do,' ^PTR[ 'I show' etc. Here also as in the H. the cf of

is elided. The f of the S. 3TT? must be the f which we have observed

is used after transitive and non-reflexive roots in Pot., the Pres. part.
etc. as JTTO^t- Thus then the causal termination in all the languages
is 3Tfef or 3T3f which is the same as one of the three in Pr. For, you
will remember, the Pr. has IT, 3fl^ and, the ft of the latter being drop-

ped there is another 3TT^- We have also a good many examples in the

vernaculars of the Pr. causals mentioned by Hemachandra as formed

by dropping all terminations and preserving the vowel changes, guna
or vriddhi, which roots take before the Skr. 3fll or Pr. IT. Thus

M. G. H.

H.

M. G. H. S.

M. G. H.

G. H.

M.

M. G. q^T-f
M.

M. H. jT55it-Trc'
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I have already mentioned that the causal of some roots is form-

ed in H. by inserting 35 "before the causal termination 3ff. G. has ?

and Sindhi T for &, ^m\Z* 'to cause to eat' from ^f to eat, \4\$i 'to

cause to give,' I^Iff 'to show' from $?3'to see,' V|<?13^ 'to cause to run,'

to give,' nrarn^J 'to cause to give,'

'to cause to sit.' In these instances we have ^T or 3fl before ^; but in

G. all these forms have 3TR optionally added to them when the pre-

vious 3TT is dropped as ^3^33 'to cause to run,' feM^N^ 'to cause to

eat* etc.; and in S. we have the causal 3fff appended to ^ after roots

ending in an as ^ftTfoj'to cause to eat', STTCTfnr
'to cause to wound', ^T-

jjfnr 'to cause to suck' or 'to suckle;' so that the intervening afl is in-

ter-changeable in both these languages with the causal termination

and hence some way conveys the same sense. M. has a trace of these

forms as *ffant 'to turn,' *ff^fi3t 'to cause to turn,' ^T^nt 'to run,' ^iqs4

'to cause to run,' f5rrf-5j^[^f 'to threaten.' Hemachandra mentions *{-

qrel as the causal base of >5PT and gives qif in the sense of pushing

which is very likely a causal form of tf\. We have this vfre in the seDSe

of sending in M. We have seen that % or <f is sometimes changed to

and thence to ?; or & in the Pr. and vernaculars; whence it appears

that pfSfHT is a denominative or nominal root from nT or n^l or qffif

by the application of the usual denominative termination 3rpT, which

is also the causal termination. In Skr. such a denominative has the

sense of doing the thing expressed by the base as <fft ^Iffi-'faRTH

S'aur. <fi5l%i^. We have a great many denominatives from past parti-

ciples; first in the sense of being the thing expressed by the base, m
which case the participle has simply the verbal terminations append-

ed to it as cSnnf from 351\, vfcqil from arwfa, 33% from fS,

tjg^lf from <TC^ etc.; and secondly in the sense of doing when

or 3T!% intervenes between the base and the terminations, as

in Malati-Madhava, from which we have in M. 3|<|c|tft. The forms ifl

which we have n before as ^T3, ^*T?S etc.
are^

denominatives

from the past participles of original Pr. causals as ^^ or ^T^, the

causal termination arra being changed to atfand an as in the H.in or-

dinary causals. In the vernaculars we have also the first class of deno-

minatives expressive of being like the thing denoted by the base, as:

M. G. H. qra^-i";n to draw from $S p. p. p. of
^.

H. QjT^t to sleeP
G. flSf to rain

H.(j. %*[%?[ to sit

H. G. Iten-fc to enter
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H.
fSjfT

to cry *p fl,
G. 333 to be angry ^ ^
G. 35 to be pleased g 3\

H. G. ^TT-jf to be diminished "HZ ^,

We have another verbal base in M. which involves the idea of

power and ability as ^ttft 'can be done,' qRT^f 'can be sat.' These forms

are passive when the original verb is transitive, and impersonal when

it is intransitive. In old M. <J is sometimes seen for 5f.

ffrT *W& \ *ft 7 II

'Even if the Yeda has told much and indicated a great many dis-

tinct things, still one should take that which is beneficial to himself.'

' Who should be called rcqaTO ?'

Here the sense is simply passive and does not involve the

notion of power. These forms are to be derived from the pass, of

the causal, whence fj^ is 3^535 Pr. for ^Tf3T%, Skr. <$fq^. Power

is implied on account of the forms being derived in this manner;

for, JTfra^T 3KT 3TO% *T*JT in Skr. means the work is caused to be

done by me, and by Govinda; when the agent caused is taken to be

the same as that who causes, the sense is 'the work is caused to be

done by me by myself i. e.
'
I am the causer of myself to do it

'
i. e>

'I can do it.' In. G. this causal pass. 3?s^ is transformed into afl as the

causal sfef so often is and the sense is simply passive in some cases

and passive and causative in others as 3fl *$NlTf igk ST^TR If
'

this boy
is known to be a fool;' $ff ^JW ^TTfft ^Tlff nft 'this work cannot be

done from me.' There are traces of these forms in the other languages

also, though the grammarians do not notice them as H.
'

By the singulars the number of a thing is known to

be one,' ^^RF*J ^Kfrt 'that is called. a sentence' etc.*

Thus then you will see that we have nearly the whole of the

grammar of the Prakrits i. e, all their grammatical forms in our

vernaculars. The cases in the forms they assumed in the Apabhrams'a
have been preserved, some in this language and some in that, but not

all in one a.nd the same. And along with them there are sometimes

newly constructed forms also. The pronouns are the same as in the
c Mr. Beames traces the vernacular causal terminations STef, ^, 3f

( 3ft etc. to

the Ski-. 3flJ. But this in evidently a mistake, The Pr, 3^ or 3^ has escaped

him somehow. The 51 of the Hindi causal forms he also derives from the *J of 3T*T
But this *t is too Mcak to lc changed to any other letter than the vowel 1J, and *J

is never changed to a semivowel excepting in the doubtful instance
$rff from JTO.
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Pr. and the Apabhrams'a. The two Prakrit tenses and one mood are

preserved. All the vernaculars have the Present, though, except in

the 0. and B., it has acquired another sense and another word or

expression is wanted to restrict it to the signification of the present

time. G. S. P. and H. have lost the Imperative but it is preserved

by the other three languages. The Future is retained by the G. and

the Braj.; while this latter possesses the solitary form of the Aorist

that the old Pr. had retained. These are the only really simple or

nncompounded verbal forms existing in our languages; the rest are

made up by compounding or by using Pres. participles as bases and

appending the Pres. verbal terminations as will be hereafter shown.

Past time is almost universally expressed by the past participle, and

this retains the pass., in some cases the active, character it had in

Skr. and Pr. in all those languages that have not thoroughly lost

the distinction of gender and number. The several other Prakrit

participles are preserved and we have no other. The passive forms

are seen in Sindhi and Panjabi; the former having one set and

the latter the other. The Pr. causal termination is preserved

almost unchanged by the M. and G. while in the other languages it is

somewhat transformed. So that, as they are at present, our vernaculars

have between them preserved all that the Prakrits had and preserved

nothing that the Prakrits lost. And as we ascend higher up in the

history of each of these languages we find in use such forms as it has

now lost. All our vernaculars must at one time have been in the

condition in which we find the Apabhrams'a, but the dialect of that

name which is treated of by the grammarians, and specimens of

which we find in the scraps of literature I have noticed resemble the

G-. and the Braj and in a less degree the S. P. and the ordinary H.

The old literary dialect of the H. area was the Braj; and the works of

Tulsidas, Biharilal, Kabira and others are in that dialect, though

these are called old Hindi poets, instead of old Braj poets as they

should be called and as they are called by natives. In this old Braj

literature we find the Apabhrams'a forms of the Present tense

unchanged; and from these has directly been derived the Pre-

sent tense of the modern S. G-. P. Braj and H. The Apbhr.

Future is found in the Gr. and in modern Braj and in the poets in

an older and less corrupt form also, though the *T is changed to f .

Such Apbhr. forms as 3W, %* are preserved in the G.; and the

neuter sing, in $ in that dialect'as well as the Braj where it occurs

especially in the verbal nouns or infinitives. The first pers. sing. |
exists in GK, old H. and a dialect of the Panjabi. The other dialects
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also possess, as I have observed, some Ap. peculiarities, but the

four above named bear a closer connection to it. And since the

Apabhrams'a is referred by the grammarians to the S'auraseni type

we may regard these four modern dialects viz. the Gr. S. P. and H. as

the representatives of the old S'auraseni, which from the name seems

to have been the dialect of the country about Mathura" . The distinction

between this and the old Maha'ra'shtri was as we have seen not very

great .and some of the peculiarities were such as could not last for

many centuries. The change of ft and $jto ^.and ^, for instance, instead

of elision and 5 is of such a nature. The law of elision which operated
in a great many other cases could not long be kept from extending
itself to <f. But still we do find in the modern Gr. such forms as

f%j, nf, *3Tf etc. for $flj qfajj and ?3rf^?TH- This change was made

in some cases in the S'auraseni as in ^n^<3T, for 5TfF?!<5F, and in others

not, as 3T4J]3fT for 3TR<Jsr. And the change of ?<f to ^ and ^ we find in

the S. and P. present participles. The S'aur. Future which had an

intercalatory ^f instead of the MahSrashtri f^ is, as we have seen,

preserved in the Gr. and the Braj with the slight modification it

underwent in the Apabhrams'a. Then if we follow Vararuchi the

S'aur. Absolutive termination was $3% and in the prose speeches in

the dramatic plays it is this alone that we find. The absolutive in

these four mod. languages is formed by adding this same termination

with the Sf dropped. Now all these peculiarities are absent from the

M. In the old Maharashtri verses occurring in the plays as well as

according to Vararuchi the absolutive termination was &m, which we
find in the M. alone. The past passive participle of $ and ij in old Mahr.
was ^J3T and Jf3f and we have these forms in the M. in fc^5T ^nd Sf^f as

we have seen, while fa instead of %, 3 instead of ^r occur in the four

S'aurasenic dialects and these we find in the plays. The Pres. and Im-

per. of the M. have been derived from the Pr. and not from the Apbhr.
forms. Thus then the M. is the modern representative of the old

Mahftr&shtri ;
so that it hardly admits of any doubt that the two old

languages derived their names from the provinces in which they
prevailed. The B. and 0. have a few peculiarities of the S'aur.; and

they seem to occupy a middle position between M. on the one hand
and the four Apbhr. or S'aur. languages on the other; while
the consonantal changes, especially the reduction of all the sibilants

to the palatal q, point to their being the descendants of the old

Magadhi.



LECTURE VI-

New Grammatical Formations in the Northern Vernaculars.

We will now proceed to consider those forms in the grammar of

our languages which are not derived from corresponding Sanskrit or

Prakrit forms, but which have been constructed in recent times. Such

new forms owe their origin to various causes. The old ones lose their

distinctive portions and become confused by phonetic decay ; or, hav-

ing been in long use, lose all freshness of meaning and cease to be as

expressive as one would wish them to be or their sense is not exactly

that which one desires to convey. Thus the old Present and Future

got confused in our vernaculars and a new Future was wanted.

The old Present itself acquired a potential sense in some and a

past habitual sense in one, whence for the expression of present time

another set of forms was required.
In Sanskrit itself such a phrase

asBH ^ 'gmel for a Brahman' is not so expressive as

vS**.*** for a Brahman's purpose- which again is

into its separate elements for greater
distinctness^

into

' ^

TOTO gme for the purpose of a Brahman.' When

n words so brought together are kept distinct and consciously

used there is no growth of new forms. But if by frequent use and

the oblivion of etymology such an expression as^ comes to be

looked upon as an independent word meaning for the sake of and

applied promiscuously
to all nouns including such^

as could not

ognally by the usage of Sanskrit have it, as in

^qm,
it becomes a

termination and a new case form grows up and the old one of

goes out of use. Then again phonetic decay sets
injmd

by reducing

thT expression to & and ultimately to ft ( Me. * the ongmal

word being%^ irrevocably stamps it with the character of a

Ise *SL"ving no meaning by itself.

Lastly^

one wishes

to say of a book that it belongs to Urn and looks upon it as possess

ng ^that attribute and subordinates ** to it, the expression

will not serve his purpose but he must have some such a

And if this way of looking at things becomes general

In this way our new forms have grown up.

The case terminations are in the majority of tne languages

ll Lt to the original noun itself but to a certain modified form

t 11 d the oblique form or by the native Marathi grammarians

the' slmanya-rupa or the common form because it is used in all the

3Q
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cases. There are two Samanya-rupas for the two numbers. In the

old languages plurality is expressed by independent terminations but

the new terminations of the modern languages being the same for

both numbers plurality is denoted by a distinctive oblique form.

Some of the modern languages that have no Samanya-rupa have

recourse to a novel way of expressing plurality. Of all the verna-

culars it is the Marathi that is most particular in the formation of

the oblique and has minute rules. Sindhi comes next, then the

Hindi and the Panjabi; after these the Gujarati and lastly the Bangali

and the Oriya, which may be said to have no oblique form at all.

The Marathi oblique forms are made up by adding these termi-

nations :

Sing.sn PL 3rf

H I I

f ,. arc

(1) The following classes of nouns take the first

(a) Masc. and Neut. nouns in 3T as jjpf 'hand'. fRfl obi.,

'to a hand,' fRffa pi. 'to hands.'

(6) Masc. nouns in 3ff and neuter nouns in || which combine the

final and the termination into ?jj, but to IJ in the speech of the

Konkani Karhadas and in the Chitpavani and optionally to m or ^ iu

adjectives, as STRfT 'a mango', 9ft^TT obi., STJsqifl sing, 'to a mango;' %55
'a plantain', %o5*JT obi., <hoo*JlU sing, 'to a plantain;' Sfffo 'to a mango'
in the Konkani Karhadas, ffaoSI 'yellow', ftNo&qi or pfa& obi., N^osqi

Sffsqw or Woi ^MlH sing, 'to a yellow mango' respectively.

(c) A good many Masc. nouns in |, the | of which is changed to m
before Sfl as ?5i<ft nom., *%\sq[ obi., ^[^\w sing., ?fI5^f^r pi.

All neuter nouns in | as iftrff ^J[ WVm $&$*

( d ) Some masc. and nearly all neuter nouns in 35. Some of these

change 3; to ^f and others drop it, since it is the 3; of the nom. sing.

Apbhr., as *H3; 'a brother' n^T obi., n^W sing, 'to a brother', *TT3rer

pi. 'to brothers'; effz^ 'traveller', ^RSTr obi., 3T?3TOr sing., cj|dH<lff

pi.; n% II^^T JT^^f^T sing., n&ifa pi. &f^ ^^ &t*m sing.,

%^rta pi. Some nouns of this class take 3fl optionally as

R^W sing., f^^hsr pi-

( 2 ) The following nouns take the second form |, |.
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( a ) Tatsamas in short 5 as

( b ) A few masc. nouns in f as 5^ 'elephant', f^-frfa sing

( c ) A good many feminine nouns in 3? as ffa manner, ft?ft

sing., Rrifa pi., %35 'a plantain tree', %55T %55W sing., %5fa pi.

(d) Some feminine nouns in | as g| 'ground', | sttf sing

( 3 ) A good many feminine nouns take the third form | 31T, as

'a mare',^ sing., ^T pi., $f5T*T sing-, ^fa pl-5 ^Jf g&r
"

ment worn by females', tf sing., W^T pU W&B sing., W^m I

In the Goan. and Mai., however, this form does not exist and t

nouns take the fifth form q 3TT, as ^^ ^^J sing., ^n^RJ PM-

^ll Sl^ sing., ^I^F pi.

(
4 ) Some masc. and feminine nouns in 3! take the fourth form

3;-*, as fU3r-<H13W sing, ^I^T pl-5 5i^f.
ca side', 5^-^551 sing.,

sinisr pi-

( 5 ) The following classes take the fifth form: A good many^fem.

nouns in <* as $n 'a tongue', ft* sing, nW pi., fWfc sing., I5W^

pi A good many fern, nouns in | in the Goan. and Mai. dialects;,
see

instances given above. Some fern, nouns in
,
as ^ 'a leech 5|

sing., iwrtplM^lrtW sing., ^T^ pi.; OT 'husband's broth,

^i etc. Some nouns take this form optionally as

.

isananusvarainthepLofallforms. Another fact should also be

borne in mind that nouns in | and often take the 9*-*n or n-w
forms though these properly belong to nouns in at.

Sindhi .

(1) The following classes of nouns take 3? for the o

and 3H, ^ and 3*ft for the pi.:

(a) Masc. nouns, the nom. sing, of which ends in 3, as *g a

country', M|fMl, ^ sing, 'of a country', W*pLM
tries', also ^ft As *"'

( 6) Masc. nouns in aft, which, however, combine the final and

the termination into q as in the Chit. Mar. as .**' carpenter ,
obi.

^R sing., STClft, tt\ and^ pi.

( 2 ) The following nouns take 31 for the obi. sing, and ft, 5

and 3ft for the pi. in addition to atf and ^
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( a ) Masc. nouns in | as fjft 'a peasant', flfts? or Slftatf sing.

lfrj. 5TOT, 5ri*fo 5TCI% and ^R pi.

( 6 ) Fern, nouns in f as ^f 'a mare', obi. ^tftar sing.

and qft$R pi.

( c ) Masc. nouns in 3>; as Jflog
{a man', obi. HPg^T sing.

ft, TTipJR, TFf3*T and qfJ^ pi.

( 3 ) Nouns in short f have no separate form for the sing, of

the obi., the nom. form being used; the pi. they form like the above

class, as JTTf^f/- 'a story', obi. nif?? sing., JTlf^ri, TT1%^ TH^R,
lri^$3R and TTl^jR pl- Masc. nouns in |, however, do not take the

forms in 3JR and 3R; as %fft 'a lion', obi. %fft sing.

( 4 ) Fem. nouns in 3T, 9TT and 3 have no separate form for the

sing, while in the pl. they take 3R as^ 'wish', obi. ^f sing., fT^R

pl.; 5^1 'a murder', obi. frit sing., ^13^ pl.; fife 'lightening', obi.

fife sing., f^3H pl. The first has ^r-rf and^ also for the pl. Here

there is one type for one class of nouns and not two, as is the case

sometimes in the M. The form in sfr is taken by all feminine nouns

in 3f, 3TT and | and also masc. nouns in f . Masc. nouns in 3; and

fern, nouns in 3 have 3 in the original base itself and it does not

belong to the termination.

Punjabi:

Panjabi has the termination ^ for the sing. obi. of nouns

ending in an- The sing, of all other nouns has no special form while

sri is appended to all nouns to form the obi. pl., before which the

final 3f[ of nouns preceded by a consonant is changed to
5, as Sffef 'a

horse', ^t% bl. sing, and sftft'sri pl. Final 3 preceded by a vowel

combines with this atf to form ^f, as f^3 or ^3 'father', ?fat obi. pl.;

and final 3? forms an as iftj^ 'man', jjjj^r obi. pl. There are no

other changes.

Hindi:

Hindi like the Panjabi has an oblique sing, for nouns in 3|f only.
It ends in ^ as that of the S. and Chit. M. nouns in aft, Karh. M.

and P. nouns in 3TT; as ^t%-^li^l. The pl. obi. of all nouns whatever

is formed by adding aff which amalgamates with the preceding 3T

of all nouns and the gfl of such as are mesculine and combines with

f to form f$i; as nfa 'a village', Jn^faJT pl- 'of villages'; ^tST 'a horse',

^^t pl-
'

of horses
1

; qft 'a master', qf?pqigFT pl.
' of masters.' In

other cases it is simply added to the noun as *w$
' a jackal ',
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l-
' of jackals.' In the Brajbhasha and in the old poets

the obi. pi. of all nouns has if or ft instead of aff, as fcfl
' a good

man', 93TOT pl
* of g od men ' This termination is also added to the

nom. sing, to form the nom. pi. of those nouns that have no dis-

tinctive form for it; as ^T 'people' sing., ^H pl.J W3 'devotee', Vfi-

*R pl. (^ ^T WFf *F*5 3& ( Kabir )).

Gujardti:

In GK the obi. form of masc. and neuter nouns ending in sft and 3

is formed by substituting 3fl for those vowels. The latter take an anu-

svara in the pl., and the forms of the former for both numbers are

alike as^ ^1 3&& sing, and pl. 'to a horse or horses'; %f 'a

plantain', %55T-%55tf sing.
'to a Plantain', %55T% pl. 'to plantains'.

But the nom. pl. forms of these are $frl and ^55T, whence it appears

that in the pl. the obi. cases are formed by simply adding the termi-

nations to the nom. pl. and there is no such thing as a common ob-

lique form. And this is the case with the
sing.^as

well as thephof all

other nouns; as JfTW 'a man' nom. sing., l?w3\ nom. pl., H<M<M sing.

jnrjT*n% pl. The plural termination is ^ and is thus used in all

cases. It is added in these days even to the final 3TI and 3rf of nouns

in 3ft and 3 to distinguish the pl. forms from the sing, as ^ or

^,3ft nom. pl., sflSH or ^WR dat. pl. But the practice has not

yet established itself and mostly the forms without aft are used.

Masc. and neut. nouns not ending in aft or t are often used in the pl.

without it in such instances as fa\ spin Wl* %in the nom. and other

cases. And this is the usual practice in old G. literature; as <5ftm

(Panch.)
' The marriages of the sons of other people

' ^ ls a knowledge of all

the S'astras.

a

Svargarohana by Sundarabhatta.

' All the Brahmans of Kaliyuga will be without virtue. They will

build their homes there. The work Svargarohana was composec

in which there is the way of all virtues.'

Kavyadohana, Tulasi.
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'

Many birds raise a noise. There are mountains, forests, many
hills; over these is a crowd of monkeys.

'

The aft however is seen in fern, nouns ending in |,

as *g? iwft T^fr Si %$ i ?w*fr *v stfi sr% u

Svargarohana.

' The water of the sea and of the rivers on land ( in villages )

will be dried up.
'

fter "j^Nr fl^ft ^i i af a^ri ^f|^ %% n

Kavyad. Tulasi.

'There is no end of great mountains and rivers that exist.'

It therefore appears that in masc. and neut. nouns the aft is a

modern innovation and that there was no distinction between the

sing, and pi. cases except the nom. of nouns in aft and 3. The true

explanation therefore of the modern aft of the pi. is that fern, nouns

in aft and | preserved this termination, since they had it in the Pra-

krits, as the minor M. dialects have done, and, the sing, and pi. forms

of masc. nouns being alike, the fern, aft was transferred to them after-

wards to distinguish the pi. as is now being done to nouns in aft

and 3. Thus then the Gf. noun may be said to have no real Samanya-

rupa or oblique form. Adjectives in aft however have a form ending
in ^ when they are used to qualify a substantive in the instr. or old

loc. case in ^ as an efjpr ^j|; *ftui$ ^ftv|
' this thing was done by a

good man ', 3513% zfifs vJftJTT f*FH
'

boys went te the margin of a

tank '; but this may be explained as a remnant of the old agreement
between the noun and its adjective and ^q^ raay be regarded as an

instr. form and fltf|<*^ a loc.

The Bangali and Oriya apply the case terminations direct-

ly to the nom. and there is no oblique form. The new termi-

nations being, as in all the modern languages, the same for both

numbers and there being no oblique form to express the dis-

tinction between them as in M. S. H. etc., these languages, like the

Gruj., were under the necessity of deriving some expression for

denoting plurality. The G. found its fern, aft and employed it for

this purpose, but the B. and O. had no such distinctively pi. termi-

nation left to fall back upon and so they have recourse to the use of

a word signifying collection such as (^JT originally 'direction, row,
line', t% f^5 and ^^s etc. after the noun, the plurality of which
is to be expressed. Thus^ ' a king', ^^i 'of a king',
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'
of kings

'

lit.
c of the direction row or line of a king.

' Sometimes

the word f^JT is attached to the gen. sing, as T13TKRFK to express the

gen. relation between ?j3Tf and f^TT, which is understood in the first

expression. To nonns denoting inferior, animals tfijf and such words

are appended and such others as f&RS to those signifying inanimate

creatures as f?F^S
' of a d g

'

f^l^'^T
'
of d gs -

' The 0riJa

of the plural is JfR for rational and animate creatures and

^JTCft etc. for irrational or inanimate, as gg
' a beast ', 53?: sing.

' of a

beast ', j^WH'hi
{ of beasts.

' The B. adds *T to the nom. sing, of

names of rational creatures to form the nom. pi., while fnjjf , *T5^5,

etc. are applied to the rest. ?T3TT 'a king', ?T3TITT 'kings'; $<*$<
ea dog*,

'dogs.' The 0. adds ^ to in1! to form the nom. pi. as

This q is the same as that of qi% in M. and H.

Now the question is what is the nature of this Samanya-rupa or

oblique form, why does a noun undergo a certain modification before

it becomes fit to receive the termination and what is the signification

of the modified form and of the nasal that appears in the plural.

Let us see how we at the present day join certain words expressive

of relation such as tfffo or qrirf with a noun. We say ?qT^qT tfR^T or

e - Pu* *ke noun into the gen. case. Now this

is convertible with ^NMlVii, in which ^pr is the oblique form of <ft

the demonstrative. Similarly we append even some of the case termi-

nations to the gen. as mf^FT ^TT ^C3?T silff 'I can not do the' work;'

r^pajm 'Rift TTjft flff 'there is no spirit ( lit. water ) in him'. May the

Samanyarupa then be an original genitive ? The gen. is used in the

Prakrits and even in Pali not only with independent words but is

made the base of some cases also as we have seen and the case termi-

nations attached to it, thus J?4 is ace. sing, of ajfH
' I > in the Pali

and the Pr., !&$ instr., JTW, Wll abl., WT loc. in the latter, in

which instances the usual terminations of those cases are added to the

original gen. form TO- We find everywhere in the history of our

languages that after a time the terminations in some cases come to

have an independent sense and then they are detached from the ori-

ginal base and used like ordinary post-positions. Thus, before the

loc. fa was appended to qq it must have acquired some such sense as

'in the interior of and that the whole expression HHU*T might mean

'in the interior of me.' Similarly in the Apabhrams'a some of the

postpositions which came into use and which as I shall hereafter show

have grown into our case terminations are used with the gen. of the

noun to which they are attached- Thus :
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$t ftrsr? n* %fc R3T gf $$ s^f ^r ' I pine away for thee, of

beloved, but thou for another', in -which we have the postpositions

%jfij and ^% having the sense of 'for* used with the genitives 3$ 'thy*

and 3TO5 'of another'. And if we examine the oblique forms them-

selves we shall find that they are derived from the Apbhr. and Pr.

genitives. Thus the form in Sfl sing, and STT pi. which nouns in

8T, 3?T etc. take is derived from the Apbhr. f sing, and 5 or af pi.

derived from Pr. ^r and ofr. The grammarians give the Apbhr. sing.

termination as ^ but 5 is also found, as in Sfffij in the above quota-

tion and in the following occurring in an old work;

RFf rRf *N3r fi-ft i fatft fire sift ftfe u

'The wealth of Kanha was like the affluence in the house of Indra'

where |S[f is gen. sing. The 5 of f?qf for instance is reduced to sr, the

aspirate being lost, as is often the case in the vernaculars, and we have

5c*H r 5RTT- Similarly sf of the pi. combines with the preceding ay

into art and we have fpff. The second form f and is derived from

the gen. of nouns in 5 or $ masc. or fern. Thus %^ftf is the Pr. gen.

sing, from which we have %5^t the sing, obi., and %f53of pi. the of of,

which is reduced to af as in the other case and we have sfaffcf-ST as

proved in the last lecture generally goes out in the vernaculars

after a long vowel even when medial and after a short dis-

similar vowel when final and hence we have %oJf the obi. pi.; or

the sing, f may be derived from another fern. gen. termination r

or the -masc. ST for f,
which before the preceding short \ goes out

since it is final, as ^f^f-^JR3T-^t. The fourth form g and ^ is simi-

larly derived from masc. and fern, nouns in 3 or 3; as fnfW-^TfpJ-
obi. M. though we have not this word in this form in M.

gen., ^n^ obi. sing. M.; *rcSPHTCQjjNn4, obi. pi. M. The
fifth form in ^ sing, and stf pi. is from fern, nouns in Sff; Pr. fsfssfl!

or foim-f*ft M. obi. sing, and ^T^nni-fif5n^-f^n M. obi. pi. The
third form f sing, and an pi. is a mixture of the second and the fifth

and the nouns that take it form their oblique on the type of the fifth

in the Goan. and Mai. The Sindhi in its 3f of the sing, of its first

and second forms shortens the 3fl of the M. i. e. the two 3f form one

strong ST; while in its third or fourth it either dispenses with the

special oblique or this is the same as the nom., as in the case of the

M. ffft, *jt, W&etc. The Sindhi plural oblique has one form |f, like

the corresponding M. ^, which appears to be from the Apbhr. ^ of the

gen. pi. of nouns in short ^ or 3 given by Kramadis'vara and the rest

present the gen. ^ in an uncorrupted form. Of these 3R which all fern,
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nouns and one set of masc. nonns take appears to be a combination

ofthefem.nom.pl. 3 and the gen. ft; i. e. to the nom. pi. of these

nonns the obi. ft was added instead of to the original base. The P.

pi. an is the same as the M. and the H. aft is from the Apbhr. | of

nouns in $ or 5. Or it may be explained as a combination of the fern.

sfi with the nasal of the gen. as the Sindhi 3R is. The Braj ^ also

presents the gen. termination in an unchanged form. This then is the

way in which the oblique forms are derived, but as usual the law of

false analogy and simplification
has been in operation even here and

thus while the M. represents them in a pristine condition, the Sindhi

has reduced them to fewer types and the P. and H. and perhaps the

G. to one and the B. and 0. have dropped them altogether.

It now remains to show why nouns with various endings inflect

the obi in M. and S. according to the same type. I have already

shown that the oblique terminations an and 3ft properly belong to

nouns in a*. Sindhi masc. nouns in 3 are as observed on a former

occasion really nouns in 9T, 5 being the nom. sing, termination,

whence they take in the sing. %TT shortened to *. Nouns in ST| Mar.

and P and in ft S. also form their oblique according to this type.

but the sing, base ends in *n or * in M. and q in others. These

nouns, as shown in the last but one lecture, were originally nouns

Thus Skr. %** is Pr. ^T or
augmented by the addition of *. Thus Skr. %** is Pr. ^T or

W since * is pronounced q, and with f or f the gen. terminate

becomes ^+*=tf^T which by hasty pronunciation becomes

Ann- but in the older M. poets we find flun also. Now m the sta

of ftn it may become, as I have once stated, ffi asW ***P
becomes %3 or *ss and after a long vowel the following * is elided,

whence we have the form of the M. dialects andS andP and H. Simi-

larly we have the plural **lf . Neuter nouns in * are also nouns with

a final ,
as has been shown, hence their oblique is like that oft

Masc. nouns inW.^^-^^^^ and^I+^ of the gen'=^
-%*. Similarly ffi =W=*& etc - Masc ' n0uns

^ Take this form. If they do so they must be nonns in origi-

nally and as a matter of fact we do find some of them at least to be

so. Thus^ is nnfc* Pr, *for Sk, wherefore we have^+^=
fc Pr - *^* a*d withthe gen> *

<?V *

^
Pr.** and with * for f <WfobL

etc^
Simiky

-^re with gen. r we have M. 4feV; ^ is

qi*JTnT. S.^ is Sk ^^, Pr. ilRw which is the S. obi.

since thTeffect of two * coming together is in tins language

31
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to prevent the usual elision and form one strong 9?. We thus see

that most Mar. & S. masc. nouns in | & M. neuter nouns in 5 are

derived from Pr. nouns having a final 9T representing Skr. ^ or any

other syllable. In the same way Skr. 35f^J is Pr. $fSf thence STf^T

and with the gen. 3f for f <31gMI the M. obi.; so also M. fl3 must be

Pr. W3T, Skr. VflrgG; M. 5TT3,
Pr. STr^T, Skr. sf^J^J, in order that -with

the gen. ST they may yield vn=Tf or sniffer. Neuter ij^ is Tf T, Skr.

?T55J and hence by the combination of JTf3T+ ST we have Jf^I or TToSeR.

S. jflng must have been ifT35 from Jfniq an^ tne aspiration being trans-

ferred to T we have *J|Ug3T
which is the obi. form. Thus then those

M. & S. masc. nouns in 5 and M. neuter nouns in 3 which take

this oblique form were Pr. nouns in 3f representing a Skr. syllable

ending in 3T, mostly ^. Now these vernacular nouns in 5 or $ and 5
or 3; which in Skr. have not a syllable like ft or ^j at the end must

have the ^j attached to them in the Pr. and Apbhr., as we have

seen it was, to nouns in 3T which on that account have become nouns

inafr or 3TT in the modern languages. Those fern, nouns in 3f that have

f and ^ for their samanyarupa terminations must be Skr. & Pr. nouns

in |, as they are as a matter of fact; as %o5 is Pr. %^f[ or

Skr. R^Jt; fifa is Pr. and Skr. frfr; q^vj, Skr. qyqfe, Pr. q^ft
Skr. wpft, Pr. ^f^ufr; sjfo, Skr. sjfqj ,

Pr. ^fc and a good many modern
Tadbhavas such as ^fa, JRT, Rfrf from ftfft, irfft, H^fd etc.; others

that end in | and take these terminations were also originally nouns

in \ or | as *j|,
Skr. *jfjf

and others. Some masc. nouns in f which

form their obi. in this way must also be derived from correspond-

ing nouns in $ as $fft is from the Skr. and Pr. Nona. sing. ^rf[.

And modern Tatsamas in 5 or | of course can only take this form.

Similarly those nouns that form their oblique by taking 3; and ^
must be originally nouns in 3 or 3;. Modern Tatsamas ending in

these vowels also take these forms.

The fifth form has already been traced to the Pr. gen. of fern,

nouns in aft whence those nouns that take the form in M. must have
been originally nouns ending in that vowel. Thus sffa, Pr. fsrs^f, Skr.

Skr. vnm ( mod. Tad. ); 1^55 ^sfq^; ^j_f^^j_
or^ f^f fSfcfl; ^fa *nFfTT *fajT; %5T %n 3H3jf etc.

All modern fern. Tatsamas in 3fl are inflected in this way. From
the fact that fern, nouns in | take n for the pi. obi. it would appear
that they were originally nouns in 3TT. sft^t we know must have
been Skr. ^tf^I since the masc. is ^t^j- Its gen. pi. in Pr. therefore

was sftfesflst whence we have ^(qf but the sing. obi. 3tf\ which is
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the same as tlie nominative is not formed as it should be according

to our theory. But, as observed before, the Goan. and Mai. have

faithfully preserved the old tradition here though the ordinary M.

has lost it and in this instance applies the case terminations to the

Norn, and not to special obi. form as the other languages do to a

much greater extent. The Goan. and Mai. sftmanyarupa of ^fr is

^t^ from Pr. gen. ^nlrSTT? tne ^ast fcwo vowels combining into

and the f and ^ into ^. Other instances are Wg (
Skr.

fotf sri^fJT, aR5t
sfjf^r,

JTRTI Tram, Tnft ZP

the sing. obi. of which in the Goan. and Mai. are

etc. Similarly those fern, nouns that take this type of the obi.

must have been nouns in aft representing such a syllable as 3RT.

Thus M. cfTS is Pr. m^3?f, Skr. en^JT, and sngSTT with the | or q of

the gen. sing, is ^|55% and with 3JT of the pi. ^foS^fa ;
also ST^-STStsTf

or 3T3TT-3reNrT; 3? a louse Skr. ^l, tfRCr'**rsRf. The last and also^
have also the obi. form in 3! and ^. Several other nouns also masc.

and fern, ending in $ and 3; have the f and 3; form of the obi. as well

as the 3fl or ^ and atf form. This arises from the practice of adding

Zf; or ^T optionally in the Pr., just as there are some nouns which, as

we have seen, end both in 3? and 3fl. In this way the several types

of the M. samanyarupa arose from different sets of Pr. nouns, but

it is not meant that all those nouns that in the present state of the

languages take one or other of those types were derived from the

corresponding Prakrit set. After the forms came into use words

from foreign languages for instance were introduced which can not

of course be traced to the Prakrit and those were assigned to some

one form according to the gender in the first place and then to fancy

or accident; there is no reason why ^53 should be ^5^ for its

oblique and not ^t or <fifa <W$ and not <^; the tradition with re-

gard to some Pr. nouns also must have been forgotten and then they

also have been in the condition of these foreign nouns and must have

been treated likewise and to a certain extent oblivion is the reason

why we have two forms in the case of some nouns and no other.

This then is clearly the origin of the oblique forms
;
and all

the facts especially in the Marathi language harmonize so completely

with it that there can be no doubt whatever as to its truth. And

no other case than the gen. would have served the purpose of recon-

struction. When a language is in an early stage of growth and

case forms such as the loc. sing, are made up by joining two words

such as \% 'a shining being
1 and $ this or here, imagination is
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wanted to connect the here or this with the shining being i. e.

in the place of the shining being. But when a language has got

the means of expressing the relation denoted by of it is necessary

that it should be used in connection with the new post-position

otherwise the sense would be incomplete. And thus in Skr., Pr. and

the modern languages all such postpositions are appended to the gen.

case. The gen. forms of nouns as they were in the Prakrits and the

Apabhrams'a have descended to the Marathi only somewhat phoneti-

cally altered, while the principal change that the nouns or crude forms

hare undergone is the loss of final 3f or 3fl answering to such a Skr.

syllable as ft, *R or Rf when preceded by a dissimilar vowel i. e. \ or 3;

while the other languages have in most instances taken this mutilated

crude or nom. form as the base for all oblique cases, the M. confines

it to its own place and uses the old gen. everywhere and without

exception if we take the minor dialects also into consideration. The

other languages have of course, as has been shown, preserved this

gen. in some cases and of them all the S. in the largest number of

instances. Some such as the H. and P. have generalized the pi. form

of one set of nouns and use it for all. The M. cases are thus more
difficult to the learner than those of the other languages but that

is a matter with which we are not concerned here.

"We will now proceed to the consideration of the new termina-

tions. These have not necessarily sprung up from independent
words. We have seen that the old terminations such as the ^ of the

instr. have been detached and consitituted into postpositions.
But the most common method the vernaculars have resorted to is to

attach the case forms of certain words to the gen. of the nouns.

The ace. and dat. terminations in the verious dialects are these: H.

ftf, f, Braj qsf, B. %-ft, 0. $, S. -ft, P. t, ftlf,
G. %, M. * 3T and

ft is used in poetry. Of these ^ has been discussed. The Mai. and
Goan. have ^j for pronouns and the former ^ for nouns and the
latter qprf. Khandes'i has fc, P. has ftff also for sj. Old Bengali
has also a dative in ^.

Mah. Nalop. I.

' The swan said to Vaidarbhi with human speech.*

Here we see a good many languages have the termination with
an initial qj. What is its origin ? Dr. Caldwell traces it to the Dra-
vidian $. But in our whole investigation we have not yet met a
Dravidian influence in the grammar of our languages. Dr. Trump
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derives tlie S. $ and B. % from ^. The last may not unlikely

have been derived from it but the aspiration of the S. & is not

accounted for. Trump attributes it to the vowel ^; but we have seen

that in the old Pr. this goes out leaving nothing but ?, 5,
or 3 *. e.

the consonantal portion of it which is subordinated to the vowel

portion leaves no trace. There is no other instance in which ^ i

known to exert such an influence. The Hindi *fij[ he also derives

from fKT and not $W. But here the anusvara is not accounted for and

is regarded as inorganic. Besides, as Mr. Beames remarks, $3 is not

a word likely to yield the sense of a dative. It is never used in Skr.

or Pr. as equivalent to $&. To be able to arrive at the probable or

correct etymology of any of these terminations it is necessary t

collect and compare any more ancient forms of it that may
P^fibly

be found. Now there are such forms in the case of the H. m and

the Braj ^f. The old H. poets often use sfjf, ^| and even *g; for

instance in Tulsidas's Ramayan we have

*n f*rra* TO

'The sun and fire swallow all liquids. Nobody calls them stupid.

u

'He burned Kama but gave a boon to Eati; this was an excellent

act done by the ocean of mercy.'

' He gave various gifts to the monkeys and the Brahmans'.

STW^^^^W'^^^^*^
'

Proper seats were given to all ; my mouth is one, how s

relate the festivities ?'

1ta| *g gft fo$ TW 3& * SIR \

' Met Kaikayi again, but the agitation of the heart did not sub-

side !' ,

Now we have seen that often in the" modern languages the f
^of

older words is dropped; and thus from f we have M and then

or b the usual rule that we have noticed in going over the vowel
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counts for by considering it to be a later Tadbhava. And correspond-

ing to these two forms he says we have the two forms of ^H in the

ordinary word |pT H. ' a place
' and in the f of ^ff, ;

3Tft I have no

hesitation in saying that Mr. Beames is altogether wrong in de-

riving ZRff, Sf^T etc. and further on ^ or ?nf from fsfc^H, I^IH.
rTr^MIH etc. Such new expressions in the face of the many good old

words existing in Skr. and Pr. could not have come in ordinary ver-

nacular use. The B. q*nq, 3TfaFI, 3FWPT etc
->
which have led. Mr.

Beames to this etymology are manifestly new combinations of q and

jpj, S?t an(3 *HT ^ an(l *JR like the barbarous compounds 1^31%, ^wt
of Skr. and foreign words derived by the Bengali in its poverty of the

old Tadbhava element. Neither should we derive the M. I^J and later

^f from iJrT^JR in the face of the Pr. ^*j from Skr. 3^T or $K

which we find everywhere in Pr. works. Now as regards ^fp^. in

addition to the objection which Mr. Beames has not succeeded in

answering, it is to be observed that the word is found nowhere used

in that sense in old H., G. or M. literature and, that it might be

the original of the dat. case-affix in nearly all the languages, it is

necessary that it should have been used extensively in Skr. or Pr. or

in old literature of the modern languages.

One chief and important source of the modern case affixes has

been overlooked by all those who have written on vernacular phi-

lology. The words most fitted to express case relations are the

pronouns and the old Aryan case endings have properly been traced

by comparative philologists to pronominal roots. Even in the verna-

cular speech of the day we use pronominal expressions when a

simply general sense is wanted as jft jftN^ *$f ^f ffcrt
'

I went to

( lit. ) the here of Govinda' i. e. to Govind's place, j^ 3TTT% q^t

n 'I sent my servant to your here' i. e. your place. ^
T *nft 5<ft

' I went to Murlidhar's there' *. e. place. These

*$, q^t and^ are really remnants of the old Pr. locatives of ^[ (in

the forms f or ar ) and ^. If these -were more extensively used

they would in the course of time become terminations; and flf for ?fff

the Pr. and Apbhr. loc. of ^ has become a termination in H. as

*T 5FfT% ?Tf "HIT 'I went to the there of the town'; 3^r% 3$
'

to him or

for him.' In the Apabhrams'a according to Hemachandra
Sfcfff

and %|fj

were used as postpositions in the sense of 'for',
' on account of

'

as in

the verses formerly given 5^ famz 33 %^ fosf &c . These, as they are,

appear like instrumental plurals of the pronouns |%n and ft? and

they may be so really. The instr. and abl. may pass into the dat. and
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this Into either. For of the several relations denoted by the first

two cases one is that between a cause and its effect or reason and
conclusion and a confusion between an antecedent cause or reason

and the final cause or purpose is natural. This last is generally
indicated by the dat. case. Even the English preposition for has

these two senses. In the sentence,
'
I bought the book for my own

use ', it signifies the purpose; and in such a one as ' for this, let

people beware '
it denotes an antecedent reason. In the same

way ^fff r ^pRrU are in M. used in both these senses. In ^H^*n3lf

fT f?RJT 5**T %^T
' I took so much trouble for him '

it has a dative

sense and in 5rTCT3T 3RH 'tis ^ff^ *ft
' for this, such a thing should

never be done' it has an ablative sense. This fact must be borne

in mind as we go on discussing the origin of the case forms. %f^
and r>f| therefore may be instrumental. This explanation is sup-

ported by the fact that another Apbhr. postposition in the sense of
' for

'

or ' on account of
'

given by Hemachandra is tfofor which is

evidently the sing, instr. of <JOT a possessive suffix to be hereafter

mentioned. The pi. case forms may become adverbs or postposi-

tions as the Skr. 5HT:
'

slowly,
'

sft%: and 3%: 'low' and 'high' which

must originally have been instr. plurals. Another* explanation of

these forms is that they are derived from the Pr. gen. plurals %)%
and <|f% the U being changed to f. The gen. has all along been

used in the sense of the dat. In Skr. itself it is often so and in the

Pr. it drove out the old dat. altogether and was used instead. In old

M. poetry the obi. form, which we have traced to the Pr. gen., is

often used for this case or, since in the Apbhr. nouns the termination

f| was used for loc. pi. also, the forms %f^ and %j$ are not unlikely
to be referred to that case. The loc. is another case which can

readily be adapted to express a dat. ace. sense. Tulsidasa frequent-

ly adds
fi[

to nouns to form this case. Thus

' The god of love was afraid when he saw Rudra. '

c

Having restored Janaki to Rama and bowing your head at his

lotus feet and giving the kingdom to your son go to a forest and

adore Raghunatha.'

That these several cases may pass into the dat. ace. is also

proved by the fact that the forms of the Apabhrams'a gerund
or infinitive of purpose, which has essentially a dative sense, are
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derived from them. Thus Hemachandra gives these terminations

of the infinitive: f^TH as in ^C 'for giving' which is an ace.

of the pot. part. ^Sfo^n, ST^T as in ^OT ' for doing
' in which the case

termination is dropped., 3jJ|%H as in ifa^
{ for breaking

' which is

the gen. pi. of T^T and aronf as in Spring
' for enjoying

' which

is loc. sing, or pi. of jpspir Pr. for Skr. *ft3R. Tnus tnen in tne

Apabhrams'a pronominal forms had begun to be used as postposi-

tions for expressing case relations. It is not unreasonable, there-

fore, to expect that we should find traces of the practice in our

modern case forms and the forms themselves that were used in

that dialect.

The Apabhrams'a dat. postposition %f^ survives in the S. ^ the

aspiration is thrown on % so as to make it $ and the following

vowel is dropped. We have already seen several instances of this

process but I will add one or two more to the point. The Pr. qn?
' where '

is in the Goan. and Mai. ?sfrf, rrif
' there' *fcj, sjff

' here '

fq. Often the old f is dropped in the moderns and thus we have

from %f| the B. %. The old H. termination ^jf is the Pr. ^ff 'where,'

so that originally the sense of UR ^ was { Rama's somewhere.'
' Send to Rama's somewhere ' and '

give it to Rama's somewhere '

came afterwards to mean 'send it to Rama' and '

give it to Rama. '

The 5 of the loc. ^jfij is here dropped as is mostly the case in the

pronominal locatives which in the modern languages as well as the

Prakrit have become adverbs of place; such are srf? relative 'where',

?ffi
' there ', s?f|

' here ', and
zffifc

' where '

interrogative which

have become 5T^f, Hijii q^T and ^f and in Tulsidas 5ff flf and ^f .

Sometimes the j is preserved in the current speech as in q^t or ^fj

H., Sfift, q^r G. The other dat. termination ^, the origin of qjf or ^t,

is either the ablative or genitive form of f%n since
j|
was in Apbhr.

the termination of both these cases. The 0. ^ is another form

of this
K|.

The M.*- % is from the Apabhr. nf^ as % from %f^. The

B. has this affix also used principally in the case of inanimate

creatures.

*There is smell to smoke and from that harm to the eye results.'

'The lion said to him.'

The S. has it also.

fffe^t ft*K^
c He went for hunting.' dsft 5^ sf^T% ' went on

a travel,'
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The P. 3T| like the H. af is from flf| 'there.'

The M. 35T is to "be connected with similar terminations in its

own dialects and the other languages. Khandeshi has %, H. possesses
a postposition ^pf or f^f, P. g|, S.^ all in the sense of 'for', Braja

ijft or 3ft 'up to.' The old H. poets have also% or Sif in the sense of the

M. c5T i. e. 'to' or 'at:' snrfff ^fT TT^5 *T?ff 'again and again they fall

at her feet;' f?^f 33^ f^ 5T^Tf 'joyfully he arose an d pressed him to

his bosom.' Then there are other forms in all the languages from &T(.

Groan, has 3JR?f in the sense of 'to' or 'with/ as lfi$ ^P?f 33BJ 'speak to

or with me.' H. 5WT 'up to'; P. c5J| 'near, to;' ^yiff 'from contact with;'

S. Sift-OTT 'on account of;' B. !5n5t-STT*niT-3|Jt 'for, on account of.' In G,

and H. poetry 35pff, ^ft or ^frf are used in these senses and M. has

or 3lJR also. All these forms are derived from the old Skr. root

to adhere or stick. The past pass. part, of this is SST, Pr. &m. This,

like many similar participles, is made the base of verbal forms in Pr.

and we have smf=!5?ft *Rt% 'adheres, sticks.' From this we have

5y[JT<fr-f-^ M. G. B. by the usual rules, but S. generally and H. some-

times do not lengthen the preceding vowel when one of the two con-

sonants is dropped and we have gifoj and 55TRT, though 3PRT is also

used in the latter. There is another form <S|J|qi% of this root

which is made up according to the 10th Conjugation or which is

properly the causal and, when the termination is dropped as is often

the case, we have 3jpr| and by the elision of JT the root becomes

35PT and thence, by the usual introduction of ?J or ^, ^pj or si^. Now
SPJOTT exists in the Goan. and SH^J in the S. while M. has <3|cjGt. These

mean 'to make to adhere,' 'apply,' 'bring in contact.' From 35\r\tf( and

tfjqon or ^|q5t all the forms we have above noticed have originat-

ed.
^ST!,*!*, 55pft, c5T^I?n are absolutives as also M. <|)ijpj, while the

other M. form 35flff is the loc. sing, of the noun SfTf 'contact' or

'nearness.' The Braj. ^ must be from the old Apbhr. absol. 5TR of

5T3T. The M. dat. 3S[ must be from such a form as 35f^ 'having

applied' or 'for applying,
1 since the final 3 of terminations is dropped

in this language as in fon 'tongues' from flT*n3. The dative pi.

termination rf represents an euphonic change of Sf necessitated by
the preceding anusvara. Instances of this change of ?5 to 3 have

been given in a previous lecture. Chit, has both n and s=55J.

This IT is by some traced to the of of the Pr. gen. pi. as ^r to the

^T of the gen. sing. The Chit, however has n or f^S[ in the pi.

while <5f alone is the sing, termination and the sameness of

the sing, and pi. terminations is the great peculiarity of the

32
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modern dialect, whence the Chit, sn is a form of 1ST and if

so then it must be so in the standard Marathi also. Mr. Beames

thinks the G. % to be originally % and thus to belong to the class

of terminations we have just examined, the $ being changed to T.

I am not satisfied with this derivation as there is no corrobora-

tive evidence, though the' change of 5J to ^ is not impossible or un-

exampled. The gen. termination ;ft sft j| in this language is

derived from the old Apabhrams'a termination {for, by the elision of

the initial <T, as will be hereafter shown. In the same manner the 2f

of the ace. dat. must have been derived from the Apabhr. dat. post-

position tfotor, which, as I have already observed, is the instr. of flur.

The last or of this is changed to an anusvara, as that of ^%or is, and,

just as this becomes ^3f, flofoT becomes flnf and by the loss of 3, ^.

Or the process which in the Apabhr. led to the formation of rfofal

from flor may have been resorted to when <TJT became !f in the Gr.

and thus 5f is the instrumental or locative of the gen. !f or its obi.

form. But the anusvara of ?f which is lost in the G. instr. would

show that it is derived directly from <r9lur. P. g may likewise be

referred to a form
flon|

the obi. of flor. In H. the termination $r

is applied in a dative sense to nouns governed by verbs denoting

speaking TTSipf 3T5T!$ ^RST 'The king spoke to the Brahman.' It

is used in the sense of the instr.: dWIl^ ^ft qJTCT 'He cut off his

head with a sword,' ftft-H^i^T f^flf sftf^orgF^ |3TT
'Rukmini's

marriage with S'ri Krishnachanda took place;' and in that of the

abl. 5?RT ar^T ^flJP'nfc 5*3$ RSRSTT 'these words fell from the mouth of

the Brahman.' In Braja we have ^f for % as <M*k*ft ^TT^K *ffcfi *^
'Kabir came and said to me'; g?5^ff <jf*5 %$ 'He should get it explained

from the guru.' In old H. also it is used in the form of ^fjf. In old M.,

as I have already remarked, we have tft in the sense of the modern

dat. ace. ^r as :

Jnftn. 1 141.

'S'arfigadhara was charioteer to Arjuna.'

"farer 3^r %sj Tr^rcft u

1110.

'Thou hast made a song for Gandharvas.'
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Rukmini Svayamvara I 82.

" He gave that salvation to Putana which he did not give to

Yas'oda and Devaki. His gifts to friends and foes are alike. How

shall I describe his bounty?
"

Jnan. 1171.

{
It is necessary in the battlefield to see with whom I should

tight.
'

art* a*% qi^r i <ft ^awrrc *WST i to^tft ii

Jnan. 1176.

'Arjuna was looking at the whole force with an agitated heart.'

snftr TT^ft sfcfts I ^fe%*fi II

Jnan. 1127.

And the interests of the future life will be lost along with

those of this !'

In these three examples tff has the sense of an instru-

mental. We do not now use it in the sense in which it is *sed

in the last two passages and say ^fajfpf ITfrft and *?f|*l^i% aftft^-

In the Salsette dialect, however, tff has these senses and also that of

an abl. as nfaff f|^t 'He came from the village.'

Kow we see that the old M. poets do not make a distinction

between the tff, which corresponds to our modern tf, and that which

even now we use in the sense of with. They also use it in other senses

in which it is used in H., but not in the M. of the day. The Salsette

dialect, however, agrees with the H. in its use of thisaffix. H. uses ft

in one case 3S$ ^1 in which we use * as srm iftfl8- Some of

these circumstances favour the supposition that the origin of the M.

dative affix * is the same as that of H. $ and M. tff. G. poetry has

this in the form of or ^.as iJ^T^^t *mtfo *JSJ
'Declare war

with Gujarati.' S. has fc and m in the sense of with.

All these are derived from the word *q. As is usual, K is in

the modern vernaculars changed to ef and thus we have ^ and with

the instr. affix <$ we have the *t of the M. poets. I have in a former

lecture given a great many instances in which ^ is dissolved into 3,
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which combines with the preceding vowel into Sfl. We thus get
the old H. ^fj and the Braja fff when Sf and 3 form aft, while in

G. the resulting vowel is 3 in
|f.

Another change of if that we
have noticed is its loss of the labial element and reduction to a

vowel and anusvara
,
wherefore the word becomes frst or ^nf Thence

the 3HJ passes off into 1$, as we have several times noticed, and so

we have ^T which with the anusvara dropped is the H. %. The

Ij is sometimes, as we have seen, changed to | as in ^15 from ^f3T-Tn|j

and so we have the M. fff. Sometimes q does not take the place of

the elided consonant and the vowels are combined, whence we have

the S. ftf. Now the original sense of this word is with, but this with

expresses many relations, the differences between which become

wider in the course of time and thus the word fur has come to

signify '&>, according to, with ( as an instrument ) and /row.
1

The instr. termination % sing. ff pi. M., % H., sff P. have been

traced by Mr. Beames to !fc or %, which are forms of cStijff or 3f
etc. derived from the root gsTf. One great objection is that this

derivation does not account for the anusvara of % or ?f. His argu-

ment is that the old ijRf of the instr. having been reduced to ^ there

was no other instrumental case to furnish the ^ of the modern instr.

if 4f> but in the Apabhr. according to Hemachandra both these

forms existed and the instance he gives is

1

By counting ( again and again ) [ the number of ] days
which were mentioned to me by my beloved when he set out on

his travels [ the skin of ] my fingers has worn away by the nail.
'

Here 551$, <fc(3%aT and Sf^ot are instances of the instrumental.

The first two expressive of the agent in the passive construction and

the third of the simple instrument; so that the in*! or or of the in-

strumental must have descended to the vernaculars. Again Mr.

Beames says that the old H. poets do not use the instr. in ^; but the

oldest M. poet Jnanes'vara does use it in some cases. His agent
i istrumental is very often that which ends in q, but instances of the

use of fsfr,
which is another form of if, also occur.

As:

^1 ^ftft 3Tffl 9ft| I

Jnau. 13197.
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'Or whether he is going away "by the wind.'

Jnan. 13214.

'Appears as if it will go away by the wind.

Jnan. 13280.
' As the dnmb may be said to have assumed silence deliberately.

II

fr i <4M%<u n

Jnan. 13347.
1 He is not oppressed by heat or does not shiver by cold and is

not terrified by anything that takes place.'

Here are instances of the instr. both indicative of the agent

and of the simple instrument, but the termination is ft instead

of %. Besides these there are instances of the instrumental in of of

pronouns as^ nff Jnan. 13200 'By this standard,' $H <fft 13-244

1

By which satisfaction,' ftuf !TO$ 181147 c

By that grace.'

Now I have stated my view in the last lecture that % is a

double instrumental, the first part being Sf of the old instru-

mental in ^ or t^T and the second part 1$,
to which that ^oi

is reduced. Now instead of $, the instr. $ is added here. The instr.

$ represents the 501 of the Apabhr. instr. in for, which we have in

such forms as gfrlOT mentioned by Pischel. Hindi poets as a rule in-

dicate the agent instrumental by the oblique form but Siirdas uses

the form ending in ft or ;f also.

SRPS *iit ftft Jfarfoft sfo^ ifit f*r i

ifwft *R*T mfr TO #Rl ^t^ ftfitrsT ii

Sursagar, pada 12, page 252.*

'Kanha said, "There is no other God besides the mountain Govar-

dhan." Taking it to be the truth the king of mountains was regard-

ed by the cowherds as a great God,'

Here JTTlfr is agent instrumental in ft.

H

Sursagar, pada 24, page 254.
'

* Luckuow Edn, 1874.
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'The manifested form with the thousand arms stretched out was

seen by all; with taste the mountain taking hold of every thing by all

his hands etc.'

Here R^ft is the simple instrumental.

Sursagar, pada 44, page 257.

'Disrespect of the lord has been shown by the cowherds, show

to them the fruit of it.'

Sursagar, pada 29, page 255.

'Today a certain dream was shown me by a Being.'

Here 3^% is agent instrumental.

The Ablative termination in M. is |^f, Mai. QyT, Chit.
fr
or

( from <ntf and j? ), Sals, ft, GK ft, S. ^T ^3 ^f ff at, P. ?f

*ff *ff, H. fc, Braj. fc, H. dial. *fi, B. ft^ ft The Sindhi *n is

the Pr. and Apabhr. abl. q&^f of pfcn, the aspiration being thrown on

Jff, as in the case of the dat. ^ and in the other instances formerly

given; so that the S. abl. etymologically means 'from his somewhere.'

^jf3 and ^f are from the Ap. q abl. pi. In the same way ?ff is

the old abl. rf^i and ?ff the abl. pi. ff^
of ^, in both of which the

aspirate is elided but in the P. ijjf it is compounded with the preced-

ing 3. The form ft ff of the G. and P., and H. dial, and the Chit. ^
are derived from ?|f the loc. sing. Pr. and Ap. of fl^ with the aspira-

tion thrown on fl . The differences between some of the significa-

tions of the different cases are, as I have already observed, so mi-

nute that they frequently run into one another and when, on account

of this resemblance, one case form becomes identified with another

case, it afterwards acquires senses more widely different from its ori*

ginal. Thus % 3^^ *TCJ! TTTNT^r faoST^ i- e- (lit.) 'The book met me in

the vicinity of Rama,' easily passes into immiHtT foo5$ 'met me from

Rama' *. e. 'got from Rama.' And the B. 3fl<j% Sf*j*: sffRfr 31% Tlf^W is

generally considered equivalent to '
I got it from the master,' though

q>l& is like tjpffi a loc. form meaning 'in the vicinity of.' Thus the old

loc. iffi meaning 'in that' was used as a postposition and thence came

to mean 'from that.' Or the transition is first from the loc. to the dat.,

which I have spoken of, and thence to the causal abl. and afterwards

to the local abL The Braj. and P. % is from the Apabhr. affix %j$

(= for ) mentioned before in which we have an instance of this
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passage of the dat. into the abl., as illustrated before in the M. post-

position ^rff- In M., S. and B. ft has preserved the dative sense. B.

has the abl. ft also, though some grammarians do not give it, but

its sense is that of causal abl. or instr. as :

'Became glad on account of the length of its horns.'

'From that there is harm to the eye.'

Of a different origin are the M.
|qf

and f^f
and the B.

. The first f^ Mr. Beames, following Lassen, traces to the

and 5??TT of the Pr. from a fusion, -as it is called, of

both, out of which arose
|?<Tt, and, the ft being lost, the form

is f^. In a similar way ^jT may be traced to ^J^t, though its indepen-

dent existence would make the supposed fusion a fiction. M. how-

ever has no instance of the loss of final <f and the preservation of T;

but the chief objection to this derivation is the want of corroborative

evidence. It is possible, but there is nothing to make it certain or

even probable. Mr. Beames quotes passages from Chanda in which

gtf and &ft occur in the sense of ' from.' But they may be derived

from the present participle. The B. abl. affix ftfft
is the loc. of the

present participle of ^t, corresponding to M. ffaf, which has the sense

of the Skr. loc. absolute as 3ffl?ri in ift ajrfm STCfiri ^ ^Sf
' while I

was doing he went away.' In B. too this loc. has the same sense

as f^f *nf%ft *K*f KT
' work while it is day.

' In H. also it is used in

the same sense: 51^ ^rft ^nt 1% ftf *TTT ^t 'looking at the door

what did he find ? he found that a lion was lying dead. ( lit. what

is there -a lion lying dead );' *TTT fftfl 3*tf *reft%W ' She told it to

her friend immediately after dawn ( lit. after it had dawned ).'

In this sense as in that of the Skr. loc. absolute the action denot-

ed by the present participle is made the starting point of another

action.
' My doing

'

in the first instance was the starting point of

his going. And herein is the germ of an ablative. In H. ffft is

sometimes used in this sense as M^H^ 5t$ 'outside of the house, from

the house.'

In the B. STOft <fi Tfe^ the original sense is
* the tree being

there a fruit fell.' The M. g!f is the absolutive of and equivalent

to ^5?T 'having become' which yields an ablative sense more direct-

ly. The f is sometimes dropped and the termination 3?f itself is

attached in this sense to Off 'in', 5TC 'above' and qfcT 'side' to signify

'from in', 'from above', 'from the side' as 3?^, sf^f and qf^jT which
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are the ablative affixes used in cases when |^f can not be applied;

and 3?T is sometimes affixed to nouns in 3f directly and not to the

oblique form as g?E3f 3TTc!T Thus JTRTJ^ 3Tf3TT means lit. 'the village

having been he came.' The Mai. $f is the absolutive of aro instead

of ft The H. $ has been, explained.

We have seen that in the course of the development of our

modern languages the genitive which even in Skr. expressed relation

in general was used for the dative and sometimes for other cases also.

The dative thus went out of use and to express the relations which

it indicated various new suffixes, given and explained above, were

brought into use and the old genitive being attenuated was felt to be

too weak to express the usual genitive relation and was adapted to

serve as the base of all oblique cases to which the newly con-

stituted terminations were appended. The relation of possession as

well as other genitive relations, such as that of a thing and the ma-

terial of which it is made, had thus no special expression left for

them. In Skr. such relations are indicated, besides the genitive case,

by adjectives formed from the name of the possessor, material etc. by
the addition of specific terminations and from these mostly the

genitive terminations in the modern languages are derived and con-

sequently are adjectival in their nature and agree with the gender
of the thing possessed or made. The genitive terminations are as

follows :

M.

G.

S.

H.

P.

B. |C or

0. T

In the first lecture I have remarked that in the third stage of

the development of Sanskrit the nominal style came into use instead

of the verbal style or fluent style. When the language was in this

condition adjectival forms expressive of possession or other relations

came into use instead of the genitive case and such forms, as :

' the house belonging to him,'

: vJT'f :

' the pupil belonging to me,'

' the female friend belonging to thee,'

came into use instead of fl^ 'i$H
'

his home,' mj 55f5f:
'

nay

?T3 *T$1
'

thy female friend.' When the use of such adjectives

became general the real genitive case, so far as it expressed pos-

session and such other relations between nouns, was driven out
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and adapted to express the various other relations mentioned
before. Thus then we find that the case forms expressive of

possession and other relations mentioned in the vernaculars are

of an adjectival character. It is, however, curious to find that in

our seven modern languages they are derived from seven different

forms in Sanskrit and Prakrit. The M. ^f ^ % must be traced

to the tq which certain indeclinables take in Sanskrit as $$&f or
1 of this place,' <T3R*| 'of that place,' ^T or f^T 'of what place.'

or 3pc*I must by the usual rules be changed to $$^, ij^, fl
1^ to

3&1 or $3fq to TO- or f^ or <hM|4. 3W&I is &TO,
is tisj^T, ^r*1^9 is apte^T. This *?% was generalised and gra-

dually came to be applied to all nouns to indicate possession and
other relations. The G. jfr ;ft g are derived from the Sanskrit

termination ?nr which is applied in the sense of possession to in-

declinables expressive of time, such as 3T5PR 'of this day,' f^RlRPT 'of

the present time,' fTHTrR 'of evening time,' f^t?R 'of the olden time'

etc. This was generalised and Hemachandra gives rfT as a noun

expressive of 'something related to' or 'belonging to' in his grammar
of the Apbhr. dialect. In the line of the verse of Premananda Sfpft

feTfft'jft %?TT 'the agony of separation afflicts' and in the expressions

previously given, such as ^f?fOT, and ^"Tt sfff ^T ^5 etc. this flor

remains, it will be seen, unchanged and in this form it is often used

in Gr. poetry. By the dropping of the consonant 3 it is reduced to

S^OT or 3ft and thence to f which with masc., fern., neut. terminations

9?t | 3 becomes ^f *ft 3- The S. ^ ^ are derived from the

Sanskrit possessive termination ^f applied to a great many nouns

and all pronouns as fl^frf belonging to him, sn^fa belonging to the

house, jftaffa belonging to or living in Gonarda. Dr. Trump assigns a

different origin to this Sindhi sff-sft, which, as well as the etymologies
of the corresponding possessive terminations existing in other

cognate dialects, hardly bears examination. Another way of ex-

pressing possession is furnished by derivatives of the root $
' to

do or make. ' The roar of a lion is his
qjrijf or act. The roar

of a lion is a f^f^5I^[ r lion act i. e. it is something which belongs
to the lion. The word ^\ft therefore is adapted to express

' some-

thing belonging to one.
' Now this qjpj is in the Pr. reduced to

ifa as the q^ of qlp?I to <fa and the *nj[ of 3fW% to 5ft. From this

ifa we have ^T^t which means 'something belonging to one' or 'his

property.
'

Madayantika in the Malatimadhava calls her body Ma-
karanda's sfasf or %?^J, since he had saved it from the mouth of a

33
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lion. Hemachandra gives ?fa as a noun in the Apabhr. dialect ex-

pressive of the thing connected with another. The instance he gives

is *tt&<q jpfiPC^ 3ff l^m rf^TT? I

' From whose mouth grass

falls down in consequence of the roar which is the %TST of the lion.
'

He also gives in his grammar of the principal Prakrit %^ as a

termination having the sense of possession as in jf^RJT
'

yours' like

fltJT. Thus then qvjr which was first a noun came to be used

as a postposition expressive of possession and was used as such in

the principal Prakrit and by the Gr. and H. poets :

Tulasi.

1
I am the stick of the blind [ women ] and the wealth of a

weak [ woman ].'

|iw fta f^tft %rr wpft sfMfr wrlif *TPR u

Samaladas.

'If the command of the lord is received I will dry up the whole

ocean.'

One of Kabira's Sakhi is

'A dog enters a room [made up] of mirrors and runs about and,

seeing his own image, he barks and barks until he dies.'

There is another instance :

u

'I put down from head the parcel containing nectar. To whom-
soever I say that I am one, to me he speaks in return two or four.'

Here we have %^f as a possessive postposition. Similarly in

Tulasidas's Ramayan we have 3Ff 3W. f%*fa<JT %ft 'give us news
about Bibhishana,' where also we have the same postposition. When
the initial SR is dropped we have ^ which we find in the Hindi

?fa and Iftj as in Kabir's Sakhi,

'If you want me give up the desire for everything else; become

mine; and you will have everything else with you.' ^ is the gene-
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ral postposition in the B. as qfa 'of sin,' j^ 'of God,' sft* 'of a

house.' Prof. Hornle and Mr. Beames derive the suffix ^vC from the

Skr. past part, f^ which they say is reduced to ^3? and thence

to ^?;. But I have not met with a trace of ^fftar as the Pr. form of

fBI. The usual form of it is f%3J or ^y(. Besides, the 5 of ^ftar is

inorganic, being simply an euphonic augment. Such an euphonic

augment can not persist throughout centuries as the ^ of %?; has

done until it was perpetuated in the form of l$t in the B. Besides,

fosp is, as we have seen, used as a noun in the sense of property.

There is no indication that a past pass. part, can be so used. It

may be used as an abstract noun, as iffi** in the sense of 'going.' So

f*ro; may at the best acquire the sense of 'doing,' but the transi-

tion of 'doing' to 'property' is hardly possible. Another derivative

of the root $ has also supplied the vernaculars with a termination

expressive of the genitive sense; and that is qft. A good many

words in Sanskrit have this 5fft appended to them such as q^T^Jt

'bringing fame,' 5f^H* 'obedient,' $&* 'servant,' SRR* 'the sun/

j^ft=fK 'a writer' etc. The original sense is 'one who does the thing'

expressed by the nouns to which sfr is appended, but the derived

senses are many, such as cause, habit, obedience and any other rela-

tion into which the doing of a thing brings one with another. When

the particular nature of this relation is left out of sight the general

sense is 'related to' or 'belonging to.' Thus smR* originally meaning

'the maker of light' comes to denote 'belonging to light;' a certain

person who is f^faRT or the doer of the writing is a person related

or belonging to the writing. Thus ^ came gradually to signify a

genitive relation like the terminations ft, <q, &t eta noticed above.

In the Marathi 3* is applied in ordinary use to the name of a plac'

to denote 'one residing in it' or generally 'belonging to it' as *RRfatt

belonging to KasT, 3^* 'belonging to Poona.' Instances of this

^ occur in the old Hindi poets ;
thus in Tulsidas's Ramayan

we have

Balak.

'I will not set aside the advice of Narada.'

gft sfr ^? frsrc *>ft ^ tftai^* ^f i

( Ditto ).

'Again and again reflecting in her mind she (Parvati)
assumed

the form of Sita.'
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t

( Ditto ).

'I did not obey the word of Shankar.'

1 Oh Bharadvaja, hear now another reason for the birth of

Rama.'

In Kabir too we meet with this termination as in:

Kabir's Ramayan, 1 4th Chaupai.

' Then the mother was asked by Brahma "who is thy husband

and whose wife art thou."

Here we have sfjf^lft or ^ft in which we have the feminine of

the termination ^PC. In Sanskrit ^Jf?; is almost as much used as qj^

after nouns and the signification is similar. This qfc is sometimes

used in the Bangali in a genitive sense as in aTFPT^TC 'of your hon-

our,' 3fR3>K 'of to-day,' qtlf^fcK 'of yesterday.' From q^, when the

initial consonant is dropped, we have the Oriya genitive suffix 3TT a s

in src?;, while sfjn; gives us the SflT of the Hindi gBTRT 'yours,

'ours' and of the Guj. ^ffft 'thine,' rWPCT 'yours,' ij^t 'mine,'
1
ours.'

Another derivative of the root f>, the past pass. part, fffl, changed
to R3f in the Prakrit, has been appropriated in Hindi to express

genitive relations. As the obi. form has been determined to be a

remnant of the old genitive the ^ appended to it must mean 'done of

( by ) the thing or person' denoted by the obi. form. The idea of
'

a thing done by one' passes easily into a thing belonging to one.

HftfT 5>T5*1 'a poem composed by a Pandit' becomes easily

^jjojj i. e. the poem of a Pandit. The terminations mi, apt exist in

old Hindi along with qRf, %f and qft, ^jffr. Thjfceasiest explanation
of the Panjabi <ff ft appears to be that, like the Hindi ^T ^t, they
are derived from the past pass. part, of ?f 'to give' in the form of ^3T

made up on the analogy of 353^ from $. Other explanations may
also be given. It may be said that the ^ ff of Marvari dialect and
certain G. and H. pronouns which results from the Sanskrit sRf^ was

changed to ^t-^t or 37-^t, as these consonants are frequently confound-

ed with each otherj and thence ^[-^ or ^f-^[ passed into ^f-ft or ^f-ff.

The Sanskrit suffixes used by the vernaculars to express genitive re.
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lations must have a final efi added to them, since, like augmented

nouns, the masc. noni. sing, ends in Sft or 3TT and the feminine in |.

Thus for the original of the M. =5^-^ we must have ^JWJ, for the G.

ift-tf-3 <R% for S. 5?*-3ft ?^, for H. ^-^ $** and for old H. %*! and

%ft ^ff and for^ 3XX and for ^ tm*. In the fourth lecture

I have given several instances of the addition of qj to all sorts of

nouns and adjectives. ^
The new loc. termination in H. are q, Braj. 1?, and M> 1

ft s. IT, G-- ri M - *fa and B> ** The forms with an initial

if' are derived from the Skr. irsq which has undergone several

transformations. In old H. and G. poetry it occurs in the forms of

and JTf etc - as:~

Tulsi., Bala-K.

'S'iva resolved in his mind.'

^ ft Tit *<0fr ^ ^^ ^f| *\Wt I

( Ditto ).

'Those were safe at that time whom Raghuvira protected.'

(Ditto).

'Once in Tretayuga,'

'He announced the intelligence in the palace.'

ssim 3 && m% i ^r ^ ar^n:

Premanand's Sudamanum Charitra.

'0 Sudama, I have gone through ten incarnations on this earth.'

'Everybody fled to Sora^ha.'

The Braj. % is from iTlfi the f being elided and 3TT and | com-

bining into \ while in the S. and H. * they form q. In the G. ;n

the whole H of qft is dropped, mfll is
locking,

of mf for ^. The

P. and B. ft is from rft, the loc. of wr or%^ whach we have noticed

as an Apbhr. dative post-position.
H. * is from Skr, qr4, which first

becomes q^r, then qnr, and then qif or qf ,
and the loc. of q* i

or qf which is its shortened form. q^T is used as a post-position

in H. and qtf and q|, the loc. forms, in G. and M. respectively.

The forms qift and q^ occur in the old H. poets as :
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nff i

Tulasi, Bal.-K.

'S'ambhu went to Agastya.'

*T% 3Rf? ?1*T Tt I

Tulsi.

'The monkey went to Rama.'

The M. arfa is from Skr. 3j?a : and its initial 3fl is dropped after

a dissimilar vowel as mffifl etc.

We will now briefly examine the reconstructed verbal forms.

We have observed that the materials out of which the case forms

are constructed are not only independent words having, as in an

earlier stage of a language, specific significations, the combination

of which nearly constitutes the idea required to be expressed; but

also independent case forms and existing terminations which have

acquired a specific sense. Thus when the terminations came into

use for both numbers of the cases the B. and the 0. have had re-

course to the use of independent words such as ffa 'a row' and ifpf

'a measure or class,' ^&&s 'all' etc. to express plurality, while the G.

employed the already existing plural termination 3ff; and such

forms as ?fjf[
and 9Jlf loc. and

qR^ abl. were used to express case rela-

tions and afterwards grew into terminations when their etymological

sense was forgotten. We have also seen that, as in the case of the

new words that come into a language, the new forms at first express

inadequately the sense they are designed to convey but in the course

of time imagination and usage give them a definite signification;

or like words the forms come by natural transitions to express

different relations from those they did before. Thus it was that the

abl. ^jj and the loc. apff or ?flf became dat. affixes or the loc. of the

present participle ft|% came to express an abl. relation. We shall find

these principles at work in the reconstruction of the verb also; and

there too you will meet with verbal forms made up by applying the

old personal and other terminations to new bases which are adjec*

tival in their nature or by adding verbal forms to them or by

appending independent words. The M., S., B. and 0. make up some

of their tenses and moods in the first way ;
the others do not. We

will first examine these. The bases for their formation are as

a matter of course the participles that have come down from the

Prakrits and there are no other. These are the present, past and

the potential participles which are, as I have just said, adjectival in
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their nature. Since an adjective must agree with the noun which

it qualifies in number and gender our new verbs must express both

these and the person of the nominative. The old verbal forms

examined in the last lecture express, as Skr. and Pr. verbs do, only

the number and person because they have descended to us from

those languages. In the modern dialects those adjectives only that

end in aft or 3?T agree with the noun to which they are referred *. e.

take the fern, termination | when the noun is feminine and the

plural ones when it is plural as SJI35T-3T $TST M. H. 'a black horse,
1

^t'ablack mare,' ^n<Z% tflt 'black horses,' ?*ljqi %%
Similarly G. and S. When the qualified noun is in an

obi case sing, or pi. these adjectives take the obi. sing, form

H., ian Mm M., i WWf H- Hindi Las
., .,

no obi. form for other nouns than those which end in n and hence

the adjective remains unchanged. Adjectives with

other endings are not thus inflected as

etc. M. H.; while in the B. and 0. no adjec-

tives whatever. Here then we see that, like nouns m STI-SH, ad3ec

tives also with those endings have preserved the old terminations.

Now the three participles
I have mentioned end in ^ or aft arising

from the original affix *, wherefore they must be inflected. In M.

and G however under certain circumstances the present participle

ends in 3f and therefore is not inflected. The old Present has in M.

acquired another sense whence a new one came into use, the forms <

which are as follows :

Sing.
PL

1st pers. *t?U r*I or

2nd pers. 'toldl'R *$

3rd pers. ^JT?U ^
These are made up by adding the terminations expressive of

gender and person to the pres. part, which is *&(. With t

this becomes **ft, but there is another forming which appei

to have been arrived at thus fX?KX ( for **"*>

q + | of fern. sfHSTO **& Tne neuter form is ^*' TheS6 >ee

forms are used in the sing, while the gender is neglected in the pi.

There is however such a form as sR^m ed for the 3rd pers. PL i:

the pure Deccan in which qmHlff is the fern. pi. of^ To tt

adiectival bases are appended the personal terminations c

Pres for the two numbers, which, you will remember, are .
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sing. $, pi. ?f; 2nd pers. sing, q, pi. 3ff; 1st pers. sing. |, pi. 3?. In

the 1st pers. sing, of the new Present the of the 1st pers. sing,

is represented by the characteristic anusvara, the vowels expressive

of gender necessitating the elision of
5. In the pi. qv^f and 3; be-

come by combination qjTrft The 2nd pers. sing, has the |j of the

old Pres. and the pi. the ajf which with the <f forms ?fl

to which however an inorganic anusvara is added by some.

The 3rd pers. sing, has no personal termination, the adjective

in its own form expressing that idea, while in the pi. the <|

of the old Pres. is added. In these forms we see that the 3 of the

nom. which is dropped in ordinary nouns and adjectives is retained

and we have =hfrft but not xWKA). In the Goan. and Mai. the gender
is not attended to and the forms are the same for all. This arises

from the use of the unaugmented participle qj^fl and not

which retains the inflections. The forms are:

Sing.

1st pers. ^3J or <faj Mai. ^vRH Goan.

2nd pers. *hWH Mai. ^STUJ Goan.

3rd pers. 3vC?IT Mai. ^ai Goan.

PL

1st pers. =m.<ii tfef Mai. fJWlf Goan.

2nd pers. <Mdlfl Mai. eh<dld Goan.

3rd pers. ^idd Mai. <+<<HM Goan.

The terminations are those of the old Pres. of intransitive roots

in these dialects i. e, the real Pr. terminations without the transi-

tive or Parasm. augment |. The 2nd pers. pi. <f, which I have traced

to the Pr. $?*ll, is peculiar to the Goan. and Mai. and it is not alto-

gether absent from the ordinary M. In the 1st pers. sing. Mai. we
have the old 5 from

fjif distinct and not reduced to an anusvara as

in the standard dialect and also the Goan.

A process the reverse of that observable in M. as regards
the change in the sense of verbal forms has taken place in

the 0. and B. The old Pres. in M. has acquired the sense of the

Past Habitual and the forms made up by appending the old ter-

minations to the pres. part, express present time but in the 0.

and B. this new Present of the M. expresses habitual past ac-

tion and the old Pres. retains its present significatoin. In H.
too the pres. part, used alone has the signification of the past habi-
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tual. The reason why foi'ms expressive of present time have come

to denote past time is to be sought for in that natural use of the

Prea. which is called Historic Present. A man in narrating a story

transports himself for the sake of vividness into that time when

the actions are supposed to have taken place and speaks of them as

if they were present; and when this habit becomes general in 'a

language the fact of such an imaginary transfer is forgotten and

thePresent Tense becomes Past Tense. We have many instances

of this use of the Skr. Pres. in such books as the Panchatantra.

The forms of the 0. Past Habitual are these :

Sing. PI.

1st pers.

2nd pers.

3rd pers.

As in the M., the 3rd pers. sing, has no personal termination;

and the pi. is the M. and H. pi. of nouns in 3Tf as tfft which we

find in the 0, nom.pl. <TgWT 'beasts' also. The second person

has the same terminations as the corresponding old Present viz. 3{

and 5. The first person sing, has 5 and the pi. 3 and they are the

same as the I and 3 of the Pres., but there is some confusion about

the anusvaras. Before proceeding it is necessary to mention that

0. and B. use the sing, forms in speaking of, and to, inferiors, while

the pi. is used in an honorific sense. This is so in all the languages;

but these two use even a singular nominative with the honorific

forms or real plurals and a plural one with the inferior forms.

This is due to the loss of the original plural of nouns in these lan-

guages, which I have before mentioned; so that one same form

of the nom. came to be used for both the sing, and pi. verb

forms- but, since the usage common to all our vernaculars die ist,

the pi forms came to be understood in a simply honorific sense

and the sing, in the sense of inferiority. There was nothing m

the form of the nom. which expressed plurality
and hence

verbs also ceased to indicate it, though originally fitted to

Similarly the pi. forms of personal pronouns which were

came to be restricted to an honorific signification
and the sing,

that of inferiority. The words which were brought into use t

cate plurality expressed an aggregate or collection and thus, t

themselves sing., the necessity of pi. verbal forms in connection wit

them was not felt ;
and hence they take a verb in the real old sing.

34
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But there is this consistency in the use of the verb, that the hono-

rific pers. pronouns take an honorific verb and the inferior an inferior

i. e. an original pi. nom. takes an original plural verb and an ori-

ginal sing, a singular.

These same forms that we have been discussing have in the S.

acquired a future signification and constitute the regular Future

tense of that dialect. The Pres. expresses in all languages an im-

mediate future a man's intending shortly to do a thing is consi-

dered as good as actually doing it. This is the germ of futurity in

the signification of forms of the Present tense
;
and usage may take

hold of it and constitute them into a regular Future. The Sindhi

forms are

Masc. Fern.

Sing. PI. Sing. PI.

1st pers.

2nd pers.

3rd pers.

Here 553^ is the old pres. part. The 3rd pers., as in the 0. and

also M., partially has no personal terminations. The sing, and the

pi. are like those of corresponding adjectives in aft. The 2nd pers.

has the termination 1$ and 3 of the S. old Pres. In the fern, the first

is optionally reduced to at and the 3 combines with the fern. pi. 35.

The first pers. pi. has the corresponding S. pronoun ar^t
*we' a^"

tached to it as a termination as in an early stage of a language. The

sing. % or arfa is perhaps the same without the nasal and shortened,

which changes are made probably to adapt it to the expression of

singularity. The adjectival masc. termination appears also in the

first pers. sing., as in M., but it is shortened to 3 and the fern. sing.

| and the pi. 3 or $ 3; optionally combined into ^. throughout. In

the M. the adjectival gender terminations are not used in the pi. Dr.

Trump considers these personal terminations as the remnants of the

old Pr. forms of spr, which, however, are quite different from these.

The old past part, is similarly made the base of verbal forms

expressive of past time. In S. they are made up just in the same

way as the above, the 3rd pers. having the purely adjectival forms,
without the personal terminations, and the gender affixes appearing
in the same places as in the above.
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Masc.

Singular.
Plural.

Fern.

Singular.
Plural -

When the verb is transitive the participle is passive and the

agent if used, is put in the instr. case. The verb takes the person,

gender and number of the object in the nom. case and the forms

are just the same as the above; as mt% 'I was beaten/ *$
'

wert beaten.'

Marathi has

Masc.
'

Pem"

Sing. PL Sing.

1st

2nd

3rd

Sing. PI.

Here as before we have simply adjectival forms for the 3rd

pers and the verbal terminations of the old Pres. appear in the first

and second united with the nominal affixes indicative of gender and

number, which however are dropped where they can not be easily

combined with the other, as in the first and second person plural

masc. It should be remarked that the old masc. termination or sf

preserved in the 1st pers. sing, as in the new Pres, and the 2nd

-~
pi. has in some cases the affix *, which I have already noticed

.dto thePr.^T. The Chit, and Goan dialects agree with

fern nom. Mai. discards gender in the

le otters is reduced to an anusvta,, and we have

The 2nd pers. pL
termination is q throughout, as in the other
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But there is this consistency in the use of the verb, that the hono-

rific pers. pronouns take an honorific verb and the inferior an inferior

i. e. an original pi. nom. takes an original plural verb and an ori-

ginal sing, a singular.

These same forms that we have been discussing have in the S.

acquired a future signification and constitute the regular Future

tense of that dialect. The Pres. expresses in all languages an im-

mediate future a man's intending shortly to do a thing is consi-

dered as good as actually doing it. This is the germ of futurity in

the signification of forms of the Present tense
;
and usage may take

hold of it and constitute them into a regular Future. The Sindhi

forms are

Masc. Fern.

Sing. PI. Sing. PI.

1st pers.

2nd pers.

3rd pers.

Here 5^ is the old pres. part. The 3rd pers., as iii the 0. and
also M., partially has no personal terminations. The sing, and the

pi. are like those of corresponding adjectives in aft. The 2nd pers.
has the termination $ and 3 of the S. old Pres. In the fern, the first

is optionally reduced to at and the 3 combines with the fern. pi. 3;.

The first pers. pi. has the corresponding S. pronoun artfr 'we' at-

tached to it as a termination as in an early stage of a language. The
sing. % or arfa is perhaps the same without the nasal and shortened,
which changes are made probably to adapt it to the expression of

singularity. The adjectival masc. termination appears also in the
first pers. sing., as in M., but it is shortened to 3 and the fern. sing.
$ and the pi. 3; or $ 3; optionally combined into ^ throughout. In
the M. the adjectival gender terminations are not used in the pi. Dr.
Trump considers these personal terminations as the remnants of the
old Pr. forms of a^r, which, however, are quite different from these.

The old past part, is similarly made the base of verbal forms
expressive of past time. In S. they are made up just in the same
way as the above, the 3rd pers. having the purely adjectival forms,
without the personal terminations, and the gender affixes appearing
in the same places as in the above.
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Masc.

267

Singular.
Plural.

Fern.

Singular.
Plural.

When the verb is transitive the participle is passive and the

agent if used, is put in the instr. case. The verb takes the person,

gender and number of the object in the nom. case and the forms

are just the same as the above; as HT$f% 'I was beaten/ ?TW
'
tllOB

wert beaten.'

Marathi has

Masc. Fem"

Sing. PL Sing. PI.

Neut.

Sing. PI.

1st

2nd

3rd .._

Here as before we have simply adjectival forms for the 3rd

pers ;
and the verbal terminations of the old Pres. appear in the first

and second united with the nominal affixes indicative of gender and

number, which however are dropped where they can not be easily

combined with the other, as in the first and second person plural

masc. It should be remarked that the old masc. termination 3 or sf

is preserved in the 1st pers. sing., as in the new Pres. and the 2n

pars. pi. has in some cases the affix *, which I have already noticed

) the Pr. ?c*n. The Chit, and Goan. dialects agree with

f
." h! TaTc'. smgJta Wand'fem. pi. I**, since they do not drop

old 3 of the fern. nom. pi.
The Mai. discards gender in the fi.

second persons, when the verbal terminations are appended, and

the first pers. sing, termination is the old fc which before the * of

rte others is reduced to an anusvara, and we have m*-

The 2nd pers. pi. termination
is , throughout, as in the other dialects.
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Goan.

Mai.

In transitive verbs M. attempts a curious combination. The par-

ticiple being passive it must agree with the object and take its

number and gender and, if made the base of verbal forms, its person

also. But, unlike the Sindhi, the M. does not use this passive parti-

ciple for an object in the first and second persons. Thus IIP! and

Jfnffa in S. mean 'thou wert beaten' and 'I was beaten;' but we do

not use such forms as H|R<5RT or JJ|K<1 to express this sense, though

a solitary line from Moropant containing vjf^rcr has been often

quoted. In these cases we use the impersonal construction putting

the agent and the object in the instr. and dat. and using the sing.

neuter form of the past part., as ^Jfot Jf?55f or ^S\ H1K& Thus then

this participle can have a nom. object only of the third person.

Properly then it ought to take no personal terminations at all; but

when the agent which is always in the instr. case is of the 2nd

pers. the characteristic sing, tf and pi. ft of that pers. are appended
to the participle, so that it takes the gender and number of the

object which is in the nom. case and the pers. and number of the agent
which is in the instr. case. Thus we have

ff; qfcft f^f^ta 'thou trans-

cribedst a book,' (|<ft*3n t%f|^n*T- <t ^THT %^T ''thoo didst a work,'

pff "THf f^5%cfcT, <ftIt i%!^*n<T- These forms are condemned by the

Translation Department of the Director of Public Instruction, but

the Marathi speakers can not dispense with them
; ^f ^R %^5, r3T

^l*ft f^nf^f, the proposed substitutes, are felt to be weak and emascu-

lated. And the Konkanis are not satisfied with second personal
forms alone of this nature and have devised a way of affiliating the

past part, with the third personal agent also and, as the old termina-

tions 5 and H are not expressive enough, they append to that parti-

ciple the last syllable of the agent forms i. e. the ^ or !f of the instr.

sing, and sfj of the pi., as &\ tflt^M V{<5[ ?fo$ f^sf 'the Saheb

gave me a reward,' sn tflt^isft H<5T Sl%3 l^\ 'the Sahebs gave me
rewards,' where the ^ and iff of fli^R and fli^nfjf are added to the
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verbs to connect them with them. These forms are not used in the

Deccan except by some Konkani Brahmans settled th ere; and they

are condemned by all good -writers.

The 0. and the B. do not inflect their adjectives, whether they

end in 3?t or any other vowel and have no agent case or instrumen-

tal. When the languages came to be in this condition there was no-

thing to mark off the passive nature of the transitive participle.

Hence it was forgotten and we have now active verbal forms only,

which are constructed as in the other languages.

0. B.

Sing. PI. Sing. PI.

istpers.

2nd pers.

3rd pers.

As in the Pres. the 0. like the other languages does not add

verbal terminations to the third pers., but the forms are like those in

M., namely the nom. sing, and pi. masc., though they do not indicate

gender here. The other persons have the terminations of the

Present.

The B. has no termination in the third pers. singular, while the

pi. has the corresponding ^ of the Present in that language. The

2nd pers. sing, has f and the first person sing. H, which are not used

in the B. Present but are to be traced to the Apabhr. Present pre-

served in the $ and * of the H. and others ; tto +^ is \favn like

the Goan. ixsfa from 1X3+ 3, and the anusvara and the 3 are hard-

ened into n. The first pers. pi. has the same form as the sing, and

such a confusion is easy in a language without distinction of number.

The second pers. pi. appears to be the old adjectival pi. like the M.

$$ and the O. q&; and the other form is ^%5I sing., the two being

confounded.

The Skr. potential participle inflsq, Pr. SfScf, which implies duty,

has become the base of the 0. and B. Future. In Skr. JRT ^^R
means 'it is to be done by me' i. e. it is my duty to do it, and the

transition from this idea to 'I shall do it' is natural. The very

word 'shall' in English, which primarily signifies 'I owe" and has now

become the sign of the English Future, is an example of it. This

participle in Skr. and Pr. is impersonal when the root is intransi-

tive and passive when it is transitive. Like the past part, this
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has lost its passive character in these languages for the same reasons.

The usual personal terminations are applied to it as

0.

Sing. PI.

B.

Sing. PL
1st

2nd

3rd

In the 0. the third pers. sing, has no terminations and the pi.

has the nom. pi. ^, which we have found in so many cases. The others

have the usual affixes. The optional %[ of the first pers. pi. appears

to be the adjectival sing. ^f. The B. first pers. has no termination;

the second has the same as those we examined in the case of the Past

tense and the third has the affixes of the regular Present. This

participle is similarly made the base of a Future tense in Sindhi;

but since its passive character was not forgotten by the Sindhis,

as by the Bengalis and the Oriyas, the Future tense it forms is the

Passive Future. The same terminations as those we have examined

before are appended to it as *nRf!% 'I shall be beaten', iffR? 'thou

shalt be beaten' and JTlft^I 'he will be beaten.' The third person

has, as before, no personal affixes. When the verb is intransitive

this participle is used only impersonally in the masc. sing., the agent

being in the instrumental. In M. however the potential participle

has preserved its old sense and is passive and impersonal, and, when

used as a base for verbal forms
,
takes only the second pers. sing,

affix fj and the pi. ft. Like the past participle when it is passive

it takes the gender and number of the object in the nom. and

the person and number of the agent in the instrumental, as ^
!3*J pstjWWi 'jpft ^MNI^T snTT Hi ^PTT fc<|te

' thou shouldst write a

work, read a book and do some other work.' When the object is in the

pi. we have fi^H, ^NMIM, ^f=rfa; and when the agent is in the pi.

and the object sing, we have f&fRRf, 3rei<ft?T 55TIRT; and when both are

in the pi. ffTt?T> elNHJId and fr<N'|d. When the verb is intransitive

it is impersonal i. e. has no Nom. with which it should agree, since

the object alone can be Nom.; but it takes the tf and ft of the agent

as ^ 3TT3NT g^fi 'STfcta. Dr. Trump and Mr. Beames (Jour. R. A. S.

Vol. VII), misled by the circumstance that in the B., 0. and S. the

^ is pronounced like 3|, have likened these forms to the Latin bo

and explain them as made up of the principal root and the Skr. *J.

But this latter has in none of the vernaculars assumed the form of 3

by dropping the vowel and the aspiration, nor are j or the aspirated
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consonants generally ever known to become the corresponding un-

aspirates. The genius of the Prakrits and their descendants is to

preserve the aspirate element and to drop the mute. In rare

cases the former is thrown on an adjoining letter, but never lost.

The usual form in which we have J is f. And this etymology

would not account for the fact that the forms with 3 are passive

in S.

In these verbal forms then we observe fresh instances of the law

of generalization or false analogy. For the Present and Future

tenses verbal or predicative forms, i. e. such as indicate the person
of the Nom., were wanted; and so great is the necessity of such

forms that we in M. make up such verbs as ^f^faT and ^cTnJ

agreeing with both the agent and the object as noticed above. But

the languages being in spite of this want condemned to use par-

ticiples only, they made the best of what they had and extended

the analogy of the old Pres., which they possessed, to the participles,

which they could not avoid, and thus applied the personal termina-

tions to the participles and made verbs of them. The B. and 0.

rather than make the verbs agree with the object, as the passive

nature of the participial base of the verb required, dropped the

passive character altogether and made the participles take the

personal terminations of the agent, while M. reconciles both and

makes the verbs based on the passive participles agree with the

person and number of the agent and the gender and number of

the object.

We have next to examine the forms that are made up by adding

independent words. There are not many of this class. The H.

and P. Future is constructed by affixing JTT sing., Jf pi- masc., and

f( sing, and iff pi. fern, to the forms of the Present. This jfl ap-

pears to be the past participle of 1JH and ordinarily it is used in

the form of *[%[. Participles of other roots also are in H. some-

times reduced to monosyllabic forms as ft f r f^t $1 f r $$'> tflese

are feminine and the corresponding masc. monosyllabic forms are

5f and ^|. We have seen that these S?Mft and ?fl-$t
are appended

to the obi. case form to make up the genitive in H. and P. Simi-

larly the participle JTl-jft is used * form tne Future, so that ^JTf

means 'gone that he may do.' The M. Future is formed by adding

|S or <3 to the old Present, as you will see from the following

forms:



Sing. PI. Sing. PI

1st

2nd

3rd

In the first pers. sing . 55 and the anusvara of ^f together form

^ as they do in several other cases; the pi. is the same as that of

the Pres. What is the nature of this 55 or 555 ? One 55 that is ap-

pended to the past participle we have already examined. There is

another appended in the Goan. and Mai. to the present part, and

the forms thus made up have past habitual and future sense.

Thus Goan. 3ft?n55t means 'he used to do' and tfc<355| Goan. and Mai.

'he will do.' In both cases the base is the present part., but in the

first it occurs in the augmented form or the form with the old Skr.

^. The pres. part, has in the 0., as we have seen, acquired a past
and in the S. a future sense, the germs of both of which are, as I

have explained, contained in its original signification, while here in

the Goan. it has both the senses. Now, as it was the practice, as I

observed in the last two lectures, to attach ^ and 55 or 555 optionally

to a great many words, the same word had often several forms

one without ^j, another with it, a third with 55, a fourth without it

and a fifth with both & and qj. These terminations did not signify

much originally but afterwards, when the words such as the pres.

part, began more and more to acquire distinct and diverse signi-

fications, one of the forms whether with or without 55 became identi-

fied with one sense and the other with another. Thus <Mdl<?l 5
made

up as it is by the addition of % which has left its 3T, and of 55, was

appropriated for the Habitual Past and *W<$\ without qj to the

Future. But that the new additions themselves originally were not

expressive of that sense is shown by the fact that the augmented
form ^Kfti in ft ^HSTT <TC spf ffj^ expresses past conditional in M. and

H., while it is the unaugmented ?R^f in G. in ^ qj?^ ft *TT3 *?RT which

conveys that sense. Thus then 55 was applied in M. to the Present

verbal forms also and, when the old Future was lost, these came to

be appropriated for the Future, just as the present participle with 55

came to have a future signification in the Goan. and Mai.

The other tenses are made up by adding the verbal forms of

auxiliary roots, but their etymological sense has not yet been forgot-
ten and they have suffered no phonetic corruption except in a few

cases. Hence they can easily be recognised. But the various ways
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in which they affect the sense of the principal root in the different

languages are not without interest. The auxiliaries are ft from Skr.

w the Skr am or 3TTH ,
more likely the latter, which assumes the

forms of V& B., R 0., ft G.,1 H. and P., vft M. and S., and Skr.

^qj from which the H. fl and the S. *ft are derived.

You will thus see that in this portion of their grammar the

vernaculars have only adapted the materials they inherited from the

Prakrits to their varying necessities according to the ways resorted

to by all the languages in the course of their development. They

have got nothing new and have simply given new shapes to the

old; and the proposition, that they are descended from the Prakrits,

holds good even here.



LECTURE Vll.

Relations between Sanskrit, Pali, the Prakrits

and the Modern Vernaculars.

Thus, gentlemen, have we surveyed the whole field of Indian Aryan

speech from the Vedic times to our own, and what is it we have found ?

The Vedic dialect lost a great many of its words and some gramma-
tical forms, its nouns and roots arranged themselves under definite

declensions and conjugations, and thus became what I have called

Middle Sanskrit. Till then there was no phonetic corruption except
in isolated instances. But after that time the process went on rapidly,

and words were altered in form principally by the law of the assimi-

lation of conjunct consonants and a few vowel changes. By the law of

generalization or false analogy the declensions and conjugations were

reduced to the prevailing types; some new words came into use and

a few old ones became obsolete, and thus the language arrived at a

stage of which the Pali, the sacred language of the Southern Bud-

dhists, and the inscriptions of As'oka afford us specimens. Then be-

gan a general use of attributive expressions for verbal forms, which

had its effect on the vernacular or derived languages also, and thus

while a good many of these forms went out of use in Sanskrit, the

number of tenses and moods in the derived languages was reduced to

three. In the meanwhile the processes which formed the Pali went

on, other laws of phonetic change, and principally that of the elision

of uninitial consonants and the reduction of aspirated ones to s, came

into operation. The use of analogy in the simplification of grammar
proceeded further, a few words of anon-Sanskrit origin were adopted,
and thus arose the Prakrits. There were several dialects of this

class, but the distinction between them was not great. After a while

in the Prakrits themselves new phonetic processes began, the chief of

which were the dropping of one of the assimilated consonants and in

most cases lengthening the preceding vowel, and the obviating of the

hiatus caused by the vowels brought together by consonantal elision by
combining them or inserting light semi-vowels between them. These

were carried on further, the declensional and conjugational terminations

were corrupted and mutilated, and the forms began to get confused;
case relations came to be expressed by connecting independent words
of pronominal forms with the genitive of the noun; and new verbal
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forms were constructed from the participles by appending the per-

sonal terminations on the analogy of the existing tenses, or by using

the roots indicative of existence as auxiliaries. About this time the

Prakrit speaking people came to be divided into independent commu-

nities, separated from each other by hills and rivers, or communi-

cation between them decreased; and therefore these several processes

of destruction and construction were carried on at a varying rate and

with a difference of detail in each; and thus grew up the modern

Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Sindhi, &c. This is the whole history. The

vernaculars have descended from the Prakrits, and the Prakrits from

Sanskrit; and since a language is transmitted from generation to

generation orally, if the modern dialects are spoken languages the

Prakrits must have been so, and if the Prakrits were spoken dialects

the Sanskrit must have been so.

But these conclusions have been denied by some scholars. Pro-

fessor H. H. Wilson says that the Prakrit of the plays is an artificial

modification of the Sanskrit language devised to adapt it to peculiar

branches of literature. And the reason he gives is that even in later

plays composed but a few centuries ago the Prakrit used is not the

vernacular of the day, but that which we find in the very earliest

work of the species. But he is by no means certain, and leaves the

question undecided. The reason advanced by him is evidently of no

weight. If I choose at this day to express my thoughts in Latin and

compose a treatise in that language instead of my vernacular, do,

that prove that that language is artificial ? Latin is sometimes s

used in Europe for literary purposes, though it is not the vernacular

of any country. Sanskrit playwriters of later ages, and even a stray

dramatist at the present day use the old Prakrits for their inferior

characters in orthodox obedience to the rules laid down by the

authorities on the histrionic art; and since the Prakrits, like Sanskrit

Latin, and other languages are preserved by means of grammars and

literary works, it is possible
to write in them as in these languages.

Mr Beames atone time expressed himself decidedly on this
,

point: "The Prakrit of the poets is clearly not a dialect that ever was

spoken" So Dr. Pischel, a German scholar: "I agree with !

Beames, that none of the Prakrits was ever a spoken language, *

that in order to learn what was the spoken language of the Aryans

we must turn principally
to the modern vernaculars.'

men, we have done; we have examined the vernaculars and found that

there is pot a rule about the changes of letters in passing from Sans
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krit into the Prakrit given by Vararuchi or Hemachandra, of

which instances are not found in the vernaculars. Of such as are

general the examples are abundant; and in a great many cases even

the words in which the change is of a special kind are preserved in

the vernaculars in their Prakrit form, slightly altered according to

the processes that afterwards came into operation. A good many of

the vocal peculiarities of the Pali and Prakrit speakers are preserved

by the speakers of the Gujarati, Marathi, Hindi, Sindhi, and Bangali. I

have already drawn your attention to the fact that the ordinary Gu-

jarati cannot pronounce $ or 3ft but makes ^ or 3ft of it, the Marathi

De'sastha or of
sj,

and the Sindhi and the Bangali ^?ar of
g-j,

and the

Hindi ^H or VI of it and
i-j

of the sibilant. The Bangali pronounces

a conjunct ending in ^ as a double consonant and preserves the old

Magadhi peculiarity of reducing all the sibilants to n, while the

Hindi still manifests the Pais'achi peculiarity of making fj
of or. The

case terminations in the forms they assumed in the Apabhrams'a
have been perserved, some in this dialect, some in that. All the

three Prakrit tenses do exist and none other; past time is expressed

in just the same way as in the Prakrits; the participles, the causals,

the passives, the denominatives, the nominal and verbal bases, and

the remnants of the Sanskrit conjugations are just as they were in

the Prakrits; and the new verbs and cases are formed out of Prakrit

materials only. Then again a good many of the Des'ya or non-

Sanskrit words that existed in the Prakrits are found in the

vernaculars.

Now if the Prakrits were not spoken dialects, what these scholars

probably mean is that they were artificial adaptations, as Professor

Wilson calls them. But we have seen that they grew up by such

natural laws as guide the development of any language whatever.

The development of the Prakrit dialects from Sanskrit is paralleled

by the development of the Romance languages from Latin. If the

Prakrit dialects are to be considered artificial, it is difficult to

conceive upon what principles they could have been constructed and
for what purpose. A conscious manufacture of a language would
be conducted upon some general principles and would not admit of

"

such isolated forms, not obeying ;any general rule, as we have

noticed. The analogies would be perfect; but on the contrary
we have seen that in the Pali and the Prakrits a good many forms
are made up according to a certain rule brought into use by an-

alogy, as for instance making the passive by adding $51 or far, while
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there are others winch are not thus constructed but have descended by

simple phonetic corruption of Sanskrit forms, as ^faf , ^<T| and

others. In all parts of grammar there are such forms, and these

have descended to the modern Vernaculars, as we have seen.

Again, if these had been artificial languages they would not

have been called after the names of provinces as we have seen they

were. I have given reasons for believing that though the difference

between the S'auraseni and the Maharashtri was not great, some

peculiarities of the former have been preserved by the modern Sindhi

Panjabi, Braja and Hindi, while the MaratM represents the old

Maharashtri, and some of the peculiarities of the Magadhi Prakrit are

distinctly observable, as we have seen, in some of the inscriptions of

As'oka, in which it would be absurd to suppose an artificial language

was used. And how, if they were not popular dialects, could the

idea of using them for women and the inferior characters in dramatic

plays have in the first place arisen ? That a poet should make cer-

tain persons in his work speak their peculiar dialect, especially when

that is an inferior dialect and likely to create mirth, is natural, and

this device is resorted to by writers in all countries. But it was

probably more from considerations of propriety than liveliness that

these languages began to be used by Sanskrit dramatists. For they

are no less particular about such proprieties, and of even the so-called

unities, than other nations. For one of the rules of the Art is that

one act should not contain the events of more than a day. Similarly

the minute directions about the use of certain Prakrit dialects in the
^

case of certain persons are explicable, only on the supposition that the

original idea was to represent in the drama a state of things actually i

existing in the world. For these varied reasons it admits of no ques-

tion whatever that the Prakrits of the poets and of the grammarians

were really at one time spoken languages. But it is of course not

meant that they were spoken just as we find them written, or that

they were necessarily spoken at the time when the poets that use them ,

flourished. The Prakrits became literary and dead dialects as

Sanskrit itself had before them, and, as already remarked they may

be used for literary purposes even now, if one wishes to do so.

distinction between the written Prakrits and the corresponding

spoken Prakrits cannot be greater than the usual distinction between

the language of books and that of ordinary life; and probably the

Prakrits of some of our early plays represent the vernaculars of the

time faithfully. I must not omit to mention that Mr. Beameshas
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considerably modified his opinion since he -wrote the article from

which the above extract is taken, for in the beginning of the Introduc-

tion to his Comparative Grammar he speaks of the Prakrits as spoken

languages, and attempts to account for the use of so many in the dra-

matic plays instead of setting it down to a mere fancy.

We will next proceed to consider the views that have been put

forth, opposed to the conclusions we have arrived at, as regards the

relation between Sanskrit and the Prakrits, and endeavour to deter-

mine that relation more definitely than we have done. Professor

Weber believes that in the Vedic times there were several dialects,

and that by a fusion of these a common language called the Sanskrit

was formed, while at the same time the dialects ran on their course

and formed the Prakrits. He says, "I incline to the opinion of those,

who deny that the Sanskrit Bhasha, properly so called, was ever the

common spoken language of the whole Aryan people, and assign it

to the learned alone. Just as our modern High German, arising out of

the ancient dialects of the Germans, reduced what was common to all

to universal rales and laws, and by the power of analogy obliterated all

recollection of varieties; and just as, on the other hand, these dialects

while they gradually degenerated often preserved at the same time

fuller and more ancient forms; so also the Vedic dialects became

partly combined in one stream, in which their individual existence

was lost, and so formed the regular Sanskrit Bhasha, and partly

flowed on individually on their own original (Prakrita) irregular

force, and continued to be the idioms of different provinces in the

corruption of which they participated. The Sanskrit language and

the Prakrit dialects had, therefore, a common and simultaneous

origin; the latter did not spring out of the former." Professor

Weber gives a few instances of Prakritised Sanskrit words from the

Vedic dialect, as he calls it, to show that the developments of the

Prakrits began then, but nearly all of these are from such works

as the Upanishads, which must be assigned to a very late period when
the language was in that confusion which we find in the Buddhistic

Gathas. Now if the development of Sanskrit and the Prakrits was

contemporaneous, how comes it that almost all the words and gramma-
tical forms in these latter dialects are manifest corruptions of Sanskrit

words and forms ? Professor Weber's theory does not account for this

fact, but this defect is supplied by Mr. Beames, who holds nearly the

same view as the Professor. He says, "The idea of a common language
is the creation of modern times, and the effect of the spread of li
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ture." "The most probable hypothesis is, that the Aryans from the ear-

liest times spoke many dialects, all closely akin, all having the same

family likeness and tendencies common to all, perhaps in every case

mutually intelligible, but still distinct and co-existent." In a note

we are told that this is probable but cannot be proved. The dialect

of the Vedic hymns was, he says, only one of these. Then "after a

time the Brahmans consciously and intentionally set themselves to

the task of constructing a sacred language, by preserving and

reducing to rule the grammatical elements of this Vedic tongue."

"They seized on the salient features of Aryan speech as contained in

all dialects, and moulded them into one harmonious whole." They

(the popular dialects) were anterior to Sanskrit, contemporary with

it, and they finally survived it. Nevertheless, Sanskrit is older than

the dialects. This sounds like a paradox, but it is true in two senses;

first, that "as ages rolled on, the vulgar dialects went on developing

into new forms, while Sanskrit remained fixed and fossilized for

ever." The second is, that though Panini, who is credited with this

feat of constructing the Sanskrit language, lived when the early

dialects were much changed, still among the Brahmans there was a

traditional memory of the ancient and then obsolete forms of many

words In teaching his pupils the true principles of speech,

Panini would naturally use these archaic words in preference to the

corruptions current around him, and thus the language which he, to

a certain extent, created, was in great part a resuscitation of anti-

quated terms."

To be able to estimate the views of these writers at their true

worth, it is necessary that we should try to fix the meaning of the

word dialect, which is the source of some confusion, and endeavour to

form some idea of the origin and growth of dialects generally.

If little differences are to be regarded as sufficient to constitute a

dialect there are as many dialects as human beings. For just

as no two human faces are exactly alike, no two men speak

exactly alike. Every one has his peculiarities
of pronunciation,

and is fond of particular words or turns of expression.

principle of individuality is strong in human nature, but

effects are counteracted by the principle of community, which guid

the development of human life; and the necessity of communication

compels a man to drop peculiarities in speech and to conform himself

to the prevailing model. Thus then, the individual differences come

to be minute and insignificant, and hence the language of a com*
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munity becomes practically one language. But, constituted as

communities generally, but not necessarily, are, they are composed
of classes; and there is not as much communication between

separate classes as within the limits of a class, and hence there

come to be class languages, or varieties of speech in the same

community. There may be many such classes; but the smaller ones

may be neglected, and we may distinguish between two large ones,

generally called the lower and the higher, or the uneducated and

educated classes. The languages of these differ, that of the lower

class being more subject to those laws of development, growth, or

corruption which I traced in the first lecture. Thus an uneducated

Englishman uses many such forms as "I knowed," "you says," formed

upon the prevailing analogies; and his pronunciation of a good many
words is corrupt, as "genlman" for "gentleman," "wot" for "what,"

"guvner" for "governor," &c. And in the same way the language of

the Marathi, Gujarati or Hindi lower classes is not the same as that

of the higher. But still the word dialect is not used in speaking of

these two varieties, one principal reason being that the language of

the lower classes is not acknowledged to have an independent exist-

ence. Again, when a community comes to have a literature, the

style that is used, as a rule, differs from the ordinary conversational

style. There are certain words, turns of expression, modes of

construction, and even solitary forms which, though used in conver-

sation, do not appear in books. Even these two varieties are not called

dialects. The dialects of a language therefore or kindred dialects,

as they may be called, are the languages of kindred communities,

which, while they possess a large body of common words and forms,

have also many others which are different, though in most cases the

roots from which these are derived are common to all. And accord-

ing to the proportion in which .the similar and dissimilar elements

are mixed, the dialects are more or less distant from each other.

The causes that divide men into distinct communities are the causes

that create dsitinct dialects. The laws of change and development
are always in operation in a language, in a changing condition of

society, and the processes of destruction or disappearance of old

words and forms and the construction or appearance of new ones,
are constantly going on. Hence, when after the separation of men
into distinct communities, communication between them is lessened,
these processes go on in a varied and dissimilar manner. The
conditions of life in their new habitations may also be different, and
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when they are so they bring about a varied linguistic development.

But though the processes of destruction and construction are always

going on in a language, they suppose that the society, whose language
it is, is moving and not stationary. The life of a community may,

however, be even and unvaried, in which case there will be little

change in its language. Or certain races may be very conservative,

and cling to the past with tenacity. Thus the Lithuanian peasants

of the present day have through a number of ages, though they pos-

sess nothing like a literature, preserved a good many old Aryan
words and forms in a purer condition than all their European neigh-

bours. So that even after men are divided into distinct communities

it is by no means necessary that distinct dialects should grow up.

They may or they may not. But the possibility of slight differences,

such as those which exist in the speech of the different classes of a

community, even when the dialect is the same, is not denied. Now,
if for the various reasons above indicated dialects have come into

existence, these continue until by the development of civilisation

and by political events kindred communities come to form a nation;

and then by increased communication and the growth of a common

literature these dialects are fused together, and one harmonious

language is formed; though, however, in remote quarters they may
continue to have an independent existence. The writers whom I

have quoted pay exclusive attention to this fact, of which there are

several instances in modern European history, the most notable of

which is the development of the modern German; and lay it down

as a universal proposition which requires no proof, that in an early

condition of society there must be a plurality of dialects, and there

could be no such thing as a common language. This seems to be the

opinion of Professor Max Miiller also. But if there was not one

common original dialect, whence are the common portion of the

words and forms of kindred dialects, and the common roots derived ?

And does not comparative philology itself, in its comparisons and

classifications, go upon the assumption that there was such a lan-

guage ? Thus then, since the creation of dialects depends on causes

and the causes may not exist, it will not do to assume that there

were several dialects in Vedic times without positive proof or even

positive indications. Several independent Aryan communities or

tribes may not have migrated into India, but only one. Or even if

more than one tribe came over they may have been, like the Lithu-

anian peasants, very conservative as regards their language. The
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circumstances we know about the language of the period do not

necessitate the supposition of a plurality of dialects. Besides, if

according to Professor Weber these originally existing dialects went

on in their own isolated course as the idioms of different provinces,

and became the Pali and the Prakrits, we should expect to find much

greater divergences between them, produced in the course of the

many centuries that elapsed between the Vedic period and that in

which they were as we now find them. But the distinction between

the dialects of the inscriptions of As'oka and even between the dif-

ferent Prakrits is by no means great, and concerns chiefly the

pronunciation of individual letters. The plea of linguistic conser-

vatism which I have before used in a certain case, cannot be brought

in here, since those early dialects resembling the language of the

Vedas, as they must have done if they existed, were already very

greatly corrupted in passing into the Pali or the Prakrits. Surely

such very extensive changes as from the Vedic to the Prakrit form,

if carried on in different provinces by different communities, must

occasion very great divergences, greater even than we find between

the modern vernaculars. For the degree of departure from the

old Prakrits which these last exhibit is not so great as that which

the Prakrits do from the Vedic dialect. The divergence ought
to be at least as great, but it certainly is not so.

Now the way in which the supposed contemporaneous develop-

ment of Sanskrit and the Prakrits is accounted for by Mr. Beames

is, as we have seen, this: That the Prakrits arose by a natural

development, while Sanskrit was created by the Brahmans, and

principally by Panini, out of the Vedic dialect, the salient points

of Prakrit speech, and by a resuscitation of antiquated terms.

Hence it contains the old words and forms from which those in

the Prakrits are derived. And this also accounts for the existence

of what Mr. Beames calls an Aryan but non-Sanskritic element

in the Prakrits, by which he probably means those few forms that

are not found in classical Sanskrit, but must be referred to the

Vedic dialect, or others that must be Aryan, though not found

either in classical or Vedic Sanskrit. Of the latter there are almost

no instances which may be regarded as beyond the possibility of

doubt. But such a theory is calculated to bring relief to a puzzled

philologist who, not knowing to what Sanskrit word to trace any
Prakrit or Vernacular word, will at once get out of the difficulty

by putting it down as an Aryan word not found in Sanskrit. But
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how is it possible to create such a language as the Sanskrit out of

the elements indicated by Mr. Beames ? A literary style, as dis-

tinguished from a conversational style, is what one can understand,

but a language which never had anything to correspond to it in

ordinary vernacular speech, but is simply created, is inconceivable.

And if the creation of a sacred language was the conscious and

deliberate aim of the Brahmans, and Panini resuscitated old or

obsolete words, why did they or he not include in the new language

all the innumerable old obsolete Vedic words and grammatical forms,

which would have, from the very reverence that was paid to the

Vedas, rendered their invention more sacred ;
and why should they,

instead of doing so, have distinguished between a Chhandasa or

Vedic, and Bhasha or popular, speech ? And, if the inventors seized

all the salient features of the pdpular dialects, would they have left

a.few but striking Vedic peculiarities in the popular speech, such

as the absolutive in c^R or
fjjr, unrepresented in their new language ?

And how could they from the popular dialects, in which the con-

jugations and declensions were reduced to fewer types, construct the

innumerable forms of the Sanskrit noun or verb, the Perfects, the

Aorists and the lost tenses or moods ? And what must have been

the basis of the incalculable Taddhita or nominal, andKrit or verbal

derivatives, which have left but few traces in the Prakrits ? Even

the Vedic dialect is not calculated to afford much help. For if the

grammar of the later Sanskrit had been framed by the conscious

inventors upon the model of the Vedic, the declensions, conjugations,

and the derivatives would have been like the Vedic ; whereas, as a

matter of fact, the differences are great, and some of these I pointed

out in the first lecture. There remains the' third alternative, that

there was a traditional memory of these forms. But why should

they have been committed to memory when there was no motive ?

The sacred formulas which Mr. Beames says were orally transmitted

do not, if they were the same as those that have come down to us,

contain a large number of such forms ; and, if they were different,

they are simply imaginary. And, though the Vedas were and are com-

mitted to memory, the literally incalculable number of case forms,

verbal forms, Taddhitas, and Kridants, in the absence of any general

rules which were laid down afterwards, as the theory supposes, by

the grammarian creators of the languages, it is thoroughly impossible

to commit to memory,-impossible, as the great author of the

Mahabhashya say,s, even for Indra, with Brihaspati for his teacher

and a thousand celestial years during which to learn them, Of
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course it is a different thing -when they are current in a language
which one learns from his childhood, though even in this case very

few know all the words and forms which are current in their own

country, and nearly all only such as they are immediately concerned

with. And what is the evidence for the truth of this theory?

Absolutely none is given. It is simply the vague feeling of an indivi-

dual or individuals, and not a conclusion arrived at after a deliberate

weighing of evidence ;
while it sets at naught the clearest evidence

available in the works of the grammarians themselves, which I shall

presently adduce. The theory, therefore, is utterly untenable, and

the contemporaneous development of Sanskrit and the Prakrits

derived from it, to account for which it was invented; is an impossi-

bility. Professor Aufrecht, though he does not believe in a plurality

of Vedic dialects, derives the Prakrits from the Vedic language, and

assigns Sanskrit to schools of the learned, but does not explain its

genesis. Those who believe the Vernacular dialects to be derived

directly from the Vedic must explain the origin of classical Sanskrit

in some such way as Mr. Beames has done
;
there is no other way.

Dismissing feelings which we have been considering so long, we
will for a time examine the reason or reasons that are given for

doubting the derivation of the Pali and the Prakrits from Sanskrit.

Thus Professor Childers, in the preface to his Pali Dictionary,

states the relations between Sanskrit and Pali in the following

lucid manner :

" If we compare Pali with classical Sanskrit, we find that about

two-fifths of the vocabulary consists of words identical in form with

their Sanskrit equivalents, as Ndga, Buddha, Niddna. Nearly
all the remaining words present a more or less late or corrupted

form..., ,......Words of the above two classes nearly exhaust the

Pali vocabulary ;
but there remains a small though important re-

siduum of forms distinctly older than Sanskrit, and found only
in the oldest known Sanskrit, that of the Vedas. Nay, I do not

feel sure that Pali does not retain a few precious relics older than

the most ancient Sanskrit, and only to be explained through the

allied Indo-Germanic languages. It results from all this that Pali

cannot be derived from Sanskrit
; both, though most intimately con-

nected, being independent corruptions of the lost Aryan speech which

is their common parent ; but that Pali is on the whole in a decidedly
later stage than Sanskrit, and, to adopt a metaphor popularised
by Max Muller, stands to it in the relation of a younger sister." Then
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in a footnote lie gives these Vedic forms in the Pali : the infinitive in

tave, &B kdtave "for doing," the absolutive or gerund in tvdna, as

katvdna "having done." These two terminations, however, occur only

occasionally, the usual ones are the Sanskrit turn and tvd. The next

two, imassa, genitive singular of ayavn, and gonain, genitive plural of

go "a cow," I consider as made up by false analogy, as I have

already indicated; tinnam, genitive plural of tri, is similar. Then vidtl

from vid to know and meaning "one who knows;" divo, which is

masculine in the Veda and in the Pali, while it is feminine in

Sanskrit
;
the Imperative first person plural in dmase as in yamdmase,

" I shall or may restrain
"
kasdmase,

" I shall or may plough ;" the

Imperfect akd of karoti from the Vedic akat. Pali has the Vedic /,

but this is a sound natural under certain circumstances, since we

have it in Marathi and Gujarat!, and ktikam corresponding to the

Vedic Jcuha. The Vedic Instrumental plural termination of nouns

in 3T is retained in the Pali and also corrupted to eU. Professor

Childers, however, thinks it is corrupted from the Sanskrit ablative

bhyas. I agree with those who derive it from the Vedic affix. To

these may be added the Prakrit goif "he does," in which there is a

remnant of the fifth conjugation, while the root belongs to the eighth

class; and also the affix rm of abstract nouns, while it is & in

ordinary Sanskrit. Prakrit possesses qpr or 3W corresponding to

the Pali ^H or and the instrumental affix ^f|.

Then in another note Professor Childers gives the Pali

"heavy" or "great," while Sanskrit has g$, though the >R appears

in the Sanskrit comparative and superlative forms I(IM^ and 1FS-

The 3f is seen in the Greek word Banls and Latin gravis. The Po-

tential 3K* "let him be," is also said not to have anything to

correspond to it in Sanskrit; but it may be traced to the Vedic

subjunctive or 5JZ, 9TC% or regarded as a corruption of 3**^ for

Sanskrit ^13, the 3T though dropped in Sanskrit being brought over

by analogy from the singular of the other tenses. He also gives $*,

while Sanskrit has 55, which is doubtful, and also *s*ft "everywhere"

the ft in which corresponds iojlin some Greek words. The Pali ft

is the locative singular of the root, the instrumental singular of

which is preserved in the Sanskrit ^T in ^^T, qg^T &c. Of these

the Prakrits have TR in such words as JP53T, TT^ &CM an(* !*

Here the question is reduced to a point. Two-fifths of the

words in the Pali are pure Sanskrit, the rest are corrupt Sanskrit,

while there are about six or seven forms which ar lost in classical
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Sanskrit but exist in Vedic Sanskrit; and there are one or two which

exist in neither. The dialect then from which the Pali was corrupt-

ed or immediately sprang, granting for a moment that it was differ-

ent from the Sanskrit, had two-fifths of its words exactly like those in

Sanskrit, and the other three fifths from which the Pali corrup-

tions were derived were also exactly like Sanskrit, but it con-

tained these eight or nine forms which Sanskrit has lost. In other

words, Pali itself, if we take the original forms of the corrupt three-

fifths of its words into consideration, is exactly like Sanskrit but for

these nine forms. Is the dialect for this difference to be considered

an independent dialect ? Is the distinction enough to entitle the

Pali or its supposed immediate parent to be considered a dialect, that

is, a language, elaborated, according to the definition given before,

from the ancient speech by a community distinct from that which

elaborated the Sanskrit ? If one thinks it is, he may do so, and regard
the Pali as a distinct dialect; but he must for the same reason con-

sider Surat Gujarati and Ahmedabad Gujarati; Komkani Marathi

and Dekkani Marathi; or the Marathi, Gujarati, English and any other

language as spoken by the uneducated classes of the population, and

as spoken by the educated, to be distinct dialects of the same ancient

speech. In the same community, as I have observed, varieties of

speech may or do prevail and must prevail, but the distinction be-

tween them is not enough to constitute them distinct dialects; where-

fore Sanskrit and the immediate parent of the Pali or the uncorrupt
Pali must be considered as one language, even though the latter

contained a few more ancient forms; and if both were one, the Pali

must be regarded as a daughter of Sanskrit and not its sister. Some
of its few peculiarities it may have derived from the spoken variety
of Sanskrit, and the rest from that in use among the inferior classes.

It often happens that the lower classes sometimes retain an old word
or form after it has been given up by those above them, whence it is

likely that the Pali was corrupted from the language of those classes.

And as a matter of fact it was for a long time the speech of the un-

educated, as will be presently shown. These observations apply to
the later Prakrits also

; wherefore, if these derived languages were

spoken, that from which they were derived, j. e.
: Sanskrit, must have

been a spoken language also.

And, independently of this consideration, there is positive evi-
dence that Sanskrit was a spoken language. Yaska in the Nirukta

frequently refers to the Vedic dialect and to another called Bhasha,
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the peculiarities of which mentioned by him are observable in clas-

sical Sanskrit. Panini in his Grammar gives a good many rules which

are exclusively applicable to the dialect of the Vedas, to which he

refers by using the words Chliandas, Nigama, Mantra, and Brdhmana,

and others which are applicable
to the Bhasha alone, but by far the

largest number of his sutras have reference to both. Now, since

Bhasha, or the ordinary Sanskrit, is thus distinguished from the

dialect of the Vedas, it must be the language in use at the

when these writers lived. Bhasha," as used by them, is a proper

name, but in later Sanskrit it acquired a generic signification and

meant language generally.
The root from which the word is derived,

sonifies" to speak," wherefore the original sense of the word as a

proper noun must have been the "speech" or "the spoken language

And, because this was its signification,
it afterwards came to denote

"explanation." When we ask for an explanation of something that

is obscure and unintelligible, what we mean is that the sense should

be expressed to us in the ordinary language of men, a language t

we can understand. Thus such a sentence as f^TSW^I *T TNT,

means "what is the Vernacular of folWW," an expression smnls

to
" what is the English of it ?

"

P^nini refers certain points expressly to popular usage,

gays that the names of countries are conventional, and no gra,

Jtical analysis should be given of them, because i is fictitious

these should be used as we find them used Similarly he says

grammarians should not make rules to teach such things as these.-

That the two words of a compound express the thing denoted by

the principal
word as qualified by the -- of the subordmate

D tn-n ^tanre TnTT^*, a compound of Uft^ a ting- ana
word* as tor instance, <J^I;J^>T)

"a man", does not denote "a king," but "a man," and not "man

V7i In no i e a king's man or omcer; ana.

^IseTndthe termination' -pre^e
sense of the termina-

tion as qualified by that of the base; as *ni* ".gn.fies
not W

child and not a child alone but a child as connected *<
Upagu-'s Li For the signiEcations

of words are to be learnt

from usage. ,,

I the introduction to the Mahabhashya
Pata^aU

tells us, tbrt
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clared useless is the grammar both of the Vedic and classical Sanskrit;

and the depreciators of the science profess to derive a knowledge of

the first dialect from the Vedic books, and of the second not from

other books but from popular usage. Hence Sanskrit must have

been in the times of those two grammarians a spoken language.

Similarly in the passage from the same work which I placed

before you in the first lecture, you will remember that the objector

(or piirvapaJestiin) argues that, since usage is the authority upon
which the grammarians go, certain verbal forms which are no

longer used by people ought not to be taught by the grammarians,
and says that instead of those verbal forms participles are employed.
The principal teacher (Siddlidntin) does not deny the facts, but

refers the objector to the vast literature of the language, where he

may find them used, though obsolete at the time. It is evident

from the whole passage, that Sanskrit was then a spoken language

though some of its verbal forms had fallen into desuetude. I have

also shown that the language was considerably changed between

the times of Panini and Katyayana, and called the Sanskrit that

prevailed when Panini and Yaska flourished Middle Sanskrit, and

that which was current in the time of Katyayana Classical Sanskrit.

Now these changes from the one form to the other could not have

taken place if the language had been dead or petrified into a merely

literary language.

I am at a loss to see why some scholars should find it so difficult

to believe that Sanskrit was a vernacular. If its declensions and

conjugations are considered too complicated for the langiiage of

everyday life, it must not be forgotten that such a fact did not pre-
vent the ancient languages of Europe from becoming spoken lan-

guages. And this objection would do equally well against -the Vedic

dialect, which, or others like which, are regarded as the vernaculars

of their times, and which are richer in inflexions than the later

Sanskrit. Then it is held that the artificial regularity of Sanskrit

makes it improbable that it should have been a vernacular. Where
is this artificial regularity ? On the contrary, it is the absence of

regularity that renders its grammar so difficult and complicated.
There is a freedom in the choice of words, expressions, and forms.

In every department of its grammar there are innumerable optional

forms; nouns and verbal roots are often declined and conjugated in

several ways. One same root in a good many cases forms its special
tenses in more ways than one, and in the nominal derivatives, the
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verbal derivatives, the formation of the feminine, and the uses of

oases and tenses there is a freedom which some may consider a license.

The only difference is, that Sanskrit has had the most perfect gram-

marians in the world, who observed all the facts of their language

and laid them down as unchangeable facts, and it is this which gives

that language a stiffened appearance. Then the Samdhis or euphonic

combinations of letters, which are necessary in Sanskrit, are regarded

as inconsistent with the character of a spoken language. It is, however,

not denied that such combinations are observable in all languages,

and paticularly so in Latin and Greek ;
but it is urged that in

Sanskrit there is a regularity or universality about them which is

not found anywhere else. It should not, however, be forgotten that

Samdhi in the same word and the same compound, and of a preposi-

tion with a root is alone necessary. Between different words it is

optional, which means that it was on occasions neglected. Now

Samdhi in the same word is necessary by a law of nature. The

Sanskrit does not allow a hiatus ;
and this is a characteristic of most

of the modern idioms also. Some languages, such as our Prakrits

and the old languages of Europe, tolerate it. But the euphonic com-

bination of consonants in the same word is necessary even in Latin;

as in rex = reg-s, scriptus = scrib-tus, cinctum=cing-tum >
lectum =

leg-turn, tractum from traho, though the h like the Sanskrit f stands

for an original gh; d and t combine to form an s, as defendo, de-

fensum; sedeo, sessum; claudo, clausum; &c. Prepositions are really

parts of words, and hence by the same law they also must form one

harmonious soand with the initial letter of the word to which they

are attached; and modern vernaculars have got corruptions of the

combined words, which shows that they must have been used in those

forms in the colloquial Sanskrit. Sk. qfof, Pr. qg, M. qpsz; Sk.

aJSmUHI, Pr. q*n?3TT<JT, H. qf^R; Sk. 9f^, Pr. STW5, M. ST^, &c.

Now, as to compounds, this peculiarity of the Sanskrit has been

carried to an extravagant extent by later writers, but Panini allows

only certain formations of this nature. These grew up as indepen-

dent words in the language, and hence, in the matter of Samdhi

were treated like other words. In the spoken language the eu-

phonic combinations we have been considering were not consciously

made but the words themselves acquired those forms by habitual

use in the same manner as in other tongues. The grammarians,

however, discovered and laid down these rules; and the practice of

using them in books even in combining different words gained

37
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ground, though, however, many instances in which there is no such

Samdhi are found in the Itihasas and the Puranas. But if in col-

loquial speech such a combination was not possible, the grammarians

do not enjoin that it should be made; and very probably it was

not made.

And traces of many expressions, which only a colloquial use of

language can generate, have been preserved, not so much in the

literature, as by the grammarians. Such is one expressive of an

intensive or excessive action, composed of the Imperative second

person form of a root repeated, followed by a verbal form of the

same in any tense of the Indicative and in any person or number;

as ^R ?ar^ffi STRra, l^- "eat, eat, he eats," i. e. eats much, f^ film
q^jf?f "do, do, he does," i. e. does much. This expression exists in

Marathi and is considered so colloquial that no Marathi grammarian
has noticed it, as m[ **T *3Trft, *fiT^ ^JT^t, in which, as in Sanskrit,

^ and *UT are forms of the Imperative second person singular.

A similar expression is used when several actions are attributed to

the same agent; as afrtf
*J|F ^n^ fa VJRP til^taWMtJHglft "eat

rice, drink barley water, devour fried grain, in this way he fills his

stomach"; which in Marathi is *TKT *f^ %*T qt 35m\ ^T 3W <fe *TT^t- In

this case the Indicative should signify a general action of which the

Imperatives denote the species, and we may have here ^J^rfft "does"

instead of 3n:q3ftf?t Similarly those innumerable expressions

consisting of a form made up by adding 3fn, technically org??, to a

root, preceded by a noun, and of a verbal form of the same root

must be colloquial; as f^TUff ^Tgtffir "holds by the hand,"

"he perishes," 3?^^ *JL "eats a stomachful,"

"I will eat as I eat (as I like), what have you
to do with it ?" &c. Etymologically ^^'JI^H, ^^fSTraft &c are accusa-

tives, and they may in these cases be called cognate accusatives, and

the expressions somewhat resemble such ones in English, as " run a

race," "walk a walk," "die a death," &c. The compounds ^^Rff^
1

,

^IT%T% &c. meaning "a scuffle in which there is a brandishing of

sticks and seizing each other by the hair;" and a great many others

made up of Imperative forms of verbs, or of a verb and its object,

which are used as nouns, are of a nature suited for the purposes
of a light conversation ;

as ajgr ^T^Hl^l ^1 "
'eat and enjoy' is

the rule here," s^ntfRTftsKU 3^ "
'eat and drink' is the rule here,"

*T|
" 'take out and give' is what takes

place in the house of that bountiful man," srffeftE^qq "he is one who
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constantly says, 'strike the sheafs of corn' ",

welcome to thee' is the practice", &c.

Sanskrit was not the only language spokpn in the times of

Katyayana and Patanjali. In the Mahabhashya there are several

passages -which contain allusions to a dialect arising from a

corruption of Sanskrit. Thus, in the comment on the Vartika

SiddJie S' abddrfiiasavibandlie, we are told, with reference to

the question, whether words are created or exist of them-

selves, that Panini's rules suppose that they are not created

but exist of themselves; and so is the relation between them

and the things they denote, i. e. their power of expression,

uncreated and self-existent; and, according to another interpretation

of the Vartika, the things also which words denote are so. How is

it known that all these are self-existent ? Because in the affairs of

the world or in ordinary life men think of certain things and use

words to express them; they do not set about producing words before

doing so. But this is not the case with those things that are

created and not self-existent. If a man wishes to do something with

an earthen pot, he goes to the house of a potter and says, "Make a

pot for me, I have to do something by its means." Now, if he has

to use words, he does not in the same way go to the house of a

grammarian and say, "Make words, I want to use them"; but

immediately that he thinks of this thing and that 'he uses words

[for expressing them]. Well then, if words are to be taken from

ordinary life [and are not made by grammarians], what is it that

the Sastra [grammar] does ? "The Sastra lays down a restriction by

observing which a man may attain religious merit. It does what

other Sastras in ordinary life do. Thus, while it is possible to

satisfy hunger by eating anything whatever, it is enjoined that one

shall not eat a domesticated fowl or pig; and the object is, that

he may by regulating his conduct thus attain religious merit. In

the same way this Sastra (grammar) tells us that, while it is possi-

ble to express one's meaning by using correct words or incorrect

words, correct ones alone which it teaches should be used to secure

the religious merit arising therefrom." After this follows the dis-

cussion translated in the first lecture; and then we have another of

which the following is a portion.

PURV. Does religious merit arise from a knowledge of correct

words or from their use ?

SID. What is the difference ?
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Punv. If you say religious merit arises from their knowledge,

religious demerit also must arise. For he, who knows what words

are correct, also knows what words are incorrect. If merit results

from the knowledge of those that are correct, demerit must result

from the knowledge of those that are incorrect. Or greater demerit

must arise [from their knowledge], as the number of incorrect

words is larger, and that of correct words smaller. For the corrup-

tion of one correct word are manifold; as, for instance, the corrup-

tions of the correct word aft are JiHl, jffafr, *n<TT> JTIMW&*! &c. And
the Rishi also indicates (in a passage which is quoted) that the

restriction as to correct words concerns their use [and not know-

ledge].

SID. Well, then, let it be that religious merit arises from their

use [and not from knowledge].

PURV. If from their use the whole world would obtain heavenly

felicity.

SID. And now why should you be jealous if the whole world

obtain heavenly felicity ?

PUBV. No, certainly, I am not jealous. But what I mean is,

that it thus becomes useless to make any effort; such effort only as

is fruitful should be made. If you get the fruit without any effort,

the effort is useless. [The effort meant is that involved in the study

of grammar, i. e. of correct words. People use some correct words at

least without studying grammar, and, if eternal felicity results from

the use of such words, they get it without making the effort of study-

ing the subject.]

SID. "Why, verily those who make the effort will largely use

correct words, and will obtain a large amount of heavenly felicity.

PURV. That the fruit does not follow the effort is also an ob-

served fact. For there are persons who though they have made
the effort are seen to be incompetent [in the use of correct words],
while others, who have not, are competent; wherefore it is possible,

the fruit, i. e. heavenly felicity, may not follow.

SID. Well then, religious merit arises not from knowledge
alone, neither from use alone.

PURV. From what then ?

SID. Heavenly felicity arises from the use of correct words
when it is accompanied by the knowledge, that they are correct,

derived from a study of the Sastra.
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And thus it goes on.

Now it is clear from all this that correct words, i. e. Sanskrit,

was spoken in those days by all, but that incorrect words had got

mixed up with it, and the object of grammar was to teach how

to avoid incorrect words or corruptions, though there were men

who could speak correctly without knoAving grammar. And this is

the state in which more or less all languages are at all times; and

ven at the present day the purpose of grammar is considered

to be to teach how to speak correctly. By the way, it will be

seen how Sanskrit grammarians distinctly declare that they

teach nothing that does not exist, they do not create words, but

separate the correct ones from such as are incorrect. But

what did Patanjali consider to be the standard of correct

Sanskrit, who was it that spoke the language correctly, and in

whose speech were corruptions observable ? This is clear from

another passage at the beginning of the third pada of the first

chapter of the Mahabhashya. Patanjali interprets the sutra tfcTT^t

v^f?i^: (I, iii, 1.) in a manner to yield such a connotative definition of

a dhatu or root as this, that a dhatu is that which denotes action

or being. Then a question is raised, if this is the way to distin-

guish a root why should a list of roots be given; in other words, if

we have got a connotative definition, a definition by enumeration

is not wanted. In this case there is a difference of opinion between

Katyayana and Patanjali.

PURV. If you have given a connotative definition now, enu-

meration should not be made, i. e. a list of roots should not be giveu.

SID. It should be made.

PURV. What for ?

SID. The enumeration of [the verbal roots] bhu and others

should be made for the purpose of excluding nouns (pratipadika)

and the verbs that begin with 3TTTW^- [ *' ? If the roots are not

actually enumerated, nouns also which express action or being may
come under the connotative definition. In the same way it will

extend to roots used in ordinary life, which are not Sanskrit, such

as sipnqilft and others.]

PURV. What verbs are those which begin with SfTOiqqift ?

SID. 3?PTW3, ^gfft and ^2f?r. And enumeration should also be

made in order that the anubandhas or indicatory letters and accents

of roots may be made known; t. e. that one may know what the
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accents and indicatory letters of roots are. It is not possible to

know the accents or indicatory letters unless the roots are enumerated.

[Anubandhas are certain letters attached to roots to denote some

conjugational or other peculiarity belonging to them.]

PURV. Now those roots whose accents are capable of being

inferred, i. e., are 3^fTT, and which have no anubandhas, but still

are inserted in the list, may be omitted from it. [ i. e. When those

roots which have the 3TjJ^!rT accent are enumerated, it may be in'-

ferred that the rest have the other or 3^lrT accent. ]

SID. Even those should be enumerated in order that STPT^frf

and others [i. e., corrupt Sanskrit roots] may be excluded.

Hereupon Patanjali disagrees with Katyayana and says:

PAT. No, 3flunT*lt^r and others will be excluded, because the

usage of the educated or Sishtas is to be followed. This usage of

the Sishtas must be necessarily referred to in other cases even; for

instance, in order to exclude the altered forms of those roots that

are enumerated. For in ordinary life they use ^?fa for $fa and f^%
for

"$fo- [The sense is, that since in grammar we follow the usage
of the Sishtas or educated, these verbs ^|umi|f^, gfijrf^ and cjsjsft, and

also qjfa for fffo and f^Rf for % which are not used by them will

necessarily be excluded from our connotative definition; hence for

the purpose of excluding them enumeration is not wanted. ]

Now swnqjjf^ is a corruption of the Sanskrit aflgmqfi), ^gft
of 3rRf, and ^ffa of q^%, % Aim. being replaced by {3 Parasm., and

^5wof$r, and f^*^ of <?5r. These and such other corruptions were

in use at the time, but Patanjali clearly lays down that they were

not used by the Sishtas or educated people, and therefore they be-

longed to the language of the vulgar. Now all these roots are

found in the Pali in these very forms, afluiqqffl being, however,

*nuimqfa; but the reading in the MSS. and the Benares lithographed
edition which I have consulted is faulty. So also of the corruptions
of the word iff given by our author, we find lf|eft in Professor

Childers's Pali Dictionary, and jffOT the masculine of jfl'tft Thus

our grammarians recognise one language only, the Sanskrit, and

these words and forms which are found in the Pali they assign to

the speech of the vulgar.

In another passage still we are told more definitely who the

Sishtas were that spoke the Sanskrit language correctly without

studying Panini's grammar, and whose usage was the standard of
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correctness. Panini's Sutra VI. iii, 109, lays down that such words

as ^t^T should be regarded as correct in the form in which they

are npadishta, i. e., used or uttered; the changes in them such as

the elision, or augmentation, of letters or the alteration of their

forms do not obey any general rules laid down by him, but still the

words exhibiting those changes should be taken as correct, just as

they are used. Now the Purvapakshin raises the question.

PURV. What is meant by upadishta ?

SID. Uttered (used).

PURV. How does it come to mean that ?

SID. The root 'dis'' signifies 'uttering.' One utters (uses),

letters, and says that they are thus upadislita.

PURV. By whom upadishta ( uttered or used) ?

SID. By the Sishtas.

PuRV. Who are the Sishtas ?

SID. The grammarians.

PURV. How so ?

SID. The character of a S*ishta is conferred upon one by the

knowledge of the science (Sastra) ;
and the grammarians know the

science [of grammar].

PURV. If a man is made Sishta by the science, and .'the science

depends upon a man's being Sishta, this is reasoning in a circle.

An argument in a circle does not hold. [The circle is, one is Sishta,

and consequently an authority in matters of language if he has

studied grammar ;
and grammar itself depends on the usage of the

Sishtas. ]

SID. Well, then, the character of a Sishta is conferred upon

one by the country in which he lives and by his conduct. That sort

of conduct must be associated with residence in Aryavarta alone (lit,

that sort of conduct must be in Aryavarta alone).

PURV. Which is Aryavarta ?

SID. The country which is to the east of the Adara, west of

Kalakavana, south of the Himalaya, and north of the Pariyatra. Those

Brahmans in this country of the Aryas who do not store up riches

(lit. who keep only so much grain as is contained in a jar), who are

not greedy, who do good disinterestedly, and who without any effort

are conversant with a certain branch of knowledge are the worshipful
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PURV. If, then, the Sishtas are an authority as regards lan-

guage, what function does the Ashtadhyayi (Panini's grammar) per-

form ?

SID. The purpose of the Ashtadhyayi is to enable ug to find out

the Sishtas.

PURV. How is it possible to find out the Sishtas by means of

the AshtMhyayi P

SID. A student of the Ashtadhyayi finds a man who has not

studied the book using words just as they are taught in the

Ashtadhyayi. He then thinks,
"
Verily, this man possesses some

good luck or innate nature by means of which, though he lias not

studied the Ashtadhyayt, he uses words just as they are taught in

that book. Verily he knows other words also" [not taught in the

Ashtadhyayi, such as
<gfa$ ]. Thus, the purpose of the Ashta-

dhyayi is to enable one to find out who is a Sishta [ in order that he

may refer to him and learn such words as do not obey the rules laid

down by Panini,but still are correct].

Here then we have the clearest possible evidence that Sanskrit

was the vernacular of holy or respectable Brahmans of Aryavarta or

Northern India, who could speak the language correctly without the

study of grammar. The corrupt language mentioned by Patanjali

which was composed of correct and incorrect words, that is, a dialect

like the Pali, must, therefore, have been the vernacular of the other

classes. And this is what you may say even with regard to the

modern vernaculars. Who is it that speaks good or correct Marathi ?

Of course, Brahmans of culture. The language of the other classes

is not correct Marathi. The word Sishta may be translated by
" a

man of education or culture;" and this education or culture has, since

remote times, been almost confined to Brahmans. Thus the dialects

of the inscriptions of ASoka and the Pali were the vernaculars of the

non-Brahmanic classes; but a greater importance must evidently
have been attached to them in the times of Aoka than is now as-

signed to the Marathi of the non-Brahmanic classes, since they are

used by him in the inscriptions. They are, however, not recognized
as independent languages by our grammarians who treated them as

we treat the Marathi of the lower classes; but they were in -use and
bore the same relation to Sanskrit that low Marathi does to high

Marathi, the English of the lower classes in England to the speech
of the higher. And the English of the lower classes contains, as we
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have seen, a great many such grammatical forms as "I knowed,
"

and "you says,
"
along with others that are correct.

It is on account of the mixture of such correct words and forms

with others that were incorrect that the Pali was not regarded as an

independent dialect. The case was different with the Prakrits.

They assumed a more settled and fixed character, and were used

over a larger area, and thus came to be considered and treated as

separate languages. But the propagators of Buddhism, who, like all

teachers of a new religion, addressed themselves to the lower or un-

educated classes, soon raised this speech into importance. They wrote

their religious works in it, and in the course of time it became their

sacred language ;
but it is unknown in India as an independent

tongue. From these passages in the Mahabhashya, therefore, it is

clear that it is by no means true, as is generally supposed, that Sans-

krit had ceased to be a spoken language when the Pali arose. The

two varieties of speech existed side by side; but as education and

culture retrograded the number of Sanskrit speakers gradually de-

creased, and the lower variety went on spreading itself over a wider

area, and developed into the Prakrits.

This contemporaneous existence of the Sanskrit and the Pali

and the Prakrits as the spoken languages of two classes of the com-

munity explains, and is therefore confirmed by, several facts that we

noticed before. If when the Pali arose Sanskrit became a dead lan-

guage, it could not influence the grammar of the low dialects.

Though words from a language that has ceased to be spoken may be

adopted into a spoken dialect, the grammar remains intact. Even a

living language, if it is foreign, -does not affect it. But we have seen

that the gradual disappearance of verbal forms is a phenomenon com-

mon to both Sanskrit and the Prakrits, and that the latter derived

some grammatical forms from the former, which they did not possess

when they were in the stage represented by the Pali. This could

not have been the case if the two languages, Sanskrit and Pali, had

not existed as two varieties of the varnacular of a homogeneous com-

munity. The fact that Sanskrit words are so greatly corrupted as to

be difficult of recognition and are set down as DeSyas by the native

grammarians,
while others can easily be traced to their original

forms, also points to the same conclusion. Those that are greatly

corrupted were early adopted into the language, and removed from

subsequent influence. Most of the others, that exhibit only the ordi-

nary changes, are such as denote elementary notions, and must there-

38
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fore Lave been adopted as early as those of the first sort. But, be-

cause they were such elementary words, they were heard again and

again in their original forms as used by the higher classes
;
and thus

a further corruption was prevented; and they exhibit only such

changes as were necessitated by the vocal habits of the Prakrit

speakers. Another fact is the use of Sanskrit for the higher cha-

racters in the plays, and of Prakrit for women and the lower ones.

This supposes that when the idea first originated, and for a consider-

able period subsequent to it, though not afterwards when dramatic

plays were written more according to rule than with a view to exhi-

bit any existing state of things, women and persons in a low condi-

tion could understand Sanskrit, but not speak it. It was the same

with Sanskrit then, as it is with Marathi, for instance, now. A
Chitpavni or Malvani woman speaks in her own dialect when con-

versing with an educated Maratba, but understands the standard

Marathi that he uses, though she cannot speak it hereself. And
this is the case everywhere ;

a person in a low condition understands

what is said to him by one belonging to the higher classes, but can-

not himself speak like him, and must use his own variety of the

language. Thus then at the time, when the earliest Sanskrit

dramatic plays were written, that language must have been in

vernacular use to such an extent as to be intelligible to uneducated

persons. And that educated dramatic characters do actually speak

it shows that those whom they represent used it in real life. Again,

the dramas were composed to entertain an audience, and were actually

acted. If the audience did not understand Sanskrit, as well as

Prakrit, the poet defeated his own purpose by making some of his

characters speak in that language.

Sanskrit went on gradually losing ground, the number of those

who spoke it grew smaller and smaller, and after a time it ceased

to be used by anybody for the ordinary concerns of life, though even

now Pandits carry on their disputations in it. But at all times it has

been acting the parent to the vernaculars and adorning and enriching

them. The ancient Prakrits borrowed everything from it when it

was in vernacular use; but the moderns mostly adopt such words as

express abstract notions. There is, however, an apparent difference

in the manner in which the borrowed words were treated by the

Prakrits, and are treated by the modern dialects. A Sanskrit word

when used by a Prakrit-speaking person was changed according to

his habits of pronunciation; but in modern times it is preserved in a

state of purity. This, however, is due to the fact that in modern
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times the educated classes as well as their uneducated brethren speak

the vernaculars, and it is the former that pronounce the word

properly. But the latter, and often women belonging to the former,

corrupt it. Now the Prakrit was, as I have shown, for a long time

the language of precisely these persons. It is their pronunciation

that is recorded by the Prakrit grammarians and poets. In some

provinces in modern times even the higher classes mispronounce the

Sanskrit words adopted into the vernaculars, and also in reading

Sanskrit books. But in the printed books the correct orthography

is used. As I have observed in a previous lecture and at the

beginning of this, some of the vocal habits of the Prakrit speakers

have come down to their modern descendants; but not all. The lapse

of time and other causes have generated other peculiarities. Hence a

Sanskrit word in these days is not corrupted in exactly the same way
as in ancient times

;
and thus we get what are called modern Tadbha-

vas. Thus, then, as the Sindhi and the Bangali cannot but pronounce

Sanskrit ifo^r as HH<H- and the Hindustani as in$, or the average

Gujarat i, the Sanskrit word Jrfa as $R and shr as $ft, so did his old

Prakrit ancestors. It should be borne in mind that the Prakrit

corruptions of Sanskrit words were not necessarily caused by

their continual use for a number of ages, but were due

in a good many cases to the vocal peculiarities of the men

that used them. Most of those words that represent

only the ordinary changes are words of this class, i. e. the

corruptions simply represent, as I have above observed, the

transformation which they underwent in the mouth of a Prakrit

speaker. At all times Sanskrit words have been coming into the

popular languages, but in old times they were pronounced in a

manner natural to the men of those times, and thus became Prakrit

words; and now they are pronounced in some cases in the same

manner, but in a great many in another, and thus they become

modern Tadbhavas ; while the educated classes often, though not

always, pronounce them correctly, and thus we have modern

Tatsarnas. This is the way to account for the fact that there are so

many pure Sanskrit words in our vernaculars, while there were

but a few in the old Prakrits; and we need not connect their intro-

duction with the expulsion of Buddhism and the selfish schemes of

the Brahmans, with which it has nothing to do, as is done by one

writer.

We will now try to form some idea of the chronology and

historical causes of the several linguistic changes we have noticed,
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The later or classical Sanskrit is in the same phonetic condition as

the Vedic dialect from which it sprang; and it was for a long succes-

sion of centuries spoken by the Indian Aryans. If it was so, the

corruptions observable in the other variety of speech or low

Sanskrit, as it may be called, must have been due to the vocal

peculiarities of another race than that which elaborated the classical

from the Vedic Sanskrit. The universal assimilation of conjunct
consonants which we observe in the Pali could not have proceeded
from the same community that could speak Sanskrit with purity.

And such an extensive assimilation we find in the Italian which was

formed out of the Latin spoken by the lower classes of the ancient

Roman population by the barbarian races that overaan the country.

As remarked in the opening lecture, phonetic corruption is rapid
and extensive when one race learns and adopts the language of

another. The Pali corruptions, therefore, represent the manner in

which a foreign race pronounced the Sanskrit of the Aryans. And
from such history as we can glean from Sanskrit literature we
know that the Aryan race Avhen it emigrated to India came in con-

tact with other races. After a time some of these were incorpo-

rated into the Aryan community, and formed its fourth order, known

by the name of Sudras. As. long as these Siidi'as were in a thoroughly

degraded condition and remained distinct from the other three

orders, their speech produced no perceptible effect on that of the

latter. But after a time this order began to mingle with the rest,

principally by means of intermarriages which must have extensively

taken place, since some Smrit-is or Indian law-books allow them

under certain circumstances and others prohibit them; so that the

orthodox belief of learned Pandits at the present day is that the

Kshatriya and Vaisya orders do not exist, and that all those who are

not Brahmaus are Sudras. But there are indications that even

Brahmanhood did not escape pollution. As this combination pro-

ceeded, the Sudra corruptions of the language came into prominence,
and after a time such a language as the Pali became the ordinary

speech of the uneducated. By the time of Asoka, we may suppose,
the so-called Asishta or uneducated people, who spoke the incorrect,

or corrupt language, comprehended among them the greater portion
of the military, trading, and cultivating classes. Professor Childers

is of opinion that there are no Des'ya or non-Aryan words in the

Pali. But the Prakrits do possess some at least; and you Avill remem-
ber that they exhibit other phonetic changes of which the chief is the
elision, of consonants. Up tu the time of As'oka and even to that of
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Patanjali these phenomena are not observable in the popular speech;

though they may have existed in the speech of the very lowest

classes. It, therefore, appears that, when this amalgamated commu-

nity, with Sanskrit and Pali as the two forms of speech prevailing

among the higher and the lower classes, spread over different parts

of Northern India from the Himalayas to the southern confines of the

Maratha country, they came in contact in the provinces with other

races which led to the further corruptions we have been speaking

of; and thus the Prakrits were formed. These new races while they

adopted the language of the conquerors gave them a few of their own

words.

Patanjali lived in the middle of the second century before Christ

and king Asoka in the middle of the third. Between Patanjali and

Katyayana a pretty long time must have elapsed, since in the

Mahabhashya various readings or emendations in a few cases of the

Vartikas of the latter are noticed and sometimes their interpretations

as given by other writers; so that a sort of literature must have

grown round the Vartikas. I am, therefore, inclined to accept the

popular tradition which refers Katyayana to the period of the

Nandas, i.-e., to about the first quarter of the fourth century before

Christ. Now we have seen that in the time of this grammarian the

Sanskrit language assumed a different form from that it had in that of

Panini; and by the time of Patanjali very great reverence had come

to be paid to this last author. For in giving the uses of grammar
the author of the Mahabhashya says that it is the duty of a Brahman to

study the Vedas along with their cti'tgas or illustrative S'ditras ;
and

of the six aiigas grammar is the chief. Patanjali is not likely to yield

this honour to any other than Panini's grammar. To account for

these and some of the other circumstances noticed by Dr. Goldstucker

we must place Panini about four centuries before Katyayana, i. e.

refer him to about the 8th century before Christ. Yaska most have

nourished <i short time before him. Though the Pali or an idiom

very close to it was the language of the uneducated classes in the

times of Katyayana, Asoka, and Patanjali, still its formation must be

dated some centuries earlier, since in its verb it represents what I have

called Middle Sanskrit or Sanskrit of Yaska and Panini. Yaska notices

local varieties of Sanskrit words, and gives one or two instances, but

makes no allusion to any apabhraihs'as or corruptions, though from

the nature of his work he may be expected to do so; while Katyayana

and Patanjali mention them frequently, as we have seen. Even i

they existed in his time, therefore, they must have been insignificant
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and unimportant, and did not enter into the speech of any class of

the Aryan society to any appreciable extent. After his time,

however, i. e. about the seventh or sixth century B. C., the elaboration

of the Pali, or low Sanskrit as it might be called, began in a decided

manner; and the language continued to be spoken up to the time of

Patanjali. Till then it did not specifically assume a Prakrit form,

though in the inscriptions of Asoka some of the characteristics of a

later Pr&krit, the Magadhi, were developed, as we have seen, in one

province, very likely Magadha itself. The Prakrits must have begun
to be formed about that time, but they did not then attain any

distinctive character; and the vernacular speech probably did not

finally leave the Pali stage till a very long time afterwards. About

the time when the inscriptions in the cave-temples were composed,

the Pali was, as I have stated, a sacred and literary language. The

longer and more important of the inscriptions are therefore in that

language. But in a good many of the shorter inscriptions, especially

of private individuals, we have words exhibiting Prakrit characteris-

tics.* The growth of the specific Prakrits, therefore, must be

referred to the early centuries of the Christian era; and we may
therefore infer that about the time our first dramatic plays were

written they were actually the spoken dialects of those classes of

the people whose representatives use them in those works.

About the sixth or seventh century the Apabhraiiisa was developed
in the country in which the Brajabhasha prevails in modern times;

or, if the speeches in that dialect contained in the fourth Act of the

Vikramorvasi were really composed by Kalidasa, which, as remarked

in a former lecture, we have the gravest reasons for doubting, its

growth must be assigned to a somewhat earlier period. Dandin

mentions the Apabhramsa, and a good many verses from his

Kavyadarsa are found in Vamana's Alaaikaravritti; and if this be

the same Vamana that lived at the court of Jayapida, king of Kasmir,
who reigned from 751 A. C. to 782 A. C.

}
Dandin must have

flourished before the eighth century. The modern vernaculars seem
to have begun to assume a distinctive character about the tenth

century. In the copperplate inscription containing the name
of Bhaskaracharya, dated 1128 Saka or 1206 A. 0., which I once

* Such are $W*ft3TO for $1^13^?, T^fitaJW for

for UfntoiT, *T?fa for x^, |ft^[ for
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mentioned before, Marathi appears in its specific character, and BO

also does Hindi in the work of Chand, who flourished about the same
time.

And now, gentlemen, I close. It was impossible in the course of

these lectures to .do justice to the subject without entering into

matters which are not interesting, except to those who have already

paid some attention to it. Besides, the subject was wide, and I was

compelled to compress a great many facts into a small space, but in

spite of this and though I frequently omitted large portions of

what I had written, the lectures were long and tedious. I am, there-

fore, obliged to you for the honour you have done me by your pre-

sence here, notwithstanding these drawbacks, and my thanks are spe-

cially due to those who have attended the course throughout.
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